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PREFACE 

One of the most pressing problems in the world today is to find mean« m 
acelérate «he econom.e growth of developing countries In many Ía J  Ih^gr , h 

wi Í ttngCr 0f bS,ng frUutrfJ thr0Ugh thC failurC of food Potion  o kcepia e with the increased growth of population. Preliminary estimates for 196 v 1966 ind.ca - 
ÍÍ iwZiT'i T* k

prod"ct,on ,n thc ^eloping regions has dropped bac   Ú 
the 1957/1958 1 vel, which is the same a» the inadequate pre-war level. 

Ft has bee . estimated that even w,thout the use of other inputs to raise aim- 
cultural products the application of fertilizers can mcrease output by al 2i 
50 per cent under the conditions prevailing in many developing countries. 

The United Nations Centre for Industrial Development has been talcnc active 
¡ThTT deVcl°P th

k
c fri,iÄr indus^ » developing countries In ¿Sri« 

Üf ^d;xt",om.f the Comptée for Industrial Development of the Economic 
and Social Council, a manual on fertilizer production dealing particularly wTti 

D^^,Cfrft|krSlLd^e,0pm<nh °f ,ntCrCSI ,0 dcvcl°P'«I countries has been 
fi^11" °Jthe Manual was crculated to the Economic and Social Council 
Qmimtttee for Industrial Development at its fifth session in 1965 The various 
Su?!!1 itM?,nual were di$cus»d ¿«ring the Inter-Regional Seminar on thc 
Ruction of FertUuers held «Kiev in August-September 1965 The teSTL,s been 
used extensively in seminars, training courses and as a reference document 

The combined world output of fertilizers in the form of nitrogen (N). processed 
photohoric acuì (FA) and potash (K.O) ,n 1964/1965 is estimated at 42 2 Son 

; Ïi    c8« of nitrogen, the developing countries produced only about 15 per 
cent of the world output of 16.6 million tons in 1964/1965  Many developing coun- 
t,n?_*re,Ukmg.*ct!vc iteP* t0 increase «•*»•" fertilizer production and the Manual is 
dettgned to assist them in their planning. 

The United Nations Industrial Development Organization  (UNIDO)   the 
«wS?.* the£?Z f<lrA

lfìartmì De**»»"»« (CID), will continue to expand 
JM??2 m Í* ¥d.°f d*v"v0pmen, of the fcrti,izcr industr* " ¡« hoped that the Fertilizer Manual will also be of assistance in this task. 

IH. AiDfcL-RAHMAN 

Executive Director 
United Nations Industrial Development Organization 
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INTRODUCTION 

Tfw I oiled Nation* Committee for Industrial Develop- 
ment has endorsed the preparation of manuals in selected 
brashes of mdu-.tr> a. part of the work programme of 
irte Centre for Industr a! Development The present 
manual ì% "ne outiome of this programme 

The ferti'i/er industry provides a unique link between 
»gnculturd development and industrial development. In 
a country with a rapidly growing population which is 
unable to increase the land available for agriculture, 
greater u*r of fertilizers oliera sie best prospect for more 
intensive agriculture and for higher yields E* en without 
other measures to raive agricultural productivity, it has 
been estimated that fertilizer* can increase agricultural 
output by 50 per cent under conditions pr_ /ailing in many 
drvttopuif countries Moreover, the fertilizer industry 
often foments a nutlet* fo- a broadly based development 
of* heavy chemical industry Thus, tn many developing 
C0«mrnf%, the prospect* for a new fertilizer industry are 
bring studied with vital interest. 

The urn of this manual is to adapt and transfer modern 
teintuer technology for use in developing countries, with 
part«, alar emphasiv on the problems and special condi- 
tions common to those countries It discusses not only 
key atf ^ts of fertilizer production, but also problems of 
fertilizer use in agriculture It analyses pre-investment 
dala and economies of stak It covers end products and 
irtmMdmte products associated with the fertilizer 
industry 

The manual is designed to be of value to planning 
hod«», department» of industries, industrial development 
corporations and other similar bodies Its main objective 
t* to meet the need felt in many developing countries for 
a imgk reference source containing both technical and 
economic information It is intended to help planners in 
• devetoptng country make a general evaluation of prob- 
tefM and prospects in the establishment of a fertilizer 
wtftntry While much information on the industry is 
availahk in various sources, this work is designed spe- 
cifically to cover the condition» encountered in developing 
« ^Mitras It is also intended to serve as teaching material 
foe engineer» and technical personnel in the fertilizer 
industry 

la preparing the chapters presented here, the Centre 
benefited from consultations with, and advice from, a 
MMther if eiperts and organizations. The Food and Agri- 
ciAur« Organization of the United Nations has given 
valuable guidance over a period of time. Dr. Raymond 
EwcB. Vice-President for Research, University of Nev/ 
York at tuffalo, Dr Frank W. Parker, Deputy 
Director, Rural and Community Development Service, 
Agency for International Development (AID), United 
State» Department of State, and Dr. Lewis B. Nelson, 

Manager of Agricultural and Chemical Development, 
Tennessee Valley Authontv (TVA), have given substantial 
assistance to this projet AID arranged with the I nited 
States Department of Agriculture and TVA in preparing 
several chapter-* 

Chapter 1 was prepared bv D. D Steward of the United 
States Department of Agriculture, chapter II was pre- 
par J jointly by D. D Steward and F. A Coffey, 
chapter III by D D. Steward and chapter IV bv F A 
Coffey TVA reviewed chapters I, 11 and IV The follow- 
ing persons associated with TVA prepared or reviewed 
the chapters indicated : E. C Houston reviewed chapter VI 
and prepared chapter XI; J A Burnett, Jr reviewed and 
added to chapter VII; G. M. Blouin reviewed chapter X, 
M. M. Striplin, Jr. prepared chapter XII; E L Newman 
prepared chapter XIV. Chapter XVI was originally 
prepared by The Sulphur Institute. Washington, DC ; 
it was reviewed and supplemented by J M Stinson of 
TVA 

Chapters V, VI, VII, VIII, X. XIII, XV and XX were 
provided by the United Nations. C J Pratt of Mobil 
Chemical International Ltd. prepared chapters IX, XVII 
and XIX Chapter XVIII was prepared by the Inter- 
national Minerals and Chemical Corporation and 
reviewed by TVA; chapter XXI was prepared by 
D. W. Bixby. The Sulphur Institut«. 

The Centre for Industrial Development is grateful for 
the assistance received from the above-mentioned sources 
and from numerous others. 

The manual is organized in three parts Part One con- 
tains five chapters, giving a world review of fertilizer pro 
duction, assessing the role of fertilizers in agricultural 
expansion, establishing criteria for production vis-à-vis 
imports into developing countries, considering forecasts 
of demand and setting up principles for the distribution 
and pricing of fertilizers. 

Part Two, in eleven chapters, begins with bask tech- 
nical data and definitions. The technology of production 
of the three principal fertilizer groups, namely nitrogen, 
phosphate and potash, are discussed in subsequent 
chapters. Separate chapters include data on nitro^n, 
the production of ammonia, the production of van .us 
ammonium salts (e.g., ammonium sulphate, nitra'e and 
chloride) and the production of urea and nitrogen solu- 
tions. The production of phosphates and potash is then 
discussed, followed by chapters on multinutnent and 
mixed fertilizer production and auxiliary raw materials 

Part Three in five chapters, considers problems of 
planning, including plant location, and general problems 
which have arisen in other countries and arc likely to 
confront a new fertilizer industry in a developing country 

1 

J. 



It contains also a case study of the establishment of a 
fertilizer plant in a developing country, highlighting the 
steps taken, the difficulties encountered and the results 
obtained The last chapter consists of tables showing the 
economies of scale and the costs of production of 
fertilizers 

Draft chapters were used in the programme for the 
training of planning and economic omcers from African 
countries at Cairo in the spring of Hé 5 Some chapters 
served as discus*ton papers at the Interregional Seminar 
oo Fertiliser Production held is Kiev. Uknumaa Soviet 
Socialist Wepubhc, in August-September ItéS 
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DOí 22? 

I. WORLD SURVEY: PEOPLE, FOOD AND I ERTUJ7.KR 

The world population is growing more rapidly than at 
any other time in recorded history, and with (his popula- 
tion growth, man is faced with the problem of expanding 
the world food-supply at a last enough pace to meet his 

growing needs 
How great an increase in the world food-supply is 

needed ? How can this, increase most easily he met ? The 
purpose of this chapter is to provide partial answers to 
these important questions Attention will he devoted to 
historical and future trends in world population growth; 
the urgent requirement of expanding the world food- 
supply; the means by which rapid increases in food 
production might most readily he achieved the impor- 
tance of fertilizer in contributing to increased agricultural 
production; and the world fertiliser situation produc- 
tion, consumption, international trade and prices 

A. THE WORLD FOOD-POPII ATION PROBLEM 

1. Growing population 

From the origin of man, the world's population slowly 
grew to a total of 200-300 million people at the beginning 
of the present era. Over sixteen centurie« passed before 

this number was doubled 
By contrast, the population in I960 was almost double 

that of 1900, having grown from 1,551 million in 1900 to 
almost 3,000 nullion in I960 Indications are that this 
figure will again double in less than forty years, reaching 
at kast 6,000 million by the end of this century 

In other words, the rate of population growth has 
increased from 2.5 to 5.0 per cent per century in the first 
tixteea centuries of the present era to nearly I per cent 
per annum by 1900 and to about 2 per cent per annum 
by 1960. The rate of growth is expected to be even higher 
during the remainder of this century 

The nigh rate of population growth currently being 
experienced » so recent a phenomenon that ma» ha« 
only begun to recogni/e the magnrtude «J the probte«» 
associated »Uh it and to attempt to cope *«h then« 
problem* Foremott among these is that uf expanding 
the world food-supply to meet the growing twed« 

The population increase in the brief sf**« <* tune from 
l*W to 2ÜUD will be as great as the t **l gr-.wtn thrntgh 
out alt previous history of rrun During »hi* »iswl fwr**l 
world food pr*Hjyst*o« »'«si ht iouNed rfe*<f» rh» ,»fr*'--' 
level of ton«wmpt».»i n t.- he mamm^rd t* *M**i* <* 
the pruhfcms 4 hu*ger ***i i*nl"*.*m»«-w **•* • ! ** 
rr%)**ed e*«n t*r§rr .i*f¥<i*> .* »V •••»Wl • --Î .«¡T*» 

»tu Ne neceser* 

S «mer ••« U<. r 
tmmm »*. *•**<«* 
**»-mg  t*e-*   - 

general health and w.ll bo inj Mv f<p.i'iM,.<i M tv«-»»* 
education and medi al ¡Kthtk-% vomhmed *t>h ,.nrc.*"«? 
knowledee of lite-saving u\!miq-io. o rip-idlv !»>'.••««< 
the life expectancy m m.mv iountru> fhf.,,¿,t..ili tHi- 
world Rapid progress has been midi- in the .^>MU4 »nd 
eradication of such diseases as tuber, ul.«M-. tml »md' 
pox. which earlier were devastating, in,) m the prevent,,.« 
of wide-scale epidemics Inlaut md vhild moruMy i> 
declining In addition, improved nutrition and if> grwri» 
effect on health have no doubt played a ptr» m fühimmi 

the procreation of man 
At the same time that life expcvMiKv is bring cu frisk-. 1 

and  death-rates  are  declining,   there  has  m>t   N*en  a« 
offsetting  decline  in   hirih ra.es    Many   kOunuw%  twve 
become increasingly alarmed about the rrsuhtng p.-pul,« 
Hon explosion, and programmes ha^e been initialed <•• 
check the high and incre-.sing rates of population gr.-*th 
It  appears,   however,   lhat  errent   atttotH  dirotrd   a» 
population  control  will  not    m   the  mimed» t*c   f .t«ir 
retard the birth-rate -.uflkientlv to red.ae the grafts r.«»r 
of the  world  population  belo*   ifs iurrrnt  lev H    (.* 
scquently. the world must t,ue  up to the probfcw • •* 
raptdly expanding Us food supply  m hgh» >•*  he expected 
population growth and the need to -vrnotw hunge-r »ist 

malnutrition 

2    (ifi'fophnuf nm*hi*"rt4'-"«ì 

Vast  geographical difrVrrn. r -     osi  .« iNr     ,rr„r,»   t,, 
tnb.ition and growth nit-   •• o,   * aid . p..p«itt...«   I« 
19rV)  over << per ,ent ..t thr * -it t « pr  r* *•»•'• '•«•-*•«••« 
m   Asia   (»re   tables   I   «nd   ?>    Indi*   «lo«*-      •"«*•«*» 
4V) million people   By ,ofitr*sf   the m*<rr *«•.»«•'* *"*' 
sphere accounted for «M m.tl..^ pr  r*-   ir« rha» ••»*• 
of India   *rth..iigH the i-*e*l U-«.i <"* **- •*•'•* **vr* 
times greater »h-*n that   >f India 

Population gr »*th rite, iff ge***^**"1 *"%**?* m *** 
dtvetirputg area, of the *•*•.! «M« « »^ á»*»h^l 
*re*s As**a t.o««tr»rs *Ht*H *»«-4*»Nr *««• * Prt-i«wr#» 
high poptiêafM* den M*» ^ f»p»»*r* •*« r*^^ * p*-^rf* 

t»4«i growth .«# *PO« 's-« •"'> % t** rWl *«*'*-*i' I*** 
Aaseritati M»«wrws *•*»» »*•*•* ^^.u»«-«» tn»^»« **»* 
«.<et rafst r^rs .< g«.*••*«»*•« *»|Hrt-.* f«^»»*^ 
M h«#h *i * iwf vem f»r «»«*«« »» -*<'*'* - •**• •* 
the wid«Mtr»*»> *r**».*|wd -"**"" *••»»• *«*< ^-#^#» 
l«pn« MJ is,*   it  *#**^ Ï •*• •*»   ^*fM-*«* # -*«* 

%Sm J»»fc*#J  h- •*«««   •   f#f    •"•*   <»'   »-"**»'** 

tB»»   r> «ç»*».*i » *>    gl   -+'*    ' **«rs     "44 *     * 

><h« g* »•<•"• 

A 
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TAILE 4. IvrrwTY OF FFRTTUZFR rossi MPTION IN RFLATION TO 

ARABI F  UVB,  BY   ARFA   AND SFLFCTED COUNTRIES 

Plant nutrienti per tht>u**md 
nettarei of arable land 

(Ions) 

Area and country ÍW7//95Í 

Area 
Europe"  72.76 
North and Central America 25.30 
Oceania         3312 
Asia ¡>      670 
South America  4,92 
Africa       2.Î3 

Country 
Netherlands  446.63 
Belgium  335.65 
Federal Republic of Germany  .   .  . 245.64 
Japan 245.72 
Taiwan  19736 
United Kingdom  144.36 
Republic of Korea  109.02 
France  90.67 
United Arab Republic  71.38 
I«a'y  45.7S 
Greece  33.33 
United States of America  31.31 
Malaysia  _ 
Olile  _ 
USSR      __ 
Brazil  g 64 
Mexico  _ 
Pakistan      _ 
Turkey  . jj 
Sudan      _1 
India  1 39 
Iran  _ 
Ghana    

im: i*>< 

96 59 
<7<M 
27 77 
996 
7.68 
3.15 

518.82 
487.75 
305.32 
276.53 
197.01 
191.56 
153.23 
122.41 
93.05 
56 99 
53.49 
47.00 
17.61 
16.16 
11.95 
10.21 
11.37 
4.19 
192 
2.17 
2.S5 
1.07 
.36 

SOURCE : Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 
Fertilizer»   An Annual Renew of World Production, Consumption mud 
Trade, 1958 and 1963 (Rome, 1959. 1964). 

« Excluding the Umon of Soviet Socialist Republics. 
» Excluding mainland China and ' forth Korea. 

TABLE 5. NUTRIENT RAT» or FERTILIZERS CONSUMIó, MAJO* RFCHONï 

or THE WORLD, 19621963 

Mttiim P.O. 

Europe"  10 ,0 

North and Central America  16 1 j 
Owania 1 8J 
**»*  2.4 II 
South America  19 | • 
Africa  34 26 

Womo 14 ¡2 

1     *,o 

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 

1 0 

Soi a« t   Food and Agmullurt OrgatttntMit »f the Uaftwl NatMMM 
FerHHzer$    An Anmmat Èeritm of World Frodrntmn   C 
Trmdr, IMJ ikoam. I%4» 

• EacUtdiag UM UMSO of Soviet SecMtaat R«^UMKI 

* Eadwduii mainland China «ad Herta Korea. 

differences in the soil and climatic conditions, the crops 
being grown, the fertilizers available and the price-cost 
relationships that prevail. In Asia, for example, nitrogen 
consumption is twice that of P2Os or K20: the nutrient 
ratio in 1962/1963 was 2.4 kilogrammes of nitrogen (N) 
and 1.1 kilogramme of phosphorus (P205) for every 
kilogramme of potash (KsO) consumed As a whole, the 
developing areas use larger amounts of nitrogen in relation 
to PJOJ or KjO, while nutrients used in the more devel- 
oped areas approximate a 1-1-1 ratio. However, there is 
an indication that in the more developed countries, the 
consumption of nitrogen is increasing more rapidly than 
that of either phosphorus or potash. 

2. Pattern of world production 

The bulk of the fertilizer production in the past and at 
the current time has been centred among the more 
industrialized countries of the world. In 1963-1964, about 
nine-tenths of the world fertilizer supply was produced 
in Europe, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the 
United Sutes of America and other developed areas. 

Several factors have contributed to the heavy concen- 
tration of fertilizer production. Included are; (a) the 
availability of raw materials, either from resources 
within the country or by importation from other areas; 
(b) the relatively advanced state of technical knowledge 
and skills of the people; (c) the stage of industrial develop- 
ment and the capacity to produce fertilizer»; and, of 
major importance (<r) the level of demand for fertüiiers 
within the country. 

Beyond the absolute physical limitations of obtaining 
or producing the required raw materials and within the 
restriction imposed by government policies, production 
is largely influenced by the ability of the industry in one 
country or area to compete with that in other countries 
or areas in producing comparable fertilizers at lowest 
costs to potential purchasers Import and export policies 
of individual countries, plus political allegiances and 
animosities, no doubt have frequently affected inter- 
national trade and have exerted considerable influence on 
the pattern of development of the fertilizer industry 
throughout the world. 

Production of nitrogen fertilizers is more widely dis- 
persed throughout the world than is the case ot either 
phosphorus or potash With the discovery of methods of 
fixating the nitrogen of the atmosphère, and of producing 
nitrogen as a by-product ot coke-ovens and gat riant» 
the production of nitrogen fertikwr m no longer « 
on mineral deposits ot astrales. Coasequenrty, 
tries make progress w laduatmJ development, the 
auction of nitrogen frrtiuam getwrsJIy CM he _____ 
more rapidly thaa that of either phmpr**u* or ptrtaai 
unless local mineral departs at pkmpkkmm m 
are readily accesubfc or the raw m_t«rt_k an __, 
At the current time, however there w a r-TTt-imrig _,„_ 
towards local producilo« of ph.«pr_m fertsWvr», **** 
though man* countries RHH! ___*irt t•» ntiimnfc it« »_-_ 
from which the fertilizer M muât 

I«   It&3/19e4,  the   Federal   Mef^Nhk   <*f  item 
Fra«*, Italy, lapas the tinned s. **vi *. me n» 4 
States of Amerika watt the M—JIBS p»- *i_t#t >> 4 » 

10 



fertilizers, contributing over **<) per ^ent    i i >u¡ •  rki 
output. However, many ,»( the developing ,..Un»nw* *rt 
constructing plants as thc.r demand for nitro»: n fert,;.«r>. 
increases The Republic *>f K..-rea. Tii*an .m,i the I q>t<- • 
Arab  Republic   are  example-   • f  ^»untrwx   ***»<    »-f 

expanding their production of msr^ecn iertüuti*   In ov 
five year period frum !9<K I9<9t.> 1961 !9M pr„}A,„n 

of nitrogen fertilizer in Taiw.in irwreaxed fn m %».2**. » 
92.460 »on«, and m the I m red AraH R,-r»,M.,  pr »l,*. *,.,,, 
expanded from  34.*»,2  to   120.VS2 ton*  w» 'l«*2 i» 
Nitrogen production in the RepuM*. of Kore« hrgan 
in  I960; 1961. when   19 ^H tons of mtrogrn »ert> r*r.. 
duced. In 1963 1964, production had men to *|.n;t f,,«, 
As yet. however, even these cnuntnei mmt ret*  mptm 
importi in meeting theu tertiluser need» as the» dem*««* 
hat been expanding more rapidly ¡han their tkm*m* 
capacity to produce nitrogen 

The United State* of America ummmm to h» th* 
large« producer of pbmphat*, ferttluefs In lt*l itM 
it tupped 3,4*0,0(1) too« of pfcoaphurwi <F/V- * 
ing to over 27 per ceni of total work! oviawt fj 
leading producer* are the federal RrpHM* ,»f <j 
France, Italy, the l SS* «*d the l «ted KnpNi 

Frodttrtio« of potatlt n target iWKtwm^ m • «*•# 
number of countnet In 19*3 19*4 «wer •» prt mm mi 
the total wortd *«pf>iy »M prod«*i M to « 
— Eastera CfcraM«y. the faterai Rennet* «# fji 
France, the USSR «ad lb* I'M**! v^ «** 
The  recent   rapd  d^«t»peMM   s<# 

' i a 

«»*#*«    ^ 

or the um 
•a lt«J l«*4 

».# 
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S)0}22& 
II. «OIF Ol FERTILIZER IN WliniTl'UI 

Fot the prfsint p.»rp <*•» í'írttls/er n ,Ji-*ined ** **» 
material pu in .<* • >« tV *.•.! i>» improbi iH» ^ni»it • •* 
quantity nf pijnt ir wth I hereto >r* m tHi* i*4j**r 'h* 
fetta' lOfKcrn »uh ti-rtili/er lie» in i'* ph>*n.4< ¡m.1 r»-> 
noma potential !•< UH rea* r>p pr.»l*.«i»* *n*i the 
primary interdi i* m ..hernua' .-f irt«»< ¿*nK fet'di/er* ** 
contracted wii'i MKN <>r¿drt*. fruferwdi ** fn,4««f » 
compo\t. night toil 4ful green manure 

In thi* chapter. dm«i»>« «eirtr** *»n ihe r »te >»f 
fertilurr in the produtlKtn prnee«, primarily fr«*» rite 
eiomwin viewpoint fh* «M«**««!»:» «í fcrtAjtr «M* M 

of paramount imp»*!*«*.* » farm*«- Jet»**'»** tom*rm«f 
the kind* and «mount« of ferwh/trt in hrtpmf to t*f*n*» 
the prevailing km lew»* ni l*rt**w«f r««Mimft*« m 
many countrwt *«d *« wfjetWtl *f»peofr*»if put*.«* f<* 
stimulating greater tertdijer we »nd tin« Uniti pnnlmrtu«. 

A* knowledge 11 *c quired of the gw4t«titl for 
trop production through the we oí ttUkêtrt, 
concerning the ktmi«. êmà amount« of fertáuwn h* mm 
art largely dependent on et «mon»*; s>i*màmâmnM h 
farmer'<• demand fot fertilizer depend* hrnm-aty «i A» 
nr!»t»pn<ihip het**en lerttliwr tonti and the <mlm of the 
»«kttttonal produit**! etf*vd fr»*» *t» wm rhu*. * 
nec«Mry inndttton Un the n cren**«! tomuntpetun «f 
fertiliser* i* ine pro%.pe\t of mcrenird pr««ê*t Ih« greater 
the pri:x»|#u* d* proêt, ti* greater the incentive f<* 
farmer« to enpaodl their we «rf fertttt.ner*- 

In the firmi anal***«, íertíiuer M» if fa 
country t»r *r« dependa on   {mi 
technaal k mi« ledge <rf crop prtMnicteMt 
the ttw oí different typt« ami «MH-MMM* «f* 
CMfthMMtMMt ntth other Mf*Èi tttl prmt*.** (A H 
sf* tht* latmteéf» t© tmwmt, U) **mÈÊàéÊj «Í 
fertiger*  ié) pimmmk pri4u t* h« e*pe»vtl fr.*« 
IH*, 4«d «r* arH*»iy <rf ihe fariner »<> fci»*«i« th» w«e «Í 

(tt-tkcr  MptAi   fh«  -vH^tive al 
ml ct)Mw#h«*M* ef ferMtetrt, M • 
f xwj   MM 

fríÜH 

* Ir» i .i    iff» *4>* i«n  • •   *i M t 
(ertilo    **«**4.***e  •.«!«••    ,*   -*•   • T,*»m 
».»!   v*/*»*, *Up*#4Ì ».»!»##»••• 

Ihr »*^M !•    *H*H >"*F  ,.*-**«   4(^««»*i#!r  * 

khkwHI '« «M¥ »r•»***!* feMcf »' 

etpiK f*.l «».1 «rfv ••*** -*ie*N 
H« -»I   ithe» !*<(«r» «*i*rt ««t t» •»••»•w   ». 

Akhotiflt th*» ^tV4{^eer n *««u*it» vHKerurd with rHe 
t^MMMMh.« or f#ri4»/er «ut the <*^r *?« -.4 *pr*.**¡R»t*i 
gmxtyitioA piwiî1* »t JiAWtaJt u% ?^^f»'.*h rhe «tuipte .,**-* 
«ad eft*.t rtktn>n*hip« f-<t *»» ««fie t»p*rf «<e *»»(•« 
T%ercfuee, m «mier«*«*! fatì> tht r¡m 4 ttriáu*r >* 
•gncu&uraJ pfínJy*.tí<<rt ¡he i«*e"et,i«rt«fi»l»(p«i hei*«e« 
the <à*t i>í íertdi/er «ed *her far« p*^t».M, «» tfeiev 

iTìf ytekl-i *»J pf'.^k-., fsi*«« ** «ti ' 

A   1*1 A m 
Atift* ti!'«* 

Itetti>fi h*» «leicrtbed f<m 
c<m4ttKMt »luth mutí be pro*n4ed by mUwm m 
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T4«f 10  RKSUITS or rraratzi« TWALJI AND DeMO»«TiUTioNS ON MAíZ?, WHEAT A»O BUT. »nenn < 

TtrtMUtf 

Crof ima temtrf 
nrtorK,o 

I kf ptr itttun i 

ritu 
(kg 99T htCMttt 

Comt-oi 

YitU ¡ Stt rttwn f'* f**uh7t* 
f >«,*£»*#? per 

DoMarf r*rr é'llar       k 11-'t'iÈmm* 
Ftrttllitd       ftr'twctan       i*trcmtat*      ptr ht, tart      »''«i/iw      •>/*.IH«M 

EI Salva4or-«i»tral 90-904» 
Gitana 

Fore»! 
Savanna 

Hiifid uns 
Hybrid-north 
Local 

Morocco-north 
Irrigated 
Non-tmaated 

Moroeco-aouth 
Noa-irngated 

Nigeria 
Foreit    . . 

T*fc*jr 
Marmara 
Mack Sea 

22.4-0-22.4 
44.84M) 

90-90-90 
45-45-45 

40404) 
0404) 

20404) 

043-22.4 
04>22.4 

40404) 
40404) 

2.420 

1,419 
1.159 

4,7«* 
1.674 

1,436 
64« 

723 

1,521 
1.2*2 

2^46 
2,072 

4,146 

2,287 
2.022 

9,801 
3.110 

2.395 
1.053 

1,13«. 

1.861 
1,559 

3.194 
3.718 

1.726 

868 
863 

5,013 
1.436 

959 
405 

416 

340 
297 

94« 
1.716 

71 

61 
74 

105 
86 

67 
62 

58 

22 
24 

42 
S3 

91 

47 
41 

272 
64 

11 
13 

M 
9 

50 
111 

1 I 9 h 

46 19 1 
V2 19 1 

5 1 186 
3 0 Iflh 

29 12.0 
2.8 10 1 

1.7 

4.2 
3.7 

3.0 
54 

69 

'V2 
13.3 

11 8 
214 

IrrifMed «040-30 
Hori-irrtgaMd «0404) 

Morocco 
Soattî  20404) 
North  4O4O40 

Sym 
Imgaled 604040 
Noe-imgeted ©404) 

T>»rkay-C«wtral Anatolia 
Irrig»*« •***« 
Now-irngated 3Ô-304) 

Twr*«y-Thf»ee 
Irritata 304M 
NoaMmgatad §0404) 

1,905 
1,490 

3,744 
3,2*7 

1.S39 
1,«37 

9« 
1» 

12« 
131 

4.4 
5 1 

12 3 
15 3 
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ttw «•*• !>f m<>ft fertih/rrv ctthrr i 
that * H enhance the yield 

sunt he altered to make 
the   M»  «f* target   imt^R«  (if fertilizer   profitable to 
tanmm  Wmde htftler product prices might be achieved 

and lower fertihm pricet 
»«created efficiency in frrtiliier 

production and éwtntHitio». direct price policy actions 
«•y «rffer a man immediate means of expediting im- 
proved favourable factor-product prtce relationships 

15   JeJerftM <tf ftrtttizert fw proétctim ami consumption 

Determination of the kind and quantity of fertili«« 
to be produced and consumed evolve* around two basic 

i of a physical nature The type and amount 
 for  crop  production  must  be 

I through controlled agronomical research and 
' tnah under actual farm conditions A continuing 

• of research will he needed in different regions 
to determine the »uitability of different 

.T „_„ „ m supplying the nutrients necessary 
for crop production and in acquiring an expanded know- 
ledge of crop response to fertilu-er* at varying lewis of 
appjiCjrtKM The second ba«c consideration is the 
ivaüahdity <»f raw materab from *hieh suitable fertilizer* 
wan be produced Aite%imcnt »hould be made of the 
domen** sources at mineral depositi of phosphorus and 
potasa, the local availability of coal or natural gas as a 
»uree of «trufen, the potent»! for fismg nitrogen from 
the air and the potential for importation. 
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Iftltt« ¡97 m *7 H5 24 0 214 1 3 16.7 
feftpSft »I* m 4i M 49 39 16 3 5 
P*»à ««»** '7 m >T <« 9% 7.4 33 68 
%*»«n 14? m 11 - 151 Il 7 33 — 
i   iwfc'.j   Vi»t H#fN*Nlc <f.fTP»l 26* m 116 I?t 110 6.2 41 7 3 

HrthtT^mmh 152 i* 57 «7 3.6 2.0 13 2.3 
1 ntte«1 ^I»*M tif Americ» 200 14* 71 139 12,4 9 1 44 §6 

Hirt   pmàtt • * 

ladt*                                ,          . Ht 111 120 243 239 21.0 8 1 16.4 
iap«n •1 n 30 64 1.9 1.5 .6 1.3 
PsàraMn «4 » 22 45 4 1 32 1.4 2.8 
Millipf>ints                                .   . 157 12t 6» na 13 4 10.9 5.8 10.1 
RcpuMiL of Korea 146 17 46 93 49 2.9 1.5 3 1 
Taiwan 210 127 67 141 7.4 4 1 2.2 4.6 
Thailand 332 265 172 273 24.4 19.5 116 20.1 
United Ar »h IttpuMk daypO 374 21! 163 249 7.5 42 3.2 50, 

Uarted State* of Amenes   , 119 •7 42 •3 31 ¿3 11 2.2 

Soram. TaMet 11 utf 12. • N. IW K.O » IM fabo. Muait rat» pnom coaffirmii of 0.66. 

Within the limitations imposed by the availability of 
fertilizer materials ami the nutrient requirements for 
plant growth, the selection of the fertilizers to be pro- 
duced and consumed depends upon variations in the 
cost of producing and distributing alternative fertilizers. 
These will be influenced by the costs of raw materials, 
the scale of plant operation and unit cost of processing, 
the transportation costs and the level of demand for 
different fertilizers. A concerted effort should be made to 
produce fertilizers suited to the fanners' needs at the 
lowest possible nutrient costs. 

16. Mixed versus single-nutrient fertilizers 
Arguments can be offered in favour of both mixed and 

single-nutrient fertilizers. If only single-nutrient fertilizers 
are produced, additional labour is required for applica- 
tion; and even though labour may be relatively abundant, 
the additional work may discourage farmers from using 
fertilizers. Mixing of fertilizers is tedious, as care must be 
taken to ensure uniformity throughout the mixture. If 
the nutrients are applied to the land separately, extra 
care must be take«, particularly if broadcast by hand, to 
ensure even distribution of each fertilizer. 

By contrast, if mixed fertilizers are produced, miting 
facilities will be needed and additional processing may 
increase costs. However, purchasing and h«»t«timg can 
be restricted to only one fertilizer rather than three, and 
where a limited amount of any nutrient is required, more 
uniform application can be facilitated 

17   Restricted number of fertilizers 
In the production of mixed fertilizers, the number of 

different matures should be limited   Unfortunately, as 
different ratios are frequently required for different crops. 

there is a tendency to produce a separate mixed fertilizer 
to meet each such need. As A result, farmers are faced 
with the problem of choosing from a large number of 
mixed fertilizers, leading to considerable confusion. In 
addition, preparation of limited amounts of a large 
number of mixed fertilizers is almost certain to result in 
increased costs per unit of nutrients. 

If equal portions of N, P.O, and K,0 were needed, a 
1-1-1 ratio would be appropriate. In other circumstances 
or on other crops, results of agronomical studies might 
indicate that other nutrient ratios are required, such as 
a 4-2-1 ratio where the nitrogen content in the soil is 
deficient or 0-3-1 where legume* are grown and more 
phosphorus is required. 

Thus, it is possible that fertilizers in many different 
ratios would be indicated. If possible, however, the 
number of these ratios should be restricted to as few as 
the five or six that most nearly approximate the optimum 
ratios for all different conditions. That is, where the eat 
of a é-S-7 ratio u indicated, the use of fertitiz.*« contain- 
ing a 1-1-1 ratio may be adequate. Or if nutrv its are 
required for one crop in the ratio of 2-1-1, these might 
be supplied by use of 1-1-1 ratio plus a side-dreteéng of 
nitrogen. 

Any required ratio can be supplied in a wide range ot 
analyses. A 1-1-1 ratio might range from a low-analysM 
fertili» r, noch as S-5-5. to a high-analysis nature product, 
such h* 15-15-15 That is, 100 kilogramme» of fertilizers 
could easily * made containing either 5 or 15 kilo- 
grammes ol ich of the three ma/or nutrients, Farmers 
could be faced with the problem of sesecttng from a 
wide range of fertilizers of datèrent ratio» and of several 
fertthzen containing the seme ratio, but ta varying < 
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of concentration. Limitation of the numbers of botn 
angle-nutrient and mixed fertilizers minimizes the far- 
mer's problem of deciding which fertilizers to buy and use 

18. High-arwiysii fertilizers 

Selection of higher analysis fertilizers generally results 
in lower costs per kilogramme of nutrients. This is par- 
tjcularly  true where transportation and  handling are 
major items of cost. For example, if 30 kilogrammes per 
hectare of each nutrient were to be applied, only 200 kilo- 
grammes of a 15-15-15 analysis would be needed, while 
600 kilogrammes of a 5-5-5 analysis would be required. 
Similarly, nutrient costs of single-nutrient fertilizers are 
frequently lower where the analysis is higher. Considera- 
tion should also be given to such factors as the physical 
properties of fertilizers of different analyses and the 
effect of other materials present upon rr-^duction. In any 
case, f«B information should be made available to farmers 
of die nutrient content of different fertilizers and the 
kind* and qualities of ingredients they contain. 
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Ì)\M11 
III. CRITERIA FOR PRODUCTION VERSUS IMPORTATION OF FERITI IZERS 

A     t*SW    M« 'HU »NU I fNONO  TMl f>fílSH»N 

In the development of a tutcessful fertilizer pro- 
gramme, each developing country face* the problem of 
decsdtng bow far it should go towards meeting its fcr- 
tdi/rr re«|uiFfmeflts through domestic production Should 
the «»»ntry become self-suJRctrv tri its fertilizer supplies ? 
Or might it he mmt ad*antag* H*S to import part or all 
oí" th* required a mount* of fértil ttt ? 

To date, the bulk of the work; supply oí* fértil wen ha« 
Im oath produced and ton su med m the developed 
rotNtfnes «if »extern Furope and North America, and in 
Japan litdtcattom ere. however, that the rate of increased 
crfMtMtpffc'fi tn the nest twenty years will be most rapid 
m the devel.>nin* iountru-% <»t l.afin America. ASM <*nd 
Africa In i he se are.iv lor ium^1 - total fertilizer - 
nutrient coft.umptioft it likely to imreate at an average 
costipi mn J rale of 10 to IS per tent ^er an/mm T%»s 
svottM mean an increate m coAMimption from 3 million 
tow» m Ifêû to ov*r 21 mrfhon tons in IftO In other 
marée, fertdifer «<*f>pttfs m the devctoputf countries will 

to ht mcreased almost tenfold within the relatively 
period of ?*o ttrvade« Wy contrast, fertihm ton- 
ti«*« m the developed areas of the world, already at 

high level», n tilery to Mtcreas* at i compound 
rat* of ahmit 1 per cent- espandmg from Jt) me- 

to •arlhtfa   te  mdbon  ton* over  the fwenfv-ye»r 

tf the level. r»«( t owner**« art M * hieve to rapid an 
menant m • i>n»««f»iiw ton* eft**! a4»i.* m«Mt be fake* 
%m a www •<** «f-»*H*o» of the e***r»#4 fertakare 

pm*r##i    <,i4«dM«Ml«  (««trur   th*  c 
itmm ,4 Ntmfc «t tue <***%* , t«rt*i*#*rt w» the Mtd«fttm>y 

*>**«*•*•*  («mtwi**    At  rh*  same  *ww*    *fr'*n§ 
Munite *n   * »he * 

»«Ai««.  <r»**M»|MWf mm»«»* *<*t a#w- •<*• »-#r**«i#» 
A« nx»**«* 

duce the increasingly larger amounts of the various fer- 
tilizers required Much will depend on the availability of 
the natural resource* essential to fertilizer production, 
the cost of production wt«r importation, the country's 
capital and foreign exchange position and, of course, the 
political %it lation that prevails 

B    AVAJLABLI  IAW  MATtMAL 

Decisions to produce or to import fertilizers wUl be 
influenced by the availability of local and external sources 
of low-cost raw materials and other inputs required in th« 
fertiliser industry Whereas phosphorus and potash manu- 
facture consist largely of processing mineral raw materials, 
mtr'grn fertilizers jre usuullv hised on the complex and 
costly production of ammonia, A brief discussion of the 
sources of fertili»r materials and their implication! 
for development of a ferttlúer industry is therefor* 
appropriate 

In earlier years, natural nitrate deposits tike those .n 
Chile were the primary sources of nitrogenous fertilizers 
More recency following the development of methods at 
fixing nitrogen from the air and combining it with hydro- 
gen to form ammonia, over nine-tenths of the world 
supply of nitrcifenotts fertifcjers has come to **e produced 
by synthetic- prm-esses The development of these pro- 
cès*** has led to increasingly greaier technical feastbtttty 
for any and alt natio«« to manufacture nitrogen fertilisers 
N*v*rth*i*«*. manufacfurm« of nitrogen fertilisers may 
he limited unlet* the *tnttrtc-power supply of other energy 
**«*«** art w**i*»*»t to meet the large rt^wirtments tm 
pmémMf MHM-nM 

Pw<«P«i*lii rmk pro**!»* m*m of* the world s phoa- 
pna** f*rtiit**r«  Wnstt vast Jrpuaits »m IIUWR to eust, 

i mmm  té **>va« 
f-he I wm4 %»**«« «•* Anw^a aie 

s*»i   t**k   «-a   a *»» pruémt «f tu* atavi 
if 
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potassium   Mlî«   fr •'•m   •#*   *4ff'    hu'   <*   vf«   »l#s#   *•--.'   r- 
provide  loT=it«-,1 4 mount*  • ••'  "*e  r«*-«**K   ff * h/er*    .-* 
«umed in the world 

Man« of the developing countries .t.< not *vt- ,e-, 
to Kcal ri* matenah «< a «Mir f of p..t.i*si.jm m.j 
phosphorus Consequently, fhey have Mtle sN..Ht b..t to 
import the prepared fertilizers or to limn the develop 
ment of their chemical industry to fv«xessing imr><rfe.l 
raw materials into suitable fertilizers In the .ase of 
m 'Ofen production, unless large supplies of ,ow-cost 
energy are available for use in the nitrogen-fixing process, 
the feasilihity of producing their domestic needs may be 

limited 
Anticipated  development   in   other  fields   should  be 

considered in planning for the development of a fertilizer 
industry   Expansion of electric-power and witer   apply 
systems   may   provide   the   required   energy   for   plant 
operation, rapid expansion of the steel industry ma> make 
batic slag or coke-oven gas available, the discovery ot 
tcoMMUcalty exploitante deposits of phosphate rock, 
potash ores, petroleum or natural gas may provide a 
domestic source of raw materials  Such factors as these 
may also be decisive in indicating the type of plant to be 
built, where it »ill be built and »hat is to V produced 
Thus, again, plans for development of a fertilizer industry 
should   be   bateu   on   both   short-run   and   long-run 
considerations 

C  ECONOMIC or MtooucnoN 

Under eiisting conditions, cost considerations in most 
of the developing countries favour continued reliance on 
world trade as the primary sou ce of required fertilizers 
Many of the countries most urgently »n need of increased 
food productioB have limited access to the capital and 
raw materials required in the development and operation 
of an efficient fertilizer industry   In addition, per on nel 
with the special skills required in the fertilizer industry 
art m «kort supply in mo« of the developing nations 
At a confluence, the cost of fertilizer production exceeds 
tar pnce oi fertilaers available on the world market  In 
totnc eases, in fact, the current cost of domestically pro 
éw*d fertiiuers far exceeds that of «mported fertilizers 
even when th*pptn§ costs and import taaes are included 

. such conditions emat, cost considerations would 
that the restored fertilizer suppli-s should be 

jd fro« the more efficient, lower cost producing 
from a short-run point of view, such an actio« 

««aid seem particukrty appropriate   From a long-run 
viewpoint, however, the decision to develop «m indigenous 
hn.iutt industry nut* be baaed m part on the leaubaiiiy 
at ér*«loftAg tha* uwtuatr at a sua and level ot efficiency 
i^H trìti to make it axwfetitm on the world market 

la 4rv*tof*ag umntries where mich ot the capital 
14—jm-nt «f».J ri,, iited r** material* are ' .* dornest! 
mäy a»*4*r4e '•»* »mounts needed musi ** ohuined «n 
the workl muràri '-«s. .«t» <* »np»'« *«•" exceed th»ne 
M th* *«•*•* .".«"»• al «e**« h* «h« • "*• * *««PP»nf 
tMhaWg i-- .«.fe** the .osr * f*r'd«zer pr=*J«**.t».*t Pr- 
•«ito* «i. .a* b» »«wmi* however *>y «Hit.-*. 

Urm «,«** «*•*&. '» <* '*rtii*j»f ma« *f**.iare *v •'"•' < 

M*J  ter*» >* **  •****«   «Ik*»  «.«a  Nfaefet  tt,m>    fw? **.••• 

»rt,   iti,ne-i   ,t\   'Se   « "••   •**.'*«•    si'   •*  • 

f*A* n>«!    >rwrit<- •"•     •'   *   f"'* • '"'   - ••• •"•: 

L,,V,     .?   ,i. .ftWstti    pr^ ««!•«. Tu. n   i'-..-i,!    Ir, i 

w,mf   frff |)/fr,    milling  fH#rr>   IIK 
r* * *o>#t ' 

uns.«-   *nh imporf.-d  IcftiL/c--.   SoT>it.*'lv 
tirvflopment   ot   the   other   areas   rn.iv 
»ihievinf Io* tost pro»iiKtion of fertili/ers I ' -• • ».impie. 
wirb 1 art her desel.ipment ot eleitriv f>>*e» t^ilities. 
*ater supplies and transp«>rtation systems ml iUions in 
the costs ot p<iwcr. water and transportation may be 
effected, thus reduc'tng the cost of production o| trrntiZ.rs 

^. s*. *- r ^ ^   il'   f ^ ** 

, ¡,r»iMis-iit«"     »•> 

D   I'«. «w low Mist rm * rS»M 

In recent delude . tremendous strides hjve been made 
in reducing unit c  sts of fertilizer production   This has 
been  particularly  f <*  in the case of nitrogen,  where 
improved   processes   of   nitrogen   «nation   have   been 
developed   The economi*,  significance of such develop- 
ments is demonstrated by the fact that in the I mted 
States of America, the cost of producing ammonia by the 
stejm-reformin« process is considerably lo*er than by 
the partial-oxidation process I or example. *hcre naphtha 
is used in both presses, production costs are lowered by 
about $6.W per ton when the steam-re!ornung process is 
used    By substituting natural  gas for  naphtha  under 
existing price conditions, even larger reductions in unit 
cost of production have been obtained   This reduction 
has sometimes amounted to as much as $11 to $12 per 
ton of ammonia, meaning a saving of at least 2* per cent 

The differences in the costs of production for alternative 
processes in other countries are almost cttt.tin to vary 
considerably from that indicated in the Inited States 
That process which will result in the lowest cost pro- 
duction ot fertilizer will depend on conditions prevailing 
in individual countries, relating to the availability and 
cost of substitute raw materials, such as coal, fuel oil, 
naphtha and natural gas in the case of ammonia pro- 
duction Consequently, in deciding whether to produce or 
to import, a thorough cost analysis oi the alternative 
processes becomes essential in order to determine the 
lowest cost method of fertilizer production. 

E   ECONOMIES <* SCALI 

The sue of the plant has a significant effect on both the 
capital requirements and the operating costs per ton of 
installed capacity Within broad limits, as the plant 
uze increases, the unit cost of production declines. As a 
general rule, doubling the s./e of the plant, as from 
IQIWWW to 200,000 toes annual capacity, increases the 
total capital «ivertment by approximately 40 to 50 per 
cent 1B other word», the capital investment per toa « 
capacity decline» ab«>ut one third as the plant size w 
douMed This results in lower capital or fixed costs per 
UHI of fertilizer produced 

. (j   j   <fg   fr*jt   *iif.iij»r <w»n>tw" ,r  ìHWW««*''^ trai« . 

HIT mmmmmâ « »*• '<em«+ •« *«*»•» Cte*»* tapnaan. 
MNMMMM. US**. »•«•Jrwfcfv l«*, 
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r *.,:.* i       *     ^     -r'u   s -   * i i íí^ ^»r       '-r v:      í 

••     -I        . . .,   r , .t"p|       i     "MVli     VA    pr»     '.-*•     **lf" 

•! íí<     ;~i i    '    -,••        -    . (Vi f-" i„-;    '•   -ni • <*     '.        -"-ft 11II •«. 

•     • . i,     i.*i A-i,' ."Ufi  e», í-í.r   ii-   • !>«-   pMnf   »i/r 

F. • i , ipi, r - ( Ji 1 > . I • i ' 1* • í » I •• i, fv, . .>i . 4 i* r*>i} ,^<f, '. 

<tñ *di¡''. 'irti i' ' -Vi per r <¡ ' H> . ofiíir H lift* •« *<*> SS 

(it«   pjíiil     hrfci   .f«      t fH>    1.-sl   ..f    pf   K|:Mln>n    pTf    '.'O    i-> 

línrr^w ¡ ". t 'ligh,, l . i.i S\í rfprrwfitifiji 4 MHÍi»ti¡w 

i*l iE- tü /<• ¡irr ,fni .<• pen.ling if» tí-># primes* heing .itr-d 
Nfc hen MK h i • ¡rn re i* ¡n r'-e M/e <»f fhe plant '* - i>mh»ned 
sciih t ^hiti ii.im ihe p-»r!i*i «"o.Utiori prin.ess *s¡*sed on 
UMí I.» tin- «(«Mm rH.»rmin< prness using n.*t,jril gav 
the tost . .t «mm-ima production is reduced ^v a* much *s 
30 per cent 

Although economies oí «.ale will normally contribute 
to lower unit costs of production, there will sometime» be 
other cost consideration* favouring the construction of 
well-placed »mall-sized plant*, in tpite of probable higher 
costs of cmstructior »nd operation per unit of capacity 
i or cumple larger si/td plants have the disadvantage of 
marketing thetr output over » larger geographica! area, 
resulting in higher shipping cost*, particularly to the more 
distant point» served In some instances, the savings in 
shipping costs associated with smaller sued plants serving 
a restricted »rea may be sufficient to offset the higher 
unit cost of production, making the smaller plants com- 
petitive »i!h those of a larger capacity 

f  PLANT si/.t AMD FMHM/J* UBMAND 

Countries which have now reached a level of fertilizer 
demand sufficient to consume the output fror^ larger 
sired fertilizer pimts are in a position to eiplott the 
benefits of economies of scale !n many of the developing 
countries», however, fertilizer demand is not yet sufficient 
to nistify large plants Unless the country has ready access 
to foreign markets for fertilizers produced m excess of 
home-market needs, the smaller sued plants may result 
in a lower cmt of production than the development of a 
large plant that is operated at one-half or tv o-thirds of 
capacity Even then, however, the cost of pi -duction is 
likely to be considerably higher than that u the more 
developed countries, which are already bene ting from 
economies of scale Quite generally, therefor as long 
a« fertilizer requirements in the developing countries are 
•mall, conditions will favour the continued rettane« on 
international trade as the lowest cost method of obtaining 
fertilizers However, when fertilizer demand espandi 
sufficiently to provide a market for the output of larger 
plants, the benefit» of large-scale production can be 
achieved, and the development of aa indigenous fertilizer 
industry can be more economically justified 

G  Etui«««!» (if Sí su Kurt ixFO«T Muriwu 

Meca use of e», on« »mies of »caie, there »ai he a strong 
Mcenti.e to congrua and operate large-teal« fertüijer 
pian tv even though their ctpacMe* asa y be larger »Mu 

i -«    ru«'* pii- 

1     **     •   ,f.. 

'«-    .  • - , -*  • - '* -      'ir   - *   .»»',-•     r • **..    + 
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•   "'i      <<•>.!<•»*•   -rut   t #i-;*v    --^ i«rri 
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^t4»iH      'I    !hil    *,,'{•     «i     *p     . •ffljj*' -ni      .J    %*,*    prf    f  ,P| 

'A -re  ,r  t..  .-.prfíie  *   ?<*'  Si't ,„  P44J,)   tt   »,,)!    4p«Ki(y 

»íth !h* vi ,1 ,it prinjin Tum 4»«-r4í!fl¿ %4A per f-»B (1 

»• -,(•! fñrit i fp.i «it, n .n -n? -i \% prf r .¡i t »mdi/er 
pr-iljied A* l<m< *s *n ripari rfutkif ,:.iíUj Nr \<upn\ 
(•>r ihf surplin pr wlu<.t|<»n .-t '<*•• »m t ,», a i pfn.e m 
eve«,s .-i W«1 ;<ei r.u: ü.f piHr .í the .¡.»mesi*. «IN toft- 
siunwil i mm'ima ..»uM he less (h,in the unit o>»i i>f pr^ 
duetmn frnm the smaller plant, whiif total production 
costs could «ill he covered 

Even though the capacity of a large-scale plant may 
exceed the existing demand in tome countries, there 
may he considerable jwstifkafion for building such a 
plant becaim of expected increase* in Jem ted in future 
yean I ntil demand had grown %uikiently to consume 
the output of the larger plant, however, it would be 
desirable to operate the plant at full capacity, pro» tétá 
an export market could be found for the surplus pro- 
duction at a price which at least covered the operating 
cost of the plant Complete shut-down of the plant for 
targe parts of the year or full time operation at a level 
well below fuU capacity, even if technically »easible, might 
be more costly alternatives 

K  ErncitNCY or raooucTtoN 

To develop an efficient fertilizer uMkistry, the labour 
force employed must have a fairly high level of trainir g 
in the special skill required in fertiluer production 
Initially, the developing countries are almost certain to 
face serious shortages of personnel having such »kills 
As a consequence, a lower level of efficiency in plant 
construction and operation can be expected to contribute 
to higher construction and operating costs, and thus to 
higher unit costs for the fertilizers produced. Th» may 
be manifested by long periods of time required in plant 
construction, high costs of maintenance and repair of 
plant equipment and a larger number o( shut-downs of 
plant operation. Even though hourly or daily wage ratea 
in many developing countries are low, an inadequately 
trained labour force may result io high labour costs. 

A country embarking on the development of a fertilizer 
industry thus faces the need to develop a sufficiently larfi 
core of well-trained personnel to minimize the losses 
caused by such inefficiencies Fa» includes the personnel 
required in plant management, as well as those needed 
in its technical opération A* one of the first actions in the 
development of a fertilizer industry, it may therefore be 
necessary either to send a basic core of pet sonnel to the 
industrially developed countries to acquire the necessary 
training and experience, or to import from those countries 
a sufficient number «rf wett-quaMed people to oversee the 

, coMtructKM and operation of the initial plant and 
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«„g***» ir--«**    t  *Mkfm«  •«* f*t*l    for**«     ••   < "•     r» «.•**-' 

t     Â.c *(« 

f„,p,     ,*.'     ^»-     "   1  'V     prf»...**    tWtN.t«     t,.»     ('*    tt«..ft-.J 

,^!,| IM.U!«  !-•  them    ff* *r# ewoVwe.i   *>!*»  rnJ* 
m»««* i*i earning ««mitent i «ft»fP f»^i«r »>' e,rr* 'hr 

m*ny pretatag development wed*   t fc«»*r that have farce 
gotd r^ierve*. <«r that tf* w* « powt*o«  t.» squire tar fr 
ansowifs of í<smg* etchange i»*f«»M§h imreaied ftp.*'** 
âft t« * ret#fsv*fy favourable «miatKH». i«a*mu*.h .** thnr 
decision to import or prodt*e their required fertilizer   * 
les* restricted  ht  capital  hmttatio«*   Others.  h<<*ever 
that have hmtteu prospects for expanding the» rxport» 
of such  »attir»!   resources « »*>  *«d   m«i«ral..  or  of 
agricultural product* and mariwf*€tur*d  gotxi*. face a 
more a*, ut* problem in supplying the fertilizers ik-eded 
far agmulfural development  In »ny KA«. the prohlem ni 
supplying the fertilizers must he re*.*lved for no fertiluer 
programme can he successful unte»» those quan*st** of 
fertUuer needed can somehow be provided 

J    FiJMÉON   MCMA «Jt   POI   íü*   iMK*T*mj«  Of 
nartuziM 

telianee on the workl market as a »auree of ali fer 
Ukitr supplies wül result MI serious urains o« the avail- 
ab4e foreign  «change for moat   developing countries 
ThM will be particularly tro« ia future years if rapid 
increase* in fertüuer consumption  are to he achieved 
In a large country, for example. India, 11 all the fertilizers 
consumed   w   I960,1061   had  been   imported,  foreign 
exchange outlays for this purpote would have approxi- 
mated K) miflion dollars   By contrast, tf India should 
expand its fertiliaer consumption by 1910 to an average 
of 30 kilogramme* per hectare of arable land, 4 7 million 
tons of nutrients would be required The foreign exchange 
necessary  to  purchase this vast  quantity   of fertilizer 
might easily total WO million to 900 million dollars, 
assuming 1961 wholesale prices for fertilizers  Unless the 
country could   increase its foreign   exchange earnings 
tttftcsentry or couM allocate %n increasingly larger share 
of its available foreign exchange for fertiliser purchases, 
difficulty   would   be   encountered   in   importing   such 
increased amounts of fertlli»rs.• 

Much the same situation will be faced by many of the 
»mailer countries. Whüe the total amount of fertilizers 
required may be relatively small by comparison with that 

• Cowidw»« th*t I am at fmtàam mil ft^utwty p«M*Mut 
I to 12 torn <rf ara«, som« vowitrwi Buffe* pain by importing m«« 
hnûmm ma tw* food Al mutur* worW itrtilia»r »ad food-ari. i 
pnet», ttw wn« empe^rtM« of forti«« «acfeaaae mi§r>i tmaU m » 
Uratr unai f<^odn«*prf la «hw word«, *A*n fore^ ewAani« 
Mrmngs »fe ümtmá, « » fr«^««ly pr^tr»**e to alloca» i» to tht 
import«»* v» captai or pnémm food» nttmr thae cimmumt 

"lW"    í ».       -r -r        .  • 

n    -1. ri  •»   ;     « - > -t ' 

[W    >lj.*v ' •I'.li/r' '•    **"   '* i> 

k,   > i«i4.t»i I*I tm. (*v*i «*-*»^ i »I     «ti* 

.., «i 

Ol 

Ih« ti(»^r»iMl tea>nhiíitr ..< imp. c,n¿ o«   • ,4 ,.   ., 
hu/r»-'» wüst  «Ko Nf *íiaheii   <a.n^i  f u    '   '. 
4   \r<Ul>JVt   |fHlit^l!>     Ili   ,   "IfllFir^   »'.(v1-     >! ..:.-; 

k"»-! iWvç-l.tprtl m» h ut !h.- ifMi *! r^mr-m •>' ' A 

must h* i>Hained »mm .-ibriM-! t »rf*^! »¿ «, 

Lirujm*UiHev hr»*?en ?^ Vi prf a ni •< i»«- '••• •'< »• 
meni rn'i^t fenerillv he <,prnt .n min. .ft, ,\ nini i- 
In vnuntrie» *iih hrttr i»r ne I<)\K I¡>»¡ ,,i'it i,i. pi 
don voukl hr cv-n grfater l <>r Un tluc-i.-pm-ni 
tertikrer industry, therefore. Urge amount* .»< >»»rei»n 
e*ch*Bge will »l*o be reqwred Again uwng tht rn^nipk 
of Indw. if ali fertiluer *upphe* were lo he dumoi.-cally 
produced, to4al plant inveMment h> l^> rtn|ht *dl 
reach 2.MX» million dollars A*» ming that one third ..t 
the total might be required to import capital equipment. 
nearlv 1,000 milliofl ddlars of foreign enchanp- would 

be needeti 
Even   though additional  foreign  erhänge   night   he 

required to »mpt>rt some ot the raw materwl. cs«niwl 
to  the   production  of fertdi/ers,   total  n-quircment*  <»t 
foreign e*change are likely to be far W-,% trwi it all »cr 
tih/ers were to be imported in future years 

L   OvmcosiiNG t API I At   M*mfA(.W» 

In  view  of the shortages  of domestic capital,  par 
tkutarly of the foreign exchange required for importing 
equipment,   developing   countries   may   be   %omewh4t 
dépendent on foreign investment'« to finance such capital 
expenditure programmes ¿* the development ol  a  te. 
tiliÄr industry   Poisibk external v>urtes of capital are 
mternattonal organuations (e g , the World Hank and the 
Inter-American  Development   Bank), the Governments 
of more capital-intensive countries, or private industries 
of the more advanced free-enterprise nations  In some ot 
the developing countries, however, investment opportuni- 
ties are not yet sufficiently Attractive to induce private 
investment from the industrially more developed u»un- 
trie* Where danger of nationalization of private enterprise 
is high, inflation is rampant, proht potentiah ¿n restricted 
or withdrawal of profit* by the foreign inve-lor ., pro 
habited, conditions discourage foreigr  mvcsior>   I here i* 
httk doubt that many of the developing countries ,'uid 
attract tar greater amount* of capital i' M»ndit«ó¡o *ere 
more conducive to foreign investor*   In »orne m*tjnon- 
governmental actwni have been ot are being uken U, 
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* fp**«t«i  pmnnM-oi t *  ?»•<•*    I»   -««turf     ,*•*#»>*<•'* 

g,>w*riMlr«r«i   *»***   «  t**#«   »- 
lit <áev»n»w<«t   ** »he lirTrf*Mr  .i*^.i*trv 

umi H   Pwtrfu «4 •*«•**•«  c<* 

, part* «EM** r*«a» ha* tag ret*»#* 
, M* ha#fv to favour the growth «#* the 

«OWtwha»   WTWpart»*»  flf »t«N*'NaK   t*> 
The 4rae* M h» « fra» M pamMt r¥wni m êtftm- 
M wv*H trad» and froaa the nsfctital 

factor« of • atoe* nwtw» «fiate «vo- 
EVNW then» however, fhe rate ©»* progre«« 

of M wdlffflewi íertííiJwr Muvatrv 
on tht a«te«t»acy of the captai ava*!« ht» for 

fr*»m hot h ¿«Miietta; »•».' estera«! WUKVI 

TW iNterpêay of ponttcn force« wl vh  wwiy 
or d»- 

poirticai 
to ht a 

m to produce tNt 

ft* 
la mot* tnetancev have long run implication* of an 

nature Development of a fertikatr induttry 
on the infant-tod ««try argument may »ometime* 

prove t( ht justified from an eeonosMc vw*point when 
loafer time period« aft coaaiderrd IR the «arty tta§e« 
of development of a fertiliser industry, tnefkiencie« may 

the mdtwtry to be una Ne to meet world competi- 
With the paaaage 0/f time, however, a »»efl-dtrected 

IrrtMuer tadwttry, even though uneconomic « Ma infancy, 
might achieve a tutñcnnt level of itrength and cAcwncy 
I« bacon»« economically «otind On occa«o«, therefore. 

ly prove over time to 

^m**Êr*v~ «*« «to'* *» »**#«* •*»<» «i4 .-»*<•# tit <H*  **«*«»<»* 

view*    «f pM4*      »  (*•--.» «*» **# **» *>««»|#%   4r*-ll«r  *»*f*pfe#* 

<**»*%#   1**1   «      •>%•.# M»**HN»«W   -*r   **   «N<*«4ar«i< <«M   «*r».|ii»* 

iMr kr ,«ntv * » »m^hinf tMi.t<»tt<i«i« «itlk*« •*** .frtvri« 

.< « Nh«re !<«** i !««<>*• i*i*r» bat< 

«ft« 

In   *fe»«   '.4   tht   * »rU  «h#ft   «nutteew td mélmvmi 
m*r\tu mua«« the uMt of ¿atnrvüi ally «*••««favti 

M    *«    «Actr*«    MC4MM    '.»f   pr* 
( i> oprr*tt*e BfcÉt*»ínf ètte árvtto$MMiM #f 

• ref»»:i««l tErtMsm i*d'W*ry »ay ptrimt. 1« 
«um**, full fipiotfattoN of the »vwmwmm of 
priHiwitK»«, vhKk eo«rid not tw *th*rv«d rf rath wk 
eo^ry «•«« I© itti*» twdeptnJently fo» irlf «^lk**»my * 
it* r«rt.ià«f »ttpfly For Ihn Ftaao«, c«wa»rie» withaa a 
regt*»*, fach dt wh*-h ha* tm» hnvted a reqmremewt fur 
any of the berne fertthfer a^rtents to ptrnM coaatrmttoa 
and oferatioN &t large -acate ftrtáutr plant», atifht well 
inventiate ttw potwihthtiei of the >owt d»ve*o^f««H of 
tefiÄjef Broavcra wnmi WONM patmc »npioiiafioii or IM 

•tth larg«-Kalt proáwrtmi Net 
reai^^^w ©y an pNitnaf* »a »NC« a 

co-op»?a^v» wNtiare Mot only wowtd uwit soat of nro- 
ductioR of fertiit/er^ ht reduced, hut total eafttal invert 
ment would h* MM than that required if each country 
independently attempted to become ierf iuftctent in iti 
KnMan lüpfsfy suen Gw-optrawv» vewiiirea may une 
either of two form« (a) capital and other retowc« might 
be pooled and factttttes constructed on an agreed «te, 
or (A) trad« agreement» might be negotiated whereby 
fertHutrs produced in one country migfit He exchanged 
for other products from neighbouring countrte* In n, 
cas«, »uch co-operative endeavour*, wherever they can 
he atKcetaftttty aefotwted, offer opportunities to all 

for nor» rapid deveiopaieirt of aa 
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they w»M hr t. fc*'Üe«g^i«# 

iwrt liow mach »mre»ied ée»*ï^ fot ttntkmr% »• 
nacijcd * Tlie »miwtr âppt*fi to ht a NwtMr t4 imHm§ 
(mmn ^mmmpt>om rtqmrtimnt* lo puft *««*•»« 
tht aaafrMtude'of Ito* Mu»-h ih« ^reas^ éw«*«d fot 
fenduKr may be, one may w>a«der ^lefly tH« fwttkmt 
eoflawmptHHi kveli to be etpevt«a »a 1*70 »ail I*t0 if 
wmU um%umplHjn of hnukMrtmcreAmt ài the \9H Ì9G4 
prowta rate At thi, rate 4 HR-rcaae, 56 4 miilioB *-..»n» 
wt>uld be tt>n*umwl m It70 and 117 t «tflton ton in 
1^ In m her word», coa*umption ia ItTO could ft« 
30 per cent above current level* and three times as high 
by lttt) 

Tbe pattern of «crea* Î work! «m*i.mptw»« oí fertûuat 
wiál tnift cootideraNy »o the future. Of aeceiatty, there 
thouid be a greater percenu^ Mcreaw m eo»s*wnr<i m 
m the dcvdopiaf countries than in the developed coun- 
try* The spread in the ratet of increase 7 0 per cent 
wrmti 116 per cent during the last ten years will 
become nuore marked a* time patte* 

Most developed couatrai are already applying Urge 
quantities of fertilizer per unit of cultivated land. Some 
arc produci«! turpe«* food-supplies for export. Prodi«»« 
of export surpluses may find future prices such that 
increased applications of fertilizer per land unit may 
resah in reduced proits. At the tame time, it seems 
evident that the developing countries cannot expect to 
increase theu food imports to the powt that the bulk 
of their food-tupplie* will be imported. 

I« view of the increasing food requirements of the 
developing countries, the real question is not *o much 
one of world fertikeer needs» but rather one of what the 
develofiiBg countries will need Estimations of their 
tature food requirements must be baied on assumptions 
relating to population growth, per capita income levels 
and dietary needs  Fairly irm estimates, whsch consider 
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Enfuete*. !•»••. Oil«««»«. *««*h Afri«.«. Ill« l.-n»«»a AfM» »»puhlu Mhi 
Aw ljBrt«d States cr< Anwnt.» 

* l(Klu*n(! •« »i Afitta, A«M tn4 LMM *«"*» ***** ««t^*«! •*• 
J»v«lo««iJ ««««trM* N**»é » hírt««» a *«á m«#r»4« <4 t h*««, **«ria 
K.OT«* «nd Nofth Vw( Nam 

Eitimate* of future fertilizer tonsumptm« m the 
developmf countries vary widely Steward estimated fer- 
tilizer consumption at 21 3 «illi-m »<>«* «" It»», without 
any attempt to tie his estimate directly to food require- 
ments (1) Brown plated the ferttli/er tonsumptK>n need 
at 34 million tons in I9K) f ^r the devd.»fH«g countries 
based on certain assumption* »ith regard to f«x*J requ^ 
rernent* and the gr**n fesptnise M fertilizet <«» »rown» 
estimate, which is the higher. ind«dr» ell t»f A*ia, whereas 
Steward's excludes mainland China and Jipan How- 
ever, both estimates p*Mnt up tht »enera! magnitude of 
desirable fertilizer consumption level* for the devctoptng 
countries Thus, one mua conclude that a consumption 
level of over seven times the l%4 level appears *o be 
feasible by IMO 
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«f Mi 

«f ttkmf fa«*«*« fc*** fcaa 
»„I («MMI prfe* «i«a«rwM al »««b la* 

{!>) farai CMMéI |M«n,   **i <• > 
MMMtr t*x>á* *f*pe*J ío f*rncrt 

Ta« p»act*« of »ft*irt»»i ta* M- 

low  ret**J pniitt of **&* '«»«^  preN»»»«.  «t  «y tfw 

TBM ^^teieal *ip«*toe»t (af kw» prmm for 

Mit f«rn uriwÉii •* offtrtt Te M4«J aattwttd farn 
prodMttioii. f*r»i pr»t»t NUMI •« U ITV«BB a^É 
lo givt farmer« aa Mcmtivc to prudi** •> Üat 
token farm prit*» of food pr«*l«ctt mmm im higa ta«>^ 
to swat it ad*«Ri*fto«i to UM ftrtáuMer« Iwfor* tat 
demand fi* Icrtilieefi c*a bt t*p«.l«d fo Mhvrraat 

Wlfcrr« ti«ro«»fcial ta-ptHi fe* f*fm prtMÌ«K*KMi *rt 
£*s*nii^J, prc-otttpwt íAAíKíOS B ac«.eMary ft»r nu^y 
farmer« to mnt â**tkypm$ cotaitnr« %->m>d product*»« 
c«r4^ prinapk« aav« bmm fairry »*U t«»»«a^*d ta noM 
d*v*k>fs*d iountrie«   AdeqiMMt. ti^iy   cwyaaord e«da 

Ha -# ut affa«-« af tuMËm$ rfc* r#Kl«vt áwaaad fì^fwwrìr, 
« P« *#<•*,*) ácnMMd f «Ht«, actual pwthaaw 

hf r*# *m.H*«t <»f f*rttlM*? *t»it.h » wnporMd 
wad pff»dm*d Axa*attcaiy WNTN «Nff*J« flf fcrttiww 
M for «Itort «i HM 1*4*1 <t»NMi»ii i« • cour.try. f«»«Td-cft»p 
appik'«*K:>f«A art a*rf> to «aafcr. (ompwrtd »itti appMea- 
tttMM <# tertáuwr o« a««-f«*l crof», »IMV* art prndacad 

TiMfimt »i i un iiwt« a<fvftA4»at ha til Wyi M 
Ffca aftmcatat ata-«, IvrtÉMtr «#ppa*t art not deHrmtnuttt 
«f MM iba»• a<1 for Utrtúnttr, mck t^ppiirs arc oractat 

A prairaiiHM to Mcrtaat the ármaad for uic of frr- 
teumt* mm fbod cr«f« may wr» ftvt tarty vonMdtratton 
la ptuhktm'i of ««p^y Srvtral yea« «wy ht required 
tafbrt ade^**«^ «»ppl«t art  â«i«rtd   Tat ttmmf ©f 

M «at fertáutrs nut tat iyachr«»m/ed with the ttmt whta 
w«N et ct»«Ms»t«ly adequate, year after 

4   fertUutr $imatni and «maJyu» eittnlkti 

»rrtUi/rr atatMtict «ad their economic aaarytn are 
tMetttwJ («idi m the prece«« of »titiiaktti»| fertiltxer 
ci-mmmpium Development ai tfw dernand for fcrtiJutr 
m a country *«*>uW proi^eed tkmg touod economic Une«. 
ime tat« t» practically impotaiHe without adequate, 
reluhir dau C urrent and iontMUMig analyse«, ohyettive 
m mtrnt, of pertiiwst data %er.e ai a bridge of under 
HaadtAg between piaaaer and farmer Coaftdeace of the 
prodiKer that ú pay« to ate iertiàuer may derive from thit 

OB the other haad. the objective analyat 

W 
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!-»! i    ini   p» ii n    M- t * 
,¡   ».. t., .•(     ..it!  ! „r-  tg-   - 

fe..?} .^H -4 irt'  ••-•> 

IW« «ri   <" «• ' •>* ' ' •• 
, *    |f M...   <• -     »> '    -*' '   •    - 

VltiM'*"!'**       »il'    it.l   11      f      ^   • 

«iPPI*      J*«* Vi', et     'S"1*"1 

t«d    1 *ir»r»nfi. • «      k   v'   C   ." 

ru.?,** »   *nd  p**l '•» ••f.«r,   *n.l   ?»• n    •••'?•" •.!«<••"* 

'Krtt   4» I    val-tC* 

«tudae*  ..'»ínn<    r ip «'».1  *'*/!«* »a"'1 rr»pon*» >•    <*' 
tih/ff    *fT>l* -""""'    '*"*    -merrf-Un.«»*:!.,«.    ''   '""d"*" 

i«*hn.M. *K.-¿ ippti. i-'.on,   " !í* Uvk ••* llw"n   1''1 :,,ht*f 

KOAomn   i»w4nh firr.hf.i l -r J^hM> mi (**<••"•"* 

It ma» h« drwM tor a« á|f»v <r» the (»overnmeat 
oí tata äwvekfwnf u»unlf> to ha*t the responsibility oí 

aaarywag tonéutt proNem* •** nwJ* Ih< "**** ,í,f 

.»•«•«ttiv* ^nalvse* l" «rve as b»>»> t-»r M*-* kmmtnt 
f»,„„ «, - *,,,« »M, ,Kh .n.! «-• .««"•>' «* »en . , 
chance A -je prmt lof 4lK:h * go^eríimenul agent y wul 
have lo bk »orked out m term* ot Utl nMsdiltom ti >* 
twggeated thaï sut h an agent y should ha>e status, * 
dependable budget and the opportunity to operaie 

oèjactivefy 
What are the functional areas oí »uth AB agency * first, 

there ta need to k.iow the uwrent effective demana level 
for fertilizer* Lath year. careful planning musí anticípate 
total »mi lotal fertiliser neta*, delivery ami storage 
aroèéem«, aad treda retirements we» tn advance ot" the 
period« of application The fertduer industry determino 
and meets the turrenc tkm,*mi *alt»fatt<»ril> »n »t»t 
d«v^cif»ed couatnev Mcth^ids JevekipeJ in Japan *«i 
Taiwan »*y «'wve value ifl *ever,*l u( the <kvek>^ng 

tountnei 
The Jafwn***» have i huiit-in rneth«^! of áetorBWB»«f 

«ff«ctjve aoaual dernaad f** t>nih«f ti4rou^i thetr 
owtkod of orfanwini aiid ftnaiwing fenili/et di«nb«tk«. 

T%t iViteBi w«ki a* foflow» 
Advame order* are   pÍMXa  hy  fanner*  with 

tkeif bwaàu *«d viikge cooperati.e»   In plating hi» 
order, tat fartnef appUei for a k>aa again« the tecuiity 
0t the proceed» oí bis coraum rfc* croP (*^h ««»«** ^* 
narketed through the e<voperaUve)   With this Joan, 
credited to hun M his account with the co-operative, 
he p»ys for the fertüiier* when received The co-opera- 
tive in turo issues a proBH**>r> note to the prefectura! 
credit federation, using the farmer»' ioen certirkates at 
collateral   The prefectural credit federation discounts 
these  proaMMory notes at the Central Co-operative 
Bulk   for   Agriculture   and   Forettry,   *hich   when 
accessary u«s them to ohtaui loans from the lank 
of Japan   Thus the individual to-operative* and the 
prefectural association seed virtuali) no fund* to handle 
fertilizers, while the co-operatives are abk to offer a 
large  and  secure order  to   fertiliser  manufacturer* 
When each individua! farmer*» rice M marketed through 
the eo-operativ«, his loan u paid off M a brst charge 

a§a*nst his proceeds     ." (5> 

.,    , .,,'«•.        V      "   1 '        »     ' 1  "'i-' 

«    *   Mía«**,    i   S4J     -i    <     '   r    '     «   I • '    ' '"' '   "* 
tV    .,^-.1 r,    ft   ,    ft,   ,'    f, C        •      . I      «- -'      ' '•••««-- 

4   it .p m 'he r*i»e    •' "f-f   -    " *'   -•'    ' «' '"''*«•' • "•i'T 

p.jrih*-*"     <'•   feml./fi   ' •»  r>   •'..•    »*•.  ••<'   •.-«•-<   •• 

-inmate IN- rñ*\\\-*   »«•"»*«.! ••*• "^-- «•*•''  *"" """"      " 
..jmpii..«   >i*<*   f   r   '^    r*"<*>1"¿     r T   tf!>   <        •'•«*    '" 
r*i*4ft    IfTtiltA-r . .mMimp»»- •"  '»•"-I'"' '"Sr'ir   •»  *  Sl1 

V"t.'0«llv rtrMile- v 1" ">' -If-i •!*•-' * » «Ï - -- - iHrr- •• 
ih* Urger *nâ J aaaiw« •>» trrtth/cr -«ihr. k'ii.»i,l *n.) 
•»«rsfvly. with *fet:i*l emph«M< on lot** mn ar*«t f44«H»«f 
aspects Continued reiearih ••! phv>»KriI trop rr<«fn»««* 
to frrfili#er* w e*ientiaK taking »«»•» iOfi^leT.ithi« a# 
rmirntwih MimîWant v-«ri-4»>le» F.gti.dlv fsseniMl *re 
fi.f „..m.iite ii.uiprfial.. •"• •! r; ••» «II- • •< phv-Kai 
re^earth ïhe evo««»«*..s '*t frrt»Ua»r .««alvie*. however. 
must go moth further a«d serve as a distintane 1« hriafMtg 
into proper perspective all the lectors hearing oa *o**««l 

and ef&t*ent ferti»u«r use 

Thirdly, there is need for an outlook »nd forecaats 
pertinent to ferttkarr suputes, application trends and 
food production prospects Long run planning, m terms 
of effective demand projectKwis, sh<sutd he preditaled 0*1 
sound aaalysts      not on espedient potitital objectives; 

How far a ne* developing country tan go in «creasing 
the demani, tor fertilizer is problematical It is cert**« 
that i statislital and analytical agent y is essential a* a 
part of the process, hut its SIA and stope will he dependent 
on funds and its effectiveness on the availability of 

trained personnel 

5 Efftit iff fra« lewis mdpolum m fertilizer aMSmmptwm 

Low unit fertiliser eotts paid by farmers and high unit 
f.sod-crop prices received by farmers are, in general, 
favourable factors conducive to the increased use of 
ícrtüuers The former affects the denominator and the 
Utter the nominator in the crop value input cost rat». 
Government* may set or control prices and, to thi» 
estent, they influence the ratio and tn turn affect the 
demand lor fertiltar Also, Governments sometime* 
influence fertiliaer costs and farm prices through the uae 

(if subsidies 
It does not follow, however, that all price-control and 

subsidy measures are equally effective in the influencing 
of fertifcjer applications on food crops The competitive 
situation between producers of food crops and produe*rs 

' Fur several ytan. u w • mailer at »w* ha§ or «umor«««! 
sotoha« lor a Ng or mx Mor« memi*, ih* ¡¿nw ha» teen »co«« 
• liightly h»«*r «sthane* Sea F«wd and A#n.uliur« Orgwwaoo« 
aim VtiMâ Natio«, The Swrir «f f*** ** Agrxmkv (*o*m, 
itili, cfiaea« IV p » 
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¡,«i^        ..i,    {M*»   '•*••   i.   •* I *f**r     »*   l"W 

, . Xk| *      ti    ut'   i4 -^i i   <(4    F   tl»      1er    .*•   ( *f >* '4 * 

(f \if >r#   • j-ii    it.,-.    "'s*    ' s» • '    •        r- 

'7Í «"*        t -v     ¡tifati 

l*-r* h e» ?TH,- • * . ,t m *!t'.- MS»!"»*«».! i •»,** «M .«p*».«« 

ivi fv •*• .Nï ,HIM* s*# l*f«ii»*.i I« fV-i h/tr> »<• »•* 

• m  r ». HJ    I   t«s 

ih« î*rn»-g«»*  ti Ufcrl»  *»v»f 4 prrhxl   4 y#af»   t <i*t pf» 

tí lit! urn  .!M«fí  W-it  •Jr^îifM'  *'mr**MI   *t4&   ff»**Ff   »•*     >< 
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•Stautet ß>t '  *r   »i«» p<H'>l   I    *4f 1»  i*(*tf       ni  v'B»M 

M.MTTîI rf « relative m^tcé* m fern /»r {w-iduM»«»« t« 
(W near !*w orvftopm* i.>ttfifrM»t H tueîv T » »austräte. 
*>v<x.Min>« <>; new »ertili/rr pia«** «iti« osi *«J g*» Held« 
in \*u V1to.»f, <iui \!fh.á ma* otfer nxnfditw pos«+- 
butttes A« »ew nitrate »»ufi.« Orfii.-r utiItzatKHi i«# 
phosphate r.K.k and p«rt,**li dcp^Mts ¡a Aima farther 
lëu-strate the p^mt the net result »h->uW he at tenti 
reduced transpctrtEtt**« cml% I veri grever reditttt»>«% in 
tran»p.>rUU.>n t-M» m*y r**uit (rom kxatiag M* piMis 
«I MtUft4 p-Hiu Bíif ítñikmr ct»%«i»tK| »rea* n 
otherwise fe*si Ne • tiecAuic of tttc high u«( of bad 
tra«ip«t*ti<>n. 

As developing are«i naw utnig very hatted amount* 
of fertih/er etpntKJ ihfir r<ite<i of can-nimptKm. farm 
price* in «uth »rei* «itoyM iHlett i«h«4atwíJy lower 
mut cents hetatm of increawd efflkCHracies and lower 
profit margins Appi*, mon of ma« methoJi in terüii¿er 
distribution, as well as in priKJuction make for «ubstan 
tuUy lower unit prie«« to poducen. 

C Erran or mmiztt tvmam 
Government! of ikveU>ping cosatrtes often have fer- 

tikzer prhx-controi proframme», including »ubwdies, for 
the purpose of promoting iftt reaaed fertittastr con»ump- 
Uon. Greater w* of tuch programme* is likely as premure« 
for increased food production mount Thete coatrob 
and »ub*»dkf« vary from country to country, more ta 
form than m general intent 

Several type» of fertiliser tubtiJie» are used. A country 
nay attempt to matatain farm gate pnces at the same 
level throughout the country by tub>dt/¡ng transporta- 
tion cost«» A.-iother country may attempt to promote 
larger domeaically produced supplie* by iubtidutng an 
infant fertilizer laduitry Siili another country may aim 
directly at inereaied finxl productwo by »ul %tdu3iig only 
the fertili/erü to he u«ed oo »pecifkd food crops. Again, 
certain type« of fertih/er* say be »ub«dtje4 wade othert 

i.      »    . '    **~ <  i - *    * * " -    * » '*< * " 4 ^^ ** a 

-(.••i        -» -•«.,   f.-»   M   -»¡»--—f    •"•»»• 

ti% -t •   •     ^*»*4P      -«    I   »-*%**    »HJH/*   »ti >   *v-   t-*f  »Hat 

f^rHi„/*r us.»•»*.*»      .«       #S|.S      *l#-l» I»       %/'•    :*'T   .--4.1        '-»t^Uf, 

»   -*«á. t    W> <»4#  ,     « ,*V»i!w-^   *-r»    J >      .*•( i T »(»if    |'  (»'till^f 

,«      «,4*»%«l '#•<<      '>>K'-,>     »"(.»ill      r«^«        -«V      '^lJ>>J^^       i,M, 1      *« 

,,^*.   ,...*,! «.-1,       j»i ,«<   p>   .!-•>   î.   .«        K>m.t fis     <'»•!     «n«J|íl 

* 4*pîn*"ii *ä« "w w^ilií .j ' I *»e « 1 ni'ii»tr4tii»n >*t 
«vit«; »j»1««,!* «»• ii|!4'«!*tf* m«v hr n'iv ^ HK m».»lved 

M ,fshv -f fiywr it« »f *a*»-»í lií1^ fe ft !•> r*4 *> r i hea»y 

•!*'*•«   •'» í  *r?i»í4V'if !í'*a«« e» 

I  '   >»W    4   f1.4f.W«4¡   0>íh *   P  Mil-.   i»f   vi.*»      V>|1iJ     IV   ll   ifkl 

* .m.>m»   pttH «••» rc^n.f  itíurifl^c »h  f a ttrm »Ií^^MIV 

<w.»í-r   ki,>T fiaíri t•»•* M*rit w» »íHíea^e-d (arm prodíRtivitv 

f FM> pr»»».«r*  ^«Mí'í  «f •»tiHx.ÍK'* seeing .ittuttetJ h<*re \s 
'i  nhim   ii4.»-a>»ed  f.H*i   pt-HliKti-tn.  a* j!»nn¿!ji>»he>l 

>• -t ' ' »h| «i 'dit' •• P >,-.¡'-!v i ¡,'í i >.¡Vi !v rniv 
««.tomplith rt« »hjetti"f k^« well than a wl^idy with the 
i^tettive oJ tfltr^ating f»f il A$TU ultural production 

fhe efT^tiverteos of fertilizer tuhttdie« aimed at 
increa«<ng ferttti/er voi-umpfion, and hen^e demand, for 
th* etprew purpose >f irKrf.*Mng f¡>od pri»duction « 
large:y dependent on tw > things 'a> the competitive 
demand fat fertrtuer among food and not»-food pro- 
ducer« and (*) the eitent of the fertiliarr «upply available 
fsw the entire farm market in the country A general 
fertiltfer tuNttdy rediK^t unit cost* of fertilizer to all 
prodiM»« If the femhier «apply w limited, however, a 
bidding up of prices may occur, with the result that 
producers with the most favourable crop value input 
cost ratio obtain most of the fertilizer on the mirket 
The »ubsMiy thai i% partially offset and the highest bidders 
use the ftrttluer 

Most food crops are not ordinarily classified as high- 
value crops la many instances, they are not classified 
as primarily cash crops, and there is tittle demand for 
fertiluer» for «se on aon-casa crops. Traditionally, 
export crops have consumed most of the fertilizer used 
ia developing countries. They are generally classified as 
high-value crops, though less so as world surpluses of 
export crops depress their prkes. 

Substantia] application« of fertilizer on food crops 
produced for sale may occur if unit prices received by 
farmers for them are sufficiently high. The very high 
Japanese farm price for rice illustrates how a minimum 
price was set high enough to account partially for making 
rice a high-value crop in that country. Of course, fer- 
tilizer was in good supply However, it should be noted 
that Japan placed rice producers in a favourable competi- 
tive positi >n to buy fertilizer without a direct subsidy, 
instead, Japan subsidized th¿ retail price of rice. 

Another factor in fertilizer use is the crop response to 
fertilizer applications Responses vary co«tider<ibry among 
the different crops, as do response* for the same crop 
in different areas  Responses to applications of fertiluer 



m ne* have proven ver> satisfactory m Taiwan, hence 
the .kffun.1 f-*- 'erî,ii/cr for fkf t- substantial * A subsidv 
m   fus .ave   .an  f<  rfffUi e  n   mereasme  per  hectare 
applications, provided the lertih/er supplie- are available. 

Specialized subsidies on fertilizers earmarked for use 

• m  forti crops prohaMv   ""M  P,M  r^!,,t n aPrrrc!ah,e 

ir*.reases  in   food   production   because   such  earmarked 
fertilizers miv He diverted   for IHM .mee. rice and maize 
farmers m the Philippines are assured of a profit by selling 
their subsidized fertilizer purchases intended for nee and 
maize  to  sugarcane   producers   at   a   priée  somewhat 
below the price sugar cane producers have to pay on the 

»pen market 

Rationing of a *hort «»PP'v of fertilizers, with or 
without subsidies, ha* also been advocated as a method 
of assuring the use of fertilizers on food crop* If not 
diverted, the effect could he to increase the demand for 
fertilizers for food production However, the san.r 
diversion tendency. a« in the case of fertilizer* specially 
earmarked for food crop*, «ist« because of the higher 
marginal value of fertilizer to producers of high-value 

crops 

The value of lertilizer subsidio as a tool for increasing 
the demand for fertilizers to use on food crops is n<u 
altogether ckar Fertilizer subsidies are likely to vary 
considerably in the extent to which they influence food 
production. What is the portion on subsidies on other 
cash inputs? Perhaps there are other approaches to 
inducing producers to increase fertilizer applications and 

the use of other input» *>" food croPs whlcn are mon 

soundly based in economics 

D  EFFECTS or Hir.iœit FOOD cmr mens 

Another government policy tool for stimulating 
increased fertilizer use on food crops, available to the 
developing countries, is commodity price controls or 
price supports Best understo.4 by the farmer, perhaps, 
is a guaranteed minimum unit price for a farm commodity, 
payable on delivery at a local point. When the minimum 
guaranteed price is sufficiently high, it offers a strong 
economic inducement to producers to use fertilizer and 

related inputs. 

lue major drawback is that the low-income urban 
population tends to be priced out of the market, and this 
has poUtieal repercussions when suple foods are involved. 
Subsidimg of staple-food prices for consumers may be 
a necessary complementary policy 

Space precludes a detailed survey of farm pricing 
policies of the developing nations It suffices to not* that 
there are many price controls of one sort or another 
affecting the producers returns for his crop or crops. 
However, not many prie* controls or guaranteed minimum 

pnces are set at levels distinctly favourable to producers 

throughout a eountrv * 
A minimam produeer prue on a a.trie <o.-d ,-op. --et 

at a low level favourable to c ^sumere, is not hkeU t,. 
result in increased market supplies In t,id. producers 
are likeH to rem tin resigned to prnlunnc primarily to 
s.,ppl> Umilv needs Ih-..-,. ! t'..c ('¡u. is quite lo«, even 
though ail other lador, are ta< -uraNe. there is little 
basis for assuming that a sahst,int'd derv.oid I.T fer- 
tilizers for use on crops can be createti 

A guaranteed nvmmum pr.-d*.\er prne set it h.^u-r 
levels is increasingly more conducive -o mcreised firm 
production, which is the basis for a dem md f <r fertilizer 
and related inputs« This is so bee rase higher pruine er 
prices for a crop result in a mon* favourable crop value 
cash input cost ratio Just how hioh pr-d-.iccr prices tor 
food crops must be to accomplish the increa-ed ter 
tiiizer higher production result is likely to he ditkrent in 
each country A trial-and-error period of several years 

may be required in mo4 countries 

Three aspects of set or guaranteed minimum producer 
prices perhaps deserve some comment because they mav 
have a hearing on the demand f >r fertilizer    Ine t-r*t is 
that of pnce stability ptr te   Some Merature in develop- 
ment economies supports the contention that an a sired 
producer price, especially in the gener»! medium range. 
has considerable appeal to farmers because of the elimina- 
tion of price uncertainties   This seems reasonable ami 
some increased marketings may even occur at fairlv low 
crop-price levels   However, these marginal increases in 
production are likJy to occur without the use of such 
valuable,   but   costly,   inputs   as   fertilizer   and   plant- 
protection chemicals  Once the crop price k ei is high 
enough to provide an attractive crop value mp-.it cost 
ratio, there is a basis for expecting an increase in the 
demand for fertilizer and the related inputs  Perhaps, one 
must conclude that both assurant-' and level are essential 
produce'-pnce ingredients in terms of the objective ot 
increased fertilizer higher food ptoduction 

Secondly, there is the point that guaranteed mimmum 
prices must be applicable throughout the ve ir í)f 
course, they may be scaled to cc .er differences in short- 
and long time storage The FT »st important marketing 
time immediately follows the harvest, and this «s when 
"guaranteed" minimum prices must be effectively ^ 
tained A breakdown of such a pnce programme H likely 
to have negative effects on the demand for fertilizer 

Thirdly, a producer price policy, if it is l«> »* effector 
m increasing the den and for fertilizer, requires baek^ 
stopping If a Government guarantees a price, it must be 
prepared to buy in at that price most ot the crop offered 
fcr sale. Tnis calls for many things - payments, handling, 
storage crop flow, grades  and  standar is      all  of the 

• Us« of modern lechnokfical inputs and practices in raw pro- 
duction m Taiwan larger, account for the high crop r^rwses to 
tentar tpphcatioM. Tim did not com* afeisii m a day Mw* 
research and man» (fcmonst ratio« »ere P volved wer a per »il .* 
many «¡ars BMicair* it ha« Iwen a n»tur of «ducat me farine« m 
modem bmtmf. practice* Ohe' develop»« cowrtrm may mat *« 
m tu stase » tktm matters 

» TÍ* »sot***» or Jat»« »«H» Ta*«* »« ••»• «««   f r** "•** 
previously hs«w «**** >*P• *** m** ** h ^ **"* rt " "' 
k>ftf«T fl4«M6ed as * ¿«v*kf*ng cmntrv 

• No «lemra ha» been m*k u, ^-*    '•••*    -«<* '^'^¿Z 
Tfatm »ft relive um%    im *€>^t .-»  *-,..*. 
^,*¿« rwKe, f., r«e .« f.^« ^ ^ »   'j^^^ 
r«. toe «MÉ. rri^W *,« I* su^.nt-liv  ^ ,h« F*« 
rec«o*d fcy tarants m r*c*nt »«Art m àVrfn-i tmi lh*o*«U 
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thiiig> iH^KJ   ,„  il„.  ,.r,i,.(U   t!M,krfilH;    fm.ouir.g and 
'»••n.>M... n!    ..!     ....  ',   ,„..,.  ,.,  1:  .  ,      ,,,,.   ,,,.„.,„,,   ,,,.   Ut 

iilhnt, , ,,n fv  v, . ..   ,ju , ,<,   ,,|, , ,    ,  ,H _  it M     , r,_    ,    ^ 
J,i,,l:'l"i:!"">!- »M,! ,i;,,f ,.,.,pPf,.( rilK; 
l>   lill'tîe. it«,     (ht..   (Vl.    |.„  k    ,.(    huk,(..p|M!H' 

In hr. >ad c^.uoiiik ,1K .ft,,pf,u-,u i, Mns   in  , d. M-I.   ».   », 
"»untiv.   with   ,hr   i.,,lk   ,,!  „,  ,„..,.,,,.  ».»u,H,,«i  ,„  ,;1.I,' 

culture,   licit!.,!    1-V.MI..ÌI1K    ,c'Iov<iti   :».,r    .inpi.n.J   tfclU-l.il 
welfare .s pi„l-,,l>|,. «ill,,,,,, lllllfKfl;  liirn, p«,,,),, ,,,,„ 

Heike.  IIKUMHJ   |H,HÌ«Hli,ln.  pana ul.,fl'.   o!   (HH) »f,.ps 
to replace  (....,.)  impon.. t.,k, high  ptiornv    What .¡u 
the  took  f,.f   accomplishing   i!,-.   h,MV   oh,ectne '  (er 
tainly. a rcaliMK   appr...,ch m.n  »ell inc.,he i.um prue 
levels for M.,p|v ,, .„|, ,„„,, ,.„„Uilh I(1 |fKUKC pfiH,1(vtls 

to appl> ícrtil./ers ...K1 the -ihcr nu^crn techiio|o,iKrtj 
inmitt inputs 

I    In Kl l>| |    WW i   l 

Farm production credit «¡,s discussed  ahne as an 
essential   factor   in   production   economics    Certami* 
producer credit for financing farm operation« in genenl 
would seem essential in .dm. st nil countries, and it vunild 
seem crucial ,n the developing country m the financing 
of purchaser*   of   fertilizer  and   other   related   inputs' 
Country X has taken many steps to increase food pro- 
auction, including an extension programme to educate 
farmers in the uic of fertilizer Reports from that country 
indicate that farmers cannot finance fertilizer purchases 
i aus, this one omission may be the mail, factor limiting 
tacrcued food production. 

Attention is called to section D of this chapter, where 
some policy and organizational aspects of fertiger 
Tinancing are discussed 

F. EDUCATION OF FARMERS TO ust mini I/ERS ESWNTIAL 

In a sense the precedmg discussion has been concerned 
with the development of favourable factors and conditions 
under w! ,ch producer, have a chance of profiting from 
Fertilizer applications, especially on food crops The final 
step m increasing the demand for fertilizers is to convince 
producers that it is to their advantage to use fertilizers 
This is a large task because of the difficulties of over- 
coming the problems of illiteracy, adherence to traditional 
farming practices, controlling mores and social customs, 
lack of applicable research, lack of trained leadership and 
governmental and resource deficiencies 

To persuade, sell and convince individual producers to 
¡we more fertihzers, and hence, to create a demand for it, 
because it helps produce more food, is largely a matter 
of education and research. What does the fanner need to 
know about fertilizers, and what are the ways through 

u^fìrtm^ * COnV,nCed lM * iS t0 hh S •""-¡»«««to 

Aprogramme of "fertilizer" education involves several 
objectives First, the farmer needs some basic under- 
standing about the place and value of fertilizers How 
plant nutrients are replaceable, characteristics of the 
primary and, to a lesser extent, the secondary and minor 
nutrients, problems of leaching and fixation, why balanced 
applications are essential and some idea of fertilizer usa« 
in other areas - all are pans of this basic education. 
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Sr> ,>ndlv understanding ,,| ||,r ,,,,, , (> (1,,n m fMf,¡rr ,,( 
i«-M.ii,-rf, ,, im,»..il..ni ,,.i.1 ,„ ,.„„. ,,„. tilU,f,„f|..rMfv 
!di"•,:|-|"lJ ••' t.-M.I./,. ...i!, ,..,. ,,1(U! ,„..,,,,,„ rfl ,,„,.. 

' "»!''-'N-'P"t- <<»d I'fHin,- , e l!,.|.,1Ml.,l V.Y.N. phm 
'"•'•k~> u-'n >hc;¡i.. ,.K .:i).) iM.i.ih,,, irri^.if i, >M an,! 
ll,' '""^   •,i"t ,mi,! •^•' •• = !• »-.I pi u  uc.    Mie f.ul  that 
'   •t'sl'   P'-'-''-<-     -«.    'H-   lim.ti.x    \»,i..,     •  ,  l(,,p  n-vpoMH-s 
'" Un,,Ul'!  "* "" ''•."  p:-vd„,,-,s „-no ,nj,,.|f them   as 

Ihirdh (he t.»ri»tci m,w hoc sound advice and 
«•u.d.iiKc in .ippKirií? trrüh.cf and the other inputs to 
'•>«.«' »oiHfmohs ,uu\ on h» ,.«„ M.IK   llt.i as the farmers' 
l'l'iKT  d   Cil   u.ll'.i;.     •*•>..:   I    l  .ml,,... t.        .   i . - .,.,... ,. , ,M,U ,,¡, it-s*.*arch. 
the .tdvkT he get. .«K.ut appivinjj modem technology to 
hi> oui) soil ano vrop problenu must i0lnc largely from 
research lack of such locali/etl reseat, h rnav he the 
weakest link in !he educating pr,He%s 

Fourthly, the pr.nfiKer nee*|s .inaUi.cal data showing 
prohahiluies of costs and phvsic.il and monetary return» 
resulting l.om his applications of fertilizer and other 
inputs, and information .»r> the mechanics of credit, fer- 
tilizer deliveries and marketing procedures Obviously, 
such localized servicing requires numerous »ell-trained 
advisors in a developing country 

A serious effort to achieve these e lucational objectives 
requires long-range planning and involves large budfrtt, 
organization, capable personnel and the use of many 
different educational media and teaching technique* 
Adequate budget« and capable personnel are adf- 
explanatory and will not be discussed here It suffices to 
note here that developing countries must anticipate these 
problems or else their -fertilizer" educational pro- 
grammes may prove largely ineffectual 

Many countries currently have an extension service 
which may be utiliml to cam the major responsibility 
for educating farmers about the value ai,d use of fer- 
tilizers. Where such an organization ex,sts. it is likely to 
have the best set of recrees, including trained personnel 
and a knowledge of sound reaching techniques, to do this 
rather specific teaching job 

Because of the importance of educating farmers abou 
fertihzers. the subject is given further treatment in section J 
of thts chapter Emphasis is given to three things 
(a) organization and responsibility with special reference 
ÎO/f;Tn SerVÍCes: {b) teachin« mcd"a a"d methods: 

adopted      *tCPS ,nVO,VCd '" gCt,ing a farming practk* 

J-HÍ^ÍÜ
0

?
1
 Í a?rîcu,luraI y°u'h clubs, known as 

4-H Clubs in the United States of America, to educate 
young farmers in the value and use of fertilizers, may have 
special merit. This approach can be thought of as a 
corollary or a supplement to the main educational 
approach. The adaptability of youth to ne* ideas is „ 

nT^fufyCh0l0gical consideration  The association 
,,P,tfitaï. rC,Urns from increased f»°d production 

with the ability to buy some locally available consume? 
goods may have strong appeal to farm youth. 

Working through young farm people, step by step to 
obtain greater use of fertilizers is a way of convincinTolder 
people, as weU as the young people themselvei Wne0 



stipp,, ftnl  by   l.x.,1   .„dilt   l.-j.l.-ivhip   (t,r  cHr.lv  . >!   4 H 

( '("h programmes , an I*" ui\ !,u  tea, hm¡»- 

in rr.citl >.-ai - fhi- I .,.,! t,l \ ,-n, <,|h,.,- ( )• t, ,ni/ ,(,, ,n 

of the I nited \ni,>!i« i| \(>, t, ,, deul .¡n-d ,i *oild 
»nie pf.nîf.inHiH' •-•! tiri,! f!. ii- H-- t .!riu.'Hs|f.iii.>ii> in 
fertilizer use UU.I.T I o>t- - • - * ! J 11, » f > -. I h<* mam pm p,. .(- 
has Kern !.. tomme Hu- i.omci m.! hi, neighbour s .«I 
the value "I fertilizer application«, through Mt ¡..mi 
partions with idia. ent i,.iiff.*| plot- i,'.i measurement ,>( 
rtcfiul il.ip yield t.-.notiscs i,-. f*H fertili'i-r ,m>1 (« U.iku 
lation of s Top value return •. i monetarvi m proportion lo 
the total costs oí ¡he fertilize! Demonslr ¡lions have been 
going on m India under a similar programme tor over 
thirteen years the i Mí ptok-r.imme under the r wdom 
I rom Hunger ( ampawi (I | MC), began m I9M ami 
now extends to eighteen . ountrtes m three developing 
regions of the world I he number«. o| such «rials and 
demonstrations carried out m the five years of «he 
programme vary from a tew hundreds in countries like 
Dahomey and logo to many thousands in Nigeria and 
Turkey. Mimeographed reports from FAO are available, 
showing the restili«, ol the**- trials and demonstrations, 
«he analysis of which is now preceding 

G   Roi E (» tire FERTIII/.ER INDUSTRY 

It is worth noting that in working towards an increased 
firmer demand for fertilizer to apply on food crops in 
developing countries the private fertilizer industry has 
much to offer. Contributions in research, in both pro- 
duction and distribution Tiethods and techniques, in more 
concentrated plant-nutrient packages and in selling and 
counselling farmers, continue to come from fertilizer 
associations, corporations producing and marketing fer- 
tilizers and individuals associated with the industry. 

The Freedom From Hunger Campaign has enlisted the 
co-operation of other international organizations, national 
Governments, citizen groups and various non-govern- 
mental organizations Among the non-government3l 
organizations, that of the fertilizer industry has become 
a valuable collaborator in promoting fertilizer use to 
increase food aroduction. Among other things, the 
industry in th-. developed countries possesses capital and 
other assets capable of partial utilization in the developing 
countries. Further, in the FAO programme, there is 
recognition that the private fertilizer industry has much 
experience and know-how in both production and market- 
ing. Especially to the point, with regard to ways of 
increasing the demand for fertilizer, is industry's 
experience and know-how in the marketing of its products. 

Competition among fertilizer companies, as in the 
United States of America, has been very salutary. It has 
forced efficient and aggressive marketing. The volume 
marketed is always an important factor in analysing 
profits. For this reason, local, area and district salesmen 
direct educational programmes in trying to interest both 
individuals and groups of farmers in the use of fertilizer. 

Fertilizer salesmen, to be effective, must know their 
products, be up to date in research results and be reason- 
ably acquainted with the plant-food needs of the various 
local sous. Their very aggressiveness makes them valuable 

in the rdui ationai ptoses«, of (,-,(l hi ne ! nine tv t.- ..-.,-   ,,¡ 
to lue m. ue fetiih/er 

In generi! there is lntle d.miii r o* ;«T. or voi'--, i 
.onipanv salesmen occtsellme lärmet*, lit«.! i unici. 
hau-a built in resístame to appK ine fcrtd-zer ,o optmniiit 
file*. V. otnlh the fertilize! .m-vonc- have loiitj'un 
and lone, lime piotil .>l.|e..«iyc « I uey ...innot allot,! 
mistakes, hence, the aduce gi\en lo farmer . is , urlulk 
screened Retx-aled larmei buy me «-t fcnih/n- hmii i In- 
same company. \ear ...tier seat, is likely |o »>e b,,sed on 
confidence 

Naturali-- s! is lo the interest of bu.uuv (UMK pfl, 
duemg. distrihuling and selling fertilize, lo t.n.ners to 
push sales For best long-tun results they h.m- educa 
fional programmes (hat demonstrate the economic bene- 
fits of fertilizer use when instructions and advice are 
loll »weil Such educational programmes are found in the 
western Furopean countries, in Japan and in the I nited 
Slates of America Developing countries may well 
encourage the fertilizer industry, as well as FAO. to run 
similar educational programmes in fertilizer use. whether 
or nc each Government's own educational and promo- 
tional programme is considered adequale Utilization of 
as many sound teaching avenues as possible is needed to 
educate farmers to use. and to use more fertilizer 

H  THE CONSI'MKR APPUI 

An adequate supply of consumer goods in local pro- 
ducing areas may offer an incentive or a psychological 
inducement to farmers to produce more for the market. 
The local availability of consumer goods and servies 
suggests to farm people that they can share in the eco- 
nomic benefits of increased farm output. 

Such consumer goods should be selected in terms of 
value and appeal, and prices must be low enough that 
they are within the means of the low-income population 
strata. To illustrate, much publicity has been given to the 
transistor radio. It is said that it has become so widely 
used in many low-income areas that the definition of 
illiteracy needs modification. Items of personal adorn- 
ment, simple musical instruments, clothing, hand-tools 
and simple hardware, picture-books, aspirin and many 
other things may have appeal and be within the means 
of the emerging subsistence farmer and his family. As 
purchasing power increases, more expensive items will 
have appeal, for example, bicycles, sewing-machines, 
better clothing, dishes, wrist watches, wedding jewel- 
lery, simple pieces of furniture and durable toys. 

One further point is that some planning by Govern- 
ments may be required, depending on how far private 
initiative goes in making such consumer goods locally 
available at reasonable prices. A few carefully selected 
items displayed and retailed through co-operatives or 
local governmental offices may be necessary to develop 
interest and, it is hoped, to lead to increased crop pro- 
duction for the cash market. 

I. PRODUCER CREDIT 

What are some of the policy and organizational aspects 
of providing credit for producer purchases of fertilizer ? 
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Il is »li-,ir ih.il i.iicful planning is necessary    Mie most 
essential pai! ni tin- ti:,ii li UHI v Ini' processimi t.irin pio 
duCilOII   i ledit    1^     pcill.ips.   lin-   h >i,il   offices   Ol    agl'IK ll'v 
Multipurpose m operatives are MIMMI lugli priority by 
many as the picfeircd ivpc of ioval agencv Wink' ihc 
village or combination village agency need not necessarily 
be a eo o(K'ialiu\ the agencv mihi opeiate efficiently ami 
have a low overhead il producers pay the operational 
costs. 

The loca' i redit agency may well be part of a larger 
local agem v which stores and distributes fertilizers, seeds, 
insecticide, and other inputs, and then buys and moves 
the farnicis' producís io market. The exact pattern is not 
so important l.fììciency and maintenance of low over- 
head operational costs at the local level are the important 
things. 

One aspect of credit, which ties in with the producer's 
repayment ability, is that of qualifying producers for 
loans. All the preliminaries for processing loans can be 
well out of the way long before the lending season starts. 
This includes, of course, clearance of loan regulations and 
eligibility rules. Good practice requires that loan applica- 
tions, accompanied by fertilizer requirements, be pro- 
cessed weeks ahead of the actual crop-seeding time. A 
farmer is entitled to know well ahead of any fertilizer 
delivery date if his loan has been agreed to. 

Knowledge of the local demand for fertilizer weeks 
ahead of the last deliveries will allow last-minute adjust- 
ments in local supplies. Advance notices to national dis- 
tribution centres will allow the making of some correc- 
tions of imbalances within the nation. 

J. ORGANIZING AND TEACHING FARMERS 

A dedicated organization, or organizations, is essential 
in promoting farmer education in fertilizer usage. More 
than one organization may be required because the educa- 
tional process involves teaching and demonstration, as 
well as research. Efficient use of existing governmental 
agencies may be possible. At the same time, the fertilizer 
industry itself may play an important role in the educating 
process. 

It may be desirable to limit assignments to each orga- 
nization to those parts of the educational programme 
which each is most capable of executing well. A local 
co-operative can do much, for example, but it can 
scarcely replace the agronomically trained "county" 
agent in technical matters. Workshops in India for local 
village leaders are useful, but short courses do not make 
trained technicians who are capable of advising individual 
fanners about precise fertilizer applications. 

The extension service is a widely recognized type of 
organization for teaching, advising and serving farmers. 
Such an organization may well be a part of the answer 
to the question of how to educate fanners in fertilizer 
use if it is adapted to the conditions and needs of the 
country. Quite often, research in fertilizer response is 
conducted by a research agency of a State or the central 
Government's ministry of agriculture. Again, the research 
may be under university or agricultural college auspices. 
Which governmental agency carries the responsibility for 
agricultural extension and research is not too important 

so long as there is freedom of action It is highly oesnahle 
to dissociate extension and ic-c.m h Ironi compulsory 
policies nid police methods Oleoms.- n is most deniable 
that Hr programmes be pr.Ktn.al and be pursued 
objectively. 

In between teaching and research is the area oí exam- 
ple', models and testing I his is the area of demonstration 
plots and farms, field-trials, pilot studies, soil laboratories 
and soil testing The extension service often carries the 
responsibility for performing these functions, except, 
possibly, the operation of soil laboratories. Again, the 
exact nature oí the organization is less important than 
the manner of programme execution, l'ut another way, 
administration and trained personnel may be paramount. 

Too often, semi-experimental demonstrational pro- 
grammes are spread too thin to allow adequate super- 
vison by technically trained personnel. Improper fertilizer 
applications, inaccurate records and even fertilizer diver- 
sions are known — but possibly infrequent — irregu- 
larities. Negative effects on farmers can result. 

While budgets, organizations and trained personnel are 
necessary to carry out a successful fertilizer education 
programme, it is the programme itself which counts, and 
this is where the emphasis should be. Every media and 
approach to ways of encouraging farmers to use fertilizer 
should be considered. At the same time, it is well to 
recognize that funds and trained personnel may be limit- 
ing factors and this forces selectivity in approaches and 
methods. 

Extension services in the more advanced countries have 
developed many effective teaching techniques. Group 
meetings, discussion groups, radios, newspapers, bulletins 
and publications, clubs, personal contacts, films, slides 
and telephones are some of the media used. Black- 
boards, flannel-boards, charts, graphs, pictures, leaflets, 
workshops, short courses, visual aids, demonstrations, 
talks, tours, signs, cartoons, specimens and the written 
word are among the teaching methods used through the 
media cited above. Because of the problem of illiteracy, 
some of the more sophisticated media and methods may 
not be generally effective. Clearly, only well-considered 
adaptations are likely to get results. 

Academic teaching is simple compared with motivating 
farmers in a developing country to use fertilizer and the 
other essential inputs because, in many respects, they are 
a heterogeneous group of people. Different things must be 
overcome: ignorance; fear; lethargy; negative attitudes; 
and tradition itself. The teaching process must remain 
simple and be based on common sense; and, above all, 
proved psychological techniques should be utilized to the 
fullest. 

Conceptually, before an idea is accepted, the person 
concerned must: 

(a) Be aware of it; 
(b) Become interested ; 
(c) Decide whether or not the new idea is good; 
(d) Try out the idea ; 
(e) Adopt the new practice (6). 

Awareness can be instilled through almost any medium. 
Several media may well be utilized. Presentations for this 
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purpose which arc -»hört in woidnm bul dramatic in 
ippc.il nuy be protei red I he mani ¡lung would appt H 

to be repetition anil lollow-up 

When (he l'armer shows mietest, he is re.ulv lor more 
information the real eiliKaiion.il pi.HISS begins \t 
Ihis stage, items tor news meilta should make points .imi 
not just" consist of striking appeal phuscs Short suaess 
stories of increased production Irun use of fertili/eis 
may prove useful, The use of local meetings ,md discus- 
sion groups can be helpful at this stage, and such meetings 
appear most essential in the next stage lours to see some 
demonstration plots comparing crops with and without 
fertilizer and other desirable inputs are approntate 

In the subsequent stage, when the farmer is deciding if 
the new idea is good, perhaps the approach should be 
more precise and detailed. Indeed, the teaching may stress 
both physical and economic returns from fertilizer use 
This is the time to use all the media through which the 
psychology of example can be "exploited" Results ol 
research, field-days to study field-trials and the experiences 
of local leaders, especially those of good farmers, are 
things to stress. 

When farmers indicate an inclination to try out the 
new idea, the teaching should become more individual and 
more locally oriented This is tht: time to draw on localized 
experimental research and on technicians who can advise 
individual farmers on fertilizer and crop problems 
Poor advice at this stage can be costly to the programme 
and to the objective of increased food production. 
Success in stage "four" is the best way to "sell" stage 
"five". 

I !i< lui il   '. -p  n im. K   j.',»|H¡m: Un m--   ¡>t 
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4   Lesici R   Brown.   Him nun h forni (he w..«U) »ill twd    /.». mn 
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V. MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION AND PRICING OF FERTILIZERS 

A     M \HK1 IIN'<¡ 

l! ii recognized i hat the production of" fertilizer in 
developing countries is e.isier than its marketing. Various 
factors inhibit the use of fertilizer by farmers The cost of 
its production in the developing countries of the world 
is comparatively high, in many case at l<*:ist 50 per cent 
higher than in an industrialized country. The farmer in a 
developing country, therefore, pays more unless fertilizer 
prices are subsidized, which is seldom the case. Prices he 
obtains tor his products are low. As a result, the cost/yield 
ratio is. m general, less favourable to the farmer than in 
developed nations Combined with this factor, the market- 
ing practices and such distribution factors as availability 
when needed also contribute to the restricted use of fer- 
tilizer by farmers. Availability of credit, lack of a know- 
ledge of suitable farm practices and lack of experience 
in what fertilizers to use and in what quantities also add 
to the difficulties 

In developed countries where the "free-enterprise" 
system exists and where farmers are educated and well- 
informed on the benefits of fertilizer "input", the forces 
of supply and demand come freely into play. Stocks of 
different types of fertilizers suitable for the area are 
always available close to the farms. Credit facilities 
are easy to obtain. Fertilizer prices are reasonably low, 
and prices of farm produce are stable. Fertilizer distri- 
butors are willing to make balanced mixes for any par- 
ticular need and are willing to give advice. Even the 
spreading of the fertilizer in the field is undertaken by 
some distributors. Aggressive salesmanship is practised, 
and the farmers who are driven by the "profit motive" are 
willing to invest in the use of fertilizers. Thus, there is a 
steady growth in fertilizer consumption and demand. 
Production facilities keep up with the demand. In some 
developed countries, e.g., Japan and the United Kingdom, 
which are net importers of food-supplies, the national 
Governments subsidize fertilizer prices to give more 
incentive to increased ucage, culminating in increased 
food production 

ïn countries where the economy is "centrally planned", 
the aim of the farmer is to achieve maximum production 
to cater to the food needs of the country. Fertilizer distri- 
bution is done by the State; and prices, types of fertilizers 
to be used, quantities to be used etc. are planned. In 
addition to the willingness of the farmer to use fertilizers 
and to produce more, there is persuasion from the State 
and. in some cases, incentives for increased use, higher 
production and improved yields. 

In many developing countries, the position is "mixed" 
that is, there are systems where the "free-enterprise" 

element exists side by side with an element of "central 
planning"    Such   planning   is   necessary   to   conserve 
precious foreign exchange and also to foster development 

in areas which will be most beneficial to the public interest 
and where the private sector does not have initiative or 
sufficient capital. In many such developing countries, 
fertilizer production and distribution are centrally 
planned. The experience has been that it is one thing to 
draw up plans and even to put up production facilities, 
but quite another when it comes to distribution and 
farmers' use, so considerable are the difficulties. In some 
countries, fertilizer prices are fixed by the Government 
and distribution is handled by co-operatives. It has been 
felt in certain countries with a large land area and a large 
population that some flexibility in the price structure and 
the distribution channels might increase the use of fer- 
tilizer. Fixing the maximum price delivered to farmers at 
any point in the country and allowing fertilizer producers 
in both the public and the private sectors to market their 
products under certain conditions mi^ht be one answer. 
Many countries experience the common difficulty of high 
fertilizer prices and low prices for agricultural products. 
Other inputs which augment fertilizer use are lacking. 
Farmer education and modern methods of farming are 
not extensive. Soil testing, agricultural extension services, 
credit facilities etc. are not operating. 

With all such difficulties, it is, nevertheless, proper to 
investigate whether in developing countries the marketing, 
distribution and farmers' use of fertilizer can be improved 
upon and increased. The methods used by one fertilizer- 
producing company in a developing country are largely 
narrated in the subsequent paragraphs, which may give 
some lead and assistance in this field to other developing 
countries. 

1. Sales promotion 

This project will have an installed capacity of 66,000 
tons of nitrogen and about 30,000 tons of Pj05 per 
annum. The products made are ammonium sulphate 
(20.5 per cent nitrogen); ammonium sulphate phosphate 
(16 per cent nitrogen, 20 per cent PsO¿); ammonium 
chloride (25 per cent nitrogen); and superphosphate 
(16 per cent P205). The potash is imported in the form of 
muriate of potash (60 per cent K2Ò). Various mixtures 
containing different ratios of N, P,Ot and KaO are also 
prepared. 

This company believes that the task of a fertilizer 
industry is not merely to manufacture the proper required 
products, but also to take an active part in the marketing 
and sales of fertilizers. In a developing country, where 
the majority of farmers are not well-acquainted with the 
returns of fertilizer use, it is essential that the task of 
farmer education should particularly be borne by fer- 
tilizer producers. A long-term programme for increasing 
fertilizer consumption in an area of 200 miles around the 
factory was developed. First, a systematic and rapid pro- 
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gramme of education of the (armors was undertaken 
Simultaneously, a marketing set-up «as organimi whnh 
would ensure the availability of fertilizers to the lai HUT 

within accessible distances and at the time the Icitili/ers 
are needed. A field organization was also set up to go 
out to the farmers in the villages and to explain the vanous 
aspects of fertilizer promotion woik I he field slat! was 
trained in conjunction with the Agriculture Department 
of the state government. 

2.  Demonstration 

Great emphasis was placed on the educational aspect 
in the promotion programme. Demonstration plots were 
organized with the basic objective of showing in the 
farmer's field, as well as in experimental pi »ts, the 
increase in yield by fertilizer application. The expe imental 
plots were so located as to arrest the attention ol neigh- 
bouring farmers. Farmers' plots were selected in those 
cases where the farmer commanded the leadership and 
confidence of the locality and where he was personally 
enthusiastic about scientific methods of cultivation. To 
make the demonstration programme a success, a proper 
co-ordination of various farming activities and inputs 
was undertaken. The company now has 500 demonstra- 
tion plots. These plots are selected after consultation with 
the local farmers and with their concurrence. They are 
selected also with a view to growing different kinds of 
crops. 

3. Agronomical services 

The company's field-staff gives advice to farmers not 
only on when, how and where to apply the fertilizers, 
but also on the use of better seeds, the use of pesticides 
and fungicides, proper methods of drainage, irrigation, 
rotation of crops, use of implements etc. 

4. Soil testing 

A central soil-testing laboratory exists in the company. 
The field-staff supervises the correct sampling of soils and, 
in addition to testing by the use of a mobile van and soil- 
testing kits, sends samples, if necessary, to the central 
laboratory. The fertilizer officers of the company, as well 
as the central fertilizer depot officers, have soil kits 
available. After the results of soil analyses are known, the 
farmers are informed about deficiencies in their soils and 
are advised as to how these should be corrected. Use of 
liming materials, soil-amending materials and fertilizers 
with different ratios of plant nutrients are recommended. 

5. Film-shows and exhibitions 

In addition to the use of documentary films produced 
and loaned by the central Government, the company has 
produced documentation in local languages. The stories 
have a strong educational bias and a theme in which 
agriculture and fertilizer use are interwoven. There are 
plans for producing similar documentaries in languages 
of other states of the country; and it has been felt that 
films of this type, acted by first-rate local artists, can tell 
a story to rurai audiences interestingly, convincingly and 
dramatically, as perhaps no other medium can do. 
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potash fertilizers 
During these festivals, soil testing is done on the spot 

by mobile soil-testing units On an average, twcim-toe 
to fifty samples of soils are taken in o\w dav and tested 
on the spot. 

As a part of the festival, an exhibition is also held with 
the help of charts, diagrams and photographs of agri 
cultural interest, focusing on the benefits of fertilizer use 
Usually, in the afternoon, a public .neeting is organized 
and is addressed by prominent citizens, state ministers etc 
After the public meeting, a film show ¡s arranged and here 
again, the theme depicted  is higher  agricultural pro- 
ductivity through the  use of fertilizers    This  is often 
followed by a cultural programme of drama, dance or 
variety entertainment. 

It has been estimated that in one year, more than 
1 million people participated in these festivals, and these 
programmes are held in hundreds of villages It is also 
estimated that 20,000 farmers attend these seminars eat. h 
year. 

B. SAUS ANI> DISFRIBI I ION 

1. Sales and distribution organization 

An elaborate distribution organization has been set up 
to ensure that fertilizer stocks will be available to the 
farmers, as and when required. The network consists ol 
fifty-three wholesale storage points called central depot*. 
Attached to these central depots are about 2,000 retail 
selling points, each under an authorized representative 
of the company, who sells fertilizers to the farmers The 
network of tne sales organization is planned to ensure 
that, normally, a farmer can obtain his requirements ol 
fertilizers from a depot within walking distance ol two 
to three miles. The whole marketing organiza!ion is in 
the charge of the manager ol depot organization. 

The central depots hold stocks of fertilizers on a con- 
signment basis. From this central depot, the authorized 
representatives draw their requirements. 
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X ( n-opvralnv sm it tits 

Although the polii\ of the central Government in this 
developing country is to encourage fertilizer marketing 
and distribution hv co-operative stores in the particular 
area where this company is active, the co-operative 
agencie« have not pía ved an important role Eight of the 
central depots *ere entrusted t» co-operative agencies 
In the course ol time, one co-operative society has opted 
to discontinue I hese co-operative societies are provided 
with stocks of fertilizers on a consignment basis, so that 
their investment on trade is negligible. However, 
experience in this area, on the whole, has proved that the 
co-operative agencies have not come up to expectation 
in the matter of sales promotion Therefore, the company 
ha* developed its own central depots On the retail side, 
there are 1.293 co-operative societies as authorized 
représentatives of the company, covering nearly 60 per 
cent of the retail distribution points 

4   Storage facilities 

Fertilizer consumption is largely seasonal, while pro- 
duction in the factory is continuous If. therefore fer- 
tilizer* are to he made available to the farmers at the 
appropriate time, a decentralized storage pattern is to 
be developed This will avoid hold-ups due to transport 
bottle-necks during the growing season On this basis, 
a series of buffer warehouses and central depot warc- 
houies in different part» of the area served have established 
a total number ol .sot) »»rehouses with a total floor area 
of appronìmately 40.000 square feet A capacity for 
storing §0,000 tons of fertilizer is in existence Storage 
facilities »re also available at railheads, important agri- 
cultural centres and transportation centre» In addition 
to the* central storage facilitici, there are 2,000 retailers 
with a storage floor «rea of 120,000 square feet and a 
capacity of nearly 20,000 tons of fertilizers It is estimated 
that this will provide for approximately 20 per cent of the 
cspeeled annual production 

A portion of the bulk supplie. ol fertilizers to larger 
consumen and estates are made directly through the 
factory 

5. Transport 

The company production facilities are situated at a 
navigable river, are about eight miles .rom a harbour 
and are served by barges and country crafts. A railhead 
is available three miles from the factory. Road transport 
is also excellent. Thus, water, rail and road transport 
are in existence. In addition, in certain areas where other 
transport   facilities   are   not   available,   the   traditional 
methods of transport      hand-carts and bullock-drawn 
carts      are used. As the company does not have a railway 
siding inside the factory, all production leaves the factory 
either by toad or water transport. The nearest railway- 
point is within three miles and is used for a major portion 
of the outward movement. It is unfortunate that lorries 
have to transport the products from the factory to the 
railway station, thus involving additional handlings. 

C. CREDIT FACILITIES 

In many developing countries, one of the major factors 
retarding the growth of fertilizer consumption is the 
inadequacy of, and the delay in obtaining, credit facilities 
for the farmers. Considering the small size of he average 
land holdings, the low income and the lack of modern 
methods of agriculture, farmers in some of the developing 
countries hesitate to utilize even the existing meagre 
credit facilities. 

The inadequacy of existing means of credit is owing 
not so much to the lack of proper appreciation of the 
problem by Governments and the authorities concerned, 
but more to the immensity and complexity of the problem 
and the paucity of funds. The resources of the fertilizer 
producers and traders are totally inadequate to cope 
with the situation. Although the commercial, private and 
state banking institutions are touching the fringes, they 
are hesitant to enter actively into the field for financial 
and administrative reasons. In many developing coun- 
tries, as a result of efforts mainly on the part of the State, 
progress has been achieved through co-operative and 
other institutions. Credit facilities in some countries are 
also extended to the farmer through certain departments 
of the State. 

Any discussion of credit facilities in the case of fertilizer 
distribution must distinguish two aspects of the problem. 
The production of fertilizers is continuous throughout 
the year, but the consumption is seasonal. Hence, from 
the time of manufacture to the time of consumption, 
there is an appreciable time gap. Credit facilities to the 
farmer would normally cover only that part of the period 
between the purchase of fertilizers from the retail selling 
point to the time when the farmer is harvesting his crop, 
tha" is, from the time of cultivation to the time of harvest- 
ing. Thus, credit facilities for the farmer differ from 
credit facilities to the trade, the latter covering the period 
between manufacture and retail selling. Accordingly, 
trad* credit and farmer credit are two distinguishable 
aspects of the credit problem. 

The particular company being discussed here would 
prefer to operate both the trade and consumer facilities, 
but, owing to administrative and financial limitations, it 
hat, until now, extended credit only to the trade. All the 
wholesalers are consignment stockists who do not pay for 
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Stocks positioned with them, but only for stocks sold by 
hem Th     credit facilities are automatically extended o 
he trade up to the wholesale level. A rcvovmg^red 
Ò the extent of $1.000 per loan, is granted to selected 
etaUers on   he basis of a lidelity ins .rance guarantee  a 

bank   u "tntee o- a deposit of such approved secures 
is title-deeds and national savings certificates. In a few 
;iSe    in co-operation with co-operative banking institu- 
as   on their guarantees, credit facilities are g-.ven to 
retal   co-operative   societies.   For   larger   producer- - 
ope ativeLP ieties, special credit facilities are offered on 
nSot ated terms. A beginning has been made ,.i extend- 
ÏÎ credit  faciht.es to farmers cultivating an area o. 
five acres or more, under a scheme jointly developed 
by the comïmy and a leading commercial banking orga- 

nization. 
Commercial credit facilities are available in the area at 

a cost of about 8 per cent. Co-operative credit also cost 
abou the same. For the farmer the main -urce of credi 
h the co-operative society, and the membership of the 
society's one restrictive factor. Even among the members 
ho^who have not repaid earlier loans wtH nc>   be 
iu fnr fresh loans  The state does not offer credit 
ÄÄ 'o «he farmer Cornea, tajbh., 
not vet become active in  offering credit facilities to 

S£n£ Credit applications from ^Jtveìopin 
time and much effort to process. In many developing 
cTntriel credit worthiness is still a matter of clear title 
of ownership of property. 

In view of the problems involved in making fertilizers 
and fe Ler credit available to farmers, especially sma 
food c op farmers in developing countries The Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), 
under the Freedom From Hunger Campaign Fer , ize 
Flamme   has initiated  pilot schemes for fertilizer 
d stSn, marketing and credit in a «"^¿^ 
tries  In the schemes, small amounts of fert»^" a* 
nrovided by FAO, either directly or through bilateral 
Cce   Under FAO supervision and in close= co-operat,on 
ZhtheGovernment, the fertilizers are distributedito 
formen for cash or on credit. Receipts from sales from a 
«revolving fond" administered by the Government. This 

fundtSfen used to buy «^*^$Zt» 
thP scheme as experience is gained. The objective is io 
have a natura 4Ltion to the most suitable distribuüon. 
marketing and credit systems under local conditions. The 
"hemes Ln also form the basis for the organization of 
SS to provide other production requisites and to 
h^toto nKing of crops. These schemes are proving 
AfÌMS?aving thPese problems in the countries 

in which they are operating. 
As far as credit to the trade is concerned, it may be 

sÄaUhe credit period ranges from thirty Jay   « 
fr.nr months At the retail consumer level, it is estimawu 
Ina Seen 50-70 per cent wUl be on the basis of credi 
atwTbv co-operatives or private dealers. Only abou 

1 °Per ce>" "ledili be sales on a cash b-s^ canno 
be said that the repayment of credit_.s 100 per cent m 
tvoe The experience has been that about 80 per cent ot 
Prepayments are made in the first year,   5 per cent in 
h! second year and 5 per cent in the third year. The 
no^Tl repayment period is from six months to one year. 

In a few cases, credit is extended tor two years or more 
Repayment usually takes place after the harvest, 

A general assessment of the credit problem in agri- 
culture, including fertilizers, is quoted from the keport 
of the Conference on Productivity and Innovation m Api- 
culture in the Underdeveloped Count,,,, held at tlu 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology m l%4. 

"Three tvpes of production credit may be dis- 
tinguished; short-term credit, for periods o! a year or 
les; medium-term credit, for periods exceeding one 
year but less than live years; and long-term credit, lor 
five years or more. 

"In order to be most productive, short-term credit 
from offici:.! and co-operative sources shonlu a mos 
always be 'supervised-, that ,s. tied in w. h tue larnur s 
performance. Loans should be granted on condii on 
hat the borrower agree to adopt a package o   recom- 

mended inputs and practices. Second, loans should b 
made primarily on the basis of the increased production 
potential of the package rather than upon the seçur. y 
of land or other assets, so tha   credit is accessible to 
tenants and small farmers as well as to larger  armer. 
Third, as tar as possible they should be made in kin 
in the form of the inputs themselves. Since ofhciai 
credit cannot possibly meet the full (^'t requirements 
of the agricultural sector, it should be channeled pri- 
marily to meet the financial needs of innovation. 

"In order to facilitate loan recoveries   it may be 
useful to link the provision of credit with marketing. 
However, where marketing is undertaken by a govern- 
mental or semi-official co-operative agency, care should 
betaken to provide the services and conveniences 
provided   by   alternative   private   agencies   such   as 
boarding and lodging for farmers coming to sell gram 
fn the town, prompt payment and emergency relie . 
Otherwise new" agencies fail to attract farmer,. A1c£ 
natively  the government may provide only a storage 
seS  o farmers at a nominal charge. Official ware- 
houses may give them negotiable warehouse receipts 
so that farmers may market their produce whenever 
they can get a good price. 

"It is necosary to examine the possibility of revising 
the current practice of charging a uniform interest rate 
for aU short-term official credit. The introduction of 
SffereniaHnterest rates on loans for different purposes 
migîumprovc the use of loan funds and recovery rates. 

Th* actual role of traditional moneylenders deserves 
careful empirical study as part of a broader study of 
Se relative efficiency of alternative systems for provri- 
ne   credit    Moneylenders   have   many   operational 
XnSgès such aslntimate familiarity -th¿~ 
readiness to grant risky loans, quick and lowest loan 
management? and a high rate of loan recove y Since 
thpv nrovide such a large proportion of the total rural 
c^Sf r»ch a wide scale ^^¡¡-^3 
them is Utopian. Measures should therefo re be«emeu 
to build uoon the advantages of their system wnnc 
LYÄy monopoly *** «P£«¡fí * 
them  On, pesibimy tha^n«ds.* tnrf -*J 
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under specified conditions. Such paper could he redis 
counted by government agencies or coinmercial banks 
under certain governmental guarantees against a part 
of tnc losses The rediscount system would increase the 
flow of funds through the traditional system, facilitate 
the entry of new moneylenders, break the islands of 
monopoly, and lower the level of interest rates. It 
might also induce commercial banks to enter the agri- 
cultural money market as wholesalers if not as retailers 

of credit. 
"Any research studying alternative systems for pro- 

viding agricultural credit should distinguish, and if 
possible separate, the three components of the gross 
interest charge - real interest, risk premium and the 
cost of administration and collection. Quanti* iti ve 
comparisons of these magnitudes will help improve the 
credit system. 

"As a rule, provision is made for a far greater pro- 
portion of the short-term credit needs of the rural 
sector than of the medium and long-term needs — for 
land improvement, minor irrigation, equipment, and 
livestock — even though the longer-term needs are no 
less urgent and important. More research is needed to 
estimate the real degree of risk involved in medium 
and long-term loans. It may be that on the whole, 
they are no more risk?' than short-term loans. Since 
the traditional and commercial banking sectors fail 
to meet medium and long-term credit needs adequately, 
special new credit agencies must be created to meet 
them. 

"The principle of linking loans with a 'package' 
should be fully extended to cover medium and long- 
term loans. Medium and long-term packages as well 
as short-term packages should be supervised. The new 
agencies will need trained personnel to draft, evaluate, 
and supervise medium and long-term projects. Again, 
commercial banks can also be induced to participate 
in the retail or wholesale side of longer-term lending to 
farmers if they are guaranteed against a part of the loss, 
and if they are provided with technical help from the 
public sector. They may also need some guarantee 
against losses due to inflation. 

"Special study is needed to improve long-term land 
mortgage banking. Where land statutes, judicial deci- 
sion, or traditions have clouded land titles and thus 
adversely affected the volume of mortgage lending, it 
is necessary to clarify tenure for the purposes of 
lending'.1 

D. PRICING 

1. General pricing policy 

The following remarks from the Conference report 
cited above are pertinent to this subject : 

"It cannot be asserted that all farmers everywhere 
respond strongly to economic incentives. However, a 
growing volume of evidence shows that with a mini- 

» Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Center for International 
Studies, Policies for Promoting Agricultural Development: Report 
of a Conference on Productivity and Innovât urn in Agriculture In the 
Underéevehoed Countries (Cambridge, Mats., 1965). 

mum ile guv ni" nmiteti/ation. .nul the development •<( 
transport, a laulv large pi..p..iiioii .it i.ume>, .!•> 
respond to llivni in some aspects •>! then hrhauoin 
It follows thai while all nei essai s lei Im.» org.miMlionul 
measuics should be taken to inuease the pin su al oui 
puts obtainable Iroin given inputs, ihese measiues 
should be combined with IHIII.HIIK poh. ICS designed 
to take advantage o\ the prue lespmisneiies ,>l supply 
and »actor demand wherever it is positive In many 
situations, the rate of absorption o! new knowledge and 
inputs may depend critically on the pine and risk 
milieu 

"Any policy to improve the pnce milieu of develop 
ing agriculture should take into account, and. if ncics- 
sary, influence the following (a) the variability of 
agricultural prices of various crops, which affects the 
riskiness of farming, (h) the relative prices of various 
crops, which affect the allocation of land and other 
inputs among crops; (c) the ratio of the general level 
of agricultural product prices to the level of agri- 
cultural input prices, (</) and the ratio of the general 
level of agricultural product prices to the general level 
of nonagricultural prices. 

"Although these price relationships are distinct in 
theory, any set of price regulations measures will 
simultaneously affect all of them to some extent. For 
example, if the government successfully establishes 
price floors for two or three major crops of the rountry, 
the downward price fluctuation will be restricted and 
relative prices, the output-input price ratio, and the 
terms of trade of agriculture will all be altered in some 
degree. Therefore, it is necessary that the price policies 
followed be based on a consideration of their effects on 
all the key price relationships. 

"About the desirability of price stability, there can 
be little argument. Price fluctuations add immeasurably 
to the risks facing the cultivator and do not afford 
sufficient offsetting advantages to the community as a 
whole. A fall in the price of wheat between planting and 
harvesting or over a series of harvest years can render 
an apparently profitable investment in fertilizer or 
pesticides or new capital equipment uneconomic. And 
the adverse effects of declines may not be balanced by 
gains from price increases of equal number and magni- 
tude in later years because of the limited capital that 
most peasant farmers possess. Hence, the need for the 
administration of floor prices for a few selected crops. 

"Price stability cannot be willed by legislative fiat. 
An adequate warehouse and transportation network 
is required for f.tock operations designed to reduce 
price instability. Of course price stability need not, and 
should not, be absolute. Besides normal seasonal 
fluctuations reflecting carrying charges, flexibility 
should be allowed between fixed minima and maxima 
in order to remove some of the burdens of changes in 
demand and supply from the storage system. 

"An alternative to direct price stabilization from the 
viewpoint of reducing risk is a system of forward 
markets that would enable the cultivator to ensure the 
price of at least a part of his crop prior to planting. But 
it should be remembered that futures markets in the 
more advanced countries have been of much more 
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cr.üK  countries sut h   i peasant nanJiisc tlvm in  Ihr 
already industriali/ed countries 

"In sumnurs. a feasible prue poli y mix for the near 
future would include floors tor a few selected crops 
determined on the lines sucae-ted, perhaps a pro- 
gramme ot subsidies l'or fixed as well as working 
capital inpi-i-; and .HI overall policy to prevent a 
serious deterioration oí the rural sector's domestic 
terms of trade As a part of such a policv, it would be 
desirable to grant tarili protection to intani industries 
only when their output actually attains a certain propor- 
tion, say 10 to 20 per cent of the domestic demand. 
(Until that time, subsidies might be granted.) This 
action would prevent undue and premature increases in 
the prices of many industrial products. 

"Countries depending mainly on a single export 
crop would contu.ue to need international commodity 
agreements to have some short-» MI price stability, but 
the provisions of these agreements must not jeopardize 
long-run price flexibility lest reames remain over- 
committed to the crops even when demand conditions 
change. 

"Finally, the case for export subsidies on selected 
agricultural commodities exported by developing coun- 
tries is as economically valid as that for industry pro- 
tection. Properly designed subsidies should therefore 
not be frowned upon by international agencies".1 

In  the   particular  instance  of the  company   being 
discussed  in  this chapter, the sale and distribution of 
fertilizers are controlled  and regulated  by the  State, 
under the supervision of the Fertilizer Control Order. 
Only licensed traders are allowed to deal in fertilizers. 
Sale and distribution of nitrogen as fertilizers are orga- 
nized exclusively through public sector institutions and 
co-operative soci:ties. In the State in which this company 
is situated, these groups have been involved with the task 
of distributing and selling nitrogen as fertilizers. As far 
as  phosphatic and  potash  mixtures, and such  multi- 
nutrient fertilizers as ammonium  phosphate are con- 
cerned, the State only regulates the trade by licensing and 
prescribing the selling price to the ultimate consumer, f or 
straight nitrogen fertilizers, the State has prescribed the 
actual prices payable by different types of ultimate con- 
sumers and the profit margin and expense margins for 
each link in the distribution channel. It may be noted 
that there is no bonus in prices if the fertilizer contains 
more than the prescribed plant nutrients. For example, 
in the case of a single superphosphate, the price is fixed 
for the material containing 16 per cent water-soluble 
PtOs and if the material contains 17 or 18 per cent, any 
increase in price is to be negotiated. In the case of mixtures 
containing different ratios of nitrogen, phosphate and 
potash, the selling prices prescribed by the Government 
are based on the prices for the basic components of the 
mixture plus a mixing charge and profit margins for the 
manufacturer, wholesaler and retailer In the area where 
this company is distributing fertilizers, the price policy 
also provides a stable uniform price for the consumer, 

1 Mauachusctb Institute of Technology, Center for International 
Studies, Policies fjr Prom* ting Agricultural Derelcpmtnl : Reptrt 
of a Conference on Productivity ami Innovation in Agriculture in the 
Underdeveloped Countries (Cambrid§e, Mass., 1965). 

irrespective ot his location I he price includes r provision 
ior movement and storage expenses, which takes into 
account the distances involved in moving fertilizers to 
the different retail selling locations. The price is also 
inclusive of the profit and expense margins allowed to 
wholesalers and retailers, and of the taxes imposed by 
the State. Hie prescribed retail selling prices are perio- 
dically announced in newspapers and are prominently 
displayed at all selling points. Through effective field 
supervision and customer-complaint machinery, it is 
ensured that the customer is never charged more than the 
fixed retail price. 

The various elements of the ultimate prices paid by 
the farmers are indicated below : 

(a) Road transport costs approximately SOX > per 
tonnage mi! for long distances, and $0.10 to $0.24 for 
short distances. For railway movement, the cost works 
out to $0.02 per tonnage mile. For internal water trans- 
port, the cost would be $0.02 per tonnage mile; 

(/>) Loading, unloading and stocking charges amount 
to $0.50 per ton; 

(e) The storage cost is $0.10 per ton per month; 
(d) The profit margins are 1 per cent for wholesalers 

and 6 per cent for retailers; 
(e) A single-point sales tax, which is 2 per cent of value, 

is taken into account; 
(f) Bagging and packaging charges are $5.00 per ton 

in 100 kilogramme bags and $6.00 per ton in 50 kilo- 
gramme bags. The bags used are jute with polythene 
lining; 

(g) Off-season prices : during the off-seasons, a rebate 
is allowed. For example, from 15 January to 15 April, 
the rebate is S5.00 per ton during the first month, $2.00 
per ton in the second month and $1.00 per ton in the 
third month. 

The current ex-factory prices, distribution margin and 
retail prices of some of the products are given in table 15. 

TABLE 15. DISTRIBUTION MARGIN 

(Rupees) a 

Distribution 
martin, 
including 

Ex-factory       cost of Kttmtl 
Nnm* of frod»., frict trwuport frtct 

Superphosphate  202.64 40,00 242.64 
Ammonium phosphate  525.00 40.00 565.00 
Coffee mix (11:8:11)  360.00 40.00 400.00 
Codee mix (12:6:8)  355.00 40.00 395.00 
Te. mixture (14:5:7)  375.00 40.00 415.00 
Tea mixture (13:6:6:6.6) ... 365.00 40.00 405.00 
Rubber mix (8:10:12)  320.00 40.00 360.00 
Rubber mix (8:12:10)  330.00 40.00 370.00 
Kuttanad Spi (9:9:9)      330.00 40.00 370.00 
Standard No. 1  3,0.00 40.00 390.00 
Standard No. 2  295.00 40.00 335.00 
Standard No. 3  300.00 40.00 340.00 
Standard No. 4  350.00 40.00 390.00 
Standard No. 5  360.00 40.00 400.00 
Standard No. 8  370.00 40.00 410.00 
StandardNo.9  330.00 40.00 370.00 
StandardNo.il    .  .   .   .   •  .  • 305.00 40.00 345.00 

< SUSI »quah 4.1 rupees. 
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VI. GENERAL CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS 

A    FÉRTIL ¿ERS    GENERAL Dt.HNIllON 

\ fertilizer is, broadly speaking, any material, organic 
or'inorganic, natural or synthetic, that furnishes to plants 
one or more of the chemical elements necessary lor nor- 
mal growth   The  hst of elements recognized as being 
necessary for plant growth has increased over the year, 
and now totals vMeen. as >hown in table 16. The hrst 
n.ne elements are required in relatively large amount* 
and are called ma.-ronutnents. Of these, carbon, hydrogen 
and ou «gen are applied by air and water, and are there- 
fore noïdeatt with as nutrients by the lertilizer industry. 
The other macronutnents are subdivided into primary 
elements   (nitrogen,   phosphorus   and   potassium»   and 
secondary elements (calcium. magnesium and sulphurv 
The remain.ng  wven elements  are  required in much 
smaller amounts and are knov.n as micronutrtents or 
trace elements (see chapter XVI) 

T*»tt  16.   fcltMINT» tSMNTUL  KM   PL*"«   G«OW1H 

Carbon 
Hydrogen 

l Oxygen 
\ ,    Nitr gen 

Ph *,ptvrm 
Potiisium 
Calcium 
Magnesium 
Sulphur 

Macronutnents Primary n »trient» 

Secondary nutrient* 

MkrooutrienW 

Boron 
Chlorine 
Copper 
Iron 
Manganese 
Molybdenum 
Zinc 

I. Fertilizer availability 

A commercial fertilizer is ai material gaining ai A commerciai icruu*«» » »  «- — - 
least one of the primary nutrients in a form «•"tabk 
or "available" to plants in known amounts Generally, 
a plant nutrient »s taren up by plant roots or foliage m 
theform of a solution in water. The primary nutrient 
elements form many different chemical compounds having 
varying degrees of solubility m water  Thus, it would 
seem that water solubility should provide a simple con- 
nive measure of the availability to pant.  Un for- 
tunately, the  situation is far too complex for water 
»Xbiuty alone to serve as a measure of availability. All 
materials « soluble in water to some «tent even the 
most "insoluble". Certain sparingly soluble Phosphate 
impounds have been found by plant growth^ testsito-be 
available to plants, although the availability of such 

compounds  often depends  on  particle size.   Similarly, 
water solubility served satisfactorily for many years as the 
sole measure of availability of nitrogen compounds With 
the  development of slowly   soluhle nitrogen  fertilizers 
like ureaform, water solubility alone became inadequate 
as a criterion  In the case of potassium, there is a large 
difference in solubility between potassium chloride, the 
principal compound useú in fertilizes, and the insoluble 
natural potas.ium silicates, for example, the micas Thus, 
water solubility alone is an adequate  measure ot the 
availability of potass,  m fertilizers  The development ot 
suitable methods for a- alysing fertilizers for availability 
has claimed the attention of agricultural chemists since 
the beginning of th-e industry. The methods are constantly 
being revised and improved as new knowledge and new 
tools become ava-iable to the chemist 

2. Fertilizer regulations 

Since a wide variety of natural and synthetic materials 
are beneficial tr the grown of plants, a virtually unlinked 
number of products could truthfully be labelled    fer- 
tilizer" and marketed as such. The mam drawback to 
uncontrolled  marketing  of fertilizer  materials  is  the 
problem of th.- relative effectiveness of the product, and 
ibis depends en it, composition. Unless the farmer can 
be sure that e ich lot of fertilizer he buys will have the 
same effectiveness as the preceding lot, he cannot be sure 
that he is fertilizing his crops in a rational manner, regard- 
less of his stock of personal expérience or advice from 
agricultural experiment stations. 

Another drawback to uncontrolled marketing of fer- 
tilizer is the lack of a rational basis for pricing^ Thus, a 
ton of low-analysis fertilizer is less valuable to the fanner 
than a ton of higher analysis fertihzer, so thefarmer 
should have a simple method for determining the best 
buy from the existing market. 

Because of the foregoing factors, regulations (son« oT 
them in the form of laws) have been established in many 
nam of the world to govern the labelling and marketing 
^commercial fertilizers at the retail level. As these regula- 
üons a* intended for local conditions, they may vary 
from place to place, but the primary P^* are to 
ensure uniformity and to provide a simple, method 
whereby the farmer can select the most economical 
product available to him. 

Regulations add to the cost of fertilizer. In order to 
guarantee a given nutrient percentage, the "»nrfrtuier 
must provide some surplus, and the amount of the sur- 
plü depends on the degree of technical control during 
manufacture. Enforcement of regulations adds further 
TotheSt offertili«*. These costs, inherent ,n cootrol- 
ingfertiEer composition at the retail level, are compen- 
S íy the inherit benefits. Without basic regulations, 
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the fertilizer trade would become chaotic. Like other 
regulations, care should be taken to limit them to the 
essentials. 

3. Fertilizer grades 

Throughout the world, commercial fertilizers are 
graded according to their content of available nitrogen, 
phosphorus and potassium, expressed as percentages by 
weight in the order named. 

It has long been the custom of chemists to express the 
results of analysis of phosphorus or potassium com- 
pounds as oxides of the elements. Phosphorus is reported 
as P.O. and potassium as KsO. Nitrogen is reported as 
the element N. This system has become established in the 
fertilizer industry by long usage. Although a change 
from the oxide to the elemental or ionic form would 
improve scientific consistency, the results are reported 
mainly for the use of those who are not scientists. 

In current practice, a "10-15-12" fertilizer is one con- 
taining, in available forms, 10 per cent nitrogen, 15 per 
cent phosphorus expressed as P2Oj and 12 per cent 
potassium expressed as K,0. These percentages are 
guaranteed minima rather than actual conten , which is 
usually slightly higher. When a fertilizer contains only 
two of the primary nutrients, the missing element is 
always represented by a zero in the proper sequence. For 
example, a fertilizer containing 15 per cent nitrogen and 
20 per cent P.O|, but no potassium, would be "15-20-0". 
Similarly, a "15-0-20" fertilizer contains 15 per cent 
nitrogen, no phosphorus and 20 per cent K.O. The 
single-nutrient materials are customarily labelled only 
with the percentage of the contained nutrient, for example, 
"60 per cent K-O" instead of "O-O-óO". 

A number of refinements may be used locally. For 
example, the total percentage of nutrient may be stated 
in addition to the percentage of available nutrient. 

The nutrient ratio of a multicomponent fertilizer is the 
proportion of the nutrients to each other. Thus, a 10-10-10 
grade of fertilizer has a 1-1-1 ratio, and a 10-20-20 grade 
has a I -2-2 ratio. 

B. THE FERTILIZE* INDUSTRY 

Fertilizers are produced in plants varying in size from 
a simple operation run by a few people and representing 
a modest investment to huge plants worth millions of 
dollars and requiring hundreds of trained employees. 
Except for some types of mixed fertilizer plants (see 
chapter XV), all fertilizer plants are essentially chemical 
manufacturing operations of varying technical complexity. 
In general, the operating costs of a chemical plant 
decrease with an increase in capacity, and fertilizer plants 
are no exception (see chapter XXI). 

In the early days of the fertilizer industry, the processes 
were relatively simple, and the raw materials frequently 
had a higher concentration of nutrient elements than the 
finished products. For example, normal superphosphate, 
(see chapter XII) has a PtO, content of 18 to 22 per cent, 
whereas the phosphate rock used in its manufacture may 
contain as much as 32 per cent PfO$. In a situation of this 
kind, it is more economical to ship the raw materials to 
a small plant located close to a few consumers (farmers) 
than to locate a large plant near the source of raw 

materials and ship the product over the distances required 
to reach many consumers. 

Over the years, progress in fertilizer production tech- 
nology, as in the case of the chemical technology generally, 
has led to processes of increasing refinement and com- 
plexity. The plant-nutrient concentration of the products 
has increased beyond that of the raw materials, and the 
minimum economic size of plants has increased. Notable 
examples are concentrated superphosphate and ammo- 
nium phosphates (see chapters XII and XIV). As a result 
of the development of these new processes, there is a 
world-wide trend towards very large, complex, centralized 
plants located near the raw materials, with long-distance 
shipment of products to local dealers. The dealers may 
use these products to make mixtures suited to the local 
market, or they may distribute the products to consumers 
without further treatment. 

C. FORMS OF FERTILIZER PRODUCED 

Many different materials are capable of supplying N, 
P,Oj or K.O to plants, but economics and other factors 
have narrowed the list so that most of the world's 
commercial fertilizer is supplied by a few forms of 
material, as shown in table 17. 

TABLE 17. WORLD OUTPUT or PRINCIPAL FERTTUZEM 
a 

(Thousands of tons) 
____________________________ __________ 

Nitrogen ftrtilizeri 193311934      196311964 

Ammonium sulphate  1,622.7 2,439 
Ammonium nitrates  1,246.6 3,659 
Sodium nitrate  258.9 214 
Calcium nitrate  328.6 429 
Calcium cyanamide  258.2 266 
Urea«  131.8 4,095 
Multinutrient fertilizers b  1,071.2 1,477 

-t0> 

rhovhai* Militari ¡95311934       ¡96311964 

Single superphosphate  4,041.6 5,058 
Concentrated superphosphate  564.5 1,564 
Basic slag  827.2 1,408 
Other  272.7 1,020 
Multinutrient fertilizer» *  429.8 1,874 

____ *-,o 

PotmM ftrtlUurt ¡93311954       ¡9631 ¡964 

Potassium sulphate      310 603.2 
Muriate 

Over 45 per cent K,0  2,887 5,246.6 
20-45 percent K.O  798 594.0 
20 per cent K.O or less  123 85.6 

Other  95 204.8 
Multinutrient fertilizers *  0 46.0 

SOURCES : Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations : 
1953/1954 data are from Fertittzen: An Amimi Review of World Pro- 
duction, Consumption and Trod*, I9Í9 (Rone, I960), Übte« 10,12 and 14; 
1963/1964 data are from FerMztn: An Amimi Renew of World Pro- 
duction, Consumption and Trade, 1964 (Rome, 1965), tables 13 and IS 
aad appendix table XX. 

< Including other fertilizers not classified elsewhere. 
* Including ammonium phosphate«. 
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During the ten-year period covered by the data in 
table 17, some significant changes have occurred in the 
world fertilizer industry. Ammonium   .ilphate has hern 
displaced as the principal source of fertilizer nitrogen In 
urea, and ammonium nitrate is now the second most 
important nitrogen  fertilizer.  Single superphosphate  is 
still the predominant form of phosphate fertilizer, but 
basic slag has been displaced from second to fourth place 
by multinutrient fertilizers (now in second place) and con 
centrated superphosphate (now in third place). Muriate 
of potash still dominates the potash fertilizers, but the 
lower grades have decreased in importance and practically 
all the world's potash is now in the form of grades 
exceeding 45 per cent K20. 

The foregoing changes have been brought about by 
increased production, throughout the world, of synthetic 
ammonia and urea; and by increased production of 
ammonium phosphates (particularly in the United States 
of America) and of nitrophosphates (particularly in 
Europe). Improved technology in the beneficiation of 
potash ores has resulted in the large-scale production of 
potassium chloride closely approaching absolute purity, 
which is 63.17 per cent K,0. 

D. NATURAL OROANIC FFRTILIZERS 

Large quantities of natural organic fertilizer materials 
are still used in many parts of the world. Such materials 
include animal and human excreta, wood ashes, sewage 
and by-products of commercial food processing, such as 
slaughter-house waste, fish scrap and oil-seed meals. The 
by-products of food processing largely vanished from the 
fertilizer trade about thirty years ago because of their 
usefulness as animal feeds — a higher priced market than 
that for fertilizers. 

Natural organic fertilizers not only supply plant 
nutrients directly — they also stimulate desirable bio- 
logical activity in the soil and improve soil texture. The 
disadvantages of natural organic fertilizers are that they 
are seldom available locally in the quantities needed for 
maximum yield of crops, and large-scale collection and 
distribution are uneconomical because of their low per- 
centages of plant nutrients and their generally unfa- 
vourable physical condition. Another disadvantage is 
their indefinite non-uniform composition, which raises 
problems in determining rational rates of application for 
different soils and crops. 

Some of the foregoing disadvantages can be over- 
come by such simple processing as drying, pelletizing and 
enrichment with synthetic fertilizers. Usually, such 
operations are kss economical than the regular manu- 
facture of synthetic fertilizers unless a part of the cost is 
chargeable to waste disposal. For example, the processing 
of sludge from a large municipal sewage plant located 
in a crowded area can be charged in part to disposal. 

Some speciality fertilizers for horticultural or garden 
use are formulated with natural organic materials. Such 
non-farm fertilizers can be marketed at premium prices 
and are outside of the scope of this manual. 

E. DEFINITION OF FERTILIZER TER»« 

The following definitions of terms in common use in 
the fertilizer industry are restricted to those which are 

no» adequateh  > •"•• "''1  m   u   '••••' ••      ' 
/)« n>>mi>\ "' l'i-   t 'H'^-'i / -Í-H- .    -     :'>'-i 

•|/f,"n<"iMii ./>.•< •,">(-••;• !.¿ •      i  .      •' • 

Miporph.'-i'!' 'i<   ^!,î>    num.•'!;.!     •       ,:     """   •"' :     ,|" 
¡i.tns i i>nl.muni' "diet   Miii'H'i i •'' ••mit- 

•1m>H<»}'U»}     phn\nh<lt'     M< :'»/'.¿'. mn.lnvl      IM.IOY     In 

(reatini! with ammoni i a mixnur ot   r'i<<M»h..fu   ••'•• 
<H,PO,)ainl Milphuru .m.l (H,SO,i   I? . oiisist. munis 
nt A mixture of ammonium phosphite au.1 .oninonmm 

sulphate 
Ammonium phosphate 1tHiii.fi    a vini •«• liqmd P'ottiut 

made   by   treating    phosphoric   acid    <H,f'u,t   wilh 
ammonia.   It   consists   mainly   »>i    monoammonuan 
phosphate, diammonium phosphate or mixtures ol the 
two. 

Ammonium sulphate nitrate   a double salt composed ol 
ammonium sulphate and ammonium nitrate «n equal 
molecular proportions It contains about 2h per tent \ 

Basic slag  a by produc' of the manufacture ol steel from 
phospìiatic iron-ores   It contains at least 12 per cent. 
P/V of which at leas» KO per cent is available to grow- 
ing plants The particle size (United State, of America) 
is at least 70 per cent through a No   !0O sieve and 
90 per cent through a No   W sime (sec definition of 
slag). 

Blended fertilizer    a   multinutrient   fertilizer   made  bv 
mechanically mixing two or more granular tertili/cr 
materials   Also called bulk-blended fertilizer 

Bulk fertilizer    a  solid or liquid commercial  fertilizer 
delivered to the farmer in a non-packaged form to 
which a label cannot be attached 

Citrate-soluhle   phosphate     that   portion   of   the   total 
PtOj which is not dissolved by water extraction, hut is 
dissolved  in  a  subsequent  extraction  of the water- 
insoluble portion with a neutral solution of ammonium 
citrate (United States of America! 

Fertilizer compie »    an integrated group of two or more 
chemical-processing plants for producing intermediates 
for use in the on-site manufacture oi fertilizers 

Fertilizer material    usually   a  single nutrient   fertilizer, 
such as superphosphate Some two-nutrient fertilizers, 
such   as   ammonium   phosphates,   are   also   called 
materials. 

Formula (fertilizer!   a list of the kind, nutrient conient 
and amount of stock materials required to produce a 
given weight of mixed fertilizer »f a given nutrient 
content. 

Furnace 'or thermal) photphonc acni   a relatively pure 
orthophosphoric acid (HsPO,l made by burning ele- 
mental phosphorus in air and absorbing the combustion 
products in water 

Granular fertilizer   a product, the greater part of which 
consists of particles with   mean  diameters of   1   to 
4 millimetres   This corresponds to material retained 
between V and   16-mesh   Tvler Standard Screens   A 
more rigid definition which is under consideration in 
the United States of America is as follows   a uniformly 
granular fertilizer is one in which ^ ne' <*n\ <»' mope 

remains on anv sieve with openings between * « milli- 
metres (8 mesh» and 0 841 millimetres (20 mesh), and 
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in which the largest particle passes through a sieve 
having an opening no larger than four times that of the 
sieve retaining 9S per cent or more of the product. 

liming material, a material containing calcium or magne- 
sium, capable of neutralizing soil acidity. 

Muromitnent (or trace clement): a chemical element 
required in minute amounts for normal growth and 
development of plants. Includes boron, chlorine, 
copper, iron, manganese, molybdenum ^nd zinc. 

Muriate of potash: a fertilizer grade of potassium 
chloride. 

Mixed fertilizer: a solid (granular or non-granular) or 
liquid fertilizer containing at least two, and usually 
three, primary nutrients in definite predetermined 
percentages. 

Nitrogen solution : an aqueous solution containing ammo- 
nia, ammonium nitrate or urea, singly or in combina- 
tion. Used directly as liquid fertilizer or as an inter- 
mediate in the manufacture of ammoniated super- 
phosphate or mixed fertilizers. 

Nitrophosphate : a fertilizer prepared by treating phos- 
phate rock with nitric acid, usually followed by 
ammoniation. 

Primary fertilizer elements: a group of three chemical 
elements required io relatively large amounts for the 
normal growth and development of plants. The group 
is composed of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium. 

Secondary fertilizer elements: a group of three chemical 
elements required in relatively large amounts for the 
normal growth and development of plants. The group 
is composed of calcium, magnesium and sulphur. 

Slag (agricultural) : a fused silicate by-product of smelting 
operations, capable of neutralizing soil acidity when 
ground to proper fineness. 

Superphosphate: a product made by treating phosphate 
rock with either sulphuric acid ("normal", "single" or 
"ordinary" superphosphate), phosphoric acid ("con- 
centrated" or "triple" superphosphate), ot a mixture 
of these acids ("enriched" superphosphate) followed by 
ageing of the acidulate. The principal nutrient com- 
pound present in superphosphate is monocalcium 
phosphate. 

Superphosphoric (or polyphosphoric) acid: a solid or, 
usually, a viscous liquid composed of a mixture of 
orthophosphoric acid and polyphosphoric acids. Made 
by burning elemental phosphorus in air and absorbing 
the combustion products in dilute orthophosphoric 
acid, or by evaporating water at elevated temperatures 
from orthophosphoric acid solution. The P205 concen- 
tration is usually in the range of 69 to 83 per cent, 
on an impurity-free basis. On mixing with water, 
superphosphoric acid hydrolyzes to orthophosphoric 
acid. 

Wet-process phosphoric acid: an impure orthophosphoric 
acid made by treating phosphate rock with sulphuric 
acid. 
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hozm 
VIL PRODUCTION OF AMMONIA 

A. DEVELOPMENT oh THE INDUSTRY 

Nitrogen is an essential component of most fertilizers. 
Although an adequate supply of this material is available 
in the atmosphere all over the world, it must be converted 
into a fixed form before it is suitaule for plant use. 
Ammonia (NHS) is the principal form in which fixed 
nitrogen is available for the manufacture of fertilizers 
in the world today. It contains 82.2 per cent nitrogen. In 
1960, world production of ammonia was about 13 million 
tons, with almost 11 million tons used for the manu- 
facture of fertilizers. In the United States of America 
alone, the current annual capacity is about 12 million 
tons, and by the end of 1968 it is expected to exceed 
18 million tons. 

Only three industrial processes have been developed 
during the past 165 years for the fixation of atmospheric 
nitrogen. These arc : (a) the electric-arc process for the 
production of nitric acid; (b) the process for the manu- 
facturing of calcium cyanamid; and (c) the process for 
reacting hydrogen with atmospheric nitrogen to produce 
ammonia. The electric-arc process and the process for 
manufacturing calcium cyanamid became obsolete because 
they could not compete economically with the process for 
synthesizing ammonia. 

The production of ammonia by reacting hydrogen with 
atmospheric nitrogen is the basis for the nitrogen fer- 
tilizer industry today. The first full-scale ammonia plant 
was placed on stream in 1913 for Badische Anilin-und 
Soda-Fabrik À.G. (BASF) by Fritz Haber and Carl 
Bosch at Oppau, Germany. The process became known as 
the Haber-Bosch process. Although several other pro- 
cesses have been developed since 1913, the main differ- 
ences betwfen the Haber-Bosch process and other pro- 
cesses are the method for the preparation of synthesis gas, 
the purification of synthesis gas, the design of the ammo- 
nia converter and the method for recovering ammonia 
from the converter effluent gas. 

Prior to 1945, coal or coke was the major raw material 
used for the production of hydrogen required for ammo- 
nia synthesis. During the past twenty years, there has 
been a continuing trend towards the use of petroleum 
products. Most of the plants built during the past fifteen 
years were designed for the use of natural gas or heavy 
oil as feed-material; during the past five years, naphtha 
has become the most popular feed-material in areas of 
the world where natural gas is not available. Many of 
the old plants have been converted to the use of petro- 
leum products. Petroleum feed-materials are now used 
to produce over half of the world production of ammonia 
and over 90 per cent of that produced in the United 
States of America. Practically all of the ammonia plants 
in the United States are now based on natural gas, 

which is available in most areas of the country through 
transcontinental pipelines. 

Major expansion of the ammonia industry began in 
1963. The demand for nitrogen-based fertilizers through- 
out the  world  and the  prospects  for increased  con- 
sumption in future years stimulated fertilizer producers 
to build many new ammonia plants. During the last three 
years, a trend has developed towards building large single- 
train plants with capacities of 600-1,500 tons per day_ 
However, in contrast to this trend was the development of 
small-scale packaged plants with capacities of 60-120 tons 
per day. 

During the past twenty years, many improvements 
have been made in the technology and design of ammonia 
plants. Significant improvements have been made in 
plant equipment, catalysts and instrumentation. These 
developments have contributed to substantial reductions 
in the capital cost and operating costs for ammonia 
plants. 

B. RAW MATERIALS 

All   processes   for  manufacturing  ammonia   utilize 
atmospheric air as the source for nitrogen. Hydrogen can 
be produced from almost any hydrocarbon or carbona- 
ceous material. However, careful consideration must be 
given to the choice of raw material because ammonia- 
plant operating costs are greatly influenced by the cost 
for producing hydrogen. Several reasons for the trend 
towards the use of gaseous or liquid hydrocarbon mate- 
rials in preference to such solid fuels as coke, coal or 
lignite are: (a) the discovery of large deposits of natural 
gas and oU in various areas of the world, sujsequently 
resulting in a price advantage for these materials over 
solid fuels; (b) lower transportation costs; (c) develop- 
ment of efficient ammonia processes; and (</) lower capital 
and production costs, and comparative ease of operation 
for plants designed for the use of gaseous or liquid 
hydrocarbons. 

The change towards the use of gaseous and liquid 
hydrocarbons in preference to solid fuels occurred in the 
United States of America prior to 1950, when natural 
cas became available in large quantities and offered a 
price advantage over coke. This trend later spread to 
Japan and, more recently, to the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland. Many of the ammo- 
nia plants in Europe have continued to follow the tra- 
ditional pattern of using coal, lignite and coke-oven gases 
as the sources for hydrogen. 

Most of the developing countries are following the 
trend towards the use of natural gas when it is available, 
or of importing naphtha or oil. In 1959, about 85 per cent 
of the ammonia produced in India was based on coke 
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and ui.tl, whereas il is .min ipatcil that «bout ?<s per ceni 
<i| the total production *n I9T0 will be based on luel 01!. 
naphtha ami natural gas, with the use of tokc and loal 
decreasing to about JO pet cent However, several develop 
ing countries have large deposits of coal or ugnile, but 
do not have dep< -its or natural çn\ or crude ml ¡t can 
be ex pec! ed that some of these countries will continue to 
use coal or lignite as feed-material for ammonia pro 
(taction, especially those which have a large surplus of 
labour or have encountered difficulty with foreign 
exchange of currency 

I. Natural gas 

Natural gas is present in various regions over the world 
Us composition varies, depending on the geographical 
location and the type of deposit Essentially, the gas is 
mainly methane mixed with higher hydrocarbons, 
gaseous impurities and inerts Natural gas can be classified 
ai "associated" or "non-associated". Associated gas 
occurs with crude oil; it is liberated from the oil when 
pressure is reduced in the gas-oil separator plant The 
composition of associated gas varies with the pressure at 
which the gas is released from the oil, its methane content 
decreases as pressure on the crude oil is decreased. Non- 
associated gas is not liberated from crude oil, but comes 
directly from the well; it is composed mainly of methane, 
with small amounts of ethane and higher hydrocarbons 

Natural gas usually contains 60-96 per cent methane 
and 4-40 per cent ethane and other higher hydrocarbons 
of the paraffin series. The crude gas may contain dust and 
gaseous impurities, such as hydrogen sulphide and other 
sulphur-bearing compounds. These impurities must be 
removed before the gas is suitable for use as feed-stock 
for ammonia synthesis. Usually, the dust is removed by 
filtration and the sulphur compounds are removed by 
scrubbing with a suitable solvent. 

It is desirable that natural gas used as raw material for 
ammonia synthesis contain a high concentration of 
methane. Methane (CH4) provides a lower ratio of carbon 
to hydrogen than does ethane (CjH,), propane 'C,!!,), 
b itane (C4Hi0) and other higher hydrocarbons present in 
natural gas. In the ammonia process, all the carbon in 
natural gas is subsequently converted to carbon dioxide 

or carbon monoxide, which must be removed in the gas 
purification step prior to ammonia synthesis. Therefore, 
smaller and !<ss expensive purification units are required 
tor plants which use natural gas leed with a consistently 
high methane content 1 xtensive information regarding 
the quantity and quality of the natural-gas supply should 
be available prior to the design and construction of the 
ammonia plant 

fable 18 shows the reserves, production and life index 
of the natural-gas supply in various areas of the world. 
Most of the large natural-gas reserves are in oil-producing 
regions Currently, there is no evidence of a world shortage 
of natural gas However, high costs are involved in 
transporting the gas to potential markets in countries 
where no natural gas exists. In the United States of 
America, natural gas is transported in pipelines which 
are thousands of kilometres in length Pipelines are now 
used for transporting natural gas from reservoirs to 
consuming areas in many other countries This trend must 
continue in order to utilize gas which is available in areas 
with no local market 

During the last few years, transporting of liquefied 
natural gas by refrigerated tankers has gained popularity. 
The capacities of the tankers range from about 14,000 to 
28,000 tons The approximate cost for transporting 
liquefied natural gas by refrigerated tankers is given in 
ishfc 19 

Table 20 shows the price of natural gas in various 
countries of the world. In chapter XXI, figure 66 shows 
how ammonia production costs are influenced by the 
price of natural gas 

2. Naphtha 

During the last five years, naphtha has become one of 
the more important raw materials for ammonia synthesis. 
Suitable naphtha feed-stocks are straight-run liquid 
petroleum distillate fractions with a final boiling-point no 
higher than about 215° Centigrade. For economic reasons, 
the sulphur content of the naphtha should be as low as 
possible Sulphur compounds act as poisons to catalysts 
used in the ammonta process and therefore must be 
removed. The use of cracked naphthas is usually not 
recommended because of the difficulty which might be 

TABU 18. NATURAI-aAï MBMVU AND PRODUCTION m VARIOUS ARPAS or rwt WORLD 

Ctmtry mattini 

Africa 
Alprit  1,415.151 
Anfota  IM 
CoBao«      142 
Gsboa          . ISO 
Ubys  104,771 
Morocco  213 
Ni|snt  7,0?» 
Senegal (70 
Tuntt«  2« 
United Ar«b Republic 12,015 

TOTAI 1,541, §64 
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40 

1,255 

1,000 
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10 
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TABLE 18 (continued) 

Country 

South America 
Argentina . 
iloHvia . 
Brazil . . 
Chile . . . 
Colombia . 
Equador . 
Peru . . . 
Trinidad . 
Venezuela . 

TOTAL    1,268,603 

Sfidale East 
Abu Dhabi  84,951 
Bahrain  3,681 
Iran  1,840,606 
Iraq  637,133 
Israel  1,133 
Kuwait  934,462 
Neutral Zone  56,634 
Qatar  212,378 
Saudi Arsbi«  1,274,266 
Syri»  2,265 
Turkey  »1 

TOTAL    5,048,500 

Asia ana Far East 
Borneo*  
Burma  
India  
Indonesia  

Pakistan  
Papua  
PtnlipfHMS  
Taiwan  
Thailand  

TOTAL 546,717 

iWw rtsUkfriBsf 

  1,019,413 
  213,170 

United Stases of America  7,787,179 

Rtttrrtt, Production Non-atsodattd Ufe intkx 
end of 1961 1961 

(Millions of cubic 

gat' 

mttrti) 

(ytartl » 

169,902 4,814 2,166 35 
7,079 170 85 42 
9,911 850 425 12 

50,971 2,549 1,275 20 
39,644 2,322 766 17 
2,124 113 0 19 

20,530 1,104 110 19 
33,980 2,917 0 12 

934,462 33,980 3,058 28 

TOTAL    9,619,762 

  24,0» 
I Bjpattte ofQennsury  . .  • 42,476 
  WßSi 
  141.ÄS 
  «00,321 

U«+»sd Kingdom  142 

TOTAL 1,0(3,446 

48,819 

22,252 

4,672 

20,190 
10,137 

382J80 

412,607 

7,885 

1,081 

1,626 

15,748 
7,603 

267,596 

290,974 

»Là» 
# 
* Befen le MM «Me 

fro« sources which are not associated with crude oil. 
by dtvtdini reserves at end of INI by production in 1961. 
(Brenavilts) sad the Congo (LeooofctviBe)- 
Istejfcfof I 

26 

227 0 16 
7,079 1,062 260 
7,079 0 90 

28 19 40 
7,787 0 120 

538 0 105 
1,416 0 150 
8,070 0 

0 
0 

158 

28 35 

157 

12,743 510 0 25 
4,248 85 26 50 

21,096 113 0 187 
56,634 2,263 0 25 
14,159 850 765 17 

424,755 821 813 517 
12,743 — 0 — 

28 — 0 — 
283 28 22 10 

28 — 0 

117 

50 
28 
20 

22 

1,699 1,359 14 
708 552 60 

5,«3 5,550 45 
6,796 6,456 21 

595 589 1,009 
28 28 5 

15,489 14,534 69 
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TABLE 19 APPROXIMATF COST FOR TRANSPORTING LIQUEFIED NATURAL 
GAS '' 

(Dollars) 

TABLE 21. TYPICAL ANALYSIS OF STRAIGHT-RLIN LIGHT NAPHTHA 

Tesi Analysis 

Distance 
(kilometres) 

Approximate 
cost per ton 

2,574''  4.9 
4.500 8.5 
6.000        113 
8,000       15.0 

10,108r  19.3 

« Transported by refrigerated tanker of 16,000-ton capacity. 
* Approximate dstance from Algeria to north Europe. 
' Approximate distance from Persian Gulf to Japan. 

TABLE 20. EXPORT AND IMPORT PRICES OF NATURAL GAS FOR SEVERAL 
COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD 

(Dollars) 

Prie* range 
par thousand 
cubic metres 

Importing countries 
France: 

Lacy area  12.36-17.66 
North  21.19-22.95 

India: 
Assam (well-head)  4.94- 7.06 

Italy: 
North  10.59-15.89 
South      7.06- 7.77 

Japan: 
Niigeta  17.66-21.19 
Tokyo  26.49-33.55 

Pakistan : 
Well-head  5.30- 5.65 
Karachi  10.59-14.13 

Taiwan: 
Chinshui  14.13-17.66 

United Kingdom  21.19-28.25 

Exporting countries or area 
Persian Gulf  0.35- 1.77 
Algeria: 

Well-head  3.53- 3.88 
Sea coast  6.36-10.24 

Borneo«  7.06-10.59 
Indonesia  8.13-12.36 
Nigeria  4.24- 6.36 
Trinidad  3.53- 5.30 
Venezuela  2.47- 5.30 

* Refers to the whole island of Borneo. 

encountered in the removal of the sulphur. A typical 
analysis of straightrun light naphtha suitable for use as 
feed-material for ammonia production is given in table 21. 

Naphtha is produced during the refining of crude oil 
and can be processed further to yield gasolene. However, 
during the last ten years, the demand for the production 
of gasolene from naphtha has declined because of an 

Sp. Gr., ¡5.6°/l5.6nC  0.669 
ASTM distillation 

IBP, »C "  37.2 
FBP,°C>  118.9 

Heating value, lower, kcal/kg      10,340 

Composition (weight percentage) 
Sulphur  0.03 
Hydrogen  15.97 
Carbon  84.00 
Butane      3.30 
Pentanes plus  96.70 
Aromatics  5.00 
Naphthenes  9.00 
Paraffins  86.00 

• Initial boiling-point. 
* Final boiling-point. 

increase in use of diesel oil and kerosene as sources of 
energy. Therefore, with an excess supply of naphtha 
available in the world today and in the foreseeable future, 
the market price has declined sufficiently to give naphtha 
an economic advantage over other liquid or solid raw 
materials suitable for ammonia synthesis. Naphtha is 
now the preferred raw material in all areas of the world 
where natural gas is not readily available. 

The range in price of naphtha at north European ports 
is given in table 22. In chapter XXI, figure 66 compares 
the costs of producing ammonia with naphtha and with 
natural gas, and shows how production costs are influ- 
enced by the prices of these raw materials. If the market 
prices of other liquid and solid raw materials continue to 
remain stable, naphtha will retain its economic advantage 
as long as its price does not exceed about $26 per ton. 

TABLE 22. PRICE OF NAPHTHA AT NORTH EUROPEAN PORTS 

(Dollars) 

Cott per ton 

Caribbean ¡omet Middle Eastern source 

Htm Ht$h Low Hit* Low 

Freight  
21.60 

3.80« 
17.70 
2.20» 

19.70 
6.60 a 

15.70 
4.20 «> 

TOTAL coir 25.40 19.90 26.30 19.90 

« Average for 1963. 
» Average for 1960-1965. 

Although naphtha is highly volatile and flammable, it 
presents no serious storage or transportation problems. 
Safety measures similar to those required when handling 
gasolene are adequate. Naphtha can be transported by 
pipeline or by such bulk carriers as trucks, barges or 
ships. No refrigeration is required. 
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3. Heavy fuel oil 

Beginning about ¡950. heavy fuel mis. e g . bunker t 
and navy special, became popular as i.tw malcriáis |.<r 
the production of ammonia synthesis nas in tounincs 
where natural gas was not available A p.irlial-oxidaiion 
process was used. Earlier difficulties encountered in UM 

of the heavy oils were associated with problems resulting 
from carbon and sulphur removal from the raw synthesis 
gas. These problems have been solved by the development 
of improved methods for removing carbon and more 
efficient solvents for sulphur removal. 

Almost any type of oil can be used as raw material for 
the partial-oxidation process, the choice depending on 
economic factors. A typical analysis of a heavy fuel oil 
suitable for use as feed-stock is given in table 23. 

TABLE 23. TYPICAL ANALYSIS OF HIAVY KUH on. 

Teil Analysi' 

Sp.Gr., J5.6°/15.6°C  °97 

Viscosity, SSU at 37.8° C  3.500 

Pour-point, ASTM, °C  !5 

Heating value, lower, kcal/kg  9»829 

Composition (weight percentage) 
Conradson carbon  '^ 
Aah   0.07 

Sulpha  ,, * 
Hydrogen  »•» 
CarboB  84W 

Nitrofen  "•* 
Oxygen  uu 

<_oal  is   a\.»il.-Mr 

liquid   "I    VMM'.»ii 

as oí ibf ni.>ii   i 
III,)     l"U li' »lit 

K III1,!   ic >t'i vi'il   !• 

leiitiucil   l'"     •>• 

mvestnu m 

It    • .UHI-   I 

|H'l|i •!<   'MU    II 

llj'i-lll ' » l 

.   it'.l -» •' 

lllt'l.lililí l'I' 

. I.il    (J.1-.1IK .HI. 'I' 

ni.lllltl'IÌ.HKf       Hill ¡H 

ih.iii lof  (X-lt.'ltnm h.i^ 

I able ?4 show H ¡lu- 
developing i ountru^ 

il j•l.iiil'- 

»,ll   |M.»du» 'inn 

TAHI» 24   < fUñl      (  l|ns   ts s» II« \l 

Afghanislan 
Burma 
China 

Taiván 
Mainland 

India 
Indonesia 
Iran 
Japan 
Malaysia 
Pakistan 
Philippines 
Republic of Korea 
Republic of Viet-Nam 
Thailand 

Tor *i 

TOTAL, te* mainland China 

.'•     hH'li, 

>,.-!    li     .'I    Hi- 

.1     Ulf    »A   .« í 

4   4 

O I 

(_<*,: H 

42VHÜIM» 
*;.<I|«I» 

hs'O 

2«*» «» 
<2,h0i)0 

7 0 

Mlk 
IV* 

\n2.0 
27 l 

147 0 

MI.VH 2 

llfc.WI 2 

The only significant difficulty encountered in transport- 
ing or handling the heavy fuel oil is its high viscosity. 
Heat must be applied to keep the heavy oil in a liquid 
state and to reduce its viscosity. 

At the current time, heavy fuel oils cannot compete 
economically with naphtha as raw materials for ammonia 
synthesis. Whether heavy oils can regain an economic 
advantage depends on the results of future research and 
development work on the partial oxidation process for 
ammonia production, and on the future availability of 
naphtha at a competitive price. 

4. Coal and lignite 

As mentioned previously, coal and lignite became less 
important as feed-stock for ammonia production when 
processes for using petroleum materials were developed. 
Only twenty-five years ago, coal (usually in the form of 
coke) was the major raw material for ammonia synthesis. 
In 1939, over 90 per cent of the world ammonia capacity 
was based on coal. Now, practically all new plants are 
designed for use of natural gas, naphtha or fuel oil, and 
many of the older plants have been converted to the use 
of these materials. No plants are now operating on coal 
or coke in the United States of America. However, several 
plants in Europe and Asia use coal gasification processes 

Coal is not an attractive raw material for ammonia 
production. Even in developing countries where cheap 

The price of coal will usually vary from approximately 
$5 to $8 per ton at the mine The cent for Ugnile con- 
taining about 50 per cent m»i«turc (heating value, about 
2,800 kcal/kg) will approximate S3 per ton Lignite t% 
currently being used for manufacturing ammonia m 
Greece. India, Thailand. Turkey and the l-ederal Republic 
of Germany. Table 25 shows the analysis ol low grade- 
coal and lignite mined in India 

In future years, the popularity of coal as a raw material 
for ammonia production may increase because coa I 
reserves are thought to he more plentiful than petroleum 
reserves, and the cost of coal has not advanced as rapidly 
in recent years as Ihe cost of natural gas 
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TAME 26 AvAn.AMI rrv o» UQUEFWD PFIHOHDM OASES IN DIFFERENT AREAS OF THE WORLD 

Millions of lota M-roilablr from 

Nahmmi foi« 

Arn Al tor laifd      altoctûlrd Total 
Re/btery 

Total 

Europe 
Africa 
Middle Eatt 
Asia 

0 3 
0.1 

10.0 
09 

0.8 
0.1 

0.1 

11 
0.4 

10.0 
i.O 

6.3 
0.3 
1.9 
2.2 

7.4 
0.7 

11.9 
3.2 

IOTAL 11.5 1.0 12.5 10.7 23.2 
South America 13.2 0.4 13.6 4.3 17.9 

G »AND TOTAL 24.7 1.4 26.1 15.0 41.1 

well. 
« Attoctated natural gas occur» with crude oil, whereai non-asaociated gas comes directly from the 

5. Liquefied petroleum gas 

Liquefied petroleum gas h propane and butane 
separated by liquefication from natural gas or from 
refinery gas; it might contain pentane and higher hydro- 
carbons. Therefore, the principal sources of liquefied 
petroleum gas are oil refineries and natural-gas processing 
plants, and it has not yet become an important raw 
material for production of ammonia. 

Table 26 shows the amounts of liquefied petroleum gas 
available in several areas of the world ; the total estimated 
quantity available in Europe, Africa, South America, the 
Middle East and other Asiatic countries is about 41 mil- 
lion tons. For comparative purposes. North America has 
a total potential availability of about 42 million tons. 

The market price of liquefied petroleum gas is governed 
mainly by local supply and demand conditions, with no 
extensive international trading. In northern Europe, prices 
range from $25 to $35 per ton. It is not likely that this 
material will be used extensively for ammonia production 
in the near future because of the availability of natural 
gas and naphtha. Liquefied petroleum gas will continue 
to offer an advantage over naphtha for use as bottled gas 
and for enriching town gas for heating purposes because 
of its higher calorific value. 

6. Electrolytic hydrogen 

Pure hydrogen can be produced for ammonia synthesis 
by electrolyzing water, with oxygen produced as a by- 
product. The source of nitrogen is an air-separation plant 
which also produces by-product oxygen. The cost of 
producing ammonia from electrolytic hydrogen depends 
on the price of electricity and the value of the by-product 
oxygen. 

Canada, Japan and Norway arc among th jse countries 
where electrolytic hydrogen is used for ammonia syn- 
thesis. However, it h reported that several electrolytic 
hydrogen-based plants in Japan have changed to oil 
gasification. During the Second World War, electrolytic 
hydrogen provided a source for heavy water; and after 
extraction of deuterium, the by-product hydrogen was 
used for ammonia synthesis 

In recent years, relatively large ammonia plants based 
on electrolytic hydrogen have been built in the United 
Arab Republic (100,000 tons of nitrogen per annum) and 
in India (70,000 tons of nitrogen per annum). A small 
ammonia plant (40 toas per day) based on electrolytic 
hydrogen was built at Alwaye, India, and it is planned to 
utilize the by-product oxygen at this facility in the pro- 
duction of additional synthesis gas by a naphtha partial- 
oxidation process. 

It is not likely that large ammonia plants based on 
electrolytic hydrogen will prove economical in die near 
future. In some very special cases, small plante might be 
justified. 

7. By-product hydrogt.* 

The most important source of by-producî hydrogen is 
coke-oven gas. The gas is rich in hydrogen content 
(up to 50 per cent) and contains some ammonia winch 
can be recovered as aqua ammonia, ammonium sulphate 
or ammonium phosphates. The ammonia-free gas is 
scrubbed to remove carbon dioxide and sulphur com- 
pounds, and is dried; the remaining hydrocarbon impu- 
rities are removed by liquid nitrogen wash. An air- 
separation plant is required for purifying coke-oven gas 
and, consequently, is economically attractive to steel 
mills which need oxygen for the operation of blast- 
furnaces. 

Other sources of by-product hydrogen are chlorine- 
caustic plants, petroleum refineries and plants producing 
ethylene, acetylene and butadiene. 

In the developing countries, chlorine-caustic plants are 
usually small and thus will not produce sufficient hydrogen 
to justify ammonia synthesis. A chlorine plant with a 
capacity of 500 tons per day will supply sufficient hydrogen 
for the production of about 60-65 tons of ammonia per 
day. 

C. MANUFACTURING PROCESSES 

The major steps involved in manufacturing anhydrous 
ammonia are: (a) gas preparation; {b) carbon monoxide 
conversion; (c) gas purification; and (d) ammonia syn- 
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Figure 3. Flow diagram for synthesizing ammonia hy the steam-reforming procen 
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thesis. An engineering firm can offer prospective customers 
a choice of several processes for each of the major steps. 

Practically all of the ammonia plants built during the 
last fifteen years have used the steam-reforming process 
or the partial-oxidation process for the gas preparation 
step. During the last ten years the steam-reforming process 
has developed to the extent that it is now the most popular 
process. Plants designed for use of this process are rela- 
tively easy to operate; and investment, operating and 
maintenance costs are comparatively low. 

Figure 3 shows a flow diagram for a modern ammonia 
plant utilizing the steam-reforming process. Natural gas 
or naphtha can be used as feed-stock. 

The steam-reforming process can be designed for use 
with any one of several modern types of gas purification 
tystenu, with no limitation on capacity up to at least 
1,500 tons of ammonia per day. 

Before building an ammonia plant, careful considera- 
tion must be given to factor» which affect investment and 
operating costs. A large part of these costs is associated 
with compressing the purified make-up gas. Prior to 
1962, single-traiu plants were limited in capacity to about 
400 tons per day; these plants were designed for use of 
reciprocating compressors to compress the make-up gas 
to about 280 kg/sq cm. A total of sixteen new ammonia 
plant« with capacities ranging from 1,000 to 1,500 short 
tons (equivalent to 907 to 1,360 metric tons) per day 
are scheduled to be operating in the United States of 
America by 1968. These large single-train plants will 
use centrifugal compressors instead of the reciprocating 
type and will synthesize ammonia at pressures in the 

range of 140 to 210 kg/sq cm. The use of centrifugal 
compressors instead ol the traditional reciprocating units 
will significantly reduce plant investment and operating 
costs.  However, the economy  offered  by centrifugal 
compressors is limited to the larger plants designed to 
produce approximately 600 short tons (equivalent to 
544 metric tons) per day. In chapter XXI, figure 64 shows 
the operating costs for plants of different capacities. The 
operating cost data are based on plants using the steam- 
reforming process and natural gas as feed-stock; the data 
are based on use of reciprocating compressors for plants 
designed for production of ltss than 600 tons of ammonia 
per day and centrifugal compressors for those designed 
to produce over 600 tons per day. 

Figure 63 shows the investment costs for plants of 
different capacities designed for using the steam-reforming 
process with natural gas and naphtha as feed-stock. The 
cost data are based on battery limits plants designed by 
engineering firms in the United States and constructed m 
the Gulf Coa ¿rea. When naphtha is used as feed-stock 
instead of natural gas, additional facilities are required for 
the removal of sulphur and a larger purification umt is 
required for removal of carbon dioxide. Therefore, as 
shown in figure 63, investment costs are higher for plants 
designed for use of naphtha as feed-stock. 

A comparison of production costs for plants of different 
capacities, based on natural gas and naphtha feed-stocks, 
is shown in figure 65. These data show that production 
costs decrease rapidly as plant capacities are increased 
from 100 tons per day to about 400 tons per day, and 
continue to decrease slowly as plant capacities are 
increased to as much as 1,000 tons per day. Figure 66 
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shows bow the costs for natural gas and naphtha feed- 
stocks influence the cost for producing ammonia in plants 
designed for production of 400 short tons per day, using 
the steam-reforming process. 

Figure 4 shows a flow diagram for an ammonia plant 
utilizing the partial-oxidation process. This process 
offers the advantage of being applicable for utilizing a 
variety of feed-stocks, ranging from natural gas to heavy 
fuel oil and crude petroleum. One disadvantage to the 
process is that an air-separation plant is required to 
provide oxygen, thus increasing investment costs about 
25 per cent above the cost of the same size plant designed 
to use the steam-reforming process. Also, the design and 
operation of single-tiain plants of this type becomes 
complicated as the capacity is increased to approxi- 
mately 300 tons of ammonia per day. At the current time, 
plants utilizing the partial-oxidation process cannot 
compete economically with the larger plants using the 
steam-reforming process. 

Efficient operation of the ammonia plant requires close, 
reliable analytical control. During the past few years 
much progress has been made towards the development 
of industrial gas analysers suitable for monitoring the 
process gas streams. Infra-red analysers are used in 
modern plants to measure, on a continuous basis, the 
methane content of gas leaving the reformer units or 
partial oxidation units. The infra-red analysers are also 
used to measure carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide 
in gas at various stages of the purification step and 
make-up gas to the ammonia synthesis step. The industrial 

gas Chromatograph is suitable for measuring all compo- 
nents in the various process gas streams. Thermal- 
conductivity gas analysers are reliable for measuring 
hydrogen in any gas stream and ammonia in gas to and 
from the synthesis converter. Analysers of th* para- 
magnetic type are suitable for measuring oxygen in flue 
gas from the primary reformer or the purity of oxygen 
from an air-separation plant. 

I. Gas preparation 
As mentioned previously, the major processes for pre- 

paration of ammonia synthesis gas are steam reforming 
and partial oxidation. However, several variations of 
each type of process are available. Several variations of 
the coal-gasification processes are also available. Each 
process produces a gas rich in hydrogen and carbon 
monoxide; the carbon monoxide is later converted to 
carbon dioxide generating hydrogen by reaction with 
steam in the shift converter. 

(a) Steam reforming 
Steam reforming of natural gas is usually carried out in 

two stages by use of primary and secondary reformers 
containing a nickel catalyst. The catalyst in the primary 
reformer is contained in tubes heated externally. The 
secondary reformer contains a single bed of catalyst. Feed 
to the primary reformer consists of a mixture of steam 
and natural gas. A controlled amount of air is added to 
the process gas stream as it enters the secondary reformer 
to provide sufficient oxygen to reform residual methane 
and to supply the required volume of nitrogen to maintain 
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a 3:1 ratio of hydrogen to nitrogen in the ammonia 
synthesis make-up gas. Reactions between steam and 
natural gas (primarily methane) to produce hydrogen are : 

CH4 + H,O^CO + 3H, 
CH« + 2H/>   ^COt + 4H, 

The usual composition of gas  leaving the secondary 
reformer is (volume percentage dry basis): COr 10.4; 
CO, 10.0; H2, 57.2; N„ 22.1 ; and CH4, 0.3. 

Steam is produced by heat recovered from flue gas 
leaving the primary reformer furnace and process gas 
leaving the secondary reformer. 

Sulphur compounds must be removed from the natural 
gas to prevent poisoning of the reformer catalyst. Usually, 
the gas is passed through beds of iron oxide to remove 
hydrogen sulphide and then through activated carbon for 
removal of organic compounds of sulphur. 

Prior   to   about   1952,   natural-gas   reformers   were 
designed for operation at pressures no greater than about 
2.5 kg/sq cm because of the danger of tube failure. New 
alloys and improved methods of fabrication have now 
made pressure  operation  common  practice.   Modern 
reforming units are designed for operation at pressures of 
about 28 kg/sq cm. This development has improved the 
economy of ammonia production by conserving pressure 
of the incoming natural gas, eliminating the need for 
compression of process gas for the purification step, 
reducing the size of plant equipment needed and decreas- 
ing the volume of required catalysts. All the major 
engineering firms offer designs for the high-pressure steam 
reforming of natural gas. 

The main differences between the process for the steam 
reforming of natural gas and that for the steam reforming 
of naphtha are: special techniques and equipment are 
required for removing sulphur compounds from naphtha; 
equipment is required for vaporizing naphtha; a special 
catalyst, which is more resistant to poisoning by sulphur 
is used for reforming naphtha; and a larger capacity 
purification system is required for the removal of carbon 
dioxide. 

The Imperial Chemical Industries (London) performed 
most of the earlier research and development work on the 
naphtha-reforming process. The Chemical Construction 
Corporation and other engineering firms offer processes 
or process modifications for the reforming of naphtha. 

Ammonia producers now recognize that plants based 
on coal gasification cannot compete with those based on 
hydrocarbons and that economy favours the large-capacity 
plants. Recently, Imperial Chemical Industries Limited, 
the largest nitrogen producer in the United Kingdom, 
announced their plan to utilize the naphtha-reforming 
process in a modernization programme which involves the 
construction of three new units, each of which is designed 
to produce 900 tons of ammonia per day. Shellstar, Ltd. 
(Shell Chemical Company and Armour and Company) 
recently announced their plan to build a large ammonia 
plant in England (900 tons per day), based on naphtha 
reforming. 

(b) Partial oxidation 
Although several procesies have been developed for 

producing ammonia synthesis gas by partial oxidation, 

the two most significant one were pioneer*.! h> Ie\ac*> 
Development Corporation and the Shell IXnelopmeni 
Company. Feed materials to the gas generator are steam. 
oxygen and the hydrocarbon feed-stock. The gas generator 
operates at a pressure of about 30 kg sq cm 

Advantages which the partial-oxidation procès*, offer, 
over the steam-reforming process are : no catalyst require- 
ment; lower heat requirements; toleration of impurities 
in the feed-stock; and adaptability to a wide range ot 
hydrocarbon feed-stocks. When the process was first 
developed, it had the advantage of pressure operation, 
but this advantage was eliminated by pressure reforming. 
One important disadvantage to partial oxidation is the 
high cost of the air-separation plant required to produce 
oxygen for the process. 

When heavy fuel oil or crude oil is used as feed-stock, 
the generator off-gas contains sulphur compounds which 
are removed by scrubbing with a suitable solvent, e.g., 
diethanolamine solution, before the gas enters the shift 
converter. Considerable difficulty was experienced by 
some of the earlier plants with carbon carry-over in the 
process gas from the generator. This problem has been 
solved by improved carbon recovery units. 

Whether the partial-oxidation process can regain 
advantage over the steam-reforming process depends on 
the results of future research and development work. 
Current studies involve increasing the operating pressure 
of the generator in an effort to regain the compression 
advantage over the steam-reforming process. 

(c) Autothermal 
The Autothermal process, developed by Haldor- 

Topsoe and Soc. Belge de l'Azote, is a combination of 
steam reforming and partial oxidation. All the heat 
required for the operation is generated at the top of the 
reactor vessel by reaction between oxygen and the hydro- 
carbon feed-stock. Feed-stocks range from natural gas 
and naphtha to refinery gases and liquid petroleum gas. 
The reactor feed-materials consist of steam, air, oxygen 
and the hydrocarbon feed-stock. The reactor vessel 
contains beds of special nickel-base catalyst. Air is the 
source of nitrogen. The process operates at pressures of 
about 17 kg/sqem or higher without difficulty. 

The Autothermal process offers the advantage of not 
requiring catalyst tubes, which can present problems in the 
operation of the high-pressure steam-reforming process. 
However, one disadvantage is the need for an air- 
separation plant to provide oxygen for the process. 

(d) Gasification of coal 
Many processes have been developed for ihe gasifica- 

tion of coal. Two of the more important are the Lurgi 
process and the Koppers-Totzek process. Both processes 
use steam, oxygen and coal or lignite as feed-materials. 

In the Lurgi process, a mixture of steam and oxygen is 
passed into a bed of coal maintained at about 985° C. 
Although gas flows continuously from the generator, coal 
in the form of small lumps is fed in batches. This process 
is employed in ammonia plants operating in the Republic 
of Korea ind Turkey. 

The Koppers-Totzek process requires pulverized coal 
as feed-stock. A mutare of oxygen and coal-dust is 
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passed into the gas generator where steam is introduced. 
The operating temperature is 1,100° to 1,400° C. Gas 
flow is continuous. This process offers the advantage of 
operating with gaseous or liquid hydrocarbon feed- 
materials as substitutes for coal. Plants using the Koppers- 
Totzek process are operating in France, Japan, Spain and 
several other countries. 

2. Carbon monoxide conversion 

Gas leaving the preparation unit is mixed w;h steam 
and passed through a converter containing a catalyst, 
where the carbon monoxide is converted to carbon di- 
oxide generating hydrogen by the water-gas shift reaction : 

CO + H,O^CO, + H, 

For economic reasons, it is important that the conver- 
sion of carbon monoxide to hydrogen be as high as 
possible. Variables which affect conversion are : concen- 
trations of carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and steam 
in the gas entering the shift converter; catalyst tempera- 
ture; pressure; catalyst activity; and gas space velocity. 

Modern shift converters operate at pressures of about 
14 kg/sq cm or higher, whereas plants buüt prior to 1950 
converted carbon monoxide at near atmospheric pressure. 
Plantt operating at elevated pressure require less catalyst 
for a given level of carbon monoxide conversion. 

Before the advent of the high-pressure operation, the 
only carbon monoxide conversion catalyst available was 
a mixture of iron and chromium oxides. This catalyst is 
not active below about 350° C and is usually operated 
in the range of 350° to 450° C. By careful control of 
catalyst temperature, carbon monoxide leaving a con- 
version unit of this type can be kept below 1.5 per cent. 
A modification of the bask design involves the use of 
two-stage carbon monoxide conversion, with carbon 
dioxide removal between the two stages. Removal of 
carbon dioxide from the gas leaving the first stage reduces 
its adverse effect on equilibrium and results in the lower- 
ing of the carbon monoxide in gas leaving the second 
suae to about 0.3 per cent. Plants of this type require 
carbon dioxide absorbers before and after the second- 
stage converter. 

Recently a catalyst composed of zinc, chromium and 
copper oxides, which is active at 175° to 250° C, was 
developed. This tow-temperature catalyst will reduce 
carbon monoxide in the converter outlet gas to 0.2 per cent 
or feat. 

Modern carbon monoxide converters are designed to 
utilize both a high-temperature catalyst and a low« 
temperature catalyst. Zinc oxide can be used to absorb 
hydrogen sulphide from gas before it enters the low- 
temperature catalyst bed to protect the catalyst from 
poisoning by this impurity. The converter units should be 
designed to allow bypassing of the low-temperature 
catalyst during start-up or other abnormal periods of 
operation. 

3. Carbon dioxide removal 

Process gas entering the purification step contains a 
large amount of carbon dioxide which must be removed. 
Moat of the old ammonia plants use water as the scrubbing 

agent. The scrubbing operation is performed at about 
18 kg/sq cm. and the carbon dioxide in the gas stream is 
usually reduced to about 1 per cent. There are several 
disadvantages to using water as a solvent for carbon 
dioxide. First, since it is relatively inefficient, there is a 
high power cost for pumping the large volume of water 
required. Secondly, hydrogen absorbed by the water is 
lost unless a recovery system is installed. Finally, the 
carbon dioxide evolved from the water when the pressure 
is released is not suitable for use in the manufacture of 
urea because of the presence of hydrogen and other 
inert gases. Several new processes have been developed in 
recent years for the removal of carbon dioxide from 
synthesis gas All of the new processes employ solvents, 
which are more efficient than water for absorbing carbon 
dioxide. 

(a) Monoethanolamine 
Probably the most effective solvent for removing carbon 

dioxide from synthesis gas is a 15-20 per cent solution of 
•nonoethanolamine. The solution is circulated conti- 
nuously through absorber and stripping towers. Usually 
the monoethanolamine scrubber is designed to reduce the 
carbon dioxide content to about 200-300 parts per million; 
in plants where liquid nitrogen wash is used for the final 
purification step, the system is designed to reduce the 
CO, content to about 50 parts per million. 

Purity of the CO, released from the monoethanolamine 
in the stripping tower is usually about 99 per cent, which 
is satisfactory for the production of urea. 

Disadvantages to the process are corrosion problems 
encountered by many plants and the relatively large 
amount of heat required for regenerating the solution. 

(b) Hot potassium carbonate 
This process utilizes an aqueous solution of hot potas- 

sium carbonate as the absorbent. The solution is not as 
effective as monoethanolamine for removing carbon 
dioxide from synthesis gas, but the heat and cooling- 
water requirements are much less. 

Three modifications of this process have been developed 
which improve absorption of carbon dioxide and reduce 
corrosiveness of the solution. These are the Giammarco 
Vetrocoke, the Catacarb and the Benfield Additive 
processes. 

The Vetrocoke process uses a mixture of potassium and 
sodium carbonates, with arsenic oxide and other inorganic 
additives to effect more efficient removal of carbon 
dioxide. Thus, the Vetrocoke process is more nearly com- 
parable to monoethanolamine in its absorption charac- 
teristics and retains the advantage of lower heat re- 
quirements. The use of air stripping for regeneration of 
the solution will further reduce the amount of heat 
required. 

The Catacarb process and the Benfield Additive process 
utilize a hot carbonate solution containing promoters 
which improve carbon dioxide absorption and inhibitors 
to retard corrosion. 

(c) Sulphinoi 
A recent development by the Shell Development Com- 

pany is the sulphinoi process. The operation of this 
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process is similar to that of monoethanoiamine I he 
scrubbing solution consists of a mixture of tetrahvdro 
thiophene dioxide (trade name, Sullolanc) and diiso- 
propanolamine. This process offers several advantages 
over monoethanoiamine including a lower heat require- 
ment for regeneration, a lower degradation rate, a higher 
capacity for absorption of C02 and the fact that it is less 
corrosive to carbon steel 

(d) Fluor solvent 

The Fluor Corporation investigated several organic 
solvents for C02 including : propylene carbonaie, glycerol 
triacetate; butoxy diethylene glycol acetate, and methoxy 
triethylene glycol acetate. The Fluor solvent process is 
recommended primarily for purifying gases containing 
high concentrations of carbon dioxide at high pressures. 

4. Final gas purification 

Process gas leaving the carbon dioxide scrubbing system 
contains small amounts of carbon oxides, which must be 
reduced to less than 10 parts per million before the gas 
is suitable for ammonia synthesis. Three processes which 
are available for use are methanation, copper solution and 
liquid nitrogen wash. 

(a) Methanation 

The methanation process involves heating the gas 
stream to about 300° C and passing the hot gas through 
a nickel-base catalyst. Under these conditions, the carbon 
oxides react with hydrogen to form methane and water: 

CO-MH^Cr^-r-H.O 

C02 + 4Ht^CH4 + 2H,0 

The water is removed from the gas after it leaves the 
methanator; methane is not removed because it does not 
harm the ammonia synthesis catalyst. The equipment cost 
for methanation is comparatively low, and there is no 
operating cost except for the initial charge of catalyst. 
The main disadvantage to this process is the hydrogen 
loss by reaction with carbon oxides and the loss of 
hydrogen from purging required to control the concen- 
tration of methane in the recirculating gas of the synthesis 
loop. 

Methanation is most economical in plants that utilize 
a low-temperature catalyst for carbon monoxide conver- 
sion and monoethanoiamine for carbon dioxide removal, 
thus limiting the carbon oxide content of gas e.^ring the 
methanator to about 0.35 per cent. 

(b) Copper solution 

Copper solution is the oldest of the processes used for 
final gas purification. The absorbing agent is a solution 
of cuprous and cupric ammonium acetate, cuprous and 
cupric ammonium formate, or a mixture of the two. 

A typical analysis of plant copper solution is (grammes 
per litre): total copper, 116.4; cuprous copper, 93.3; 
cupric copper, 23.1; total ammonia, 144.2; carbon 
dioxide, 962; acetic acid, 39.6; formic acid, 6.6. The 
process gas is scrubbed with cold copper solution at 
obout 120 kg/sq cm to reduce the carbon oxide content 
to less than 5 parts per million. 

Operation of trie topper solution process is much more 
complex Hi,m the methanation pnness. and ihr < otrosive- 
ness ol the solution results m higher maintenance i ostv 
Very lew copper solution systems have been designed lor 
ammonia plant use during the last ten vears 

tv')  ¡ iquiil mtniiien muh 
Liquid nitrogen wash removes not only the carbon 

oxides, but also argon and methane Inis results in a 
synthesis gas v> tree ot impurities that very little purging 
is required Because ot the cost ot the air separation plant 
require! N>r producing liquid nitrogen, this type of purifi- 
cation system is generally specified only lor plants which 
include the partial-oxidation process lor gas preparation. 
Feed-gas to the nitrogen scrubber must be free of carbon 
dioxide and moisture Ihc%e impurities arc removed by 
scrubbing the teed-gas with caustic, followed by drying 
with a desiecant A deoxidtzcr unit protect» the ammonia 
synthesis catalyst from trace amounts of oxygen present 
in the purified gas leaving the nitrogen scrubber by 
reacting the oxygen with hydrogen to form water 

5   Ammoma synthesis 

Ammonia is synthesized by the reaction between 
hydrogen and nitrogen at elevated pressure and tem- 
perature in the presence of a catalyst 

3H, f N,.   2NH, 

The catalyst which is universally used is composed of iron 
oxides and contain« promoters of aluminium, potassium, 
magnesium and calcium oxides The catalyst is not active 
until the iron oxides have been reduced. Both oxidized 
and preredueed catalysts are available from manu- 
facturers, but final reduction takes place after it is charged 
into the plant converter 

Variables which affect ammonia conversion are pres- 
sure, temperature, hydrogen-nitrogen ratio, argon and 
methane concentration, space velocity and catalyst acti- 
vity The equilibrium is favoured by higher pressures and 
lower temperatures. 

In the past, most ammonia converters were designed 
to operate at space velocities of 10,000 to 20,000 cubic 
metres of effluent gas per hou. per cubic metre of catalyst. 
Modern converter' operate at much higher space velo- 
cities, with the current limit being about 50,000. 

Since the reaction rate increases as the catalyst tem- 
perature increases, temperature control is an important 
factor in the operation of the synthesis converter. Unfor- 
tunately, it is necessary to operate near the temperature 
at which deactivation of the catalyst occurs, and materials 
of construction suffer damage in order to attain an 
acceptable conversion efficiency. Only a few processes 
operate above 540° C. 

The main difference between the two general types of 
ammonia synthesis converters which are in use today is 
the method of temperature control. One type employs 
multiple beds of catalyst with provisions for cooling the 
gas between the beds by means of cooling coils or 
quenching with cold gas Examples of this type are con- 
verter designs by the M W. Kellogg Company and 
Fauser-Montecatini. The other type of converter utilizes 
gas flow and heat exchangers to control the temperature 
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Figure 5. Facility for storage of anhydrous ammonia at atmospheric pressure 
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of the catalyst bed. The processes of the Chemical Con- 
struction Corporation, Mont Cenis, Claude and the 
Tennessee Valley Authority employ converters of this 
type of design. 

The Claude process, which originally operated at about 
1,000 kg/sq cm, has been modified for operation at lower 
pressures to allow recycling of the converter effluent gas. 
The Casale process, which operates at about 500 kg/sq cm, 
provides for a unique aspirator type of ejector system 
to circulate the recycle gas, in place of a circulator 
compressor. 

Engineering firms are now considering ways to avoid 
the mechanical and fabricating problems associated with 
the design of single-train plants with capacities above 
1,000 tons per day. A recent development by Topsoe is 
the radial-flow converter said to be capable of producing 
well above 1,000 tons per day, with the possibility of 
attaining 2,000 tons per day. 

D. LOW-PMSSURB STORAGE OF AMMONIA 

The rapid growth of the ammonia industry during the 
past few years has resulted in a need for large-capacity 
storage facilities. The recent development of storage 
tanks with capacities of 4,000 to 30,000 tons, which 
operate at slightly above atmospheric pressure, was the 
answer to this need. Figure 5 shows a flow diagram for a 
typical atmospheric storage facility 

The storage facility consists of the following equipment : 
flash tank; storage tank; refrigeration compressors; 
ammonia condenser; ammonia receiver; ammonia pump; 
and ammonia heater. 

Liquid in the storage tank is maintained at slightly 
above atmospheric pressure (usually 0.02 to 0.06 kg/sq cm) 

and near its boiling-point (about — 33° Q. Ammonia 
vapour from the storage tank is compressed to about 
4 kg/sq cm. The compressed gas flows into the flash tank, 
where it is cooled by contact with liquid ammonia. 
Vapour from the flash tank is compressed to about 
16 kg/sq cm and passed through a water-cooled condenser; 
the condensate is collected in a receiver. Inert gases are 
released from the receiver. Liquid ammonia flows from 
the receiver to the flash tank and then back to the storage 
tank. Before ammonia from the storage tank is used for 
process or loaded into tank can for shipment, its temper- 
ature is raised to 5°-l5°C by passing it through a heat 
exchanger. The heat exchanger may use hot water or 
steam as the heating medium. Instrumentation provides 
completely automatic operation. 

Two types of storage tanks are in use — one of double- 
wall construction, the other of single-wall construction. 
The investment cost for the double-wall tank is greater 
than that for single-wall construction, but maintenance 
costs are lower. 

Investment costs and operating costs for atmospheric 
storage facilities with capacities ranging from 6,000 tons 
to 16,000 tons are shown in figure 69. 

In the future, it is anticipated that many large storage 
facilitici will be built in remote geographical areas, and 
ammonia will be transported to these locations from the 
Urge-capacity plants. The ammonia can be transported 
by rail or waterway. Figure 67 shows costs for shipping 
ammonia by rail; figure 68 shows costs for transporting 
ammonia by ocean-going ships. Many large plants will 
be located on coastlines and rivers to take advantage of 
lower coats for transporting ammonia by large refrigerated 
barges at atmospheric pressure. 
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VIH. CRITERU FOR PRODUCTION VERSUS IMPORTATION OF AMMONIA 

In the last two or three years, considerable interest has 
been aroused in the bulk transport of anhydrous ammonia 
in ocean-going ships. For long-haul shipment to be eco- 
nomically feasible, several conditions must be met. 

First, ammonia has to be made at a tidewater location, 
using cheap natural gas in a large plant and at a minimum 
cost. Secondly, it has to be transported in suitable ocean- 
going ships at the lowest cost possible. Thirdly, appro- 
priate facilities must be prepared in the receiving country. 
In addition to port terminals for unloading, facilities to 
convert the ammonia into solid fertilizers may be required ; 
alternatively, a system for direct application of ammonia 
to the soil can be developed. 

In respect to ammonia, developing countries of the 
world fall into three broad categories. These are : (a) small 
countries which have cheap hydrocarbon resources, e.g., 
natural gas, and which have a small internal market; 
(6) Urge countries which have a substantial internal 
market, but which do not have abundant and cheap 
hydrocarbon resources; and (c) countries which have 
neither large internal consumption nor plentiful hydro- 
carbon resources. The happy situation where a large 
internal market is coupled with abundant and cheap 
natural gas seldom exists. Hence, the idea has developed 
of making ammonia in areas of the world where a low 
cost is feasible and transporting it to countries with a large 
internal market for conversion into solid fertilizers. This 
has attracted the attention of many developing countries, 
and various investigations and studies have been made 
on the economics of production versus importation of 
ammonia. Some typical examples of countries with large 
and cheap resources of raw materials for ammonia pro- 
duction are Algeria, Bahrain, Indonesia, Iran, Libya, 
Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, Trinidad and Venezuela. Examples 
of large countries with big internal markets are mainland 
China, India and Pakistan. Small developing countries 
without a large internal market and lacking abundant and 
cheap natural resources should seriously consider the 
alternatives before launching a fertilizer project. A key 
question for decision is whether to build an ammonia 
production plant (which is very capital intensive on a 
small teak), or to consider building less capital-intensive 
facilities to prepare fertilizers based on imported ammo- 
nia. The foreign-exchange requirements for importing 
capita] equipment for ammonia plants should, of course, 
be weighed against the foreign-exchange costs of import- 
ing ammonia. The ultimate decision must be grounded on 
the over-all national interest and, specifically, on how 
best to provide cheap fertilizers to the farmers. Regional, 
interregional and international co-operation in this field 
present a challenging opportunity for both the developing 
and the developed countries of the world. 

A. PRODUCTION COSTS or AMMONIA 

Typical production costs are given below (table 27) for 
ammonia at a tidewater location in a country with cheap 
natural gas, compared with production costs in a country 
lacking cheap natural gas, but using naphtha from 
petroleum refineries. In the latter case, naphtha is in 
excess, as the imbalance between motor-fuel consumption 
and the consumption of kerosene and diesel fuel happens 
to be large. 

TABLE 27. PRODUCTION COSTS OF AMMONIA IN PLANT WITH CAPACITY 
OF 200,000 TONS PER ANNUM 

( Dollars per ton) 

r ii 
Location in a Location in a 
country using country using 

natural gas naphtha 

1. Gas for raw material (21,000 cu ft/t at 
$0.10 per thou-        ubicfeet)    ....        2.10 — 

2. Gas for heating t no. u    drive (15,000 cu 
ft/t at $0.10 per thousand cubic feet).   . 1.50 

3. Naphtha (0.8 ton/ton at $20.00 per ton)        — 16.00 
4. Electric power (for 1: 30 kWh at 5 mills 

per kWh; for II: 700 kWh at $0.01 per 
kWh)         0.15 7.00 

5. Other operating costs         4.00 5.32 
6. Capital charges at 20 per cent of capital 

cost        13.60 17.70 

TOTAL      21.35 46.02 

Notes: 
1. Estimated construction costs by a European, American or Japanese 

construction firm include ocean freight. Capital cost does not include 
customs duties, pre-construction costs, licence fees, "know-how" fees, 
interest on capital during construction or the cost of housing or other 
amenities for staff or workers. Working capital is not included. 

2. "Other operating costs" include catalysts, process chemicals, 
miscellam ous supplies, water, steam, operating and maintenance labour, 
administration and overhead. 

3. Capital charges include 10 per cent depreciation, 7 per cent interest 
on total capital and 3 per cent for maintenance materials. Capital 
charges on working capital are not included. 

The estimates of cost of production show that where 
cheap natural gas is available, ammonia can be produced 
at less than 50 per cent of the cost by using naphtha at 
international prices. 

Assuming storage and terminal charges covering both 
loading and unloading ends to be about $6 per ton, and 
ocean transportation charges for a 5,000-mile distance 
to be $10 per ton, it is possible to land ammonia at 
around $37 per ton, compared with the production cost 
of $46 per ton at a location using naphtha. There is sufÄ- 
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TABU   IX    APPROXIMAII   >i«r   OF   TR\M*PI»RIIS.. AMMONI*    tN 

RFI-RIOFRAITI»   4« "FAN  4,4»|NO   SHIPS 

Stfomlng 

¡AiaJittldinliaitiiHI                            numi,al mllrtt 

t.9timalfd 
trinipoti eon 

téullaripei ioni 

'Irinidad/Wilmingion. N (                            I.70-' 4 S 

Trinidad/London                                       4.°1° 9 1 

Trinidad/Melbourne                     .   •            V.IM) 
Kuwait/London                                           h-i4S 

Kuwait/Madras                                           2.612 

21 2 
158 
6.1 

Kuwait, Manila   ...                      .        M66 11 0 

cicnt difference in these two costs to warrant considering 
the importation of ammonia in preference to local 
production. 

Table 28 shows the approximate cost of transportation 
of ammonia in refrigerated ocean-going ships 

B. TRANSPORTING LIQUID ANHYDROUS AMMONIA 

The experience of a large company in the United States 
of America, with both production and ship transport 
facilities, was outlined in a paper prepared for the United 
Nations Interregional Conference on the Development of 
Petrochemical Industries in Developing Countries, held 
in Teheran in 19W. In regard to the the advances made 
in this field, the paper stated : 

"In recent years, a major technical and economic 
breakthrough has been accomplished in the develop- 
ment of a means of transporting liquid anhydrous 
ammonia at -28° F at, essentially, zero piessure 
This technical achievement has made it economkally 
feasible to transport shiploads of anhydrous ammonia 
over long distances at a relatively low unit cost per 
ton".1 

Specially designed anhydrous ammonia cargo vessels 
are used to transport this commodity to various parts of 
the world. 

In addition to the ability to transport anhydrous 
ammonia economically by tanker, there has been an 
equally significant technical and economic breakthrough 
in the production of this product. In 1957, the company 
under discussion erected a small plant at Point Lisas, 
Trinidad, with an annual capacity of 35,000 tons of 
anhydrous ammonia, which was converted to ammonium 
sulphate and urea. It was planned to market these pro- 
ducts in the Caribbean area. The plant site offered many 
advantages: the availability of natural gas, a key raw 
material, at a reasonable price; the generation of electric 
power through the use of natural gas as a primary fuel; 
a deep-water harbour adjacent to the site; and favourable 
labour and political conditions. Therefore, when it 
became economically feasible to ship anhydrous ammonia 
throughout  the   world,   the  above-mentioned  factors 

> Report of the United Nattons Interregionali Confirm«* on tkt 
Development of Petwchemkal Industries in Developing Countries 
(United Nation» publication. Sal« No. : 66 U.B.Î), "The economtw 
of international diatribution of anhydrou» ammonia", by W. J. 
Haudc, vol II, chap. I, paper "I- 

favoured the expansion of prodiktion in trinidad and 
lobago to supply the «rowing market lor anhydrous 
ammonia Consequently, an expanded plani with a 
production capacity of 2MUXH) t«ws ju-r annum was put 
into operation in January 1%4 

The report also slated that the company was con 
strticting still another large production unit, which 
would also have an annual production capacity of 
230.000 tons of anhydrou, ammonia the total antici- 
pated output of 495,000 tons per annum would make the 
company's Trinidad plant one of the largest anhydrous 
ammonia production centres in the world 

Prior to sale, the ammonia is stored locally in terminals 
owned wholly or in part by the producer or wholly by 
others. The producer has recently formed a company to 
distribute ammonia for direct soil application in Den- 
mark, where this practice is becoming widely used. 
Currently, 20,000-25,000 tons of anhydrous ammonia are 
annually applied directly to the soil in Denmark 

The use of ammonia for direct application is also 
increasing in northern France and Sweden, and has been 
introduced into other European countries. Terminals 
have been established in the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland (in the Thames Estuary) 
and in the United States of America (Tampa, Rorida); 
similar terminals are under construction in Canada and 
Finland. These terminals are owned by others and arc 
linked with chemical plants in the vicinity. The anhydrous 
ammonia is sold to the chemical plants for conversion 
into various kinds of nitrogen fertilizers and nitrogen- 
phosphate-potash mixed fertilizers. 

C   ESTABUSHINO FERTILIZER INDUSTRIES  IN DBVBLOPING 
COUNTRIES 

The report cited above continued : 
"The establishment of low-cost bulk ammonia 

shipment opens a completely new approach for develop- 
ing countries to become basic manufacturers of their 
fertilizer requirements and to establish an industrial 
complex that can employ their people usefully as well. 

"Many developing or newly emerging nations clearly 
realize the importance of sound agricultural develop- 
ment to their over-all development. Agriculture's most 
essential contribution to the economic development of 
a country is to provide the additional food required for 
a growing population, as well as its needs for fibres, 
building materials and other industrial raw materials 
of agricultural origin." * 
An outline is given below of a plan which, in the 

author's opinion, can contribute greatly to the solution 
of two major problems confronting developing coun- 
tries the task of feeding their ever-increasing popula- 
tions and the task of finding gainful employment for 
much larger numbers of workers. 

In establishing a fertilizer industry, a developing 
country should first assess its own needs for these pro- 
ducts. In addition to the lack of modern farm machinery, 
there are other inhibiting factors which must be considered 
carefully : the attitude of the farmer and his knowledge 
of fertilizer use, as well as his limited knowledge of, or 
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reluctance to try, the available improved crop varieties 
and agricultural «.hcmicak All these factors deter the 
growth of fertilizer use, thus tending to lengthen the time 
required to bring fertilizer consumption levels in eco- 
nomic balance with the proposed output of any fertilizer 
plant that might be constructed There is, of course, the 
possibility of several tountiics in an area combining their 
requirements, or, alternatively, the manufacture of fer- 
tilizers for exportation might be considered. It should be 
noted, however, that both of these courses may entail 
considerable risk and difficulty 

There are many small ammonia synthesis plants which 
have, because of the economics of ammonia production, 
become high cost producers requiring a substantial 
government subsidy in order to survive. The high cost 
of ammonia produced in relatively small-scale units is 
chiefly due to : 

(a) The high capital cost of installation; 
(/>) Small intial market for plant output; this in turn, 

minimizes efficient production, which depends on full- 
volume, continuous operation; 

(c) Lack of plentiful, low-cost hydrocarbon feed-stock, 
required for ammonia production; 

(i/) Relatively high-cost imported oil or hydrocarbon 
feed-stocks; 

(e) High cost of electric power or lack of power gene- 
rating facilities add materially to the original capital 
investment and production cost; 

(/) Lack of technically trained personnel to operate the 
plant. 

However, the above-mentioned deterrents could be 
minimized if a new fertilizer industry were based upon the 

demands of the east coast of the United States of America, 
such facilities could be employed in a developing country 
on a somewhat smaller scale to produce finished products 
in accordance with the agricultural needs of that country. 

D    RrrRIGFRATED ANHYDROUS AMMONIA TANKERS 

In January 1964, the first sea-going tanker designed 
expressly for the international shipment of anhydrous 
ammonia as a refrigerated cargo was launched in Rotter- 
dam, the Netherlands. In June 1964, the tanker began 
transporting anhydrous ammonia from Point Lisas, 
Trinidad and Tobago to terminals on the eastern sea- 
board of the United States of America. This tanker was 
designed to carry either a complete cargo of anhydrous 
ammonia at a temperature of -28° F, or a complete 
cargo of propane at a temperature of -44° F, with both 
cargoes being transported at an atmospheric pressure 
ranging essentially from 0.5 to 2.5 pounds per square inch 
gauge. The characteristics of the vessel, as noted in the 
report previously cited, are as follows : 

(a) Over-all length, 513 feet; 
(b) Moulded breadth, 69 feet, 6 inches; 
(c) Moulded depth, 41 feet; 
(</) Draught in sea-water, 24 feet, 8 inches; 
(e) Trial speed at full draught, 17 knots; 
(J) Dead weight, 9,850 long tons; 
(g) International gross registered tons, 10,001 ; 
(A) International net registered tonnage, 6,061. 
This tanker was built under special survey to conform 

to the highest class, +A1 (E) of the American Bureau of mimmizea H a newicnui^ci Hiuuaujr nviv ^ovv-^..— „,„.„..*„—-- ,  .       -   - naron HnlH« 
concept of a refrigerated ammonia terminal and adjacent Shipping, with a special notation that the cargo holds 
production facilities to convert the anhydrous ammonia were suitable to carry cargoes of liquefied Petroleum ga 
to^^uctt«m^tód,.^omum_i*i^«ld«m at atmosphericpressure_ and *££»« as low as 
ammonium nitrate, nitrogen solutions, urea, ammonium 
sulphate and finished nitrogen-phosphate-potash multi- 
nutrient fertilizers. Such a complex would be so devised 
as to supply the country's specific fertilizer needs. 

Far less total capital investment would be needed for 
a complex of this nature than that required to install 
ammonia synthesis facilities. It would also avoid the 
necessity of constructing a rather costly small-volume 
ammonia plant to serve a slowly growing market. 

The company in question has recently -valuated the 
potential of a number of developing countries for utilizing 
this type of complex, and it appears to be economically 
feasible under a wide range of conditions. 

The company has established a fertilizer munufacturing 
facility based upon this concept. At t s plant, Trinidad 
anhydrous ammonia is discharged from an anhydrous 
ammonia tanker to a 20,000-ton refrigerate d storage tank. 
The plant facilities consist of a nitric acid plant, an 
ammonium nitrate unit, calcium ammonium nitrate faci- 
lities and a plant for the manufacture of a number of 
different nitrogen solutions to be used both for manu- 
facturing compound fertilizers and for direct application 
to the soil. 

While the size of this plant and the types of product 
manufactured are particularly suited to the agricultural 

-50° F ; it meets the full requirements of the united 
States Coast Guard for ships carrying cargoes of 
anhydrous ammonia and the liquefied petroleum gases 
of propane, butane and butadiene. 

Further details of the tanker's construction are given 
below : 

"The hull is of all-welded construction made of nor- 
mal ship's steel. The ammonia cargo is carried in four 
insulated individual cargo holds, which are made of a 
normalized carbon steel. This steel has been especially 
heat-treated to improve its notch toughness, that is, 
its ability to resist a brittle fracture at temperatures 
between —20° to -50° F. Each hold is surrounded by 
a secondary barrier that is capable of containing the 
chilled cargo, should a leak inadvertently occur in one 
of the primary cargo holds. A bone-dry inert gas is 
circulated through the void space that exists between 
the cargo hold and this secondary barrier. This void 
space is maintained at approximately 0.5 psig with 
inert gas to prevent the infiltration of moist sea air 
into the environment surrounding the chilled cargo 
tanks. 

"The four holds have a combined capacity of 9,300 
short tons of anhydrous ammonia, which has a specific 
gravity of 0.68 at an operating temperature of    28» F. 
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"The cargo is loaded onto the'tanker from shore 
storage tanks at a temperature of—27° to —28° F. Heat 
gain into the cargo holds and into the loading lines is 
removed by a process known as the auto-refrigeration 
of the cargo. This means that the cargo vapours which 
are released from the free liquid surface are withdrawn 
into the first stage of .-* two-stage compressor and con- 
densed at approximately 200 pounds pressure against 
a sea-water coolant. The condensed liquid ammonia is 
flashed back to atmospheric pressure into the cargo 
tanks to maintain these holds at their steady-state 
temperature of -27° to -28° F." l 

While the tanker is being loaded in Trinidad, two iden- 
tical York Marine Pak refrigeration units (located in the 
midship deck-house) are in operation. However, when the 
vessel is in the sea-way in either a fully loaded or a ballast 
condition, only one unit is used on an intermittent basis 
to maintain the low temperature level required. 

Cargo is discharged by four deep-well Bingham pumps, 
which are capable of emptying the tanker in twelve hours. 
In addition to the pressure and vacuum relief-valves 
which are standard equipment, the cargo tanks are 
equipped with a liquid-level indicator, temperature probes 
and pressure-sensing equipment. 

In the event of a fracture in the cargo container, a con- 
tinuous sampling Beckman analyser would immediately 
detect the presence of a leak into the inert gas stream and 
would sound an alarm. The temperature probes, which are 
equipped with alarm overrides, sense any abnormal 
increase or decrease in temperature in the void space. 

A special control room adjacent to the aft deck-house 
contains the instrumentation for control of the cargo 
pumps and for surveillance of the cargo system. 

The tanker has air-conditioned quarters for a crew of 
thirty-eight men. 

The MANK8Z70/I20D diesel engine, which develops 
9,600 metric brake horsepower at 135 revolutions per 
minute, is capable of propelling the vessel at a speed of 
17 knots, as was demonstrated in the trial runs. 

Another tanker of the same type has recently been 
launched and will shortly enter regular runs on anhydrous 
ammonia service. 

E REFRIOERATED STORAGE OF ANHYDROUS AMMONIA 

Toe company has had much experience in storing 
anhydrous ammonia under pressure as a liquid in standard 
spheres or hortonspheres and in the form of aqua ammo- 
nia in large carbon steel tanks of the oil-storage type. 
These units have certain limitations, particularly if the 
quantities to be stored are in excess of 6,000 short tons. 
The hortonspheres also have a size limitation and, 
currently 3,000 short tons is the approximate maximum 
that can be stored in a single unit because of excessive 
physical size and resulting cost. It is clear that aqua 
ammonia at 28 per cent ammonia content would require 
an exceedingly large number of storage tanks to contain 
6,000 tons of anhydrous ammonia equivalent. In addition, 
aqua ammonia requires suitable recovery facilities for 
the anhydrous ammonia for use in other processes or 
application; Furthermore, as aqua ammonia is a dilute 

solution, shipment of this material incurs a rather high 
cost penalty, owing to the large amount of water being 
transported. 

The company has also had considerable experience in 
using railroad pressure tank cars and is now shipping 
anhydrous ammonia in single-unit tank cars which can 
carry 72 short tons. Trucks with a carrying capacity of 
between 12 and 20 short tons of anhydrous ammonia are. 
also currently in service. 
\ technological and economic study to compare the 

storage of ammonia in large tanks in the form of aqua 
ammonia, in pressure spheres and in refrigerated tanks, 
proved and clearly established the point at which pressure 
storage spheres become uneconomical because of their 
size limitation and the large numbers of units which 
would consequently be required to store, say, 20,000 tons 
of anhydrous ammonia. One refrigerated storage tank 
can store the same amount and entails a considerably 
lower capital investment. The company has constructed 
or now has under construction five 20,000-ton refrigerated 
terminals, three 16,000-ton units, two 15,000-ton units 
and one 12,000-ton tank. Operating experience with 
these units has been very good, confirming the original 
conclusions that the refrigeration technique is the most 
economical system for large tonnage storage. 

A developing country which would like to take advan- 
tage of this method of storage, owing to the country's 
small through-put of 12,500 to 30,000 tons per annum, 
might well consider the construction of a refrigerated 
terminal with a capacity of 10,000 or 14,000 short tons. 
According to the most recent quotations, a 14,000-ton 
terminal would require a capital investment of $735,000, 
while fa 10,000-ton terminal would require an investment 
of $600,000. A breakdown of the investment required for 
a i 4,000-ton terminal is given in table 29. 

TAM-I 29. CAMTAL COSTS ro« A 14,000-TON AMMONIA TERMINAL 

Coti t^ertoMeeje 
l of COM 

Storage tank  233,600 34.5 
Insulation  120,500 16.4 
Compressors  95,600 13.0 
Electrical  44.M0 6.1 
Foundation*, buildings etc  220,500 30.0 

TOTAL     735,000 100.0 

Souaci : teport of Me United Nation* Imerregional Confirme* on th* 
Development of Fetrocktmical Industries in Developing Countries (United 
Nattons publication, Saht No. : 66.11.r .5), "The economice of inter- 
national distribution of anhydrous ammonia", by W. J. Haude, vol. II, 
chap. S, paper 7. 

For easy access from the ship to the terminal, it is, of 
course, necessary that the terminal site be adjacent to 
suitable deep-water harbour facilities. However, such a 
location is essential for other reasons as well. It is 
necessary to keep the anhydrous ammonia ship's unload- 
ing line to a minimum length in order to minimize its 
cost and to reduce the mechanical work placed upon the 
anhydrous ammonia in pumping it through the longer 
line. The line friction and mechanical work results in a 
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rise in temperature and a flashing of ihe ammonia as it 
discharges into the terminal tank. These vapours must he 
recompressed and returned to the storage tank as liquid. 
thus increasing the operating costs of the terminal reí 11- 
geration system. 

Approximately one acre of land is required for a 
14,000-16,000-ton terminal. The company's terminal in 
Tampa, Florida occupies 1.5 acres, consisting ol a 
16,000-ton storage tank, refrigeration machinery, tank- 
truck and railroad tank-car loading and weighing faci- 
lities, and a small office. 

The question of supporting the storage facilities must 
be considered. The foundations required to support the 
storage tank and compressors, including any special 
requirements, are determined by the soil conditions ol 
the location. In Tampa, Florida, the site was filled by 
dredging for the adjacent waterway. In driving the neces- 
sary piling for the intended load, the length was deter- 
mined by actual soil-boring tests. Approximately 400 
pilings support the main storage structure, with the pilings 
extending approximately 20 inches above normal 
ground level. After the pilings were trimmed, a 36-inch 
reinforced concrete slab was poured on top of them, 
resulting in a pedestal effect with a free air space of 
20 inches between the bottom of the slab and the ground. 
The free air space prevents freezing of the moisture in the 
soil, thereby causing the formation of an iceberg, which 
could heave and cause a failure of the tank foundation. 

In some locations, it has been found that the soil- 
bearing conditions are sufficiently high enough to permit 
pouring of the 36 inch concrete slab directly on the 

the first and second 2 *> inch courses <>t I .».ungías mutila- 
tion Mie second i oui se ol insulation is also dipped in 
hot asphalt and set in place, if is held in pl.ne In 
stainless-steel bands placed on Moo! centres and ni.uhmc 
stretched Allowances :ire made tor (he necessary c\pan 
sion joints in each layer of installation, and the expansion 
joints arc scaled with a vapour lurriei 

After handing, the surface of the second course is 
spray-coated with an asphalta mastic Alter this mastic 
has dried, the entire surface is covered with 0020 inch 
thick corrugated aluminium sheeting which is held in 
place with pop rivets and suitable banding for further 
weather protection of the insulation The tank root is 
insulated in the same manner, but instead of using 
corrugated aluminium, the surface is covered with glass- 
cloth and is finished with a mastic coating 

The Pittsburgh Corning Foamglas used has a K factor 
of 0.37 BTl'/hr sq ft "F in A heat leak factor of 10.2 BTU/ 
hr sq ft is used for this type of insulation, which is applied 
in the manner previously described. 

The holding compressors and filling compressor are 
adjacent to the tank. Since the entire system is graphically 
panelled with all controls and instrumentation, one man 
can easily operate the unit; in fact, the operation in 
Tampa is completely automatic and can be made to 
operate unattended. The operator is needed primarily to 
load tank trucks and railroad tank-cars. 

A detailed process flow diagram of the Tampa, Florida, 
storage terminal is shown in figure 6 on page 70. 

The   operating  costs   of a   refrigerated   anhydrous 

SSf in those, cases, a_su;,ab.e e.«c.ric-hea«ng grid    «<^>W««^•*^J^ 
was installed in the concrete foundation slab to prevent 
ground freezing. 

The tank is constructed of a normalized carbon steel 
and is guaranteed Charpy tested at 15-foot pounds at 
-50° F, with an allowable stress of 21,000 pounds per 
square inch. The top and bottom of the tank are con- 
structed of carbon steel of an ASTM A-201B type with 
an allowable stress of 18,000 pounds per square inch. The 
stress values given above are based on 0.3 of ultimate 
strength or 0.6 of yielU strength, according to standards 
of the United States of America. The company believes 
this to be a rather conservative approach, and »his belief 
has been confirmed as no difficulties have been experienced 
in the many installations now in operation. 

All horizontal welds are made with automatic welding 
machines, while all vertical shell welds are fully X-rayed, 
except near the top where minimum plate thickness is 
used and spot X-raying is employed. 

Although there are no established code specifications 
for this type of tank, the company has been following 
code procedure as detailed under API-620, where 
applicable. 

All nozzle connexions are made from carbon steel of 
the ASTM A-333 type. Insulation of the tank is Pitts- 
burgh-Corning Foamglas, 5 inches thick. The first course 
of insulation is 2.5 inches thick and is set up in hot 
asphalt with the edges dipped and set into place with the 
side next to the tank dry. The tank wall must be free of 
moisture. AD air gap of one-half inch is allowed between 

through-put. A storage terminal with a capacity of 14,000 
tons has a fixed capital investment of $735,000, as men- 
tioned previously. However, this does not include the 
cost of the land or any extensive harbour or dock faci- 
lities. Assuming this capital investment depreciation on 
a fifteen-year basis and allowances for operating, labour 
and usual overhead charges, the terminal charges per 
short ton have been calculated at various annual through- 
put rates and are shown in table 30. 

TABLE 30. ESTIMATED TERMINAI CHAROES 14,000-TON TANK 

through-put 
(short loia) 

12,500 
15,500 
20,000 
30,000 

Terminal chart», 
ptr $kort ton 

(¿ottani 

9.17 
7.W 
ft.OX 
4.82 

%»mr* • Kenort of the United Nations Interregional Conference on the 
D^o^ofïetrlZmicat Mutrie, inDe^opin, Couvrit, VM 
S publication. Sales No.: 66 H B .5), "*"«"•*«* °lQ\% 
national diitribution of anhydrous ammonia , by W. J Haude. vol in. 
chap. 8, paper 7. 

Figure 7, on page 71, compares the corresponding ter- 
minal charge and annual through-put for two refrigerated 
terminals with capacities of 10,000 tons and 14,000 tons, 
respectively. 
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Figure 6. Process flow diagram, atmospheric ammonia storage, Tampa, Florida 
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P. DATA ON ANHYDROUS AMMONIA PLANT INVESTMENT 
AND PRODUCTION COST 

Figures 8 and 9 present a further evaluation of the 
proposed scheme of basing a fertilizer industry upon 
Trinidad-produced ammonia. 

Figure 8 indicates the relationship between plant invest- 
ment and plant capacity for various raw materials and 
processes. 

A plant producing 100 short tons of anhydrous ammo- 
nia per day, or approximately 33,000 short tons per 
annum, and employing the steam reforming of naphtha 
as a hydrocarbon feed-stock incurs a cost of approxima- 
tely $5.2 million for a battery-limits plant, according to 
figure 8. To this plant investment must be added the cost 
of the following so-called "off-site" facilities : 

(a) Land; 
(b) Buildings: office and laboratory; 
(c) Shops: maintenance and stores; 
(d) Steam generation; 
(e) Water-wells and treatment; 
(/) Electric-power distribution; 
(g) Fire protection; 
(A) Sewers, roads and railroads; 
(i) Solid-products warehouses; 
(0 Liquid-products storage tanks. 

The experience of the company indicates that these 
items can add an additional 30-50 per cent to the battery- 
limits plant investment cost indicated in figure 8. In other 
words, the total cost for a plant to produce 100 short tons 
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Figure 7. Terminal charges venus annual through-put, according to capacity of refrigerated terminal 
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a day by naphtha steam reforming is estimated to be 
between S4.2 million and $4.8 million. 

The cost of producing anhydrous ammonia with regard 
to plant capacity, type of hydrocarbon feed-stock mate- 
rial and process, is shown in figure 9. As may be seen, 
a plant producing 100 short tons of anhydrous ammonia 
per day via the steam reforming of naphtha has a pro- 
duction cost of $42.50 per short ton, not including depre- 
ciation and interest on capital employed. 

Trinidad and Tobago, having a production capacity 
of nearly 500,000 short tons per annum and other favour- 

able cost factors, may be regarded as one of the world's 
lowest cost producers of anhydrous ammonia. These 
low-cost production facilities combined with the unique, 
proved method of transportation by refrigerated tanker 
and refrigerated storage terminals, offers anhydrous 
ammonia to a developing country under a much more 
economical arrangement than if it had to make the 
investment to build its own plant. At the same time, it 
affords a developing country the opportunity to contri- 
bute to its industrialization by utilizing some capital in 
converting anhydrous ammonia to suitable forms of 
nitrogen fertilizers. 
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D0323S 
DC PRODUCTION OF AMMONIA SALTS, NITRIC ACID AND NITRATES 

A. THE DEVELOPMENT OF NITROGEN FERTILIZERS 

Nitrogen has long been recognized as an essential 
plant food and at one time was supplied entirely from 
organic sources in the form of blood, animal refuse, 
leguminous crops (I), vegetable wastes and similar 
material« Fertilizers of this nature also contain varying 
amounts of phosphorus and potassium, although the 
individual and total nutrient values arc low. Nevertheless, 
such materials are still used in some areas of the world 
in appreciable amounts for specific purposes or in the 
absence of more highly concentrated chemkal fertilizers. 

The increasing availability of man-made phosphates 
and potash salts in the Utter part of the last century 
emphasized the need for adequate supplies of nitrogen 
to maintain properly balanced fertilizer programmes, as 
well M to meet rising nitrogen demands. Initially, guano 
from various countries, natural sodium nitrate from 
Chile (2), by-product ammonium sulphate from gas- 
works (3) and calcium cyanamide(4) were used as 
additional nitrogen sources, and the consumption of these 
materials quickly grew to substantial proportions. How- 
ever, the nitrogen fertilizer industry owes its spectacular 
growth to the commercial production of synthetic 
ammonia, which was first made possible by the Haber- 
Bosch process (5) developed at Oppau, Germany, in 1913, 
when some 700 tons were produced in the first year. By 
1962, world production of nitrogen from all sources 
approached IS million tons per annum, and it is estimated 
that about 75 per cent of this total was derived from 
ammonia. The envisaged annua! world production of 
«mm^nia, including the Union of Soviet Socialist Repub- 
lic«, during 1964 to 1965, is of the order of 14 million tons, 
which illustrates the stupendous growth of this major 
industry. 

The availability of synthetic ammonia led, in turn, to 
the large-teak production of ammonium sulphate, ammo- 
nium chloride, ammonium phosphate, uria and nitric 
acid derivatives (e.g., ammonium nitrate, calcium nitrate 
and the nitropnoaphates). In fact, the more recent 
availability of high-analysis nitrogen fertilizers in nume- 
rous forms has tended, in some countries, to under- 
emphasize the simultaneous importance of adequate 
phosphorus and potassium. One way of ensuring balanced 
nutrient application is, of course, to supply plant needs 
in the form of multkomponent fertilizers as described 
elsewhere in this manual, on the basis of actual soil and 
crop requirements previously determined by experienced 
agronomists. This chapter is confined mainly to the 
manufacture of salts containing only nitrogen as a pri- 
mary plant food. 

World production and consumption figures for nitrogen 
fertilizers in recent years are shown in table 31, which 

TABif    M.   WORLD   PHODUTION   AND   < »»SSUMITIOS   m   rixro 
NmtCK.fN, 1959 I960-I%l 19*2 

!Thousands of tons. 

i9$9nw> imo IMI m;//**; 

Production 
Sulphate of ammonia  J.087 1.134 3.084 
Calcium cyanamide 313 302 290 
Nitrate of »oda  227 186 214 
Nitrate of lime  424 462 467 
Ammonium nitrate a* such for UJC as 

fertilizer  1.419 I.«» *.'24 

Lime ammonium nitrate types           . 1,684 1,816 1,885 
Ammonia and solutions as direct/ 

indirect fertiiuer  1.596 1.686 1,760 
Urea for fertitor use *78 in 9n 

Other forms of nitrogen 2,984 3,388 3.722 

12,312 13.422 14,525 

Increase over prior year (percentage) 9 • 90 ** 

Consumption 
World total, all forms 12,269 
Increase on prior year (percentage) 10.1 
Use in agriculture by : 

Europe"  4>764 

United SUtes of America  2,861 
As« 2069 
Africa 325 
Oceania *  ** 

13,089 14.395 
6.7 10.0 

5.045 5.303 
3,115 3,569 
2,336 2,664 

337 401 
60 63 

Soumet: British Sulphate of Ammonia Federation Ltd., London. 
• Including the Union of Soviet Socialist Republic«. 
» Including Hawaii. 

also illustrates, in terms of nitrogen, the relative tonnages 
of the major salts produced. 

B. AMMONIUM SULPHATE 

I. General information 

As can be seen from table 31, although such nitrogen 
fertilizers as urea, ammonium nitrate and ammonium 
phosphate show much higher rates of growth, ammonium 
sulphate continues to he made and used in very substan- 
tial quantities. This is particularly true in India and the 
Far East, where it is a popular fertilizer for rice paddies. 
Japan alone produced some 2.5 million tons of ammo- 
nium sulphate in 1961, and India and Taiwan anticipate 
an annual consumption of some 800,000 tons and 
300,000 tons, respectively, by 1965/1966. 
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2. Properties of ammonium sulphate 

Table 32  shows the more  important properties of 
crystalline ammonium sulphate. 

T*wt 32. PHOWIITIH rtf nur *MMONII-M »«.WATT 

Colour . White 
Molecular weigh! 132.14 
Density 20 4 C-solid 1.769 
Specific gravity of saturated solutions      1.2414 at 20» C 

1.2502 af 93= C 
Specific heat-solid 0 345 at 91« C 
Specific heat of saturated solutions 0.67 at   20" C 

0.63 at 100» C 
Heat of crystaiiiiation          11,6 caJ/kg in 42 per cent 

solution 
He»! of dilution 6.35 calici from 42 per 

cent to 1.8 per cent 
solutions 

Mehtm-point 512.2" C (954* F) 
Thermal stability Decompose! above 536» F 
pH       5.0 
Looat-bulk density      60 Ib/cu ft 
AagJe of repose     21 
Stoichiometric requirements | NH, 0.2578 

(tons per toe of product)   ) "   H,S04 0.7422 
Critical relative humidity At 20» C <68<> F)   II 

At 30» C (86° F)   81.1 

The solubility system (NH4),S04-H,0 is  shown in 
figure 10. 

Fiftn 10. Solubility data for system (NHJ¿Ot-HtO 

»! 
I 

3. Production methods 

Several different methods are used for ammonium 
sulphate manufacture, in accordance with available raw 
materials and local conditions. 

The principal methods arc : 
(a) Reacting ammonia and sulphuric acid in a saturator- 

evaporator under vacuum or at atmospheric pressure and 
recovering the crystals via a centrifuge or filter; 

(b) Scrubbing town gas or coke-oven gas with sulphuric 
acid in saturator units of special design and recovering 
the crystals by centrifuging or filtration; 

(c) Reacting ammonium carbonate with calcium anhy- 
drite or gypsum derived from natural or by-product 
sources, removing the calcium carbonate by filtration, 
evaporating and crystallizing ammonium sulphate from 
the mother liquor prior to centrifuging; 

(d) Evaporating by-product liquors containing ammo- 
nium sulphate produced from other processes and sepa- 
rating the nearly pure salt by: (i) crystallization and cen- 
trifuging; or, alternatively (ii) recovering by slurry granu- 
lation on a moving bed and recycling in a drier-screening 
system to give granules of the required size range; 

(e) Direct reaction between gaseous ammonia and 
sulphuric acid in a spray tower, to form a dry, amorphous 
product; 

(f) Co-production with other ammonium salts in gran- 
ulated fertilizer processes to produce phosphate, nitrate 
and nitrophosphatc multinutrient fertilizers containing 
ammonium sulphate; 

ig) Miscellaneous processes: several other processes 
have been proposed, e.g., the Pyritas Españolas 
method (6), and various techniques for using flue 
gases as a suiphite/sulphate source have also been 
described (7, 8). 

4. Crystallization technology 

Except in special cases, such as those described in 
subparagraphs (d) (i), (e) and (/) above, crystallization is 
of major importance in ammonium sulphate production, 
as well as in the manufacture of other salts. Hence, it is 
appropriate at this stage to review briefly the fundamental 
process and design features which control crystal forma- 
tion and influence plant performance (9, 10,11, 12). 

Two major considerations arise in crystallization tech- 
nology; first, the formation of nuclei in a supersaturated 
solution; secondly, the growth of these particles to the 
product size-range required. In both of these stages, the 
driving force is the degree of supersaturation in the 
mother liquor, which, if allowed to rise appreciably, may 
induce uncontrollable nucleation. Subsequent crystal 
growth, however, is generally directly proportional to 
supersaturation, and, as a rule, is easier to control than 
nucleation. 

When a solution is supercooled to a point just before 
fine, solid nuclei appear, it k termed metastable. After 
initial precipitation, this solution is said to be unstable 
or labile, and a constant addition of metastable liquor 
will cause each nucleus to grow into a single crystal. Thus, 
control of metastable conditions is a major factor in the 
design and operation of crystallization units; and critical 
items include residence time, agitation and equipment 
surface characteristics, as well as the pH, temperature, 
and soluble and insoluble impurities contained in the 
liquor. Hence, for continuous, stable operator, an equi- 
librium has to be established whereby the number of 
grown crystals removed equals the number of fresh 
nuclei formed. Under these conditions, uniformly sized 
crystals should result when a constant feed is supplied and 
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average crystal si/e becomes .1 lunction of the production 
rate divided by the nuclcation rate 

When the production rate is held constant, as in con- 
tinuous operation, average crWal size is thus largely 
controlled by nucleation rate One gram ot typical nuclei 
may represent 1,000 million particles; hence, a continuous 
crystallizer must provide a way of controlling the number 
of nuclei and fines produced in this system and also con- 
tain provisions for classifying the product in order to 
minimize subsequent washing, drying and storage prob- 
lems. Modern crystallizers are designed to incorporate 
these features and are also provided with control equip- 
ment to ensure virtually automatic operation. 

After growth and classification to the required size, 
ammonium sulphate crystals are removed from the unit 
by various means, such as a salt catch-pot, an air-lift or 
a helical screw, and separated from the mother-liquor by 
a centrifuge, washed with water (and/or ammonia liquor) 
and dried in a rotary-shell drier prior to screening and 
storage In some plants, the production of large, well- 
washed crystals and the use of high efficiency centrifuges 
eliminate the need for a drier. However, when small 
crystals are produced and particularly when impurities 
are present, drying, cooling and, perhaps, conditioning 
with an anti-caking agent may be unavoidable. 

Other methods of crystal recovery and treatment 
include the use of a top-feed rotary vacuum filter-drier 
and also the conversion of small crystals into fragmented 
material of larger particle sizes by means of a compactor 
installation. Such machines are especially suitable for the 
relatively small tonnages of sulphate produced m some 
coke-oven by-product un ts. In a few instances, pug-mills 
or drum-type pelletizers are used to produce granulated 
sulphate from by-product caprolactam liquor or other 
waste streams containing ammonium sulphate in appre- 
ciable quantities. 

5. Chemical and physical specifications 

f*BU   ìX   PARTII"! »  M/I srn IH< »IMN IOR   V nrn xi   IIRIïII/!«- 

I.RAIH    AMMONII M   Hl I PU M f 

t imlei 0.2 mm 
(1.2 to 0.Î rrm 
0/ to 10 mm 
IO lo Vu mm 
Above Vi) mm 

2 por ceni. maximum 
18 per cent, maximum 
Ml per cent, maximum 
20 per cent, maximum 
Nil 

6. Production detail* 

Fertilizer-grade ammonium sulph ite specifications 
normally indicate a minimum nitrogen content, which is 
usually not less than 20.5 per cent. Limitations on free 
acidity and free moisture are also generally demanded, 
typical figures being 0.02 per cent for free H2S04 and 
0.2 per cent for free H,0. Occasionally, maximum values 
for certain organic or inorganic impurities may also be 
specified for by-product material. 

Crystal size-range specifications depend on customer 
requirements and the type of application. In recent years 
the preference in the United States of America and 
several other countries has been for the rice type of 
crystals, particularly for bulk-blending and aero-apphca- 
tion, a 90 per cent retention on a 20-mesh Tyler screen 
being typical. To obtain crystals of this size, considerable 
design and operating skill is usually needed, and in some 
plants, additives are used to promote crystal growth (13). 
Compactors can also be used for this purpose, especially 
if crystal growth is inhibited by impurities or design 
limitations. An example of a smaller-size ammonium 
sulphate specification for general-purpose fertilizer use ;s 
given in table 33. 

(a) Combined reaction-evaporation methods 
Large tonnages of ammonium sulphate are produced 

from anhydrous ammonia and strong sulphuric acid in 
continuous saturator-crystalh/er units operating either 
under vacuum nr atmospheric pressure In installations 
of the vacuum type, the heat of reaction is removed by 
evaporating water either present in the feed acid or added 
to the system for temperature-control purposes. This 
technique is also used for saturators of the atmospheric 
type; alternative cooling can be achieved in the latter by 
blowing large volumes of air through the slurry. 

The reaction between gaseous, anhydrous ammonia 
and sulphuric acid car be shown as follows : 2NH3(£) f 
HjSO^l) (NH4)2S04(.v) 67,710 cal/g-mole. In prac- 
tice the exothermic heat of the reaction given above is 
approximately equal to 4,230 British thermal units per 
pound of nitrogen. 

Units of the vacuum type are designed in accordance 
with the basic  principles of crystallization previously 
reviewed and are usually built in the form of a suspension 
vessel surmounted by a flash chamber. Ammonia and 
sulphuric acid are introduced via a slurry recycle line, 
wherein they react and superheat the recirculating slurry, 
which is subsequently flashed in the upper chamber at 
a vacuum generally between 55 and 58 centimetres of 
mercury. The loss of water in this zone supersaturates 
the slurry, which recirculates to the lower suspension vessel 
via an internal pipe and comes into contact with small 
crystals and   nuclei, thereby inducing  further crystal 
growth in terms of size rather than in number. Slurry is 
recycled by thermal syphon and/or by an external pump, 
and as it is orought into contact with newly added 
reactants, the exothermic heat produced destroys undesir- 
able nuclei and fines. Skilled design of the suspension 
vessel and the means of slurry withdrawal permits con- 
siderable size classification to be attained in the unit, and 
proper instrumentation ensures long periods of uniform 
operation. 

This type of crystallizer is generally known as the 
"Krystal" or "Oslo" unit, and was developed in Norway 
by Isaacssen and Jeremiassen (14, 15, 16). Figure II 
illustrates diagrammatieally the use of forced circulation 
in conjunction with this design of crystallizer for ammo- 
nium sulphate production. During operation, it is 
important to control the pH within fairly close limits, say, 
3.0 to 3.5, since a lower value yields undesirable, thin 
crystals. Excessive acidity also promotes an overgrowth 
of crystals, especially in pipelines, and necessitates fre- 
quent redissolving, or "killing" with steam. Insufficient 
acidity, on the other hand, not only produces inferior 
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crystals which arc difficult to wash and store, but may 
cause ammonia losses as well. For these reasons, some 
producers maintain free acidity of between 1.0 and 
1.5 grammes per litre of sulphuric acid 

Another popular type of reduced-pressure crystalli/er 
is the draft tube baffle unit, in which a vigorous upward 
slurry recirculation is maintained by means of an internal 
impeller and draft tube (17). Growing crystals are brought 
to the surface of the flashing slurry, where supersaturation 
induces maximum crystal growth and sufficient nuclei are 
present to minimize scale formation inside the unit 

Figure II. "Kryatal" type of unit for ammonium sulphate production 

lifure   12    itmoipkertc-pretsure  proce%%  for  ammonium  sulphate 
manufacture 
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Legend 
A : "Kryiur type of vacuum evaporator-cryttaUizer 
B : Forced-circulation pump 
C : Slurry-recirculation pump 
0 : Mother-liquor recycle pump 
E : Mother-liquor tank 
F : Continuou» or batch centrifuge 
G : Slurry concentrator 
H : Drier conveyer 
1 : Rotary drier 
J  : Dried-product conveyer 
K : Vacuum condenier-ejector unit 

Atmospheric pressure units are of several types and are 
preferred by some producers to vacuum crystallizers, 
especially for small and medium outputs, on account of 
their simplicity and somewhat lower investment costs. 
Ammonia can be added via a sparger tube or a jet type 
of mixer. In one proprietary process, a simple absorption 
column incorporating a few large slotted bubble-hoods 
is used. Another design employs a single vessel for both 
reaction and crystallization, and reaction heat is removed 
by evaporation of water, supplemented in many cases by 
air-blowing, as shown in figure 12. In other designs, 
separate neutralizing and crystallizing vessels are used to 
provide easier operation and closer control. An optimum 
balance between cooling-air energy and crystal yield is 
usually obtained when crystallization temperatures are 
controlled in the range of 63° to 66° C. 

In most cases, crystals are recovered from ammonium 
sulphate slurry by recycling through the continuous or 
the automatic batch type of centrifugal, wherein the pro- 
duct is screened and spin-dried, washed with water and 
weak ammonia, and again spin-dried before being con- 
veyed to the drier. In some plants, continuous top-feed 

Legend 
A Evaporator-cnrMallizer Ci 
•    Air Mower H 
C    I ¡quor-rectrcuUtton pump I 
D   Slurrv-recircuUtinn pump I 
E : Make-up pump K 
F : Mother-liquor pump L 

to ttwage 

: Mother-liquor tank 
Sump tank 

: •atcti or eonttmjot« cenirtfuf« 
, Drier conveyer 

Rotary drier 
: Product conveyer 

filters are used instead of centrifugals. As previously 
mentioned, for small outputs, top-feed fii er-dricrs can 
sometimes be employed with advantage, since the product 
can be separated, washed and dried in a single machine. 

As is well known, ammonium sulphate liquors are quite 
corrosive, and wetted parts of equipment are usually made 
of stainless steel or of rubber-lined mild steel. In some 
earlier plants, vessels constructed in wood and mild 
steel were employed, and corrosion was minimized by 
careful pH control. Modifiers intended to improve 
crystal size and shape include small amounts of trivalent 
metallic salts (14). Such corrosion inhibitors as traces of 
phosphoric acid or arsenical compounds are also added 
in some cases. 

Production costs for ammonium sulphate are charted 
against varying costs of ammonia and sulphuric acid in 
chapter XXI, figure 73. Additional data are given in 
figure 93. 

(b) Gas-works by-product methods 
Prior to the availability of synthetic ammonia in the 

early 1920s, virtually all ammonia was obtained from 
solid-fuel carbonization plants. Typical bituminous coals 
used for gas and coke production contain about 1 to 
2 per cent of nitrogen, and some 15 to 20 per cent of this 
can be recovered as ammonia, amounting to approxim- 
ately 5 to 6 pounds of NH, per ton of coal used. Most of 
this ammonia is believed to be formed at temperatures 
in the range of 1,000° C, after coking has taken place. 
Hence, most by-product ammonia is usually associated 
with high-temperature carbonization units, e.g., coking 
plants for iron and steel production, where the amount 
of ammonium sulphate produced may be equivalent to 
35 to 45 pounds per ton of steel. 

Ammonia is removed from gas for two principal 
reasons: first, to prevent subsequent corrosion and 
plugging problems in distribution mains and fittings; and 
secondly, to produce a useful by-product at a reasonable 
profit. However, in more recent years, world ammonium 
sulphate prices have fluctuated widely, and, from time to 
time, by-product material from gas-works and coke-ovens 
has been sold at price levels not much greater than the 
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cost of the sulphuric acid needed as a raw material. As 
a result, some producers in the United States of America 
have converted their units to ammonium phosphate pro- 
duction as a more profitable alternative. Other by- 
products recovered from gas-washing units, because of 
necessity or additional financial return, include ammo- 
nium thiocyanate, ferrocyanides, pyridines and tar. 

Three principal methods are available for ammonia 
and/or ammonium salt recovery; they are known as the 
direct, indirect and semi-direct processes, respectively. In 
the first method, the entire gas stream is cooled to remove 
as much tar as possible and is then passed through a 
saturator of the Bubbler type (or, in more recent plants, 
a scrubber of the spray type), wherein it is washed with 
sulphuric acid. The ammonium sulphate slurry produced 
is withdrawn, centrifuged, washed, dried and sent to 
storage. Advantages of this type of unit include high 
recoveries, relatively low investment and operating costs, 
low steam needs and  small effluent liquor volumes. 
Nevertheless, in many instances, the product is unavoid- 
ably contaminated with tar and pyridines, and may be 
unacceptable unless, perhaps, it is recrystallized prior to 
sate. In addition, chlorides present in the fuel or water 
may react to form ammonium chloride and create addi- 
tional corrosion problems, unless linings of rubber or 
plastic material are used. Furthermore, except in cases 
where a separate crystallizer is employed, flexibility with 
regard to size, shape and purity of product is likely to 
be very limited, since it becomes difficult to maintain an 
optimum balance between the free acidity needed to 
suppress impurities and the optimum pH needed to 
promote good crystal growth. 

Earlier problems of direct operation led to the develop- 
ment of the indirect method, whereby the gases are first 
cooled by contact with recirculating wash liquor, followed 
in some cases by a further scrubbing with water. Com- 
bined liquors are sent to the upper section of an ammonia 
still of the bubble-cap type, in which contact with steam 
releases the "free" ammonia present as ammonium car- 
bonate, ammonium sulphide and other easily dissociated 
salts. The liquor then passes to an adjoining lime leg, 
where treatment with lime liquor decomposes the "fixed" 
ammonium salts, e.g., ammonium chloride. Steam passing 
upwards from the base of the column strips virtually all 
of the ammonia gas produced, which is recovered as a 
crude ammonia solution or is sent to a sulphuric acid 
washer for ammonium sulphate production. Advantages 
of this method include the production of a salt substan- 
tially free from impurities and also having considerable 
flexibility, plus an ability to make aqua ammonia and 
derivatives.   However,  operating costs are   high  and 
effluent disposal problems may arise. In addition, ammo- 
nia losses may be appreciable, owing to incomplete reac- 
tion and absorption. 

The semi-direct process offers a compromise between 
direct and indirect operation, whereby the gas is first 
cooled and washed to deposit tar and an aqueous con- 
deniate (3). The latter is "sprung" in a relatively small 
ammonia still, and the released NH8 is combined with 
the main gas-stream, which is reheated to about 70° C 
and scrubbed with a solution containing nearly saturated 
ammonium sulphate and 5 to 6 per cent of sulphuric 

acid at about 50" to 70" C, in units cither ol" the ^pr.iy- 
absorber type or of the older saturator type incorporating 
a cracker pipe (18) (or bubbler-ring). As this process 
gives ammonia recoveries greater than those attainable 
by direct operation and also produces a salt largely free 
from tar, pyridine and other impurities, it has become tIn- 
most popular for large installations. Figure 13 shows the 
basic flow diagram of a semi-direct gas scrubber/ammo- 
nium sulphate unit, as well as an illustration of an 
ammonium sulphate saturator. 

Figure 1.1 Semi-direct process for ammonium sulphate production 
from coke-oven gas 
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Several varieties and modifications of these systems are 
found throughout the world, principally developed by 
the Koppers, Otto and Wilputte organizations (3, 19). 
Scrubbers of the spray type, which were pioneered by the 
Otto Company, have become popular (20); the use of 
separate crystallizers (21 ) and the installation of com- 
pactor-gran ulators to increase product size are also 
gaining favour. In localities where furnace-grade phos- 
phoric acid is available, an ability of the by-product unit 
to produce diammonium phosphate is another recently 
developed feature, and a method of using wet-process acid 
in conjunction with gas-works ammonia has also been 
developed (22, 23, 24). 

Another recent development in this field is the adoption 
of ion-exchange units to remove ammonia from coke- 
oven liquors by means of cationic agents either of the 
conventional type or derived from by-products also 
obtained from coke-oven sources (25,26). Mention should 
also be made of the direct synthesis of ammonia from raw 
coke-oven gas, as undertaken by the United States Steel 
Corporation at Provo, Utah, United States of America. 

(c) Ammonium carbonate-gypsum process 
This method, which is also known as the Merseburg 

Process, has long been used in Austria, India and the 
United Kingdom (27, 28, 29). It is based on combining 
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ammonia and carbon dioxide (.10. .1.) to produce ammo- 
nium carbonate, which is then reacted with gypsum or 
anhydrite (of natural or by-product origin) to yield 
ammonium sulphate and calcium carbonate, as follows: 

Nil, I   HtO. -NH.OH     8,320 cal,g-mole 

2NH.OH      CO,. '(NftyjCOa '  H.O    22,080 cal/g- 
mole 

CaS04.2H.O f (NH4)2COa.  -CaCOa :  (NH4)2S04+ 
H,0    3,900 cal/g-mole 

Under certain circumstances, this process has several 
advantages, for example, countries without indigenous 
sulphur supplies, but having natural or by-product 
sources of gypsum (32) (or anhydrite), can produce 
ammonium sulphate without purchasing sulphur from 
abroad, in addition, the by-product calcium carbonate 
can be used for cement production or other purposes, 
such as for agricultural lime or in calcium ammoniun. 
nitrate manufacture. 

In one large Indian pi int (Sindri), ammonia gas is 
absorbed in water and carbonated at about 30 psig in two 
series-connected aluminium towers, since this pressure 
allows a higher cooling-water temperature to be employed 
than if atmospheric pressure were used. Carbon dioxide 
is introduced at the base of the primary tower, which is 
packed with 2-inch stoneware rings wetted with a solu- 
tion of ammonium hydroxide and recycling ammonium 
carbonate. Final absorption is undertaken in the secon- 
dary tower, and reaction heat is removed by recirculation 
liquor through water-cooled heat exchangers in closed 
circuit with each tower. The preferred liquor strength 
corresponds to approximately 170 grammes of ammonia 
and 225 grammes of carbon dioxide per litre. Stainless 
steel is used for the wetted parts of pumps and liquor 
piping is made of aluminium. 

In a more recent Indian plant (Fertilizers and Chemicals 
Ltd., Travancore), jet absorbers are used to prepare both 
the ammonia solution and the ammonium carbonate 
liquor in conjunction with a carbonating tower. Cooling 
is undertaken by recycling liquor through water-cooled 
heat exchangers, and the heat of reaction thereby vapo- 
rizes the liquid anhydrous ammonia used in the process. 
When the desired strength has been reached, the solution 
is sent to storage and subsequent reaction. The relation 
between liquor strength, moisture in the gypsum and the 
resulting ammonium sulphate liquor concentration has 
been reported by George and Gopinath (33). 

When natural gypsum or anhydrite is used, it is crushed 
and ground before reaction. In one case, the preferred 
final size is about 90 per cent through 120 mesh, although, 
under certain circumstances, there are indications that a 
coarser grade is permissible. When using by-product 
gypsum of phosphoric acid-plant origin, it may be 
preferable to remove impurities by repulping the filter 
cake in an agitated vessel (or, alternatively, by scalping 
in liquid cyclones) prior to washing and dewatering to the 
maximum extent on a drum or disc filter before reacting 
with ammonium carbonate. Final drying in a flash drier 
has also been proposed, in order to yield the highest 
ammonium sulphate concentration and to minimize 
subsequent evaporation needs if local steam-supplies are 

limited A new, proprietary method of purifying by- 
product gypsum has recently been announced by the 
Onoda Cement Company of Japan. 

Reaction can be undertaken either in a scries of wooden 
vessels or mild-steel tanks fitted with steam coils and 
agitators, and the reaction train is usually designed to 
give a total retention time of four to six hours. The 
slurry produced is filtered and the calcium carbonate cake 
washed and dewatered on continuous vacuum machines 
of the travelling-belt type, or alternatively, on a two-stage 
drum-filter installation provided with intermediate repulp- 
ing. (In some earlier plants, plate-and-frame filter presses 
were installed for this purpose.) Final clarification by 
pressure filtration or settling is sometimes employed to 
ensure maximum purity of product, followed by neutra- 
lization with sulphuric acid and heating to about 110° C 
to remove excess ammonia prior to concentration and 
crystallization. The evaporator feed-liquor usually con- 
tains about 500 to 520 grammes of ammonium sulphate 
and less than 0.1 grammes of ammonia per litre. 

Evaporation is undertaken in continuous multiple- 
effect evaporator crystallizers, and production can be 
supplemented if desired by adding ammonia and sulphuric 
acid to the crystallizer recirculating line as previously 
described. Crystals of the required size range are sepa- 
rated and washed in a centrifuge, dried in a rotary drier 
at 120° C to 130° C and sent to storage. Alternatively, a 
vertical tray type of drier-cooler can be used, since this 
is said to give reduced crystal breakage and dust forma- 
tion, compared with the use of a rotary drier and cooler. 
An interior view of a gypsum-process ammonium sulphate 
plant is given in figure 14. 

Figure 14. Gypsum process for ammonium sulphate production 
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(d) Recovery of by-product liquor 

In Japan and the United States of America several large 
by-product units have been installed for producing 
ammonium sulphate from the waste streams of capro- 
lactam, acrilonitrile and certain other processes (34, 35. 
36). In such cases, the waste liquor should normally con- 
tain at least 35 per cent of ammonium sulphate in solu- 
tion (21). Otherwise, recovery may not be justified unless 
for the purpose of preventing stream pollution. 

Occasionally, spent sulphuric acid from petroleum refi- 
neries, petrochemical plants and soap factories can be 
used for ammonium sulphate production, if impurities 
do not cause insurmountable frothing or corrosion prob- 
lems, or render the product unacceptable. If the acid is 
too badly contaminated, it may be more expedient to 
burn off the impurities in a specially designed furnace and 
to produce fresh acid for ammoniation. Another alterna- 
tive is to ammoniate the contaminated acid and granulate 
the slurry in a drum or pug-mill type of granulating 
system, similar to those used for producing granular fer- 
tilizers. In one process, it is claimed that acids containing 
up to 40 per cent of organic material can be ammoniated 
and granulated in this way, using recycle ratios between 
1.5 and 4.0 based on the amount of feed (37). 

(e) Spray-tower ammoniation 

Substantial tonnages of ammonium sulphate have been 
made for many years in Japan in spray towers from the 
chamber or contact type of sulphuric acid and anhydrous 
ammonia. The acid is sprayed into ammonia vapour inside 
the tower, and the heat of reaction produces a dry, 
amorphous product, mostly below 300 mesh, which is 
continuously removed from the base of the tower by a 
screw conveyor. This form of ammonium sulphate is 
particularly suitable for dry-mixed and granulated-mixed 
fertilizers. 

(f ) Double and mixed salt production 

By ammoniating mixtures of sulphuric and nitric acid, 
or by combining their ammonium salts in special ways, 
it is possible to produce compounds containing both 
ammoniacal and nitrate nitrogen in the form of true 
double salts, for example, ammonium sulphate nitrate 
(NH4),SO4.2NH4N0j and, to a lesser extent, the trinitrate 
and mononitrate compounds. 

One German process produces an ammonium sul- 
phate nitrate corresponding approximately to (NHJjSO^ 
NH4NO,, and containing 62 per cent ammonium sulphate 
and 38 per cent ammonium nitrate. Total nitrogen con- 
tent is 26 per cent, about three-quarters being present 
in ammoniacal form and one-quarter as nitrate nitrogen. 
It is made by ammoniating the requisite mixture of sul- 
phuric and nitric acids, evaporating to a moisture content 
of 3 per cent, adding about 1 per cent of ferrous sulphate 
(to reduce subsequent caking), cooling to 100° C, chilling 
and flaking. After further conditioning by spraying with 
dilute ammonia solution, the double salt is granulated 
(sometimes with additional ammonium sulphate), dried, 
cooled and bagged. 

In a simpler process, also of German origin, ammonium 
nitrate solution is evaporated under vacuum vO a 95 per 
cent concentration, cooled to about 130°C and reacted 

with solid ammonium sulphate in a pug-mill gramil,iter 
system having a recycle ratio of 2 or 3 to I of product 
until a pH of 4.0 is attained, after which the product is 
dried, cooled and bagged 

Compared with ammonium sulphate, ammonium sul- 
phate nitrate contains an additional 5 per cent nitrogen. 
Its storage properties are superior to ammonium nitrate 
or mixtures of solid ammonium sulphate and ammonium 
nitrate, since free ammonium nitrate is absent However, 
the large-scale manufacture of urea. a> well as of binary 
and ternary high-analysis fertilizers in recent years, has 
diminished the importance of ammonium sulphate nitrate 
in most countries. 

When mixtures of sulphuric acid and phosphoric acid 
are ammoniated, a variety of mixed and double-salt 
products can be made. One of the most popular is 
"ammo-phos". containing 16 per cent nitrogen and 20 per 
cent P205. After ammoniation, the slurry formed is gra- 
nulated in a pug-mill or drum unit, then dried and 
screened (and sometimes cooled) to give a water-soluble 
product containing about two-thirds of ammonium sul- 
phate and one-third of ammonium phosphate by weight. 
This material has good storage properties under normal 
conditions. 

More recently, in the United States of America, the 
Chemical Engineering Division of the Tennessee Valley 
Authority has developed a pan-granulation method for 
the large-scale production of high-analysis fertilizers, 
based on the ammoniation of mixed sulphuric, nitric 
and phosphoric acids. This process is described in a 
subsequent section. 

(g) Miscellaneous processes 

An interesting Spanish method for producing ammo- 
nium sulphate by absorption of sulphurous gases in an 
organic solvent has been described (6, 38). After absorp- 
tion, the sulphite-rich liquor is blown with air to form a 
basic sulphate, and ammonia is then added to produce 
ammonium sulphate, which separates from the organic 
base and is centrifuged, dried and sent to storage. The 
basic absorbent (e.g., xylindine or monomethylaniline) is 
recycled for further use. Since this process does not 
require a source of sulphuric acid and can operate on rich 
or lean gases from roasters, boiler flues and other sources, 
it may have useful applications in other countries where 
sulphur is costly and/or serious air-pollution problems 
exist. 

Other proposals for recovering sulphur from flue gases 
have been developed (8), based on scrubbing with 
ammonia, to yield mixtures of such by-products as ammo- 
nium bisulphite and ammonium sulphate; one suggested 
method (7) is shown in figure 15. Successful application of 
such methods on a wide scale would greatly reduce air- 
pollution hazards and be most beneficial to mankind. 
At the same time, the complex compounds of ammonia 
and sulphur produced as by-products should be of use 
for fertilizer purposes in many areas of the world. 

A process for the manufacture of a granular ammo- 
nium sulphate-urea complex fertilizer containing about 
27 per cent nitrogen has been reported (39). This is based 
on adding 70 per cent sulphuric acid to a 40 per cent urea 
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Figure 15. Chemico process for recovery of ammonium salts from 
flue gases 
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solution followed by ammoniation and heating to com- 
plete the reaction. 

7. Ammonium sulphcte storage and handling 
Several factors contribute to trouble-free storage of 

ammonium sulphate and other fertilizers (40). First, the 
product should be of uniform crystal size and should 
contain a low percentage of fines. Secondly, it should be 
dry and preferably have below 0.1 per cent free moisture. 
Thirdly, no free acidity should be present on the crystal 
surfaces. Fourthly, the product should be cooled with dry 
air under controlled conditions after drying, if the ambient 
temperature and humidity are sufficiently high to cause 
subsequent moisture condensation after cooling in a bulk 
storage pile or in sealed bags. 

In some very humid parts of the wor'd, caking troubles 
may arise even after the above-mentioned precautions 
have been taken, unless the product is coated, after cool- 
ing, with an inert material, for example, diatomaceous 
earth, kieselguhr or special clays. Certain fatty acid 
derivatives and naphthalene sulphonate compounds 
applied by spray alone, or in conjunction with inert 
coating agents, have proved particularly effective. In 
some cases, soluble anti-caking agents can be added prior 
to crystallization or final washing and drying; however, 
this can only be undertaken when there is no danger of 
causing foaming problems in the evaporator-cry sta I lizer, 
or of upsetting the crystal habit. 

The importance of minimizing the presence of fines in 
the product emphasizes the need for careful design as 
regards the conveying and handling of wet and dried 
crystals. Transfer points and free-falls should be mini- 
mized; lengthy screw conveyors should be avoided; and 
attrition in driers, coolers and coating drums should be 
reduced as much as possible by careful design of flights 
and lifters, and the use of optimum drum-speeds. The gas 

velocities adopted (41) and the shape of internal lifters and 
flights should ensure that undesirable fines arc swept out of 
the gently cascading material for subsequent reprocessing. 
These principles apply equally to other salts and also to 
granulated fertilizers. 

C. AMMONIUM CHLORIDE 

1. General information 

Although ammonium chloride contains 26 per cent 
nitrogen, its use as a fertilizer is virtually unknown 
except in India, Japan, and other countries in the region, 
where it is applied to paddy on an appreciable scale in 
some areas. The annual consumption in India and Japan 
is currently about 70,000 tons and 400,000 tons, respect- 
ively. Tests have shown that it could also be used for wheat 
and maize on well-drained soils regularly treated with lime 
and gypsum. The major disadvantages of ammonium 
chloride as a fertilizer are the resulting high acidities and 
chloride content in most soils (unless well irrigated and 
limed), the poor storage properties (except when granu- 
lated and packed in moisture-proof bags) and a tendency 
to corrode handling and application equipment unless 
certain components are suitably modified and protected 
with acid-resistant materials. 

Nevertheless, it is possible that ammonium chloride 
fertilizer could become a useful outlet for the surplus 
supplies of chlorine that arise from time to time in 
various countries, provided the above-mentioned pre- 
cautions were observed. Another useful feature of ammo- 
nium chloride is that it can be applied to rice with safety 
in the presence of certain fungi which would reduce 
ammonium sulphate to toxic sulphides. The industrial 
uses of ammonium chloride are world-wide, although in 
relatively small tonnages. The major applications include 
dry-battery manufacture and use as a flux for soldering 
and brazing. 

2. Properties of ammonium chloride 

The properties of ammonium chloride are given in 
table 34 : 

TABLE 34. PROFERTOS OF AMMONIUM CHLORIDE 

Colour  White 
Molecular weight          53.50 
Density 20°/4°C  1.526 
Nitrofen content (percentage)  26 
Solubility 

QnmmitNHtCI 
I» IK gram 

Ttmftratwt CO #,0 

0        29.4 
20 37.2 
40       45.8 
60       55.3 
10       65.6 

100       77.3 
115.6 (boiling-potnO  17.3 

Effect of heal 
Ammonium chloride begins to dissociate at 350° C 

and sublimes at 520° C 
Critical relative humidity: 

At 20° C (68° F) .   .               79.2 
At 30» C (86» F)  77.5 
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3. Production methods 

Several methods lor producing ammonium chloride 
are used, the order of importance being 

(a) The dual-salt process, whereby ammonium chloride 
and sodium carbonate are produced simultaneously. 

(b) Direct   neutralization  of ammonia   wiih   hydro 
chloric acid ; 

(c) Miscellaneous methods 

(a) The dual-salt process 

Most ammonium chloride used in India and Japan for 
fertilizer purposes is produced by the dual-salt process 
(or in suitably modified Solvay plants) In this method, 
ammonium chloride is salted out by the addition of solid, 
washed sodium chloride instead of being decomposed by 
lime liquor to recover ammonia, as in the Solv«,* 
ammonia-soda process 

In conventional Solvay plants, an ammoniated solution 
of about 30 per cent sodium chloride is treated with 
carbon dioxide in large absorber towers to form ammo- 
nium carbonate : 

2NH8 + H,0 » CO, ^(NH^CO, 

Additional   carbonation   produces   ammonium   bicar- 
bonate : 

(NH^CO, f CO, { H.O   ^NHJiCO, 

The addition of sodium chloride yields sodium bicar- 
bonate and ammonium chloride : 

NH,HCOä t NaCU^NaHCOs      NH«C1 

The sodium bicarbonate is separated by centrifuging 
or filtration and calcined to produce sodium carbonate 
and CO,, the latter being recycled to the system. In the 
Solvay process, reaction reaches equilibrium at about 
75 per cent completion, and the mother liquor is reacted 
with lime liquor to recover ammonia for re-use in the 
process, i.e. : 

2NH4Q f CaiOH^CaCl, + 2NH, t 2H.0 

The calcium chloride liquor can sometimes be sold, but 
may have to be discarded in the absence of suitable 
markets. 

In the dual-salt process (or the modified Solvay 
process), the mother liquor remaining after separation of 
•odium bicarbonate is ammoniated, cooled below 15° C 
and salted out by adding washed, solid sodium 
chloride (42). The precipitated ammonium chloride is 
centrifuged, washed and dried. More recently, in Japan, 
a method of producing large ammonium chloride crystals 
of the rice type, 2 to 3 millimetres in size, has been devel- 
oped by undertaking cooling, nucleation and crystalliza- 
tion of the ammonium chloride under closely controlled 
conditions in separate vessels of special design. 

Slurry from the last crystallizer is centrifuged, washed 
and dried to about 0.25 per cent free moisture in a rotary 
drier at 105° C. After removal of ammonium chloride, 
the liquor is re-ammoniated and returned to the carbonat- 
ing tower to produce further sodium bicarbonate and to 
commence a new cycle of operations. A basic flow 
diagram of this process is shown in figure 16. 
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The ammonium chloride produced by this method, 
when packed in moisture-proof bags and used as soon as 
possible after the bags are opened, is normally not 
difficult to store and handle. A typical analysis is niven 
in table 35 : 

TABU,  .15. TVPH AI   ANALYSIS OF IH USAI I   PROTI V»  AMMONIUM 

CHLOftUH 

NH.C1 
NaCt  
Carbonates as CO, 
Sulphates as SO, 
Insoluble material 

/Vfi?mt 
mimmurn 

95.0 
1.5 
OS 
0 1 
0.1 

As previously mentioned, in a conventional Solvay 
process, precipitation of sodium bicarbonate is taken to 
about 75 per cent completion only. The modified Solvay 
process and the dual process permit the attainment of 
considerable reductions in sodium chloride requirements, 
perhaps to 1.25 to 1.5 tons per ton of soda ash, compared 
with approximately 2 tons for the orthodox Solvay pro- 
cess. This can represent appreciable savings in foreign 
exchange to countries compelled to import common salt. 

(b) The direct-neutralization method 
Ammonium chloride of high purity is made in several 

countries by the direct reaction between anhydrous 
ammonia vapour and hydrochloric acid gas. according 
to the reaction 

NH,(g) Í  HCl(g)r->NH4CI(s)-   42,(XK)cal g-mole 
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In most cases, neutralization is undertaken at reduced 
pressures of 250 to 300 millimetres of mercury in one or 
more rubber-lined steel vacuum reaction vessels protected 
with an additional inner lining of inert brick. Concen- 
trated hydrochloric acid gas is passed through an aspi- 
rator, wherein it is diluted with air to about 20 per cent 
concentration and enters the reactor via a vertical sparger 
tube. According to preference, ammonia gas is introduced 
either by a second sparger or by tangential nozzles in the 
base of the reaction vessel. Agitation is provided by the 
large volume of air entering the reactor with the hydro- 
chloric acid vapour, thus avoiding the need for a mecha- 
nical agitator with its additional power requirements and 
maintenance problems. 

Similarly, operation under vacuum not only provides 
excellent cooling, but simultaneously prevents the escape 
of noxious vapours and eliminates the need for hydro- 
chloric acid-vapour blowers, plus their attendant cost 
and maintenance charges. A reduced pressure of 25 to 
30 centimetres of mercury and a corresponding slurry 
tempera1 ure of 75° to 80° C represent typical operating 
conditions. 

In most cases, it is usual to maintain a uniform acid 
feed for the desired output level and to control the 
ammonia addition to achieve a steady pH of 8.0. The 
control system should include an audible alarm and pro- 
visions for shutting off the acid feed if the pH falls below 
7.0; otherwise, those components in the system not 
protected by rubber or plastic linings (e.g., the centrifuge) 
would be quickly damaged by corrosion. Slurry is with- 
drawn from the saturator at about 80 per cent solids 
concentration, and the ammonium chloride crystals art 
separated and rinsed in stainless-steel centrifuges. In 
sume cases, drying is also undertaken in the separator 
by blowing hot air through the crystal bed before dis- 
charge. Alternatively, a top-feed filter-drier can be used 
instead of centrifuges. 

Mother liquor from the centrifuges is pumped back to 
the saturator (s) via a storage tank. Saturator off-gases 
must be well scrubbed before entering the vacuum pump 
or ejector unit to prevent corrosion and to eliminate air 
pollution. A two-stage scrubbing system is usually 
employed and may consist of a direct, barometric 
scrubber-condenser followed by a wetted, packed tower. 
Liquor from the scrubber-condenser is returned to the 
mother-liquor tank and is evaporated in the saturator, 
thus providing a means of temperature control, as well 
as of acid recoven'. Figure 17 shows the basic flow dia- 
gram for a typical direct-neutralization unit. 

As with other processes involving reactions between 
hydrochloric acid (or chlorides) and ammonia, traces of 
free chlorine in the acid feed can lead to disastrous 
explosions caused by the formation of nitrogen tri- 
chloride in the saturator. Hence, adequate safety precau- 
tions must be installed whereby the HCl gas feed is moni- 
tored and the flow shut off when chlorine is detected. 
This can be accomplished by such means as bypassing a 
small stream of gas through a photocell-colorimeter unit 
containing potassium iodide, or using a modern contin- 
uous gas-analyser of the absorption or chromatographic 
type. 

Figure   17.   Direct-neutralization process for  ammonium  chloride 
production 
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After separation and drying, the crystalline ammonium 
chloride is packed as quickly as possible in moisture-proof 
bags to minimize subsequent storage and application 
difficulties. Recent trials have shown that such anti- 
caking agents as certain fatty acid derivatives or inert 
powders, either applied to the crystals after drying or 
added to the saturator, can be helpful in reducing caking 
tendencies after manufacture. Certain Polyacrylamides are 
also reported to be useful additives (43). 

In accordance with the purity of the feed-materials 
(plus any reworked product) and provided the plant has 
been properly designed and maintained in good condition, 
the direct-neutralization method will produce ammonium 
chloride of high purity. For example, as shown in table 36, 
in one Indian plant a product of a quality well in 
excess of British Pharmacopoea specifications can be 
achieved (44). 

TABLE 36. TYPICAL ANALYSIS OF DIIIECT-NEUTRALIZATION PROCESS 
AMMONIUM CHLORIDE 

pH  
Free moisture (percentage) . . . 
Water-insoluble material (ppm) . 
Non-volatile matter (ppm)   .  .  . 
Iron (ppm)  
S04(ppm)  
Heavy metals as Pb (ppm)    .  .  . 
Arsenic (ppm)      
Purity (percentage)  

(c) Miscellaneous processes 
Ammonium chloride can be made from ammonium 

sulphate and sodium chloride according to the reaction : 

(NH^O« r 2NaCl   ¿Na,S04 f 2NH4C1 

In one method, the ammonium chloride and a 5 percent 
excess of common salt are added to an ammonium 

British 
Pharmacopoea 
ipecification 

Dtrtct- 
nrulralitatian 

predaci 

5.00 
1.00 1.00 

— 10 
1,000 100 

5 2 
— 35 

5 5 
5 0 

99.5 99.9 
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T 
chloride solution, followed by heating and stirring for 
several hours. The resulting slurry is filtered or centri- 
fuged while hot, and is washed with hot water to separate 
the solid sodium sulphate from the ammonium chloride 
liquor. The latter is concentrated, cooled and crystallized 
in leadlined pans, and the crystals centrifuged. washed 
with water and dried. Normally, only ammonium chloride 
for chemical purposes would be made by this method and 
in relatively smaP quantities, since the ammonium sul- 
phate use*., as a raw material could be considered a 
preferable fertilizer. 

Another method is the use of S02 or sulphite liquor in 
conjunction with ammonia and sodium chloride as 
shown below : 

S02  L 2NH3 + H20   ,  2NaCI     - 2NH4CI   ;   Na2S03 

Ammonia, and sulphur dioxide or sulphite liquor, are 
added to a solution of common salt, and an excess of 
S02 equivalent to about 2 per cent bisulphite is initially 
maintained, which is reduced to about 1 per cent as the 
reaction reaches equilibrium. As the temperature 
approaches 60° C, the sodium sulphite precipitates and 
is centrifuged, washed and dried. The ammonium 
chloride mother-liquor is concentrated, crystallized and 
centrifuged to yield a product of high purity after washi *g 
and drying. 

D. NITRIC ACID 

1. Historical development 

Nitric acid has an interesting history and was made in 
mediaeval times, if not earlier. About 1100, Geber 
described a method of preparing aqua fords by distilling 
nitre with copper sulphate and alum. In the mid-seven- 
teenth century, Glauber made fuming nitric acid by 
distilling nitre with strong sulphuric acid. Cavendish, 
in 1785, established that nitric acid was composed of 
nitrogen and oxyge.i, by passing electric sparks through 
a mixture of these gases. Milner of Cambridge obtained 
nitric acid in 1788, by passing ammonia over heated 
manganese dioxide and absorbing the vapours in 
water (45). In 1839, Kuhlman patented a method of nitric 
oxide formation using platinum to oxidize a mixture of 
ammonia and air, which has become the basis of virtually 
all nitric acid manufacture today. 

In 1895, Rayleigh demonstrated that nitrogen and 
oxygen could be removed from air and combined to 
form oxides of nitrogen by means of an electric arc. This 
phenomenon was also investigated by Crookes, and a 
small pilot plant using this principle was operated in 
Manchester, England, in 1900. However, the yield of 
nitric oxide by this method was only 1.5 to 2.0 per cent, 
despite huge power requirements. A commercial plant 
was built by Birkeland and Eyde in Norway, in 1902, 
using 350,000 horsepower from hydro-sources, and was 
operated for several years. However, this process gave 
place to the ammonia-oxidation method using a platinum 
catalyst, developed by Ostwald and Brauer (46) and first 
operated in Germany about 1908. This method also 
rendered obsolete the nitre process (formerly the major 

source of nitric acid) whereby sodium nitiate. principally 
from Chile, was distilled with concentrated sulphuric 
acid and the vapours simultaneously oxidized and 
absorbed in water, using stoneware equipment. 

It is also of interest to mention some recent develop- 
ments in nitric acid technology which may be of future 
importance, yet are related to the early classica! dis- 
covuies. In one proposed method -the Wisconsin 
Process (47) -a mixture of nitrogen and oxygen or air 
is heated to about 2.000° C and Í50 to 200 pounds per 
square inch gauge (psig) and is exposed to radiation 
from uranium-235. Assuming a 50 per cent efficiency in 
the conversion of nuclear energy to chemical energy, 
one mole of 20 per cent enriched uranium costing about 
S6,000 should, according to reports, provide some 70 tons 
of nitrogen oxides or nearly 260 ons of 100 per cent 
HN03 having a value of about S10.UOO. 

The joint production of electricity and nitrogen oxides 
in magneto-hydrodynamic generators has also been 
proposed (48). However, until the costs of energy from 
atomic and plasma sources are much lower than the 
rurrent level, catalytic ammonia oxidation processes 
are likely to remain the principal manufacturing 
methods. 

The current annual world production of nitric acid is 
of the order of 10 million tons, and about 75 per cent is 
used in fertilizer production. Some 15 per cent is used for 
explosive manufacture (nitrates and nitro-compounds), 
and approximately 10 per cent is consumed by the chem- 
ical industry for numerous purposes (49). Related 
strongly oxidizing materials, for example red, fuming 
acid and nitrogen tetroxide, may find extensive future use 
in rocket and missile applications. 

2. Properties of nitric acid 

Nitric acid is a strong acid and a powerful oxidizing 
agent. Anhydrous HN03 does not normally exist in 
liquid form. On distilling strong solutions under reduced 
pressure with concentrated sulphuric acid and ozone, one 
obtains almost pure nitric acid having a concentration of 
99.7 per cent and a specific gravity of 1.52. On freezing 
a 98 per cent solution, colourless crystals having a melting 
point of 41.6° C separate. When heated at atmospheric 
pressure, concentrated nitric acid boils at 78.2° C, but 
begins to decompose and eventually yields a 68 per cent 
HN03 solution with a maximum boiling-point of 120.5° C. 
This corresponds approximately to 2HN03.3H2O, but is 
not a true hydrate since its composition and cor ^ration 
are functions of pressure. The more important properties 
of nitric acid are summarized in table 37. 

Two solid hydrates can be prepared; HN03.HaO and 
HNO;, 3H20,  having melting-points  of approximately 

38° C and 18.5" C, respectively. Heat of dilution is 
at a maximum, corresponding to 3HN03.H20, although 
no true hydrate having this analysis has been found. 
When dilute solutions of nitric acid are concentrated 
under atmospheric pressure, a maximum boiling-point 
solution again corresponding to 68 per cent HNO:, 
results. The relation between specific gravity and per- 
centage of nitric acid at 15" C is given in figure 18 
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TABLF 37. PROPERTIES or wmac ACID Figure 18. Specific gravity at 15° C, nitric acid solutions 

Molecular weight 63.02 
Colour 

In liquid state Transparent to yellow 
As gaseous oxides Transparent to yellow or 

brown (colour darkens 
on prolonged exposure 
to light) 

Odour Sweet to pungent 
Hazards 

In liquid state Rapidly attacks flesh and 
most organic matter 

As gaseous oxides Anaesthetic to dangerously 
toxic 

Melting-point -41.6» C 
Boiling-point of constant boiling-point 

mixture containing 68 percent HNO,, 
at 760 mm Hg     120.5°C 

Density of 68 per cent HNO,, 20»/4° C  1.41 
Refractive index at 16.4" C 1.397 
Solubility in water Totally soluble at all con- 

centrations 
Acidity A strong acid, having pro- 

nounced oxidizing cha- 
racteristics. Will passi- 
vate some metals, such as 
iron and aluminium 

Entropy 
Liquid at 16« C 37.19 cal/g-mole 
Gas at 25° C 63.62 cal/g-mole 

Heat of fusion 2,503 cal/g-mole 
Heat of vaporization at 20° C   ....   9,426 cal/g-mole 
Heat ofinfinite dilution at 25» C   .  .  .   -7,971 cal/g-mole 
Heat capacity at 27» C 26.24 cal/g-mole 
Typical impurities in HNO, of ammo- 

nia origin CI, — less than 5 ppm 
HNO, — less than 5 ppm 

3. Chemical reactions of nitric acid manufacture 

(a) From nitre and sulphuric acid 
The reaction from nitre and sulphuric acid is : 

3NaNOs f 2H,S04^3HNOJ 4- Na,S04 + NaHSO« 

(b) From nitrogen and oxygen (or air) 
The reaction in high-temperature furnaces, followed by 

NO oxidation and absorption in water, is : 

N, + Ot?^2NO 
2NO 4 Oa ^2NOj AH = -27,100 cal/g-mole 

2NO, 4  H80 ^HNOa 4 HNOj 

3HNO, ^HN03 4- 2NO I HfO 

The NO produced in the fourth reaction is oxidized by the 
excess air present and yields additional nitric acid. 

(c) By catalytic oxidation of ammonia 

The reactions by catalytic oxidation of ammonia 
followed by NO oxidation and absorption in water arc 
given below. 

KO 

/U 

60 

M> 

40 

X 

Î0 

to 

1.1 1.2 1.3 H 

Specific  e<o»ilr of HNOj ol I5'C 

1.3 

Ammonia oxidation 
According to conditions, the following reactions can 

take place between ammonia and oxygen : 
Aff/wr 

(talorUt) 

(a)4NH, 4 30,   v-i2N,   + 6H.O      -302,948 
(¿)4NH, 4 40,   *=*m& + 6H& -263,848 
(c) 4NH, 4 50,   v=*4NO 4 6H.O      -216,548 
W)4NH,4 70,   ?=ì4NO,4 6H.O      -271,148 
(e) 4NH, 4 6NO ç=* 5N,    4 6H¿> -432,548 

Oxygen is supplied in the form of air, which is pre-heated 
o promote the reaction and mixed with superheated 

aumonia vapour prior to oxidation. The stoichiometric 
requirement is 14.2 per cent NH8, but to avoid risk of 
explosion (which may occur with ammonia-air combina- 
tions containing 12 to 14 per cent of NH,), mixtures 
containing about 8 to 11.5 per cent of NH3 by volume are 
used in commercial practice. 

When a platinum type of catalyst is employed, oxidation 
is normally undertaken at pressures between atmospheric 
and 120 psig, and at temperatures between 800° C and 
950° C, according to the type of process. The thermo- 
dynamic equilibria established under these conditions tend 
to promote the foregoing reactions and lead to the for- 
mation of unwanted nitrogen and nitrogen oxides. Hence, 
plant design, choice of catalyst and operating conditions 
must be in accordance with the circumstances favourable 
to the third reaction. 
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Various alloys and metallic oxides have been tried as 
catalysts, but universal preference is for platinum con- 
taining between 2 and 10 per cent rhodium. The addition 
of rhodium increases conversion efficiency and greatly 
prolongs catalyst life (50). Much research has been 
undertaken on this oxidation reaction (51), and it is 
believed by some that oxygen is first chemically absorbed 
by the platinum (52) and forms a series of intermediate 
complexes, e.g., hydroxylamine (NH2OH), which are 
almost instantaneously transformed into nitric oxide and 
water. 

It has also been established that nitric oxide yields are 
improved by increased temperatures, the optimum level 
being dependent on the rate of gas flow. The effect of 
pressure on the reaction has been investigated by many. 
with conflicting results, probably owing to the partly 
heterogeneous nature of the reaction. Although experi- 
mental data indicate that nitric oxide yields should not 
be adversely affected by increased pressures, this is not 
borne out in practice. However, increased pressures also 
increase the amount of ammonia brought into contact 
with the catalyst per unit of time, and careful burner 
design in plants of the pressure type has reduced the 
negative effect of pressure on conversion efficiency to \cry 
small proportions. 

An extremely important variable is the rate of gas 
flowing past the catalyst. Increased flow rates not only 
increase the weight of ammonia available for oxidation 
(assuming a constant gas composition), but also probably 
lead to higher oxvgen-transport rates on the catalyst 
surface and quicker removai of the newly formed inter- 
mediate products. Furthermore, at low velocities, nitric 
oxide can diffuse up-stream behind the catalyst to form 
nitrogen dioxide as in reaction (e), which will subse- 
quently yield unwanted nitrogen, as shown below in 
reaction (/) : 

8NH3 + 6N02 ^ I4N, + 12H20 

Increased gas velocities, plus the provision of several 
layers of catalyst, also help to minimize undesirable 
down-stream reactions between unconverted ammonia 
and nitrogen oxides as in reactions (e) and (/), as well as 
the dissociation of nitric oxide into nitrogen and oxygen. 
Undesirable side reactions are thus minimized, and 
reaction (c) is favoured by providing high gas velocities 
and a short contact time, which is usually in the region 
of 0.001 seconds. 

Nitric oxide oxidation 
Nitric oxide produced in the ammonia burner must be 

oxidized to nitrogen dioxide by the excess air present 
before absorption in water. Some nitric oxide is formed 
during this absorption and must also be oxidized prior 
to re-absorption; i.e.: 

Cfl/.'f-mo/r 

2NO-! 0„-=*2NO,  27,100 

This is an unusual, third-order, trimolecular reaction, 
as it has a negative temperature coefficient and is thus 
assisted by decreased temperatures and increased pres- 
sures. Conversion time has been shown to be a function 
of the square of the pressure. Although this reaction has 
been studied by several workers in great detail (53, 54, 55), 

it is still not fully understood and it is possible that such 
transient complexes as (NO)* and (NOs)v are formed 
during oxidation. Some investigators believe the reaction 
rate is influenced by such factors as materials of construc- 
tion and the vessel walls of the plant, since the reaction 
is probably partly heterogeneous (52. 56). 

Nitrogen dioxide absorption 

The principal absorption reactions of significance in 
nitric acid manufacture are: 

(«I 2V>, . HA   = HNO, • HNO, 

(h) 2HNO,   íH,G  t   NO 4 NO, 

(e)  INO/1'i     H/W7)   -2HNOs(a<7) t NO .   .   .   .    -32,2O0cal 

(d) 2NO     Or ^2NO, 

(<•) 2NO,   -NjOi 

The over-all equilibrium reaction between nitrogen 
dioxide and water is given in reaction (c). 

The absorption of nitrogen dioxide in water has been 
studied extensively (51, 57) under widely different condi- 
tions (58.59). but correlation has not always been 
obtained (60). This may be owing in part to the effect of 
such extrancou, variables as materials of construction and 
equipment design, since this reaction (like the oxidation 
of NO) is probably partly heterogeneous and may also 
involve the brief formation of complex intermediates. 

Nevertheless, several principal conclusions can be 
drawn from the mass of research data available (61). For 
example, when temperatures are reduced, the gas-phase 
equilibrium moves towards the formation of additional 
dinitrogen tetroxide and an increased solubility in 
HNO:). As a result, in some cases a reduction of 5° C not 
only improves the absorption rate, but n\:/- increases acid 
concentration by about 2 per cent. In addition, the ten- 
dency for nitric acid to decompose according to reaction 
(a) is diminished. Reduced temperatures also reduce the 
activity of reactions (a) and (h) when in the liquid phase. 
Hence, the over-all absorber operation is greatly improved 
by lower temperatures. 

Absorber performance is also aided by increased 
pressure (62), not only because of the simultaneous 
beneficial effect on reaction (d), but because the absorption 
rate is also increased and the chemical equilibrium moves 
towards the formation of stronger nitric acid. At pressures 
»,f 50 atmospheres and with cooler/absorber residence 
times as long as fifteen seconds, acid concentrations as 
high as 72 per cent HN03 can be obtained, although 
absorption efficiency is low. In commercial operation, 
however, uneconomic increases in pressure are needed to 
obtain concentrations above 60 per cent HNO,, except 
in absorber units of special design. Numerous studies of 
the absorption mechanism in most types of contacting 
equipment have been made, with conflicting results in 
some cases, Nevertheless, it seems apparent that gas- 
phase reactions between N204 and H20 are not appre- 
ciable, and absorption rates are largely functions of che- 
mical reaction rates and not diffusion rates from the gas 
phase to the liquid phase. 

More recent work bv Andrew and Hanson, using a 
sieve plate, showed the controlling factor to be the ps 
composition (57). When the NO.ä concentration is high, 
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the rate of solution of N204 in the acid (followed by rapid 
hydrolysis) is the principal factor. When the N02 concen- 
tration is low, absorption rate is a function of the NO:N02 
ratio in the gas phase. A ratio of NO to N02 greater than 
5 to I will cause the absorption rate of nitrous acid 
(followed by rapid decomposition in the liquid phase) to 
assume control. At ratios less than 1:2, the absorption 
rate of N02 is of greater importance; and for inter- 
mediate ratios, a combination of both controlling 
influences can be anticipated, with results that may be 
difficult to predict. 

The effects of major absorption variables on the 
strength of nitric acid produced during initial cooling are 
shown in figure 19. 

The principal effects of major process variables on the 
three fundamental steps involved in nitric acid manu- 
facture are summarized in table 38. 

Figure 19.   Effect   of major  process   variables   on   equilibrium 
concentration of nitric acid produced during absorption 
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4. Production considerations 

(a) General information 
Numerous proprietary processes for nitric acid manu- 

facture arc now available, but they differ mostly in design 
details or selected operating conditions and not in funda- 
mental principles. The major features usually found in 
modern nitric acid plants include : 

(a) Vaporization, juperheating and, perhaps, filtration 
of anhydrous ammonia; 

(/>) Pre-heating, filtration and compression of process 
air; 

(r) Catalytic oxidation of ammonia; 
(</) Cooling of nitric oxide by heat exchange with 

various media, e.g., process air, boiler-water, tail-gas etc. ; 
(«?) Oxidation of nitric oxide to higher oxides; 
(/) Absorption of nitrogen oxides in water to form 

nitric acid ; 
(g) Bleaching of acid by additional air or other means; 
(h) Treatment of tail-gas to improve total plant effi- 

ciency and to reduce air pollution (in some cases); 
(/) Recovery of energy in compressed process-gases; 
(/) Recovery of catalyst for resale. 

Ammonia-gas preparation 

The anhydrous ammonia used must be free from the 
catalyst poisons mentioned below; and the oil content 
must be limited to a few parts per million to avoid fouling 
the vaporizer and catalyst screens. Liquid, anhydrous 
ammonia produced to the required specifications is 
vaporized, filtered and superheated to eliminate any 
possibility of liquid droplets entering the catalyst chamber 
and burning holes in the screens. The superheated vapour 
is thoroughly mixed with process air in various ways, e.g., 
by Venturis, spargers, diffusers etc., according to the type 
of process. Some plants also use specially designed ducts, 
baffles and even packed columns to ensure complete 
mixing. 

Process-air preparation 

Process air must also be free from catalyst poisons, 
dust and oil. In some plants, ambient air is given a pre- 
liminary wash with water in a spray tower or packed 
column before being compressed, filtered, pre-heated and 

TAMJ !JI  EmcT or MAJOR PROCSM VARIABLE» ON MTUC ACID MANUFACTURE 

MM, sxMatfa« 

Efict of ekmt* 

NO oxidation NO, ohtorptitm 

Increased temperature  Greater yield Lower yield 

Increased pressure 

Reduced absorption, lower 
HNO, strength 

Improved absorption, greater 
HNO, strength 

Increased Anw rate 

Oxidation rate slightly reduced.   Increased yield 
Weight of NH, oxidiied in- 
creased per unit time 

Optimum operating tempera- Reduced secondary reaction«   Minor improvements only, as 
ture   increased.   Weight   of More   turbulence and   in-      absorption mostly controlled 
NH, oxidized increased, NO creased yield by   gas   composition   and 
yield improved reaction rates 
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mixed with superheated ammonia vapour for subsequent 
combustion. 

Tn certain plants employing atmospheric or low-pres- 
sure oxidation, the process air can be raised to the 
required pressure by suitably designed fans. Tor medium- 
and high-pressure oxidation, rotary machines of the lobe. 
vane, centrifugal or axial flow design can be used, with 
an increasing preference for the two latter types, since 
these units can be combined with various turbine drives 
and expanders in the form of one large single-shaft 
installation. 

The ratio of ammonia to air, as well as the flow rate 
of each component, must be carefully controlled to ensure 
maximum conversion efficiency, freedom from explosion 
and maximum plant output. Hence, reliable instrumenta- 
tion in this section, as well as in other parts of the plant, 
is of the utmost importance. 

Catalytic ammonia oxidation 

Catalyst considerations. Although other catalysts, such 
as special oxides, have been investigated or used to a 
limited extent (46, 50, 63), the customary choice is a 
platinum-rhodium gauze, as this alloy promotes reaction 
and also meets other operating criteria, as well as the 
severe conditions of service. According to the type of 
process used, a rhodium content of 2 to 10 per cent 
offers an optimum economic balance between oxidation 
efficiency and operating costs, although higher percen- 
tages tend to give slightly greater conversions and longer 
life. In many plants, a 10 per cent rhodium content has 
become standard. 

The need to minimize and control contact time in 
order to suppress unwanted reactions and to minimize 
catalyst requirements led to the early adoption of fine 
screens as a suitable catalyst form. These are usually 
circular in shape and are stacked in multiple array, as 
the use of several screens permits variations in residence 
times and contact times to be easily made, in order to 
obtain the maximum yield of nitric oxide.  Ihe use of 
multiple platinum gauzes in conjunction with pre-heated 
air was patented in 1909 by Kaiser in Germany, and these 
principles are still standard practice today. High-pressure 
burners are frequently fitted with 80 x 80 inch mesh 
gauzes having wires 0.003 inches in diameter.  Finer 
gauzes with wires in the range of 0.002 to 0.00225 inches 
are preferred by some for installation in low-pressure 
units (64,65). Chromenickel alloy grids are  used to 
support these fine screens because they have a verylow 
mechanical strength when they are operating tn the 900° C 
range and, simultaneously, are being subjected to appre- 
ciable differential pressures caused by the high gas velo- 
cities in the burner chamber. 

When first installed, a new gauze exhibits a relatively 
low activity, but after several days of operation under 
proper conditions, catalytic efficiency rises to a satis- 
factory level and remains constant during the useful life 
of the screen, which should be several weeks, or even 
months, for high- and low-pressure burners, respectively. 
During operation, the crystalline structure of the platinum 
alloy is modified by the severity of service, and distortion 
takes place. Erosion also occurs if vibration is present, 

especially at high temperatures and présures, which also 
results in diminished activity. I- \entu.illv. the screen wears 
out and has to be replaced. 

As is well known, platinum catalvsts Im most processes 
can be poisoned by such elements as \s. ili. I'. Pb, S. Si 
and Sn. and ammonia-oxidation pan/es are no exception. 
Fortunately,   synthetic  ammonia   is   normally   of  high 
purity, unless accidently contaminated. II poisoning by 
impure ammonia or air should arise, deep penetration 
may occur, leading to the formation of inactive com- 
pounds in the wires and, perhaps, to ruination of the 
catalyst. In other instances, contamininoli by traces of 
Cr, Fe or Ni may temporarily reduce conversion efficiency, 
which can often be restored by treatment with hydro- 
chloric acid or certain salts. Frequently, activity can also 
be assisted by dismantling the catalyst screen-assembly 
from time to lime and removing accumulated solids by 
gently brushing the gauzes, which also helps to reduce the 
pressure-drop   across   the   burner.   However,   catalyst 
screens should be handled to the minimum extent because 
they become brittle during service. 

Burner operation. Ammonia burners are classified into 
low-, medium- and high-prcssun* types in  accordance 
with conditions of operation, although medium-pressure 
burners tend to resemble low-pressure units in size and 
design.  Burners for atmospheric and low to  medium 
pressures are often 10 to 12 feet in diameter and perhaps 
may incorporate up to five or so catalyst screens, whereas 
high-pressure  burners  are   much   smaller   in   diameter 
- perhaps 4 to 5 feet and may contain about twenty-five 
gauzes. Surprisingly enough, high-pressure units of this 
size can produce 250 tons of HNO.,, or even more, per 
twenty-four hour day. Gas velocities are much greater 
in such high-pressure burners and efficiencies are usually 
less, say, in the 94 per cent range, compared with 97 per 
cent or so tor low-pressure and atmospheric units. 

However, the most recent designs of high-pressure 
burners, in which diameters arc increased to reduce gas 
velocities, are said to approach efficiencies formerly only 
attainable in low-pressure atmospheric units. Most low- 
pressuu- burners operate in the region of 8(H)" C and high- 
pressure units at about 900" C. The higher temperatures, 
pressures and gas velocities associated with high-pressure 
burners reflect much greater catalyst losses. Mukherjee 
et al. pave the following relative losses before recovery a; 
a typical guide (66). 

TABU V). RPIATIVF CATAIYST I OSSP.S or DIIIFRINI rvPHS OF NITRIC 

Afin   PROCFSSIS 

Ammonia-burner 
pressure 

Atmospheric 
Atmospheric 
1.2 - atmospheric 
8.0 - atmospheric 

Absorption 
pressure 

Retati** 
platinum 

losses 

Atmospheric 
.1.2 - atmospheric 
1.2     atmospheric 
8.0     atmospheric 

Sagoeschen similarly indicates low-pressure burner pla- 
tinum losses to be of the order of 0.03 to 0.06 grammes 
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per ton of HNO,, compared with 0.22 to 0.44 grammes 
on the same basis for some high-pressure units (67). 
Hence, the down-time Ur catalyst renewal is relatively 
much greater in high-pressure burners for a given weight 
of installed catalyst. None the less, in some high-pressure 
plants, an average screen-life approaching 1,000 hours 
of continuous operation is obtained. 

Cooling of reaction products. Hot gases leaving the 
burner are cooled in order to increase the formation of 
nitrogen dioxide and to recover heat for use elsewhere in 
the plant, thereby contributing to the self-sufficiency of 
the process. In some atmospheric and low-pressure instal- 
lations, the gases pass in turn through an air pre-heater, 
a waste-heat boiler, an economizer and a cooler before 
absorption. In most medium- and high-pressure plants, 
different sequences are used, perhaps with the addition 
of tail-gas heaters, intermediate compressors and expan- 
der. In one process used in the United States of America, 
all major heat exchangers are mounted horizontally 
end-to-end to simplify plant design and to reduce capital 
costs (68). In several European processes, some of the 
heat exchangers are built as an integral part of other 
equipment, for example, the burner or the waste-heat 
boilers. Heat recoveries of the order of 82 to 85 per cent 
are attained in some plants, higher figures being limited 
by dew-point (69) and corrosion considerations. In cer- 
tain cases, about 1.1 tons of steam per ton of 100 per cent 
HN03 can be produced, but most of this is normally used 
for power purposes within the nitric acid plant. 

The optimum gas-cooling sequence is closely associated 
with the number and types of energy recovery units, and 
also the operating temperatures and pressures selected for 
each stage of the process. Plant capacities, ammonia costs, 
capital and operating costs must also be taken into consi- 
deration when selecting the best cooling sequence for a 
specific installation. 

Nitric oxide oxidation. In atmospheric, and some low-to 
medium-pressure processes, one or more separate oxida- 
tion-cooling units are often included prior to gas absorp- 
tion. These are built in the form of vertical towers cooled 
with external water curtains, shell and tube units, and also 
drum and cascade coolers. Excess air in the gas promotes 
initial oxidation and some of the water vapour also 
present condenses to form weak nitric acid, which is later 
concentrated in the absorption section. In some plants, 
the gas is rapidly cooled in specially designed units to 
condense the water vapour without forming much weak 
acid, thereby helping to increase final acid concentration. 
A combined multistage condenser-cyclone separator unit, 
designed to remove water from the system and capable 
of yielding an acid concentration of about 63 per cent 
HNOa, has recently been described (70). A basic flow 
diagram for a typical low-pressure nitric acid process is 
given in figure 20. 

When high-pressure absorption is employed, nitric 
oxide cooling and oxidation are often undertaken in a 
combined oxidation-absorption column. However, the 
additional flexibility provided by a separate oxidation- 
cooling unit and the ;ibility to minimize the amount of 
weak acid formed prior to absorption is considered 
advantageous by some producers. 

Figure 20. Basic flow diagram for a typical low-pressure nitric acid 
process 
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Nitrogen dioxide absorption. At near atmospheric 
pressures, the absorption rate is slow, and some earlier 
atmospheric and low-pressure plants used between five 
and ten large, packed stoneware towers in which the 
partially oxidized gases were absorbed in a counter- 
current stream of nitric acid of increasing concentration. 
Maximum strengths attainable were in the range of 47 
to 52 per cent HNOa. 

In order to reduce capital investment and to obtain 
increased operating efficiencies, absorption under pressure 
was developed, using various types of equipment (51, 
p. 116), e.g., cascade coolers, packed columns, spray 
towers and columns incorporating bubble-plates, sieves 
and such special devices as the Kuhlman tray (71, 72). 

Since acid concentrations are favoured by low-temper- 
ature absorption, several different cooling methods have 
also been developed, e.g., by external units of the plate, 
drum or cascade type, by water curtains outside the tower 
and also by cooling coils strategically located inside the 
absorption column. In some plants using low-pressure 
ammonia oxidation, vaporization of the ammonia is used 
to pre-cool the absorber feed-water. 

Modern pressure-absorption systems permit efficiencies 
of about 99 per cent to be obtained, together with acid 
concentrations in ranges of 55-57 per cent and 60-61 per 
cent for medium- and high-pressure systems, respect- 
ively (73). In some European processes, concentrations of 
up to 70 per cent HNOa are achieved by using pressures 
in the range of 90 to 100 psig and cooled water in con- 
junction with specially designed absorption columns. 
Process water for absorption systems must be very pure, 
to reduce corrosion effects in the nitric acid plant and 
also in applications involving subsequent use of the acid. 
In particular, the chloride content must be particularly 
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low. Hence, water from condensate sources of ion- 
exchange purification units is often used. A basic flow 
diagram for a mixed, medium-pressure nitric acid process 
is shown in figure 21. 

Figure 21. Basic flow diagram for a typical medium-pressure nitric 
acid process 
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Acid bleaching. Acid produced in most absorber units 
is invariably yellow or brown in colour, owing to 
unabsorbed nitrogen dioxide. This is removed either in 
a separate small bleaching tower or in an additional, 
lower section of the main absorber column, by means of 
compressed-air injection. 

Tail-gas treatment. Except for atmospheric units, exit 
gas from the absorber is normally pre-heated and 
expanded in a turbine to recover an appreciable amount 
of the energy used for compression purposes. This gas 
contains some water vapour, oxygen and mixed nitric 
oxides, typical concentrations of the latter being about 
1,000 and 2,000 parts per million of N02 and NO, 
respectively. 

In recent years, air-pollution research has demonstrated 
that nitrogen oxides are major contributors to smog 
formation   and   corrosive   atmospheres.   Nitric   oxide 
appears to catalyze the partial oxidation of hydrocarbons 
emitted from industrial plants and automobiles, and 
nitrogen dioxide leads to the formation of nitric acid, 
as well as sulphuric acid, if sulphur dioxide is also present 
in the atmosphere(74). In addition, concentrations <»l 
nitrogen oxides greater than 10 parts per million may He 
cumulatively harmful if regularly inhaled. 1 urthermore. 
nitrogen dioxide will impart a yellow colour to the tail- 
gas in concentrations as low as 500 ppm and when present 
in amounts several limes greater than this ligure, the 
persistent brown plume may cause great concern in the 

neighbourhood. For these reasons, various measures are 
frequently taken to minimize these undesirable features; 
and, in some countries, local regulations insist on the 
installation of tall stacks to reduce nitrogen oxide con- 
centrations to below 0.5 ppm in the plant vicinity, by 
means of atmospheric dilution (75). The aspiration of 
secondary air into the stack gases is also undertaken to 
increase oxidation and dilution of the nitrogen oxides. 

The reduction of pollution by dilution, however, is 
more apparent than real, for the harmful nitrogen oxides 
are not decomposed. If, however, circumstances necessi- 
tate their conversion to innocuous products, several 
methods are available. For example, the tail-gas can be 
scrubbed with caustic soda to yield by-product sodium 
nitrate and sodium nitrite. Waste alkali liquors can some- 
times be used, and scrubbing with lime slurry is also 
undertaken (76). 

An alternative method is to reduce the nitrogen oxides 
by combustion with a hydrocarbon fuel or hydrogen over 
a platinum or palladium (77) catalyst after pre-heating 
by heat-exchange with gas from the ammonia burner, 
or even by the hot gases from the reduction unit (78, 65). 
In  some cases,  the tail-gas burner can be interposed 
between the reheater and the waste-heat boiler, prior to 
the expander, thus recovering the heat of combustion of 
the fuel used to burn the tail-gas residuals. If the oxygen 
content of the tail-gas from the absorber is greater than 
about 3 per cent, a two-stage combustion unit with inter- 
cooling may be needed to permit both the oxygen and 
the nitrogen oxides to be reduced under controlled condi- 
tions and to avoid burning out the reduction unit. 

It is also possible to reduce most of the offensive N02 

without simultaneously removing most or all of the 
oxygen and NO also present in the tail-gas, provided the 
NO and total acidity are already within acceptable 
limits (79). This is accomplished by selective combustion 
under controlled conditions and lends to useful savings 
in fuel In a similar alternative method of recent develop- 
ment, ammonia is used to reduce catalytically only the 
nitrogen oxides under low-temperature conditions. In one 
instance, the use of a selective reduction unit together 
with chemical scrubbers permits nitrogen from tail-gas 
sources to be reused for ammonia-synthesis pruposcs (80). 

Energy recoven. Except in older plants operating at 
atmospheric pressure throughout, and in very small 
medium- and higli-pressure installations, most or all ot 
the energy needed to drive the air compressor can be 
recovered in the form of steam and hot tail-gas (57). in 
some instances, a small amount of surplus steam may even 
be generated. 

This is made possible by the availability of highly 
efficient machines, which comprise a compressor, steam 
turbine and tail-gas expander built in the lorm of a 
single, in-line unit (81). in one European process a 
compressor for raising the pressure of nitrogen oxides, 
prior to absorption, is also included (82). Occasionally, 
!,„ electric motor is also added to the power unit for 
start-up or emergency purposes, if sufficient steam is not 
always available (681 Electrical requirements tor pumps 
and ancillary purposes arc usually drawn from the mam 
factory power-supply. 
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Platinum recovery. Platinum passes into the gas stream 
in the form of very fine particles, and its loss can repre- 
sent an increase of several per cent in production costs. 
Therefore, recovery units are installed in many plants, 
and the fine dust reclaimed is returned with spent gauzes 
to the precious-metal refinery. Several types of recovery 
units are in use, the more common incorporating filters 
of glass wool or silica fibres (65, 68). One device uses 
calcium oxide as a filter medium, and the retained plati- 
num dust is recovered by slurrying with water and dis- 
solving in nitric acid, followed by filtration. In another 
recovery method, the platinum dust forms an alloy with 
gold previously deposited on ceramic rings, which are 
eventually stripped and reprocessed (64). Recoveries 
should be of the order of at least 50 per cent for dry filters 
and may be as high as 80 per cent for the lime type of 
unit, according to the permeability of the filter media 
used and the type of process. Attempts to increase plati- 
num recovery by using finer filter media may result in 
greater operating costs; hence, an optimum balance 
between these two factors must be adopted. 

5. Technical and economic comparisons 

The availability of low-, medium- and high-pressur 
techniques for oxidation and absorption offers a variety 
of alternative combinations by which nitric acid can be 
manufactured, and this has led to the development of 
numerous commercial processes differing largely in 
accordance with the combination selected (83). In gene- 
ral, high-pressure operation permits smaller plant units 
to be used for a given output and helps to reduce capital 
cost. High pressures also favour NOa absorption (61). 
However, high-pressure ammonia oxidation induces 
greater catalyst losses and also increases power require- 
ments unless additional equipment is installed for power 
recovery. In terms of percentages, capital costs for a 
high-pressure plant could be at least 10 per cent lower 
than those for a low- or medium-pressure plant of the 
same capacity, and the steam produced might be 20 per 
cent greater. At the same time, the total nitrogen conver- 
sion efficiency might be 1.0 to 1.5 per cent lower and the 
platinum consumption two to three times greater. In 
addition, the energy consumption and maintenance 
changes are likely to be higher for a high-pressure plant. 

Plant investment and production costs are charted in 
chapter XXI, figures 90, 91 and 92. 

Figure 22 shows the basic flow diagram of a typical 
high-pressure nitric acid process. 

In order to obtain an optimum compromise between 
capital investment and production cost, several European 
proprietary processes incorporating low- or medium- 
pressure oxidation and high-pressure absorption, together 
with maximum steam and power recovery, have been 
devised. Combinations of low and medium pressures are 
also used in other processes. Hence, there appears to be 
no one best method (84), but rather an optimum combina- 
tion of techniques for each set of conditions (85). This 
can be determined only on the basis of a detailed tech- 
nical and economic analysis of several alternatives. 

For example, where the costs of ammonia and power 
are high, ajplant giving maximum over-all efficiency would 

Figure 22. Basic flow diagram for a typical high-pressure nitric 
acid process 
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be advocated, perhaps based on low-pressure oxidation 
and medium- or high-pressure absorption. In cases where 
available funds were limited and high-rates of return 
and/or a rapid write-off of capital were essential, but 
ammonia and power costs were not the critical factors, 
a completely high-pressure process might be the best 
choice. As with many other chemical processes, therefore, 
the optimum choice becomes a function of financial 
policy and accounting procedures, in addition to techno- 
logical considerations. Alternatively, an emphasis on 
high acid-concentration might dictate the selection of a 
process incorporating high-pressure absorption and 
chilled process-water. One general comparison between 
the requirements per ton of 100 per cent HNOa, for the 
low-medium combination-pressure plants of European 
design and high-pressure plants of the type used in the 
United States of America, was given as : 

TABLE 40. GENERAL COMPARISON OF NITRIC ACID PROCESSES USED 

TO EUROPE AND TUB UNITED STATES OP AMBRICA 

Froctti tate 
In Europe 

frotta una 
In Untiti Statt» 

of Amtrica 

Ammonta (toas)  0.28 to 0.29 0.29 to 0.294 
Platinum (troy ounces)  0.002 0.004 to 0.005 
Steam credit (tons)  1.0 to 1.5 1.0   to 1.25 
Cooling water (gallons) .... 25,000 25,000 

SouRcr: Chemical Week (New York), vol. 54 (I Dec. 1962). 

As a guide, the principal features of some typical com- 
mercial nitric acid processes are given in table 41. 
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TABLE 41. PRINCIPAL FEATURES OF TYPICAL COMMERCIAI  NITRIC  \< II> I»RO< issrs 

Ref. 
No. Name 

Operating pressures atmospheres 
(absolute) (approximate) 

Combustion       Oxidation        Absorption 

Product acid 
(percentage 

HNO,) 
typical requirements per ton 

of 100 per cent USO,, Distinctive features 

la Bamag (monopressure) .  1,4 or 8 

16  Bamag (combination) .  1,4 or 8 

2   Chemco 8 to 9 

3    CAI 

4    Fauser Montecatini .  . 4 to 5 

5   Grand Paroisse .... 3 to 4 

6   Hercules 8 

7   Kuhlman 

8    Pechiney-St. Gobain.     4 to 5 

As for com- As for com- 55 to 70      Dependent or pressures      Uses perforated-plate towers 
bustion        bustion used with cooling-water coils on 

the plates 

(I, 4,4 aim. pressures I 

4 or 8 4 or 8 55 to 70      NH, 280 kg     Similar to above 
Pt 45 mg 
Cooling H.O   .   . 170 m3 

PureH.O 100 kg 
L.V. power   . 20 kWh 
(Product steam)    200 kg 

(Steam turbine and 510° CExpdr )    (With steam turbine and «JO» C 
Expdr.) 

8 to 9 8 to 9 55 to 65      NH, 287 kg NH, 287 kg 
Pt 128 mg Pt 128 mg 
Cooling H,0       .135 m» Cooling H.O ,100 m» 
Pure H.O . 500 kg Pure H,0 540 kg 
L.V. power 3.9 kWh I V power 3.9 kWh 
(Product steam)    200 (Product steam) . 970kg 

to 350 kg 

g g 55 to 67+   NH, 292 kg     Uses cascade cooling and a 
Pt 170 nig       single tower for oxidation/ 
Cooling H,0    .     117 m»        absorption/bleaching 
Pure H,0 . 400 kg 
L.V. power  .   .       93 kWh 
(Product steam) . 880 kg 

4 to 5 4 to 5 53 to 62      NH, 286 kg     Uses separate oxidation and 
pt 85 absorption   towers  fitted 

to 100 mg       with   refrigerated   tray». 
Cooling H,0       .100 The ñgures shown refer to 

to 230 m'        a steam-turbine drive 
Power 50 kWh 
(Product steam) . 100 

to 300 kg 

7 to 8 7 to I 56 to 70     NH, 282 kg    Oxidation towers cooled by 
pt 100 mg       external   water  curtains. 
Cooling H,0   .  . 200 m"       Absorption tower ¿ooled 
PureH,0 . 710 kg       by   internal   water-coil«, 
L.V. power  .10 kWh     5-unit, single-shaft turbo- 
(Product steam) . 135 kg        compressor used 

|                |                57 to 60     NH, 285 kg Uses high gas superheat to 
pt 174 mg obtain  maximum   power 
Cooling H,0 . . 85 recovery. Specially design- 

to 95 m' ed water-cooled trays en- 
Pure H,0 . . 500 kg sure a minimum 99 per 
L.V. powtr 5 kWh cent efficiency of absorp- 
(Product steam)      80 kg tion 

4 3 55 to 70     NH, 280 kg     Uses  a  specially  designed 
pt 45 mg       tray to induce oxidation 
Cooling H.O 150 m11       and   absorption   in   the 
L.V. power 10 kWh     liquid phase 
(Product steam)     110 kg 

4 to 5 4 to S Normally   NH. 286 kg     Uses specially designed wa- 
upto60  Pt 100 mg       ter-cooled trays in oxida- 

L.V. power  .      .   50 kWh     tion-absorption columns 
(Product steam)    300 kg 
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TABLE 41  (continued) 

Operating pressures atmospheres 
ß f                                                                        (absolute)  (approximate) Product acid 
No.                        Same                        f v.•;,,..,;.,.        n , • .,              \.L                      (percentage          Typical requirements per ton 

name                      Combustion       Oxlaation        Absorption          HNO,)                of ¡00 per cent HNO, Distinctive features 

9a   Société Belge de l'Azote 
ÍSBA> 1                   3 to 5           3 to 5 

f For 53 per cent HNO,) 

58 to 70 NH, 281 kg Packed columns for 58 per 
Pt 45 mg cent acid. Additional plate- 
Cooling H,0   .   . 150ms 

type   columns   used   for 
Pure H.O ... 650 kg 70 per cent acid 
L.V. power .   .   .   10 kWh 
(Product steam) .     0 

to 950 kg 
96   SBA       13                3to5           g 50 to 70 Similar to above Similar to above. Uses cata- 

lytic  tail-gas combustion 
for maximum energy re- 
covery 

10    Stami-Carbon   .  .   .   . (a) 1             5t06          5 to 6 
(*)to 

5 

50 to 65 NH, 285 kg Specially  designed  plate 
Pt 45 mg coolers used in conjunc- 
Cooling H,0   .  . 250 m* tion with packed columns. 
PureHtO .  .   .     730 kg Figures  shown  refer  to 
L.V. power     .   .   20 kWh process (a) 
(Product steam) .    0 

to 100 kg 
11a  Uhde (normal-strength) 7 to 8          7 to 8         7 to 8 55 to 60 NH, 285 kg 79 per cent of steam produ- 

Pt  (before  reco- ced used for driving air 
very)  200 mg compreasor, 11 per cent for 

Cooling H,0   .     150 m* heating  tail-gas,  10 per 
L.V. power .  .   .    10 kWh cent as product steam. 
(Product steam) . 130 kg Bubble-tray absorbers used 

11* Uhde (high-strength).  . (a) 4.5        4 to 5         4 to 5 
(*)1 

68 mini- 
(Gas and steam turbimi) 

NH, 283 kg Uses multistage, packed oxi- 
mum Pt  (before  reco- dation and absorption co- 

very)  60 mg lumns; each stage fitted 
Cooling H,0   .  . 165 m» with    own   cooler   and 
PureH,0 .... 250kg pump. Figures shown refer 
L.V. power .  .  .   40 kWh to process 11* (a) 
(Product steam) . 210 kg 

12    Weaiherly 9.5             9.0            9.0 55 to 60 (or 
higher) 

(Steam turbine) 

NU, 284kg Uses butted heat-exchanger 
assembly and single oxida- 

Cooling H,0   .  . 142 m» tion-absorption    column 
PureHtO .... 750kg fitted with bubble trays 
L.V. power .  .   .     6 kWh 
(Product steam and 

"  

condensate)       400 kg 

4'?i^0Tui??L^ifu?.to ***" ste*m produc"d by the pUnt and (2) Table 41 it intended as a general comparative mid« only Actual 
plant performs«!«, depend in each case on such sps^wuws « 
daily design capacjties. water temperature, type ofdrive aTotbet 
auociated items, selected in accordance withlocal condiuels 

6. Nitric acid concentration 

(•) By sulphuric acid dehydration 

Although nitric acid concentrations of the order of 
60 per cent HNO, suffice for most fertilizer purposes, 
higher strengths can sometimes yield financial savings in 
subsequent processing and/or transportation, and con- 
centrations of 99 per cent or even 100 per cent are required 
for certain chemical processes (86). The usual method of 
concentration is to distil "weak" nitric acid (say, 55 to 

60 per cent HNO,) with strong sulphuric acid, which 
splits the 68 per cent azeotrope to yield concentrated 
nitric acid and dilute sulphuric acid. 

In this process, distillation is undertaken continuously 
by feeding "weak" nitric acid and concentrated sulphuric 
acid into the bottom and top, respectively, of a packed 
dehydrating tower. Concentrated nitric acid is evolved 
from the top of the tower at about 110° C and is con- 
densed in a water-cooled condenser as a "strong" 96 
to 98 per cent HNO,. The mixed acids leaving the bate 
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of the towei pass lo .i loiii'i-iiliatui of sjxxi.il design m 
which the ;K ui is heated by high pressure stein» isav. 
180 to 2(M) psig) in |.u keicil. silicon non IUIM- < >n Iciung 
the concentr.uor, ¡he diluted 7(i i,> M JH*I u-ni suiphun, 
acid enters a dcnitrating lower belore being moled .nul 
stored tor re-concentration 01 for MK h by-product pur 
poses as ammonium sulphate manufuiturr 

Nitric acid and nitric oxides released in the tornentrator 
and denitrator also pass through the dehydrating tewci 
and are condensed as "strong" HNO,   Ihr produit ,iud 
is usually bleached before storage and  subsequent use 
A basic flow diagram of this process is shown in figure 1i 

Figure 21. Sulphuru  at id t\pt of coneentruttun /»rorro  fitr   nr.ing 
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(b) By magnesium nitrate dehydration 
In a novel process developed originally in recent year* 

by the Hercules Powder Company of the United Sutes 
of America, magnesium nitrate is employed at the dehy- 
drating medium and is initially made by dissolving 
magnésium carbonate in 60 per cent HNO, (84, i?) Tim 
solution is concentrated to about 72 per cent in an «ya- 
porator and is then combined with "weak" nitric acid 
(55 to 60 per cent HNO,) in a tray type of distillation 
column at approximately 100« C. The salt solution pick* 
up water in the column and splits the ajeotrope to yield 
"strong" nitric acid, which leaves the top of the column 
and is condensed to form a product containing at lean 
99 per cent HNO». 

Part of this acid is returned to the column as a reflui 
acid, and magnesium nitrate is withdrawn from the haie 
of the column as a 55 to 70 per cent solution at 115» C 
to 125° C, for cyclic concentration to a 72 per cent soiu 
tion. It is claimed that a sulphate-free acid in the range 
of 99 to 100 per cent HNO, is readily produced by thi* 
process, and operating costs are about one-half of those 
incurred by dehydration with sulphuric acid In addition 
capital requirements are about two-thirds of the co*t of » 
corresponding concentration unit of the sulphuric acid 
type. Á bask: (low diagram is shown in figure 24 
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Several other rneth«nls fur ptoducmM loncentrated 
mm*, avid havr hcen developed or proposed fn the 
lamer proves* nitrn osate* lt,»m an ammonia burner 
are t|itaklv to.ktt it» remo\r »ìLI v4pour aiwJ are then 
further oxidi/ed in a to*rr (««i 1 he gase* are ,>ro pressed 
to at least K atmosphere•» ttvi are utoled «•> 14 I io «epa 
rate liquid \< », I ht is heated at Ni atmosphere* and 
70" l tor ah,mi (,>,» hours *nh mi oui diluted nitra 
acid to vwkf HNO, ,»t m to « prr o?ni c« «Kent ml ton 
Modified versions «if ihis meih»Hl using air or oaygen. 
have been developed by Bamag M?gum <**) and a similjtr 
process Has been drmrihM by Mr>»*hchenko and 
Karguitaci 

fhe Wisconsin Ihermal IV.ce»* for the manufacture ot 
strong nitric acni has ah«> been proposed »% a pusttbie 
future source of concentrated UNI),!*») In this case, 
the NO* produced in the furnace would be absorbed IMI 
silica gel and, *uh*eu,urntiy. *ouU be »tripped and con- 
denied to form liquid NfO, »hi* h VA ou Id finally be con 
verted It» uvitcentrated nitric aval by further oaidkttton 
and combination with (be theoretical amount of water 
under pressure A concentrated nitrh acid method involv 
ing agitation under prewure v»ith lapitd nur .-gen peroiide 
hai also been reported by Morris ftI) 

Av prevKHidv mentioned, it n» po**thk to obtain higher 
vfrengfhs of *eas' nitra acid by raising «bw rptton 
pressure* and using lower temperatures in *. (injunction 
with »«eh ipecial devicev as the Kuhlman 'my. which 
permits the production of HNO, concentration» of about 
W per cent (12, W> Meanwhile the otammrnt of »till 
higher cttncentrationv wnh*»ut the une of chemical 
dehyurants (ft»r esampk. vulphura acid »»f corresponding 
salts) t»r rec«»ur*ji to h*tth .mt.xlaves still remains a 
desirable goal 

7    Materials »f cott/ri« tum 

Ine »trongly «»«idling properties of intra acal pnvduce 
• patNvatmg effet t on certain metals, e g iron, steel and 
aluminium,  nu the formation  oi compkx o »ides  and 
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A* repards non metallk materials, earlier plants used 
Monewure extensively for equipmeni construction 'ndus- 
irwl «lass « ire has ais,, been employed Various fluor 
carbon plagias m the torm of lined and unitimi piping, 
•heet and coalings, as well as gaskets and seals, are used 
to an increasing degree in intra acid plants because of 
tottr inertness, fte*ihili!v and convenience (84). even 
though initial costs may he relatively greater than for 
steel or „ome ferrous »Hoys Some of the latest pro- 
prietary ftuorcarbon materials are said to be inert even 
to hoi. fuming nitric acid 

fc  AMMONIUM NITRATI- 

I   General information 

Although the nitrogen content of ammonium nitrate is 
35 per cent, one-half of this is in the nitrate form, which is 
reported by some growers (especially paddy farmers) (86) 
to be inferior to ammoniacal nitrogen and also prone to 
leaching (94\ In addition, ammonium nitrate is quite 
hygroscopic and, moreover, may involve some risk of 
fire or even explosion unless suitable precautions are 
undertaken (40). For these reasons, its popularity as a 
fertiliier has tended to be greater in the western hemi- 
sphere, particularly in the United States of America, 
where large tonnages are incorporated in fertilizer solu- 
tions (83, 95). More recently, improved production (96) 
coating (97, 98) and bagging (99,100) techniques have 
greatly aided the storage properties of ammonium nitrate 
«ad may lead to a greater demand for the solid material 
in humid and tropical areas. 

In continental Europe and in the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, where the climate is 
usually much less humid than in tropical areas, substantial 
»mounts of ammonium nitrate are prepared in situ and 
incorporated into multinutrient binary and ternary fer- 
tilizers. In the United Kingdom, ammonium nitrate is 
said to be replacing ammonium sulphate and even 
ammonium phosphate to some extent (101, 102). The 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Develop- 
ment (OECD) recently showed that in Europe, ammonium 
nitrate represented over 40 per cent of the total nitrogen 
production, compared with 27 per cent, 16 per cent and 
5 per cent for ammonium sulphate, multinutrient fer- 
tilizers and urea respectively (103). 

In. n\tsin>! ()!i.tnnin*s .»I ammo m inflate   ire nM>,| |,,r 

'•l-isinH- puf poses m toniunit  with  Im-I .>il   and rela- 

"ltli '••'".ill H'I.Minis y, . iiiisiiinni iH the *>u « mg and 

•hetnual in,¡,>.tries I lu ...ni.-! -«rained I v. jv ! 1(14) of 

ammonium muait- made bv rollini- ihr semi molten sail 

• "i ut ..pen pan together wilt, resms or waxes, has been 

lirgels sui vi eded hv pulled «ramilo ami istalline 
ini pi odia ts 

¿   f'rop, mes ut ammonium minile 

Ihe more important properties of ammonium nitrate 
are given below 

I Milt   42     PmiPHtltfS   ,M   AMMONII M   M IR 41 í-   (I  KSSIAIIINI) 

( Ol...» Whl,c 

M.iletulai weight 80 05 

Nitrogen content ^peic-nt 
Density 20" 4"( \ T>5 

Melting-point I7J,4»C 

Solubility 

(•rammet 
\HtNO, p,r 

Umprrvur* ,'f) '°° »f~ 

0  118 
20                     187 
40  297 
60  410 
°"      576 

¡t»  843 
Crystal states 

Ttm^atur, CC)                                                      ¡¡,att ¡¡yMm 

1696 Liquid _ 
169.610 125.2 Cubic I 
125.2 to  84.2 Tetragonal 2 
842,0 *2.1 Rhombic 3 
32"o     18 Rhombic 4 

fc,ow -I* Tetragonal 5 
Critical relative humidities 

20oC(68°F)  633 

30« C (86° F)  594 

The changes in crystal state at 84.2° C and 32.1° C 
result in sudden expansion, which may cause particle 
degradation during processing and storage, leading to 
eventual caking problems unless special cooling provi- 
sions are undertaken. Another characteristic of ammo- 
nium nitrate is its negative heat of reaction : 60 parts of 
salt will give a reduction in temperature from 13.6°C to 
-I3.6°C when dissolved in 100 parts of water. Schultz 
and Elmore (105) and others (106,107) have investigated 
the system Nr^NOa-NHg-HgO in considerable detail. 
From the solubility data shown above, it can be inferred 
that ammonium nitrate is quite hygroscopic under most 
conditions. 

3. Chemical reactions 

Ammonium nitrate is produced commercially from 
ammonia and nitric acid, according to the following 
equation : 

NH^ + HNCVa*) Nr^NQjto) - 26,000 cal/g-mole 
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When healed, ammonium mirale decompose between 
-'•HI- i,, "ir i .,,„) mav l(,nfiniip lo hurt), VIMUV ,,n tout 

I times, t e 

NI(4N(),(u       Vi)/,,       211/Hu)     6.7?(Kalg-m«.V 

When subletted i,, piivsK.il shock, especially il organu 
material is picscnt. detonation tan occur (a, in (he case 
of ammonmm mirati- fuel .»I mixtures) on (he follow inn 
line-, 

NH4N<)ah)   ,\jM) .  H„o<Ä) ,   | 2 ()„(*)     2i.,/(K)cal/g- 
mole 

4   Production methods 

Several proprietary processes for ammonium nitrate 
manufacture are available, using various combinations 
of different neutralization, evaporation, drying and 
finishing methods (19. pp 232-236; 96, 108, 109). Solid 
ammonium nitrate is produced in the form of prills, 
crystals, and granules, either alone or in combination 
with other materials. Large toi,nages of ammonium 
nitrate are also made (principally in the United States of 
America) in the form of solutions having concentrations 
in the range of 80 to 90 per cent, for use in liquid ferti- 
lizers. The major unit operations used in ammonium 
nitrate manufacture are described below. 

(a) Neutralization 

When sufficient steam to operate the plant is readily 
available from by-product or other low-cost sources, the 
use of an atmospheric type of neutralizer may be pre- 
ferable, since such units are relatively low in capital costs 
and simple to operate. Alternatively, most or all of the 
ste. m needed to pre-hcat the feeds and to concentrate 
the ammonium nitrate solution can be generated by neu- 
tralizing acids containing more than 50 per cent HNO., 
in a unit of the pressure type. (By using a 64 per cent acid, 
about I ton of steam can be produced for each ton of 

Figure 25. Pressure-neutralizer process for ammonium nitrate 
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(b) h wishing 

Prilling 

A popular method of producing „»lui .onmoniuin 
nitrate is prilling, whereby the solution |,,,n, ,|,,. „..„,,,, 
li/er is concentrated to about 9s p.-, ,:•,,. ,lfll| v1Mll'.,¡ 
tinder pressure or centrifugal IOK,- |Mm th • top .a/.,' 
tower into a rising stream of wann an <%, | \> , , | |!ls ls 

analogous to the use of shot-towers m the k id mduMrv.> 
The solution solidifies in the form ol small spheres or 
prills, winch are reco\ered troni the hase of the tower 
and are subsequently dried, cooled, coated and banged. 
To minimi/e particle degradation arising from changes in 
crystal structure during drying and coolim:. these opera- 
tions are usually undertaken in a special rotary drier- 
cooler sequence under carefully controlled conditions. 

In some plants, concentration of the nitrate solution 
belore prilling is raised to about 99.5 per cent in a wiped- 
film or other type of evaporator. To minimize variations 
in feed and particle size during prilling, various pro- 
prietary methods of spraying have been developed (96) 
Similarly, numerous designs of tower are used, ranging 
from converted chimneys to large structures about 
200 feet in height and constructed in aluminium (112) or 
alloy steel. More recently, relatively short towers, 70 to 
100 feet nigh, have also been installed in some plants 
for ammonium nitrate or urea prill production Another 
development is the use of special clay, in conjunction 
with naphthene sulphonatc derivatives for coating the 
cooled prills, in order to minimize storage problems. 
Coatings of resin-paraffin mixtures are also used by some 
producers, The final product, containing about 33.5 per 
cent nitrogen, is packed in plastic moisture-proof bags 
or in plastic-lined paper of jute construction. 

Plant investment and production costs for prilled 
ammonium nitrate are given in chapter XXI, figures 74 
and 75. Additional data are given in figure 93. 

Granulation 

Ammonium nitrate is also produced in granular form 
using rotary drums, pug-mills or combinations of these 
machines (113). Latent heat of crystallization is used to 
effect most or all of the drying, following granulation of 
the concentrated solution, final drying, tooling and 
hardening is usually undertaken in air-swept rotary 
drums, followed by coating and bagging in moisture-proof 
bags. 

Melt processes 

Ammonium niirate can be produced readily in molten 
form also, and several processes of this nature have been 
developed or proposed. In the well-known Stengel pro- 
cess, 60 per cent nitric acid is heated to about 170" C, or 
combined with ammonia vapour superheated to about 
150° C, in a packed, stainless-steel reac'or operating at 
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resultn« multen anion unum mi!,tic •,(<•,itti an,I tr.nc 
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heated 1.. . IN.III .-iMC í 1. 1.1,-HI, ihrou^h the i»...líen 
salí, lo rril lurthcr the iinnstuu- (.miicnt li.«it, ,,f,.Mi! 
2 per con! lo neath 0 2 per ¡ ont Air leaving (fu sep.tr :t<.i 
is reheated, snipped «>t residual ,1111111.(11111111 intrate iti a 
condenser ami rciuled through lho meli 

I he molten salt flows MU a \u-it box mila a water 
cooled stainless -steel belt ami the i hilled nitrate is 
fractured, coarse-gioinui. screened, coated and b.tyged 
as a 33 '- per cent nitrogen, semi-granular prodtkt I us 
process, which is illust- -.-cd diagrammatical!;, 111 ligure It,. 
can readily be adapted to produce intrudi,ilk (ammonium 
nitrate-limestonei containing 20.5 per ceni nitrogen and 
also ammonium nitrate-su'phate containing 2o.O per cent 
nitrogen if desired. 

figure 26.  Stengel procea for ammonium nitrate 
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In the Bamag process, gaseous ammonia and concen- 
trated nitric acid are pumped into molten ammonium 
nitrate at about 150° C; after separation of the water 
vapour formed, the virtually anhydrous molten salt can 
be used to produce granules, prills or other forms of 
nitrate, according to need. 

Crystallization 
As previously mentioned, crystalline ammonium nitrate 

can be produced by the direct reaction of anhydrous 
ammonia and nitric acid in conventional, continuous 
crystallizers operating under vacuum, atmospheric or 
higher pressures. Either separate units or combined 
neutralizer-crystallizers may be used. In the former, 
ammonia and nitric acid are first reacted in a stainless- 
steel vessel to give a pH of about 0.7 and are trimmed by 
additional ammonia 10 » pH of nearly 6.5. The solution 
containing 56 to 60 per cent ammonium nitrate is con- 
centrated to approximately 83 per cent in a forced circu- 
lation evaporator heated partly by steam produced in the 
oeutralizer. Concentrated liquor leaves the evaporator 
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by cirel'ul temperature ¡ ontrnl, the pasiv s.tlt chances 
into small grains «>r pellet'., which arc cooled coated 
and bagged. 

Nitro-chaik 
The addition of 40 per cent of powdered limestone or 

calcium carbonate to ammonium nitrate is widely under- 
taken as a means of improving slot ige properties (I If») 
and minimizing the risk of fire or explosion The addition 
is usually made to the concentrated solution before 
prilling or granulating, and the product falso called 
calcium ammonium nitrate or "Calnitro") contains about 
20 to 21 per cent of nitrogen 

(c) Granulated nitrogen salts 
In a process developed more recently in the United 

State of America, by the Tennessee Valley Authority. 
granulated ammo lium salts and r.h'ures are made in a 
relatively simple way (î 17;. The desired quantities of 
nitric acid, plus sulphuric and/or phosphoric acid are 
first ammoniaied in a pre-neutralizer and then concen- 
trated and neutralized with additional ammonia to yield 
a 94 to 98 per cent solution. This is sprayed over a ro'lirg 
bed of recycled fines in a pan granulator and the dis- 
charged material is screened to remove on-size granules 
(in the 6 to 10-mesh ran^e). Over-size material is .lushed, 
combined with under-súe material and returred to the 
pan granulator. Potash can be added to the last neutra- 
lizer or to the solid recycic stream to produce complete 
nitrogen-phosphate-potash compounds, ror niunv for- 
mulations, recycle ratios are of the 0 der of I to ! of 
product, or even less. Typical products include ammonium 
nitrate (33 per cent nitrogen), ammonium sulphate 
nitrate(21 to 34 per cent nitrogen),ammonium phosphate 
nitrate (30-10-0) and such ternary grades as 24-6-12 and 
17-17-17. 

A flow diagram of this process is shown in figure 27 
and pans up to 14 feet in diameter, with capacities of 
about I ton per hour per 15 square feet *re used. The 
employment of a pre-cooler to reduce the en-size material 
to below the transition point of 32.1° C, prior to final 
drying, should be noted, as well as the cooling of the 
recycled material prior to regranulation. 

Caution must be used when incorporating ammonium 
nitrate with other salts in mixed fertilizer formulations 
because of a possible increase in hygroscopicity. For 
instance, some mixtures of ammonium nitrate and mono- 
calcium phosphate or urea may result in critical relative 
humidities as low as 36.4 per cent and 18.1 per cent, 
respectively. 
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<d) Ammonium mirate soiutwm 

In Canada and United State* of America (and. to an 
increasini degree, m Eur pe and South Africa), luhrtan- 
tiai quantities of ammonium nitrate are produced tn 
solution form and used either atone or in conjunction 
with other materials, such as solution* of urea ami super 
phosphoric acid (83, p. 35; 95) In one integrated procev» 
used in the United States of America, part of the ammonia 
from the one-through urea is used to make nttm acid 
and part is reacted with tail-gas from the nitric acid 
unit to yield ammoni un nitrate, which is used either 
alone or in combination with the urea, to the form of a 
fertilizer solution contamina 32 per cent of nitrogen 
fUAL 32). ^ 

5. Storage of ammonium nitrate 

(a) Solid ammonium nitrate 

A major consideration when storing solid ammonium 
nitrate (and fertilizers containing more than about 
60 per cent of ammonium nitrate) is the need for pre- 
cautions against fire and possible explosion (I II) Hence, 
ii many countries, it is usual to find regulations con- 
fi JUtng details auch aa maximum bulk-storage capacities, 
p. oximity to and admixture with other mater ¡ai», bagging, 
labelling and handling procedures, etc (40, 121). Another 
consideration is the avoidance of subsequent caking in 
both bulk and bagged storage by limiting free moisture 
to 0.3 per cent (or less), preventing the formation of fine*, 
and minimizing wide fluctuations of temperature and 
humidity by sealing the storage building or by using tome 
form of air-conditioning in extreme cases. The more 
recent availability of uniformly granulated and prilled 
products, plus effective coating agento and impervious 
plastic bag» h.M greatly assisted the storage, handling 
?nd application of ammonium nitrate and related solid 
fertuuers. 
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I       SlHMI  M   SI»« A II 

I    (renerai tnt'>imai,>m 

Ìef«»fe the -«variability ot syn'hetu ammonia and it* 
derivatives vnliuin nitrate .»I n.itur.il ..ri^in *as the 
majo* «niae of nitric MHí .HUí chemical mir.»gen for 
feruti«-r purposes m mans ».ountrti-s Mmi ut this mirate 
originated m í hile where il is pniuipalt, found <n a large 
<*rr body maris *otl mi le s Un« and Hi (.> Mi mile-* wide, 
on the eastern part of the Chilean io*%t.il ringe Nitrate 
production is still a major industry in Chile ami currently 
approches ^WMMII tons annual!) Small deposits <^Ur 
in other arca», c g Africa. Amtraha. MC»K.K the United 
Arab HepuMtc and the I'mted State«» «it Amenta 
Substantial amount* of %ynthetK -widium nitrate were 
formerly made in Europe and the I nited State-», but pro- 
duction ha* declined appretiahh %ince the Second World 
War. from tome MJÖ.0Ü0 ton< to ahouf I Ki.iHK) tcwi« per 
annum, owing to the .ivailabilm of other nitrogen for* 
tduers whkh hav^ tawer tmt* per unit of nitrogen 

2   Priwtpai utes 

A» a fertiliicr, todium nitrate hat for k»nj been apphed 
as a wrfaee~dre*Mnf in *uth countries ai the I nited 
Arab Republu and the I mied States <>; America, for 
cotton, tobacco and some vegetable crop* However, Ml 
use as a "straight mtrogrn lertih/cr has dc lined con- 
stderabl> during the last century 111»> lor example, in 
the United Kmgd*>m, Mime 20.0»! tont of nitrogen wen- 
used in the form of sodtun nitrate in \n<&, wherea» 
rekUvely none is uied today (94. p II* As with other 
nitrates (lo), WKIIUHI nitrate it prone u» leaching in the 
soil, but it has the ad-antage of possessing a metailac 
cation, and. unhfce ammonii ani derivatives, including 
urea, it will not promote can m looses in 'he »oil and lead 
to unsuspected soil acidity 

Industrial applications include meat pretervatton, heat 
treatment of metals und u«e as a flux in the ceramic and 
metallurgical industries Associated derivative« include 
potassium nitrate and other nitrate », for example, in the 
period 1962/1963, about MMJOM tons ol pota*Mum mira» 
were produced and exported from Chile, le**er amounts 
being made in Europe and «he United States, from 
sodium nitrate and other sources 
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3   Prnpcriws ni sinlium mirate    <¡\nlhett( 

[he properties of multimi nitrate are given in t:iblc 43. 

I AHI I    4*      t'RoriMIII.S Ol   VHUI   M   NtlRAIt   (MMMHh   Ì 

formula NaNO, 
Ouarantecd anal: Ms Hypi.al) 

Nitrogen 16.0 per ceni 
Sodium 26.Ü per cent 

Appearance Whte    crystalline    ihom- 
bohedra 

Molecular weight 85.01 
Melting-point 308.3° C 
Effect of heat . •   Decomposes    in    sodium 

nitrate and onygen above 
450° C 

Density 20« 4" C 2.257 

Solubility in *ater 
Irmprralurt ec> Grmmmtiptr l M) grammtl HtO 

U .......        73 
10 96 
30  176 

100 1W 
Bulk densa) 

PtUcU                      75 pounds per cubic foot 
Coarte material       80 pounds per cubic foot 
Fine powder  .85 pounds per cubic foot 

Criticai relat've humidicici 
20»C(«»F>  74.7 
30»C(§é»F)  73.7 

4. Production methods 

(•) From natural deposits 
ID Chile, the nitrate ore or caliche is widely varying in 

composition and may range from 80 per cent to virtually 
zero nitrate content, although little high-grade material 
is available today. A typical analysis of run-of-mhe ore 
might be the following (in percentages) : 

NaNO,       7-10 
Nad        4-1° 
Na,*©«  10-30 
Mg. Ca, K, Br, I, 2-7 
H*0         1-2 
lUmainder         Gangue 

These componenti are prêtent in the form of complex, 
mixed sulphates, e.g., Darapskite, NaNOJ.NatS04 H,0. 

Early production methods were based on hand- 
picking the higher grade ore containing about 13 per cent 
sodium nitrate and leaching it in directly heated open 
pan< until saturation was reached (119). The solution 
mu the« piped to settling-pans and cooled to produce 
sodium nitrate crystals, which were drained, dried in the 
sun and bagged or shipped in bulk overseas. An improved 
version of this method known as the Shanks process, 
which was first used about 1890. and remained popular 
for about ifty years, is now virtually obsolete. Most 
current production is undertaken by the Guggenheim 
process, which permits ores containing under 10 per cent 
nitrate to be profitably worked, thus extending the life 
of the Chilean nitrate ndustry by several decades. 

In the Guggenheim method, caliche is mined by open- 
Pit operation-., using drag-lines and power-shovels, and 
is UUNK'I.1 to about HO per cent between 3,4 and 
3 M inch (?) lilis product is leached at about 40" C with 
water in a scries of vats, each having a capacity of some 
H).(KM) tons el crushed ore The underflow from each vat 
is heated before passing to the next, as sodium nitrate 
has a negative heat oí solution. After extraction and 
washing are complete, the residue is removed from the 
vats by grabs and is hauled to a waste dump. 

line material from the crushers is pulped in a separate 
syst-rn, and the gangue removed by means of Moore 
filters. The filtrates are combined with liquor from the 
leach tanks and are chilled in shell-and-tube units to 
precipitate crystalline sodium nitrate. Initial cooling is 
undertaken by heat-exchange with in-process leach liquor 
and final chilling by ammonia. The sodium nitrate slurry 
is dewatered and washed in batch centrifuges to yield a 
crystalline product of about 25 per cent pure sodium 
nitrate, substantially 48 mesh in size and containing 
approximately 3.5 per cent free-moisture. When a grained 
or prill type product is reouired, the centrifuged salt is 
melted at about 400° C in everberatory furnaces, spray- 
dried in large towers, cooled by heat-exchange with 
mother-liquor in shell-and-tube units and screened to 
yield pellets in the 10- to 20-mesh range containing about 
98 per cent sodium nitrate and 0.2 to 0.3 per cent free- 
moisture. 

Iodine salts present in the caliche accumulate in the 
recycling mother-liquor and are reduced to iodine in a 
separate process, to the extent of some 2,000 tons annually. 
In addition, it has been found that salts which are insol- 
uble in reclycling leach solutions can be extracted from 
the caliche by fresh water and recovered by solar evapora- 
tion, plus selective crystallization, to yield substantial 
tonnages of additional sodium nitrate, as well as potas- 
sium nitrate, plus various iodates, borates and sulphates. 
These associated salts are likely to be of great future 
significance to the Chilean nitrate industry. 

(b) Synthetic sodium nitrate 
The dependence of the United States of America and 

other countries on natural Chilean sodium nitrate during 
the early part of the twentieth century led to the develop- 
ment of several chemical processes for its manufacture. 
AH these methods produce a sodium nitrate solution 
which is concentrated, crystallized and centrifuged. In 
some cases, the dewatered and washed salt is dried in a 
rotary drier prior to screening, storage and bagging; 
alternatively, it may be melted and grained or prilled. 

A major source of synthetic sodium nitrate has been 
the nitrogen oxides process (120), whereby oxidized 
ammonia vapour is reacted with an alkali solution, such 
as sodium carbonate, to yield sodium nitrate, nitric 
oxide, carbon dioxide and water, e.g. : 

6NH8   I   2Na,C03  t   10.5O,   » 4NaNO, 4  9Ht0 } 
r 2NO t- 2CO, 

Unconverted nitric oxide is recycled for further pro- 
cessing. On similar lines, the absorption of oxides of 
nitrogen by alkali solutions as a method of treating tail- 
gases from nitric acid plants and various nitrating pro- 



cesses is undertaken in several places throughout the 
world. Such scrubbing units constitute additional minor 
sources of sodium nitrate (and nitrite) when the effluent 
liquors are treated for recovery of nitrogen salts and not 
pumped to waste. 

Appreciable quantities of sodium nitrate have also been 
made in the United States of America by the salt process 
developed by the Allied Chemical Corporation (120). In 
this method (which is bellt ved not to be currently in 
operation), nitric acid and sodium cnlrridc are reacted 
to yield sodium nitrate chlorine, nitrosyl chloride and 
water, e.g. : 

4HNO., 3NaCI - SN'aNO, • Cl2 2H,(> NOCI 

The nitrosyl chloride can be used as an intermediate 
for other derivatives, or it can be reacted with sodium 
carbonate to yield additional sodium nitrate plus sodium 
chloride, nitric oxide and carbon dioxide : 

3NOCI * 2Na1CO,-NaN03-
1-3Naa-í 2NO 2CC)2 

The salts produced can be redigested and the nitric 
oxide used to make additional sodium nitrate (or nitric 
acid). Alternatively, the nitrosyl chloride can be oxidized 
to yield dinitrogen tetroxide and chlorine for further use, 
e.g.: 

2NOC1 f 02   • N,04 - Cl2 

Figure  28  illustrates di .grammatically  the  nitrogen 
oxides process and the salt process for the production of 
sodium (or potassium) nitrates. 

Other methods used to produce sodium nitrate in minor 
quantities {sometimes as a by-product) include reacting 
nitric acid with soda ash or caustic soda, and using 
ion-exchange between calcium nitrate and a sodium 
zeolite. Several double-decomposition reactions between 
various nitrates and alkali salts, for example, ammonium 

Figure 2H.  Nitrogen oxides and salt processes for sodium nitrate 
production 

Nttioçcn oa«d«t umt 

nitrate and caustic soda or common salt, h.wc either Kvn 
proposed or operated on a small scale 

*. Starace 

Sodium nitrate can be stored a id ship¡x-d iti bali». 
under conditions of low humidity, hut should be packed 
in moisture-resistant bags when intended for use in damp 
or tropical climates In <omc countries, it is regarded as 
a potential fire hazard and may necessitate special label- 
ling, insurance and other precautions, as for ammonium 
nitrate and potassium nitrate (40.121). Such materials 
as baiis or timber, subsequently allowed to dry after 
impregnation with sodium nit-ate, may quickly ignite if 
exposed to elevated temperature, and should be dest ovul 
or thoroughly washed and fire-proofed. 

G  POTASSIUM NITRATE 

1. General information 

When nitrate nitrogen and potassium, without the pre- 
sence of chloride ions, are required for special agricultural 
purposes (122) (eg. where a non-burning material is 
desired), potassium nitrate can be used as a component 
of the solid or solution types of fertilizers, although its 
relatively high cost in terms of plant-food units and its 
rather high temperature-solubilitv coefficient in water 
have limited such applications. The more recent availa- 
bility of larger supplies of the synthetic material in the 
United States of America may lead to a much greater 
demand, especially for special-purpose solid and liquid 
formulations The principal non-fertilizer uses include 
explosives, pyrotechnics and chemical manufacture, as 
well as others akin to those previously indicated for 
sodium nitrate Alternative names for potassium nitrate 
are saltpetre and nitre, which appear in numerous medical, 
chemical and industrial formulations. 

2. Properties of potassium nitrate 

The  properties of potassium  nitrate  are given  in 
table 44. 

TABLE 44. PnopfiTira or POTASSIUM Nmun 

A:  
B: Haat-achaaMr i 
C: O*idtafc*onjt 
D: Oxidation »nd cooling tow* 
E   Addatoti«« towar 
F:  Alt» toil WW» 
G   Soda-aih Mt«tk>a task 
H: 
I: 
I: 

D« itming ww 

Pimthiflg u«<* 

K: Nitrato tototioa «orage Uft* 
L: Evaporator 
M:F.lt«ofc 
N : Rotary drier 
O : Rotary cooler 
P * Scramft 
Q: CMorine-aepa rating cotanta 
R: SaHJigiHir 
S    SaitraactoT 

F irmula  KNO, 
Appearance  White, crystalline 
Molecular weight         101.103 
Melting-point        10«° C 
Effect of heat  Decompose», after melting. 

into potamiunfi nitrite 
and oxygen 

Density 20» 4« C  2.11 
Solubility in water 

Umprraiurt (*C) Gtmmmt ptr iOO f ««etri HtO 

0        13.3 
10      20.9 
30      45.8 
60  110.0 

100  246.0 
Analysis (pure salt) 

Nitrogen 13-M P«'cent 
KjO    . 4A.6 p«r cent 

Critical relative humidities 
20»C(68»F) **-5 

30»Ci86»F) »3.3 
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Various grades are available, for example, technical 
quality (99 per cent purity) and fertilizer quality (95 per 
cent purity), the latter containing aoout 13 per cent N 
and 44 per cent K/). A mixed sodium-pot;;ssium sail is 
also made, containing about 15 per cent N and 14 per 
cent K20. 

3. Production methods 

The occurrence and recovery of potassium nitrate in 
conjunction with Chilean sodium nitrate has been pre- 
viously mentioned. Other natural deposits which have 
been reported on a small scale in various parb of the 
world, for example, Australia and Mexico, are usually in 
remote and arid locations and are not commercially 
exploitable. 

Some methods of producing potassium nitrate by che- 
mical means (¡23) are similar to those described for 
sodium nitrate manufacture and include a recently devel- 
oped process based on reacting potash with nitric acid, 
as in the salt process; this process is illustrated in figure 28. 
In another method, solid potash is added to a hot aqueous 
solution of sodium nitrate; the sodium chloride formed 
crystallizes in the hot mother-liquor, owing to its relatively 
low solubility (124). and is separated by filtration or 
centrifuging. The potassium nitrate liquor is concentrated 
and cooled to yield the crystalline product, which is 
recovered by centrifuging. A method based on reacting 
•olid potash and nitric acid in the vapour phase at about 
330° C and 30 per cent concentration has also been 
proposed, e.g. - 

KCi + 2HNO, - KNO, + HNO, + HCl 

A process for potassium nitrate production, based on 
the use of an organic solvent for promoting the reaction 
between solid potassium chloride and 60 to 65 per cent 
HNO, without the use of heat, has been developed in 
Israel (125). The hydrochloric acid formed enters the 
solvent (e.g., a commercial-grade pentanol). and a simple 
solid-liquid separation yields solid potassium nitrate. The 
solvent is washed in a suitable liquid/liquid contactor 
and recycled. The dilute hydrochloric acid can be con- 
centrated and used for other purposes, e.g., for phosphoric 
acid manufacture by the Israeli Mining Industries process 
or for dkalcium phosphate production. 

4. Storage 

The relatively low solubility of potassium nitrate in 
water at typical atmospheric temperatures results in low 
hygroscopicity; for example, at 26.7° C, a satured solu- 
tion corresponds to a relative humidity of about 90 per 
cent. However, bulk storage is undesirable because of 
fire and explosion hazards, as potassium nitrate is a 
strongly oxidizing agent. As a result, storage and shipping 
are subject to stringent regulations in most countries (121), 
and precautions must be taken to minimize contact with 
carbonaceous or other oxidizable materials. 

H. CALCHI* NITRATE 

1. Goer ai information 

Although simple methods are available for producing 
calcium nitrate, its use as a fertilizer is offset by extreme 

hygroscopicity even in moderately humid climates In 
fact, when it is produced as a co-product in various 
nitrophosphate processes, elaborate steps are sometimes 
(aken to ensure either conversion to less hygroscopic 
salts or removal by crystallization and physical separa- 
tion. It is possible that the more recent availability of 
impervious plastic bags (99, 100) may increase the popu- 
larity of calcium nitrate for agricultural use Current 
annual production, princinally in tiurope. is of the order 
of 500,000 tons Other applications include explosives, 
pyrotechnics and inorganic chemical operations 

2   Properties of calcium nitrate 

The properties of calcium nitrate arc given in tabic 45. 

TAB, F 45. Pnopmrres OF TAI ni M un* AIT 

Formula CaíNQ,», 
Appearance  White, crystalline 
Molecular weight  164 10 
Meltinf-point  555 7° C 
Density 20"'4°C  2.U (anhydride) 
Solubility in water 

Ttmfttatwt CC) Gramme* per • JO frommet HtO 

0  102 
100  364 

Approximate analysis (fertilizer grade) 
Nitrogen  15.5 percent 
Calcium  Ï6.0 per cent 

Critical relative humidities 
20»a«»F)       54.8 
30»aS6»R       46.5 

3. Production methods 

Most calcium nitrate comes from Lurope, where it is 
produced in two principal ways. In one method (83, p. 35), 
a direct reaction between calcium carbonate and nitric 
acid is employed, and in the other (19, pp. ! 96-200), the 
calcium nitrate formed as a co-product in some nitro- 
phosphate processes is separated by crystallization and 
filtration or centrifuging. 

(a) Direct process 
In the direct proceas, crushed limestone is reacted with 

SO per cent nitric acid in towers lined with acid-resistant 
brick, and the residual acid is neutralized with lime. The 
liquor, which contains about 40 per cent CaCNO,),, is 
clarified in settling-tanks and brought to a concentration 
of 87 per cent in a vacuum evaporator unit. Some 5 per 
cent of ammonium nitrate is then added as a granulation 
aid and to raise the nitrugen content to 15.5 per cent, 
prior to spray-drying in a prilling tower. The granules or 
prills are cooled, screened and packed in moisture- 
resistant bap. 

The above reaction, which is exothermic, is represented 
by: 

CaCQ, + 2HNO, - CaiNOJ, + CO, + H/> - 15,410 

(b) Nitrophosphate/caJcitm nitrate production 
Reactions between trie alci urn phosphate \n phosphate 

rock and nitric acid are complex, and some may be 
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eiiipitK.ilK   \!ii>rtti   as 
maten il ratios used 

Ml. . t lit my 

C.|.,( !»(), I 

4M NO, 

MINO-, 

•   <   ,!|M),I, 

2( 'a(NO,>, 

"K'atNO,!, 

• < 

Nitrophosphate processes *.an he distilli ml«» two «.aie 
yones, nameh those m which t alciiim nitrate is separ atei 
from the nitrophosphate liquor, and those v«. hrrnn ». -11 
u'im nHr,tie |v conserted »o less rngros.opn. >"!tip"im'N 
f .- . .imuonmnt nitrate, am! r><> reparation is under 

taken i!9. pp   1% 200> 

\1< st processes in the first category ar. variations 
the original Norwegian "Odda" me'hod in which I pan 
of ground phosphate rock is digested with about I £ pam 
of nitric acid at ^'" to 70" (' in a continuous reaction 
system I he reaction liquor is then chilled by brine in 
heat exchangers to precipitate calcium nitrate tetra 
hydra e. which is. separated and washed by means of 
centrifuges or rotary vacuum filters The ery-'als are 
melted at 42° C, clarified, neutralized with ammonia gas 
and prilled, cooled and bagged A flow diagram of this 
type of process is shown in ñgure 29 

Figure 29  Séparation ivpe of proreu for nitrophosphate and eaieium 
nitrate 
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In some plants, ammonium nitrate is added prior to 
crystallization to yield the double salt, 5Ca(N04>,. 
NH,MYiOH¿>, which hat the advantage of reducing 
cooling requirements, since the crystallization tempera- 
ture is raised from about 10° C to 25° C. In a Netherlands 
variation of this process, the decahydrate of the double 
salt containing 15.5 per cent nitrofcn and al*o anhydrous 
calcium nitrate containing 16.7 per cent nitrogen are 
produced in the form of flakes The decahydrate salt wül 
rapidly absorb water when the relative humidity exceeds 

(ik suri nitrate .in.ils«. be pr, •<!med hv reniions and 
processes -anular to (!>••>«• dest nhed for sodium and 
potassium nitrate Hover.to it i dmtMtuhf mh methods 
can vompett «Hb tin direct re.uH-- > nu t h. >«! usine lime- 
stone ;.nd nitric asid or the ruin »phosphate route except 

in special circumstaiues 

4   Stnragi 

F«.cept in very drv climates, calcium intra' • is likely to 
deliquesce, am! storage in moisture-proof bigs •mme- 
diately after manufacture is usually mandator As with 
other nitrate feitiÜ/e. salts, precautions should be taken 
to avoid impregnation of organic material with c.»ldum 
nitrate to reduce possible conflagration from a source 
of heat in the vicinity F^r this reason, special storage 
and shipping regulations may apply in certain coun- 

tries (40, 121) 
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3)<m36 
X. PRODUCTION OK l RFA 

A    CirWHAI    INMMlMAIIliN 

Wohler firnl prepared urea in 1K28 by the isomeri/ation 
of ammonium eyanate ih Since Jh.it Unie numerous 
processes have been developed for urea synthesis All 
commercial processes arc based on the dehydration of 
ammonium carbamate (2» The chemical reaction is as 
follows 

2NH, ! CO,   - NH,COfNHl     NH»CONH„      HtO 
(Amm carbamate)       ((rea) 

Anhydrous   liquid    ammonia   and   gaseous   carbon 
dioxide are pumped continuously into a reactor main- 
tained at temperatures usually in the range lKO" to 200" C 
and at pressures of 2,500 to 3,500 pound* per square inch 
The reaction   foes  not go to completion; from 45 to 
60 per cent oí the ammonia is converted per pass (3) 
There are interi dations between the feed composition, 
the temperature and pressure maintained in the reactor. 
the reaction time and the composition of the reaction 
product (3, 4)  The reaction product, a mixture of urea, 
ammonia, carbon  dioxide, ammonium carbamate and 
water, leaves the reactor continuously through a pressure 
reducing valve    The  stream then flows  to carbamate 
strippers, where separation info a liquid phase of urea and 
water (containing small quantities of ammonium carba- 
mate tnd ammonia», and a gaseous phase of ammonia, 
carbon dioxide and water vapour take* place  The urea 
solution can be used as fertilizer solution, or it can be 
further processed to produce solid urea in the form of 
crystals   prill*   or   granules   The   mixed   unconverted 
ammonia and carbon dioxide removed from the reactor 
«fluent can be recovered and recycled to the reactor or 
used for the production of other fcitihzer*. eg , ammo 
nium tulpha'e or nitrate 

Depending on the degree of recycling of the unconverted 
ammonia and carbon dioxide, the processes are called 
"total recycle", "partial tecycle" or "once-through" 
Wants of the total recycle type are defined as either "gas- 
«paratbn" recycle units or "earbamate-solution" recycle 
uniti, depending on the general physical method of 
returning the unreactcd ammonia and carbon dioxide to 
the reactor. Recent developments indicate that in large 
units (>ibout 1,500 tons per day), the use of centrifugal 
compressors will permit the use of the "hot gas" recycle 
process, in which the mixed gases are compressed a« 
higher than normal temperatures and recycled to the 
reactors without separation Classification of processe* 
on the basis of degree of gas recycle refers only to the 
urea synthesis section of the plant The product urea 
solution ha» about the same composition for any of the 
synthesis processes and can be converted to finished 
products by several methods, as noted in section C Son» 

of   the   synthesis   processes   ,ue   thsoissed   in   detail   in 
section H 

I he most serious problems .issouatcd with urei syn- 
thesis  ire the following 

(a) P'I-xt'Hiion of « orroxion 1 arlicr units iciicd on silver 
linings (M. lower temperatures than those currently used 
and  'arge excesses  ní  Nif, teed to prevent  corrosi.m 
Recent developments u, alloys (sometimes closels guariteti 
secrets of the developers) and the addition of small quan- 
tities of oxygen (air) to the reactor have minimi/ed corro- 
sion   and   permitted   higher   reactor   temperatures  and 
pressu. •*, which result in greater conversion efficiencies 
Titaniui.vlined equipment also effectively reduces corro 
sion. One troublesome area is that o|" the carbamate- 
soiution recycle pumps, proper design and operation have 
reduced this trouble, but spare pumps should be provided 

OHO 
:   !   Í 

(b) Limiting formation of biuret Biuret <NH2( VC 
NH„) is formed when urea or concentrated urea solutions 
are exposed to elevated temperature, as in the evaporation 
prilling method of finishing (6) At the lowei temperature 
in the crystalliiation-prtlling method, less biuret is formed 
and. in addition, it doe» not crystallize with the urea 
Generally, guarantee^ of a biuret content of less than 
0 3 per cent for crystal prilling and I pei tent »>-r cvapo- 
rauon-prilltng can be obtained I xccssive ( -0 2s per 
cent) biuret in urea is toxic to utrus plants, particularly 
when applied as a foliar spray ("i Other crops, lor 
example, potatt>es, might also be adversely affected by a 
biuret content greater than 1 per cent (8) lor citrus, 
crystalline urea (• 1 per cent biuret) can be used, but 
this is not a standard fertilizer grade and the fine irystals 
are subject to caking I or other commercial crops, the 
maximum permissible limit of biuret content is not well 
defined and does not seem to be significant With some 
crops, even straight biuret probably would be aceptable 
if applied properly (9) Placement of urea with a high 
biuret content close to seeds or seedlings may kill or 
stunt the plant, however, this is poor practice with any 
highly concentrated, soluble fertilizer salt, 

(c) Disposition of unconverted ammonia ami carbon 
dioxide The problem here is not related to the mecha- 
nical aspects of operation, hut to the planning of the 
overall plani design and operation, so that optimum 
plant flexibility and minimum capital investment are 
obtained for producing the desired amourts and propor- 
tion* of fertilizer materials Investment uin be reduced 
by using once-through or partial-reeve le operations, but 
operating flexibility is thereby reduced I he mainly oi 
producers favour the flexibility of the total recycle process 
most new plant* are of this type 
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Some of the well-known urea processes that are in use 
and arc available for installation by licensed engineering 
firms arc (licensed firms in the United States of America 
arc given in parenthèse I: 

(a) Inventa, Switzerland and United States; 
(h) Chemico (Chemical Construction Corp.), United 

States; 
(r) Montecatini, Italy; 
id) Pechiney (Grace Chemuul), France and United 

States; 
(<•) Toyo Koatsu (Girdler), Japan and United States; 
if) Stamicarbon (A. G. McKce, C. F. Braun, Foster- 

Wheeler), Netherlands and United States; 
iß) Lonza (Lummus), Switzerland and United States. 

B. UREA SYNTHESIS PROCESSES 

1. Once-through process 

The once-through method is the simplest and least 
expensive (in both capital investment and operating costs) 
of the three basic processes. A typical unit flow sheet 
(synthesis section only) is given in figure 30. Liquid 
ammonia and gaseous carbon dioxide are pumped into 
the urea reactor at about 3,000 psig. The reactor tempe- 
rature is maintained at about 185° C by regulating the 
amount of excess ammonia; about 100 per cent excess 
NH8 is required, and about 35 per cent of the total NH3 

is converted to urea (75 per cent of the C02 is converted). 
The reactor effluent solution contains about 80 per cent 
urea after carbamate stripping. The unconverted NH3and 
C02 are driven off at moderate pressures by steam-heating 
the effluent solution in the carbamate strinpers. 

Figure 30. Typical once-through urea process 
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While this process is the simplest of the urea processes, 
it is the least flexible and cannot be operated unies some 
provision is made to utilize the large amount of off-gas 
ammonia. It is thus tied to the co-production of some 
other material, e.g., ammonium sulphate, ammonium 
nitrate, nitiic acid or ammonium phosphate, for which 
the ammonia can be used 

2. Partial-recycle process 

As the name implies, in the partial-recycle process, 
part of the off-gas ammonia and carbon dioxide from the 
carbamate strippers is recycled to the urea reactor. 
Recycling is accomplished by absorbing the stripper gases 

in a recycle stream of partially stripped urea effluent, in 
process-steam condensate or in mother liquor from a 
crystallization finishing process In this manner, the 
amount of NH3 in off-^as is reduced Any proportion of 
the unreacted ammonia can be recycled; typically, the 
amount of ammonia that must be used in some other 
process is reduced to about 15 per cent of that from a 
comparable once-through unit. 

The Toyo Koatsu partial-solution recycle process flow 
sheet (10) is typical of the first method and is shown in 
figure 31. Liquiü NH3 and gaseous C02 are pumped to 
the urea reactor at 3,000 psig. The temperature of the 
reactor is maintained at about 185" C by proper balance 
of excess NH3 and carbamate-solution recycle feed. About 
100 to 110 per cent excess NHS is used; about 70 per cent 
of the NH3 and 87 per cent of the C02 are converted to 
urea. The reactor effluent contains about 80 per cent urea. 

Figure  31.   Toyo   Koatsu   partial-recycle process   (urea   solutinn) 
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Unreacted NH8 and CO, are separated from the urea 
solution in the high-pressure separator and in two to 
three steam-heated carbamate strippers at successively 
lower pressures. The off-gas from the separator and the 
first-stage stripper is absorbed in the high-pressure 
absorber by a side stream of partially stripped reactor 
effluent from the high-pressure separator. Heat evolved 
in the absorber reaction is removed (to increase absorp- 
tion capacity) by the addition and expansion of part of 
the liquid ammonia feed at this point. Pure gaseous 
ammonia from the top of the absorber is aiso recycled to 
the urea reactor after being condensed. 

Since the amount of ammonium carbamate which can 
be absorbed in the absorber solution described above is 
limited by its solubility in the system HjO-urea-NHj, part 
of the ammonia and carbon dioxide cannot be recycled 
and must be used in the production of a co-product 
nitrogen material, as in the once-through process. 
Although the rate of co-product production is greatly 
reduced, as compared with a once-through process, the 
operation of the urea plant still must coincide with that 
of the co-product plant. 

The Stamicarbon partial-solution-recycle process (11), 
is typical of the aqueous carbamate solution recycle pro- 
cess and is shown schematically in figure 32. In this form 
of the partial recycle process, part of the ammonia is 
recycled from the stripping section to the urea reactor 
(fig. 32) by expanding the reactor effluent to an inter- 
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mediate premure (300 psi g) in a rectifier,  part <<!  the 
ammonia (relatively pure) is flashed off ami is conden-cd 
and returned to the tire   -eactor  1 he remaining ammonta 
and carbon dioxide   ire driven off in a serie of heated 
strippers along with a portion of" the water zormed in the 
urea reaction   I his mixed NHC02 H./> vapour is con- 
densed in part in a wash column by cooling with evapo- 
rating ammonia. The condensed vapour, in the form of a 
concentrated solution of ammonium carbamate in water, 
is recycled to the urea reactor. The remaining gaseous 
ammonia (containing carbon dioxide) must be sent to 
a co-product plant for utilization. Conversions of ammo- 
nia and carbon dioxide to urea are about 70 and 80 per 
cent, respectively. About 1.0 ton of ammonium nitrate 
per ton of urea would be made as a co-product. 

Figure 32. S lamicar hon partial-recycle process (aqueous carbamate 
solution) 
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Evaluation of the relative merits of these two types of 
partial-solution recycle is difficult because of lack of 
published data. Claims of the licensors (10, 12) indicate 
that the use of urea solution as the absorbent gives a 
slightly lower plant investment and utility co-t than the 
use of water. The aqueous solution recycle is more com- 
plicated and probably requires more labour and 
maintenance. 

3. Total-recycle process 

the   total-recycle   process,   all   the 
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In  the   total-recycle   process,   all   tne   unconverted 
ammonia-carbon dioxide mixture is recycled to the urea 
reactor (conversion is about 99 per cent), and no nitrogen 
co-product is necessary. This is the most flexible of the 
urea processes, as it depends only upon its supporting 
ammonia plant for operation. However, it is also the 
most expensive in investment and operating costs. There- 
fore, if the  production  of other materials requiring 
ammonia is planned, an integrated  once-through or 
partial-recycle unit would have lower investment and 
operating costs. Most producers prefer the total-recycle 
process, even when a second nitrogen product is desired, 
because of possible difficulties in synchronizing the opera- 
tion of the two plants. 

There are two general types of total-recycle systems 
In   the   "gas-separation"   type,   the   ammonia-carbon 
dioxide mixture from the carbamate strippers is treated 
with a liquid that preferentially absorbs one of the gases, 
leaving the second in the gas phase. The second gas is 

The second general type of total-recycle process is that 
of carbamate-solution recycle, in which all of the unre- 
acted ammonia and carbon dioxide is recycled to the urea 
reactor as an aqueous solution of ammonium carbamate; 
part of the ammonia may be separated first, in a relatively 
pure state, and recycled after condensation. The Chemico 
total-solution recycle  process,  shown schematically  in 
figure 34, is typical of this type of process (14). Other 
companies offering similar total-solution recycle processes 
are:   Lonza (Switzerland),   Montecatini (Italy), Stami- 
carbon (Netherlands); and Toyo Koatsu (Japan) (4). In 
the Chemico process, a portion of the ammonia is flashed 
off the first and second absorbers, condensed and recycled 
to the reactor. The remaining unreacted ammonia, the 
carbon dioxide and some water are stripped from the 

figure Í4   Chemico t»tal-rec\cle process  'carlmmut,- solution) 

fust iiTg« 
dvcompoMf 
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¡r.-.i »vaie; M'lumn effluent in the first-stage decomposer 
! hese LMH'\ plus the water vapour, are contacted in the 

>Cv >nj st.i^c decomporr with the carbamate liquor from 
ihr sciüiHÍ-^t.iec absorber, the resulting exothermic heat 
it absorption in this unit aid-, in the stripping of the 

incoming urea effluent to the second decomposer Sub- 
stantial reductions in steam requirement-, are claimed ¡or 
this arrangement The minimum amount of process 
water is added at the second-stage absorber to produce 
the concentrated carbamate solution recycled to the urea 
reactor 

One total-recycle process that has been used in several 
installations is the Pcchiney carbamate-oil slurry recycle 
process (4) In this process, the entire urea synthesis loop 
is tilled with a high flash-point petroleum oil The urea- 
water-carbamate effluent forms an easily broken emulsion 
with the oil in the reactor. Later, the two components are 
separated, and the ammonium carbamate is stripped from 
the urea solution in a conventional stripper. The off-gas 
(mixed NH3 and C02) from the stripper is then bubbled 
into the separated oil, where it forms an ammonium car- 
bamate slurry in the oil which is recycled to the reactor. 
Operating difficulties and high maintenance costs have 
been reported for the process. 

Comparison of the two general types of total-recycle 
processes is somewhat difficult. Few "average" cost data 
have been published because these costs are affected by 
so many factors peculiar to each installation. Comparison 
of raw material and utility requirements (see section D, 
table 47) for the gas-separation total-recycle process and 
a typical total-solution recycle process indicates that the 
utility requirements of the gas-separation unit are signi- 
ficantly higher than those of some of the solution-recycle 
processes. Chcmico formerly installed gas-^paration 
units, but now uses the solution-recycle process (5). 

4. Special processes 

Recently, a new concept in carbamate recycle was 
devised by Stamicarbon (11, 15). In essence, the process 
consists of stripping most of the unreacted feed-gases 
from the reactor effluent at synthesis pressure by the fresh 
carbon dioxide feed in a special, indirectly heated stripper. 
The remaining unreacted gases art stripped and recycled 
by the aqueous carbamate solution method. The com- 
pany claims that 90 per cent ammonia conversion can be 
effected and that, in tota* recycle, the carbamate solution 
equipment is much simpler and smaller than in other 
processes. Furthermore, claims of significantly reduced 
steam, electrical and cooling-water requirements are 
made. A similar process, with gaseous ammonia as the 
stripping medium, has been perfected by A. G. Lonza (4) 
and Società Nazionale Metandotti (SNAM). 

A second special total-recycle process is one recently 
patented by Chemico, called hot-gas recycle or Thermo- 
Urea Process (16). The off-gas from the strippers, con- 
sisting of mixed ammonia, carbon dioxide, and minimum 
water vapour, is compressed at a temperature sufficiently 
high (425° C) to prevent condensation of carbamate in 
the system. Sufficient heat is produced to eliminate the 
need for import steam; however, electric-power require- 
ments offset part of this saving. This is not a new process; 
the first continuous process, developed in Germany, 

employed a hot-gas recycle Maintenance problems with 
"ciprocating compressors at h'gh temperature made the 
¡»rocess prohibitively costly However, a centrifugal com- 
pressor gives satisfactory operation at this temperature. 
Since such compressors are not practical in small sizes, 
urea production of about l,5(X) tons per day would be 
required for best use of a centrifugal compressor. Thus 
far, no producer has elected to gamble on this theoretically 
sound, but untried, process, 

Another special innovation in urea synthesis is the 
loyo Koatsu integrated ammonia-urea ("loop") pro- 
cess (17), which combines urea and ammonia production 
int > a single unit Basically, three combined steps have 
been developed : (a) carbon dioxide is scrubbed from the 
converted gu. at synthesis pressure in the ammonia train 
by carbamate recycle solution from the urea plant 
absorbers and by fresh ammonia; (b) the resulting 
scrubbing liquor, containing most of the CO, from the 
converted gas, is fed by its own pressure to the urea 
synthesis reactor; and (c) tye hot gas from the CO-shift 
converter is cooled by heating the urea effluent in the 
decomposers to strip off the unreacted ammonia and 
carbon dioxide. Aside from these integrated loops, the 
two plants operate in the normal manner. Most hydro- 
carbon feed-stocks have C:H, mole ratios that would 
yield an excess of CO, over that required to convert all 
the ammonia to urea; therefore, a small auxiliary CO, 
removal system — MEA, for example — must be pro- 
vided between the shift converter and the integrated CO, 
absorber. Substantial savings in plant investment and 
operating costs are claimed because of the following 
items: 

(a) Elimination of CO, compressor; 
(b) Reduction in size of urea reactor (CO, absorber 

acts as reactor also); 
(r) Elimination of CO, regeneration equipment and 

steam requirements; 
id) Utilization of heat of converted gas in urea plant; 
(e) Elimination of ammonia purge-gas recovery system; 
if) Reduced ammonia pumping requirements. 

It is claimed that reductions of S per cent in plant invest- 
ment, 45 per cent in electric power and 60 per cent in 
steam are feasible. The principal disadvantages appear 
to be the complete dependence of the ammonia plant 
upon urea plant operation and the necessity for matching 
the urea production rate to that of the ammonia plant 
unless a large stand-by CO, removal system were provided. 
Even so, some advantages would be retained. 

C. UREA FINISHING UNITS 

The aqueous urea solution produced in the synthesis 
section contains some 70 to 80 per cent urea, the pro- 
portion depending on the amount of recycling. It may 
be used directly in various nitrogen solutions, but must 
be concentrated if solid urea is to be produced. Some 
biuret (0.3-0.4 per cent) may be formed in the «ynthesis 
section, but it is in the concentration step that the greatest 
amount of biuret (see section A) is formed unless pro- 
visions are made to prevent a harmful combination of 
high temperature and long retention time. In practice, 
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some compromise must be made between the biuret 
content of the urea and the size and costs (investment 
and operation) of the evaporation equipment For most 
commercial crop applications, a biuret contint <>t I pei 
cent would be acceptable. For some, less than 0 s per ecu! 
biuret might be required. This car. be obtained, but onl\ 
at higher investment and operating costs than for normal 
prilled urea. The method of evaporation and solidifica- 
tion should be chosen to give minimum cosi for the 
maximum acceptable biuret content. 

There arc three commercial processes for producing 
prilled urea. The differences lie in the method for pro- 
ducing the concentrated melt required for the prilling 
operation. The processes are atmospheric evaporation, 
vacuum evaporation and vacuum crystallization followed 
by melting and prilling (4, 10, 11). A granulation process 
has also been developed (18). 

1. Atmospheric evaporation 
A jacketed, steam-heated, falling-film or wiped-film 

evaporator is used to evaporate the moisture from a 
continuously replenished film of stripped urea reactor 
effluent at about 140° C and at atmospheric pressure. The 
evaporator units have rotating discs to spray the feed 
against the jacketed walls or rotating blades that wipe the 
walls  continuously.   Both  types   present   maintenance 
problems associated with bearing lubrication. In some 
units, a currer.t of inert, dry gas is passed through to 
carry out the water vapour. The water content is reduced 
to about 0.3 per cent and the resulting "melt" is sprayed 
into the top of a prilling tower some 70 to 200 feet high 
(depending on the type of spray heads). The droplets 
from the spray solidify upon cooling during their descent 
Dehumidified air is circulated in the tower.  Further 
drying is not required. Even though the retention time is 
only a few seconds in the evaporator equipment, a biuret 
content of 0.8 to 1.5 per cent is common. 

2. Vacuum evaporation 
A conventional tube-and-shell heat exchanger operating 

under a vacuum of 20 to 25 inches of mercury (steam 
ejector) permits the evaporation of water essentially at 
the melting-point of urea (133° C). This type of unit is 
the most widely used; a schematic flow sheet is shown 
in figure 35. Retention time is very short because of the 
flash evaporation; however, biuret content is generally 
0.7 to 1.0 per cent, only slightly lower than that from the 
evaporators described in the preceding section. Two or 
more stages of evaporation may be used. The melt is 

Figure 35. Vacuum evaporation and prilling 
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Another finishing method, developed "» •» pilot-plant 
scale, but not on a plant wale, is that of iir.inul.ttiug «la- 
urea in a tilted-pan granulatoi  In this unii, stripped urea 
effluent solution i- concentrated at about IVi'C lo about 
95 per cent in a vacuum evaporator    1 he M>inentr tied 
solution is sprayed onto a tumblinc bed "I urea "tino' 
recycled to the pan from the product v ree m ne operation 
The sprayed   "melt    agglomerates or coats Ihe lines, tin- 
tumbling action  rounds off the  agglomerates and  the 
classifying  action   o\   the  til'ed   pan   permits  adequate 
build-up of granule si/e   Ihe granules are dried, cooled 
and screened in conventional equipment   Ihe process is 
said to be lower in investment ,uu\ operating cost than 
the conventional prilling operation, and it makes possible 
products of larger particle si/e than does prilling  Biuret 
content is about the same as in conventional prilling 
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I AMI I   C   H*U   M4TTR1A1   AND   mUTTY RtQUlREKFNTS FOR VARIOUS TOTAI -RiCYCLE PROCESS» 

Hm*  f*unei ¿tit  unti u'illitt 

Liquid Ml.uhoit lorn 
<f*aeout (O, ishori ton) 
Steam f pounds) 
i.karititv (kWh) 
t <»>ling water (US gallon») 

}uaruilltil\knrt ion prtUrJ urta 

Stami carbon 

' krmia /«,« Montecatini ( onvrrxttonai COj tin nett 1 uyo Koatsu Inventa 

O.Ms 058 0,58 0.57 0.57 0.58 058 
0.75 0.75 0.76 0.77 0.76 0 76 0.76 

2,300 1,900 1,000 4,750 2,900 1,9« ") 1,800 

142 155 145 140 115 155 250 
15,000 M),000 38,400 16,000 20,000 29,000 20,000 

Vu k<i<> 1 or I hcnnco. I on/a »nd Montecatini lotted Nations Interregional Seminar on th« Production of Fertilizer», M August • 11 Septem- 
ber IVí^ Kitv I »raima» Vniet Socialist Republic. ' Deugn criteria tor large tonnage complete recycle urea plants", paper prepared by L. H. Cook. 
for StaitiicartHin Stanne rhon N V . í hemical i orulruclion Divmon. Cieteen, Netherlands, brochure (1965»; and C. F Braun and Company, 
Alnamhra t .thlornia. Imied State* of America, brochure (1965) For loyo KoaHu J ( Reynolds and C. R. Inmarke. 'hour route! to urea 
by loyo koatku". thdroi.irhun Pr.Hrtwtt and Petroleum Refiner (Houiton. Iena«.), vol 41, No. 12 (1962), p. 109, and ' jyo Koatsu Industries, 
Inc.. Iokyo, Japan, brochure (May IWsSi   tor Inventa   V ukan l marmati and Mmisiippi (hemical Corporation, eitim ited data. 

lAWt 4«     PHVIHAI    AM>   < HIMKAI    CHARAtTMUSTK S ot   I Ni OATtD   PRILLED   IRÍA 

Lkmrmttmittti 

Nitrofen (percentage;) 
Moliture (pereentaa*;) 
Muret (percenuuje) 
Fr« NH, (pfHti) 
Fe content ippm) 
pH ( 10 per cent volution) 

crytmUimtlm 

Prilk             Crrilah 

Aimoiphtrit 
rtrUmlHamtto* 

falli             Crir—U 

Atmoépt*. 'r 
tnimmmtion 
mJrrWm 

464 46.5 46.4 46.5 46.4 

0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.5 
0.3 0.1 0.8 0.5 0.8 
100 2 200 $0 _ 

2 2 2 2 _. 

90 7.2 93 9.0 _ 

Sot acts. J C. Reynold* and C. R. Trim«rke, "Four rout«» to urea by Toyo Koatsu", Hydrocarbon 
Proteinic ami PeiroUum Refit* r (Houtton. Tenu», vol 41. No 12 (1962), p. 109; Stanucarbon N. V.. 
Chemical < onuructKwi DtvMon, Uetten. NetherUml», brochure (1965); and loyo koaliu Industrie», 
loe . Tokyo, Japan, broctwre (May 196S) 

utility requirements, even for the same general type of 
process The data given in table 46 »re taken from a par- 
ticular process, Toyo Koatsu (10, 19), but are considered 
typical for the indicated general process type Additional 
raw material and utility requirement data are given in 
table 47 to permit comparison of the total-recycle procet* 
of various licensors 

The equality" of urea prills, in so far as fertilizer use 
it concerned, is dependent on the moisture and biuret 
content; other characteristics normally given (iron, 
turbidity, ash etc) relate to the use of urea ia plastics, in 
medicine and as feed supplements These Utter data are 
••own w table 48 as a matter of general interest 

E. ECONOMIC DATA 

The economic data in table 49 are given to permit 
comparison of typical plant investments, raw material 
coats and production costs for the three general types of 
urea processes and to define items that make up these 
costs The data are from Toyo Koatsu (10, 19). 

Other plant investment cost data and production cost 
data are summarized with other fertiliser processes in 
chapter XXI of this manual Data for a total-solution 
recycle process are given in the form of graphs, as follows : 
figure 70, plant investment cost verms capacity ; figure 71, 
production costs versus plant capacity at various ammonia 
costs, and figure 72, production cost versta ammonia 
cost (plant with capacity of 300 tons per day). 

TABLC 4H PLANT AND raooucnoN cost DATA rem UREA PROCTSSTS 

Colts per laorl torn 
of mwomled pritlti NTM« 

Partial Ttxmi- 
Omet- iob*io* ioi*Ho* 

Ittm (V<MW* rtcftlt recycle* 

nam mmtrrialt cam 
NH,($45 per short too) 23.70 25.90 26.10 
CO, ($3 per ihort toa) 2.24 2.28 230 

Operating cotti 
Steam (S0.60 per thousand pound» 1.32 1.62 2.34 
Electricity ($.007 per kWh) 1.40 1.26 121 
Cooling-water   (S003   per  thousand 

gallon») 0.09 0.42 017 
Matntenai.ee (ft °, of plant investment 2,46 211 3.16 
Operating labour (S3 per man-hour) 1.36 2.40 3.1S 
Overhead, H»'; labour 1 86 2.40 3 18 

Fl wed cotts 
Tauet and insurance   3°, of plant in- 

vestment) 1.23 1.44 loé 
Depreciation ( 10% of plant investment) 4 10 4.10 5.60 

Manufacturing cost (dollar» 
ton) 

per abort 
42 26      45.40     49 82 

(ItmwHUtÊ tf MMRWV/ 

2 05        240       2 ItO 

SOURCES J C Reynold» and C R Tnmarke, Four roefti to 
by Toyo Kost»»", Hydrocarbon Prnctulmg mad Petroleum Krßimer 
(Hotmon. Tesas), vol 41, No. 12 (1962), p. 109; and Toyo Koatsu 
ladustnet, Inc., Tokyo, Janen, brochure (May 1M5). 

• Duly production rate, ISO abort torn; annual. 50,000 »bort tons. 
* Direct praline. 
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XI. PRODUCTION OF NITROGEN SOLUTIONS 

A  TYPES ot NITROGEN SOLUTIONS 

A nitrogen solution is an aqueous solution of ammonia, 
ammonium nitrate, or urea, separately or in combination, 
used either for the manufacture of mixed fertilizers or for 
direct application It includes aqua ammonia, but docs 
not include anhydrous ammonia or liquid mixed fertilizer 
containing phosphate or potash 

By-product aquo ammonia from coal-gas works was 
used to a limited extent as a direct application fertilizer 
in the middle of the nineteenth centu-y, but widespread 
commercial production of nitrogen solutions dates only 
from the early 1930s. Rapid growth of the synthetic 
ammonia industry during the late 1950s and early 1960s 
was accompanied by an increase in production of nitrogen 
solutions 

The manufacture of nitrogen solutions can be carried 
out as an independent process or as an accessory opera- 
tion integrated with the manufacture of synthetic ammo- 
nia, ammonium nitrate or urea. In the manufacture of 
solid ammonium nitrate (chapter IX) or urea (chapter X), 
concentrated solutions of the compounds are produced 
as intermediates Production of nitrogen solutions in such 
a plant merely involves drawing off the process liquor, 
adjusting the concentration and loading for shipment. 
Nitrogen solution is usually a profitable outlet for at least 
a part of the production. The entire output sometimes is 
marketed as solution, thus eliminating the need for 
prilling towers, driers and other equipment required to 
produce the solid product. The production of nitrogen 
solutions as an independent process is described later in 
this chapter 

Nitrogen solutions have certain advantages over solid 
fertilizers. Many of the solutions have a higher nitrogen 
content end a lower cost per unit of nitrogen than solids. 
They can be applied accurately to the soil without prob- 
lems of caking or dusting. They are more adaptable than 
solids to incorporation in irrigation water. Ease of 
handüng is a major advantage; there is no lifting and 
handling of fertilizer bags. Consideration must be given 
to climate, as a drop in temperature below the salting-out 
point can cause trouble from deposition of solids and 
clogging of equipment. 

Ammonia, ammonium nitrate and urea have high 
mutual solubilities in water, which allows the preparation 
of a variety of solutions having a wide range of properties. 
Solutions containing ammonia usually have such a high 
vapour pressure of ammonia that they require covered or 
pressurized containers and subsurface injection into the 
soil to avoid loss of ammonia. Ammoniacal solutions, 
with the exception of aqua ammonia, are primarily 
intended for use in the manufacture of mixed fertilizers, 
although they are also used for direct application either 

in their original concentration or after dilution. Non- 
ammoniacal solutions of ammonium nitrate or urea, or 
both, have no vapour pressure of ammonia, can be 
applied to the surface of the soil and are intended only for 
direct application as fertilizers. 

Nitrogen solutions can be classified according to com- 
position, as follows: (a) aqua ammonia; (b) solutions 
containing ammonia and ammonium nitrate; (c) solu- 
tions containing ammonia and urea; (</) solutions con- 
taining ammonia, ammonium nitrate and urea; and 
(e) solutions containing ammonium nitrate alone or with 
urea but without ammonia. 

1. Aqua ammonia 

The production of aqua ammonia involves the addition 
of anhydrous ammonia to water, a  relatively simple 
operation that can be carried out independently of an 
ammonia synthesis plant, thereby saving the expense of 
transporting water. The operation requires facilities for 
proportioning the flows of water and ammonia, cooling 
the freshly formed aqua ammonia to remove the heat of 
absorption, and measuring the concentration of the aqua 
ammonia.   Several  manufacturers  of equipment  offer 
"packaged" units combining all three operations. These 
range in price from about $6,000 to S 12,000 for stationary 
units capable of converting a 38-cubic metre tank car of 
anhydrous ammonia to 20 per cent aqua ammonia in 
three to sixteen hours. Comparable portable units suitable 
for mounting on trailers cost about $8,000 to $17,000, 
depending on capacity. Packaged converters are generally 
designed for automatic or semi-automatic operation. 

In situations where technical skills are available, a 
variety of methods can be used for producing aqua 
ammonia, the proportioning of the flows of water and 
anhydrous ammonia can be regulated by the heat of 
absorption. Such an arrangement has been described by 
Ticlrooy (1). As shown in figure 36, üqu'd ammonia 
flows from a tank car under its own pressure and is line- 
mixed with a controlled flow of soft water. The ammonia 
flow is not controlled and may vary during the course of 
unloading as the tank-car pressure decreases. The streams 
of water and anhydrous ammonia are brought together 
in a "T", and the solution passes through a globe valve, 
which completes the mixing. The pressure drop across 
the globe valve is manually adjusted to between 0.7 and 
1.4 kilogrammes per square centimetre. A temperature 
recorder-controller measures the temperature of the 
mixture and automatically maintains this temperature at 
a predetermined value by adjusting the flow of water. 
This predetermined value is selected on the basis of the 
temperature of the incoming water, the initiaj pressure 
in the tank car and the desired concentration of the aqua 
ammonia Since 20 per cent aqua ammonia is a commonly 
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ÎABLf 50. CüNTKOI. TÏMPfHATlUfS «HUI MIXIN«. V »I vi   te P«<>(,< < t 
¿0 pm cr-NT aqua AMMOMA 

i Centigradi dtgrées 

Im, ui ,**-,*,  pr.   

Intel valer Kilogrammes p   r   ,„»0» 
temperature 4 J 1 A * 

•c •r »t ••( , < 

10 43 45 4A 47 4X 

13 46 47 48 44 SU 

15 48 49 50 <>2 <\ 

18   50 52 s\ 54 ss 

21 52 54 55 5fi S"? 

24 54 56 <7 58 5'< 

27 57 58 59 60 62 

29 59 60 62 61 64 

« See figure 36, 

used concentration, values of the control t:mperature 
have been calculated for producing 20 per cent aq-.ta 
ammonia (see table 50). Owing to vat.,.turns in the tem- 
perature of the ammonia (caving the tank car during 
unloading, there will be minor variations in the concen- 
tration of aqua ammonia produced, but this variation 
would probably amount to less than 10 per cent An 
installation using 7.62 centimetre (3-inch) piping for 
liquid ammonia and 10 16-centimetre (4-inch) pining for 
water and aqua ammonii should permit the unloading 
of a 38-cubic metre tank cir in about six hours. 

Figure 36. Produ:;ion of aqua ammonia 

eartm     fcofbf tonlrolUi 

Wat« 

Other methods of proportioning the flows of water 
and ammonia are based on the concentration of a recir- 
culating stream of aqua ammonia as indicated by a 
hydrometer. 

The removal of the heat of absorption is a major consi- 
deration; roughly 2.7 million kilocalones must be 
removed per tank car (38 cubic metre) of ammonia 
converted to 20 per cent aqua ammonia. Cooling can be 
accomplished by various methods, including refrigera- 
tion, tube-and-shell heat exchangers or tube-and-spruy- 
tower evaporative coolers. The cooling system usually 
comprises the main part of aqua ammonia converters. 
The choice of method should take account of such local 
conditions as the availability and temperature of cooling- 
water. 

In jicner.il. the loir.ersmn vus! will tange ti.un ahout 
$3 25 t,> $' Ml per ton nf ammonia 

Cast iron or imiti steel equipment is suitable !i>r 
handling aqua ammonia Storage an.! applu al>>r tanks 
should he designed lor a working pressure •>! at lea t 
7 kilogramme p.'f square centimetre Iqmpmnt lor 
handling aqua ammonia i» not neiess.mlv suitable tor 
handling other nitrogen solutions, whuh are generallv 
more corrosive 

Aqua ammonia is used primants as a direit»application 
fertilizer A considerable amount ot experience m I urope, 
Japan and the I nited States ol America indu ates that it 
is a gotxl source ot fertilizer nitrogen under main con- 
ditions and is sometimes superior to other sources Appli- 
cation should be subsurface, otherwise, losses hv evapo- 
ration are likely In the t'nited States, consumption ot 
aqua ammonia in agriculture correspond*, to about 
140,000 tons of nitrogen per annum (1963 I964i and is 
increasing rapidly In addition, a considerable amount 
of aqua ammonia is prepared in the field by meeting 
anhydrous ammonia into irrigation water Ammonia 
thus used is not covered hy consumption statistics. 

2   Ammanta ammonium mirate solutions 

Solutions containing ammon:a and ammonium nitrate 
are produced by injecting ammonia into ammonium 
nitrate solutions Although such solutions are usually 
produced at an ammonia plant, they can also be pro- 
duced from transposed ammonia. In the latter cave, a 
nitric acid plant would be required to convert a portion 
of the ammonia to nitric acid The nitric acid would then 
be neutralized with ammonia to prepare a solution of 
ammonium nitrate, and ammonia would he added to the 
ammonium nitrate solution to prepare the final product 
Such an arrangement, shown in figure 37, would be eco- 
nomic il in locations where the delivered cost of anhydrous 
ammonia is less than the cost of producing ammonia at 
the site, for example, where there is a scarcity of the raw 
materials required for producing ammonia, or where the 
amount of ammonia required is too small for economical 
ammonia plant operation In order to show some of the 
economics of an independent plant for producing nitrogen 
solutions, an estimate was prepared, on the basis of a 
production capacity of 225 tons per eight-hour day. of 
solution containing .34 per cent ammonia and 6') per cent 
ammonium nitrate by weight A plant of this size would 
require a neutralizer with a capacity of 165 tons per day 
and a nitric acid plant with a capacity of 135 tons per day. 
The order-of-magnitude cost of the solutions plant, 
without the nitric aciJ unit,  would be S4OO.00O.  The 

Figure 37. Production of nitrogen solution 

[~_  

NMttcead  " AnmotHvm «rtfo*«, 

13% totufiort 

V- i 
!     1 

AmnoMvn. mtrott 

Wot« y »2%   K>*U«KW! 

tostar Sí oto Nw*4 *" Nt*rOQ*n 

totwtton 
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TABLE 51   MANIFAíTURINO RIQUIRCMENTS PIR TON or NITROGEN 

iOI irriON  CONTAINING   34  PFR  í-KNT  AMMONIA   AND 60 HR CENT 

AMMONIUM NITRATI 

(225 ions of solution per tight hours) 

nitric acid unit would cost about SI 2 million, bringing 
the total investment to SI.6 million. Table 51 shows the 
breakdown of estimated manufacturing requirements 

Ammonia-ammonium nitrate solutions are used both 
for the manufacture of mixed fertilizers (chapter XV) md 
for direct application to the soil. 

Compositions and properties of selected commercial 
ammonia-ammonium nitrate solutions produced in the 
United States ot America are shown in table 52. The 
system of designation shows, first, the precentage of total 
nitrogen multiplied by ten, then (in parentheses) the 
respective percentages of ammonia, ammonium nitrate 
and urea, rounded off to the nearest whole number 

The gauge pressures table 52) are important to the 
designer of equipment. The salting-out temperatures are 
important in both fertilizer manufacture and direct appli- 
cation. Most of the solutions can be used throughout the 
United  States for  spring  operations  without risk  of     __ _ 
salting-out. 

TAN» 52. COMPOSITION AND PROPERTIES OE KI.H no ìOMMER< IAL AMMONI A-AMMONIUM NITRATE 

SOLUTIONS 

Materials 
Nunc acid (100 ¡wr c.-nt HNO,) 
Ammonia ( 100 per cent NH,) 

Utilities 
Flcctrieuy 
Sieam 
Cooling-water 

Labout 
Direct labour (32 m»n-hours per Jay) 

Pi^utrcntilt 

0.472 ton 
0.467 ton 

3 kWh 
180 kilogrammes 
12 cubic metres 

0.14 man-hour 

GaNV* 
! äHP#WHHPW 

prtitur* grnmt 
Talai Ammomimn Sallint-oul •t&C frmmm 

mirott* Ammo*,. mi,»tt Wilt 
tetmigraét 

( KlMfPOTtfltfM 
0*  tf—ff 

It eeem 

Solution drsigi—Horn IPtrttmtmt*) 
*""" 

centimetre) 4*'**») 

370( 17-67-0) 37.0 16 6 66.8 16.6 9 0.07 38 

410(22-65-0) 41.0 22 2 650 12.6 6 0.70 26 
20 

410(26-56-0) 41.0 26.3 55.5 18.2 32 1.19 

414(19-74-01 41 4 19.0 74 0 7.0 IS 0.56 26 
19 

440(24-70-0) 44 0 23.8 69H 6.4 3 1.26 

440(28-60-0) 440 28.0 60 U 12.0 38 1.75 14 

448(25-69-0) 44.8 250 69.0 6(1 14 1.19 16 

451(26-68-0) 45.1 26.0 68.0 6.0 21 1.68 16 

471(30-64-0)    .   . 47.1 30.0 64.0 6.0 36 2.10 8 

490(34-60-0) 49.0 34.0 60.0 6.0 46 3.50 4 

SOURCES J. R. Adams, Official Publication No. 11 (Ctemson, S.C., Association of Amanean Fertiuwr 
Control Officials, 1957), pp. 66-69; and United State» of Amenta, Department of Asneukur«. Agricultural 
lUaearckifcrvice. Lt,Jìd Nitrogen Fertilité,* for Direct Application, by J. R. Adams. M. S. Anderson and 
W. C. Hulbert, Handbook No. 19» (Washinfton, DC, 1961». 

Solutions 370(17-57-0), 410(22-65-0) and 410(26-56-0), 
analysed in table 52, are advertised as direct-application 
materials. Others in the list probably are also used in that 
way. 

Ammonia-ammonium nitrate solutions cannot be 
economically handled in ordinary steel equipment 
because of corrosion. Equipment made of aluminium or 
stainless steel (American Iron and Steel Institute Types 304 
or 405) is satisfactory. 

The solubilities, vapour pressures and densities in the 
system ammonia-ammonium nitrate-water in the range 0 
to 65 per cent ammonia and 0 to 75 per cent ammonium 
nitrate have been reported by Worthington el al. (2). 

3. Ammonia-urea solutions 

Aqueous urea-ammonia solutions are designed for use 
in the manufacture of mixed fertilizers and are seldom 
used for direct application. Compositions and properties 

of selected  commercial  ammonia-urea  solutions  are 
shown in table 53. 

These solutions are manufactured by adjusting the 
composition of process liquor from a urea synthesis 
plant (chapter X). These solutions containing ammonium 
carbamate (expressed in terms of carbon dioxide in 
table 53) contain less water than do equal grades without 
carbamate, and the liberated carbon dioxide helps to 
maintain a fire-proof atmosphere in the mixer. Solutions 
containing formaldehyde undergo polymerization during 
manufacture of solid mixed fertilizers and produce urea- 
formaldehyde, a source of slowly available nitrogen. 

4. Ammonia-ammonium nitrate-urea solutions 

Addition of a relatively small proportion of urea to 
ammonia-ammonium nitrate solution appears to modify 
and improve the crystal habit of certain compounds in 
mixed fertilizers prepared from the solution, thereby 
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TABII 53. COMPOSITION ANO PROPFRTIFS Oí srurirn (YMIMERCIAI   AMMUSI* > m* vin-im« 

*.«.. 
!»»!(». IUI«' 

«f  M Aft A 

Solution désignation 

lolal 
nitrogen Ammonia 

i Peru • tagt < 

»»it> Itmprralur* 
11 rnligrmdr 
degrees 1 

•r ttf t 

< twigrmtf 

350(20-0-41) 35.0 19.6 406 WI 14 <I6< V 

371(25-0-35)' 37 1 250 15 3 328 1 1   19 IK 

371(25-0-35) '' 37.1 25 0 H \ 248 1 1 68 19 

453(31-0-43)' 45.3 MM 4\ Í 176 1 H< 1 

455(37-0-33) 45.5 36 8 32. S W7 *J 1 99 1 

455(37-0-33)'' 45.5 36.8 32 5 248 1« 4 9? 12 
460(31-0-44) 46.0 ill 43 8 2^ 1 * \ S7 1 
460(37-0-33) 460 37 3 329 298 P 4 20 6 

SOURCES : J. R. Adams, Officiti Publication Nn. 11 (Cknwon. S.f , Association of American Fertil«#tt 
Control Officiali, 19S7), pp 66-69; and United States of America, Department of Agriculture Agricultural 
Research Service, Liquid Nitrogen Fertilizers for Dirti i Application, bv J. R Adam* M S Anderton and 
W. C. Hulbert, Handbook No. 198 (Washington, DC , l°ol) 

* Contains 6.9 per cent carbon dioxide. 
* Contains 6,9 per cent carbon dioxide and 8.0 per cent formaldehyde. 
> Contains 8.6 per cent carbon dioxide 
* Contains 5.9 per cent carbon dioxide 

TABLE 54. COMPOSITION AND PROPFRTIES OP KLECTED COMMERCIAL AMMONIA-AMMONI CM NITRATE- 

UUA SOLUTIONS 

Solution designation 

Total Ammonium 
nitrogen   Ammonio      nitrate 

(Percentage) 

410(19-58-11) 
440(28-40-15) 
444(25-56-10) 
444(25-55-10) 
444(26-50-12) 
490(33-45-13) 

41.0 
44.0 
44.4 
44.4 
44.4 
49.0 

19.0 
28.0 
24.5 
25.0 
26.0 
33.0 

58.0 
40.0 
56.0 
55.0 
50.0 
45.0 

Urrà 

11.0 
15.0 
10.0 
10.0 
12.0 
13.0 

Temperatme 
Gmme at which 

preture tange 
Salting-out      rnloVC       presture 

Water    temperature (kilogrammes    is zero 
(centigrade    per sonare    (centigrade 

ti      centimetre)      degrees i 

12.0 
17.0 
9.5 

:o.o 
12.0 
8.8 

14 
17 
26 
29 
22 

-25 

0.70 
1.89 
1.54 
1.54 
1.68 
3.50 

27 
II 
17 
13 
12 
2 

Sourness: J. R. Adams, Official Publication No. 11 (Clemson, S.C., Association of American Fertilizer 
Control Officials, 1957), pp. 66-69; and United States of America, Department of Agriculture, Agricultural 
Research Service, Ugtdd Nitrogen Fertillxtn for Direct Application, by. J. R. Adams, M. S. Anderson and 
W. C. Hulbert, Handbook No. 198 (Washington, D.C., 1961). 

lessening the tendency towards caking. These solutions 
are prepared for use in mixed-fertilizer manufacture and 
are rarely used for direct application. They are manu- 
factured in the same way as ammonia-ammonium nitrate 
solutions, with the urea generally being added either as 
the solid or as a solution free of carbamate. Compositions 
and properties of selected commercial ammonia-ammo- 
nium nitrate-urea solutions are shown in table 54. 

5. Non-ammoniacal solutions of ammonium nitrate and urea 

Incidental to the production and distribution of nitro- 
gen solutions for the manufacture of solid mixed fer- 
tilizers, some of the solutions found their way into direct 
application. A large potential market for nitrogen solu- 
tions as direct-application materials soon became evident 
— a situation promoted also by the growing market for 
liquid mixed fertilizers, anhydrous ammonia and aqua 

ammonia. Manufacturers of solid mixed fertilizers found 
that some of their ammoniating solutions, purchased for 
manufacturing, could be sold locally as liquid fertilizer. 
The ammoniating solutions could be diluted with water, 
as desired, to lower the gauge pressure and the salting-out 
V sperature. This permitted the solutions to be handled 
it. non-pressure applicators, but Ihe presence of ammonia 
in all these solutions was likely to result in losses of ammo- 
nia to the atmosphere during application unless the solu- 
tions were injected beneath the surface of the soil. Thus, 
surface application was not entirely suitable. Furthermore, 
the presence of ammonia increased the corrosiveness of 
the solutions. 

To satisfy the market for non-pressure nitrogen solu- 
tions suitable for surface application, aqueous solutions 
containing ammonium nitrate, alone or with urea or other 
salts, were produced. Compositions and properties of 
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lABt»     *•">      StIH  IH>    l<IMM»RltAi     NON  AMMONIA« Al     SOI t'UON*    (Il     AMMONI» M     MtIMI      AIDM 

ANO wiiH i m A um iimn »  ACPI H AIION 

r»»* immtmtitm V0ttm$ *•» 
*iit»§f> »iintt t ira Hatn ttmpnmur* 

SODIUM éttlfmtiim Prr tmmft > érgrrrtt 

l«W(M6-0) lf>0 45 7 54 \ 12 
170(0-11 A lft> < no tu t \2<* 0 
|75<0-5O-0) 175 500 50 0 6 
I90«KJ4^> IVO M ì 45? 1 
MOMMU-O-IO» » 200 4? 5 320 14 
2fl0fO-57.O) 200 <7 t 42 7 6 
2ICMM>0-0) 210 600 400 II 
227(0-65.0) 22 7 65 0 35 0 
245(0.70-0) 24 5 700 W.O 
2*01040-30) 210 39 5 30.5 WO 17 
300(042-33) 30.0 422 32.7 25 I 9 
320(0-44-35) 320 44 3 354 20 3 0 

SOURCII J. R Adam«, Official Publication No. 11 (Qemaon, S.C , Association of Amanean Feriiltaer 
Control Officiait, 1957), pp 66-69, and United Statai of America, Department of Agriculture. Agri; 
cultural Research Service, UqMti Nttrogtn F*rtìht*nf«r Direct Application, by J R Adam, M. S. Anderson 
and W C Hulbert, Handbook No. I9t (Washington, DC, 1941) 

• Contain« Jé. 2 par cant calcium nitrate 
* Contami 20 5 per cent todìiim nitrate 

selected commercial «solutions of this type, designed 
exclusively for direct application, are shown in table 55. 
In addition to the solutions noted in table 55, there is a 
commercial 83 per cent solution of ammonium nitrate 
which must be kept above 68° C to avoid salting-out. 
This is shipped to dealers or consumers having facilities 
for its dilution prior to application 

As with ammoniacal solutions, the manufacture of non- 
ammoniacals is usually integrated with an ammonium 
nitrate plant. These solutions are not as corrosive as 
ammoniacal solutions and can be handled in plain steel 
equipment if corrosion inhibitors are added. 

B. VOLUME OF PRODUCTION 

In 1965, production of nitrogen solution« in the United 
States of America was about 1.06 million tons, nitrogen 
basis, compared with 1.03 million tons in 1964 (3). 
Comparable figures on world production are not avail- 

able, but it is estimated that nitrogen solutions accounted 
for about 19 per cent of world fertilizer nitrogen output 
in 1963/1964 (4). 

In 1966, there were about fifty plants producing nitro- 
gen solutions in the United States of America. 

1. J. Twlrooy, "Ammonia: anhydrous to attua", Chemical Engi- 
neering (New York), vol. 56, No. 3 (1949), pp. 127-128. 

2. E. A. Worthington, R. C. Datin and D. P. Schutz, "Physical 
properties of ammonia solutions", Industrial and Engineering 
Chemistry (Washington, DC), vol. 44, No. 4(1952), pp. 910-913. 

3. United States of America, Department of Commerce, Quarterly 
Industry Report, Chemicals, vol. 13, No. 1 (1966). 

4. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nation*, 
Fertilizers: An Annual Review of Production, Consumption and 
Trade, 1964 (Rome, 1963). 
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à)û3239 
XII. PRODUCTION OF PHOSPHATE FER TU I/URS 

A     (ÌIN1KM     INIIIKMMIUN 

Phosphorus, which is designated by the ihcmical 
symbol P, is one of the elements essential to the growth 
and development of plants Fertilizer that contains this 
clement is applied to improve yields, hasten plant matur- 
ity, increase resistance of plants to disease and improve 
quality The fertilizer reacts rapidly with the soil, and the 
resulting phosphorus compounds arc sparingly soluble 
in the soil solution Phosphorus is absorbed from the 
soil solution by plants as the phosphate \on (H2P04 or 
HP04   ) rather than as the element. 

Every living plant cell contains phosphorus As plants 
mature, most of the phosphorus within the plant passes 
into the fruits and seeds. Well-developed, healthy animals 
and people require food grown in soil that contains an 
adequate amount of phosphorus either occurring naturally 
or added as fertilizers. 

Ä phosphorus concentration of only 0.001 to I part 
per million in the soil solution is usually adecúate for 
proper plant growth. However, for plants to receive the 
total amount of phosphorus required, the phosphorus 
content of the soil solution in contact with the roots 
must be renewed continuously during the growth period. 
Therefore, the solubility of the phosphate fertilizer 
applied to the soil is quite important. Table 56 shows the 
weight of phosphorus contained in common crop plants. 

The deposits of phosphate rock exist in nature because 
of the low solubility of the compounds present. A pri- 
mary objective of the phosphate fertilizer industry is to 
convert the natural phosphates into more soluble com- 
pounds. As discussed later, conversion is accomplished 
by: (A) thermal methods; (b) chemical or wet methods, 
which usually require sulphuric acid or other acids; 
and (c) a combination of the thermal and chemical 
methods, e.g., the production of furnace acid and its use 
in the production of triple superphosphate. 

Phosphate fertilizer materials vary widely as to their 
availability or nutrient value to growing crops. Since 
Liebig showed in 1840 that the fertilizer value of bones 
was increased by treatment with acid, chemical methods 
of analysis have been developed to help in judging the 
value of phosphate materials as fertilizers. The total 
amount of phosphorus in a fertilizer is easily determined, 
and most qualified chemists will arrive at essentially the 
same value. However, the total phosphorus content often 
bears little relationship to the soluble or truly available 
phosphorus, which is somewhat more difficult to measure 
chemically. Although no very strict line can be drawn 
between the available and the unavailable phosphorus in 
a fertilizer, the water-soluble and the citrate-soluble forms 
are regarded generally as being more available to plants 
than the less soluble forms. It should be understood,, how- 

ÎAM I     ^    Wlh.lll   ill    I'MOM'HdHl  \   i  . iM MSI l t   r 

i DMMOS   I HUP   PI AM s 

( r„f 

Mai/v 
Oats 
Wheal 
Rice (unmilleil padihi '' 

Soya bean 
I ucerne (alfalfa) 
Red dovei 
Hay (mixedi 

Tomatoes 
Cabbage 
Onions 
Potatoes 

Sugar-beet (roots and leaves) 

Apples 
drapes 
Oranges 

'/.f. 

!•> 

tobacco 

Cotton (seed and lini) 

Six-year rotation ' 

1 ' »s 
f) •> t'í 

4 < " 
s 0 IS 

22 I i4 

,»lf> 2* 
224 2'» 
zo: \<t 

\ «0 t< 
i 210 

21 s II 
»ill II 

\ 

14 M 

1   " 
1 ! 

• 1 

1 0 ti 

l.'l 

SOURCE Food and Agriculture Organuation of the United Nmon,, 
Efficient Use of Fertilizers, by V IgnaticfT (Rome. NMM, p   I > 

« The root systems of the plants have not been nu hided in ine v.il- 
culalions. For potatoes, both the tops and tubets have been included 
For trees and grapes, account has been taken ol the i'uit, the leaves and 
the yearly growth of wood 

* The figures are for Japan, where nigh yields arc obtained Mom ion 
should also be made of silicon, which is absorbed n l.irge quantities hv 
this crop (a crop of this si/e would absorb over MX) kil.igfjinnu-M 
Paddy benefits by the application of this element 

' Five-year rotation includes two-year lucerne Yields used m w,il 
«dations are lucerne hay (yield for 2.5 years) 2n M, mai/c loi ensilage 
13.6; sugar-beets: 44.8; and barley   1.21. 

ever, that no one laboratory method will give results in 
agreement with crop response for all phosphate fertili/eis 
under all conditions of plani growth Such phvsn. ! 
characteristics of the fertilizer as granule si/c .imi the 
manner of placement in the soil may preallv affeu nop 
response. Such factors cannot be reflected in the Ith,.- 
ratory analysis of a pulverized sample ol the fertili/«. > 

I.  Water-xoluhle versus citralc-S'ihthlf i>ht>yilitih 

Chemical methods which permit a fairly rapid estimale 
of the water-soluble, citrate-soluble and total phosphorus 
content of fertilizers are used widely  A brief description 
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TABíF   57,   BASFS FOR   CH'ARANTFF   AND QUALITY  CONTROL OF  FFRTILIZtR   PHOSPHORUS 

Phosphorus soluble 
in ammonium citrale solution « 

Total Citric acid. 
Country pkospkoius Water Neutral Alkaline 2 per cent 

Australia. 
New South Wales F F — — F 
Queenstand, Victoria 

Tasmania h 

Western Austrr'ia   .  .  F F F — — 
Belgium  — A, Fe, Fm, — Fe, Fm.Pp,    Bs, Fm 

K,S R.Tp.Mp 
Brazil: 

Bahia b 

Sao Paulo R,S S Fm,S — Fm.R 
Canada F — F — — 
Chile Rm.G.R — Fm,S,Tp — Bm,Bs,G,R 
China (Taiwan )<l    .   .   .  . — Np,S — — 
Colombia » O, R — F « - — 
Denmark  - S — Bs, Fe — 
Federal Republic of Ger- 

many     Bm,R,S Sa,Fm - Fm,Np.Pp,   Bs,Fm 
S,Tp 

France Bm,is,R A.K — Fc,Fm,Pp,    Bs 
S,Tp 

Hungary * R S — — — 
India  - R.Pp.S        R.FM — — 
Ireland" ........ R S,Sb - Fc.Fm Bs 
Israel * R S F - — 
luJy Bs.R — Fm,G,S — Bi,Pp,R 
japan       . Bm,Fm,R A,S — Pp.S Bs.Fm.Pp, 

Pi, R, Sa 
Meneo •m.G.R             —          F -                — 
Netherlands Bm,R           A,Fc,Fm,     A.Fc.Fm, A.FcFm,     Bs.Np.R 

Np,Sa,S       Np.Sa, Sa,Np, 
Pp,Tp Pp,Tp 

New Zeaiaiul <* F                 F«                        — —          F 
Norway Bm,Q.R       Fm,S                    - Np.Rp          Bs.Np.R 
Philippines * Bm, R                  —          F — 
Poland » R                S                         — Be, Fm, Pp     Bs, Pp 
Portugal Bn,Bs,R      A,Fm,S              - Fm               Ba,Fm 
South Afri« Bm,G,R       S                          - -          A,Bt,Fc, 

Fm.Sb 
Spaia       . . . R Fe, Fra, S — Al, Bm, Fe,    Bs 

Fro, Pp, S 
Sweden > F Fm,S - Fm.Np.S      Bs.R 
Swiuariead Bm.Fm.G, Fc.Fm,f - Pp,Tp          Bs 

R 
Unrted Kingdom        .        Bra. is, G, Bd,Fc,Fm, -                -          Bs 

Pp.Sb S 
United Hates of America    Bra,R                  — F                        —                 — 
Yugoslavia* Bs,* S - Fm,S            Bs 

Sowca: O L. Tetmw. W. M. Hoffman and B. C. Wrigkt "Crea reagente to f.rtUiam in relation 
ta eeateat «f ivaiiaMe phetphorus". Âémmm to Agr-mmy, yoL 16 (lie« York, Academic Prese, I9M). 

Nmt The materials am MsMiMd at Mrnws A. ammonium photpbatet; Al. aluminum phosphate; 
M. disserved er viirkAsed borni, Im, boae-meti ; B», beate tiai; F, al lm^sera;Fc. mujumstriesj«fer- 
WÊBHÊ%1   FlR|  IfltUO   PSnltinft!   G,  (Milo!   1%»   jWfWPttlill   fMMpiMNt   *«Pt  «in^BBjaJillBMBBjf   BwB^p^BBJwiBfi   ptBPBP 
•basti Np, RÜfte av-id-photpbatt reek products; Pp, precMtated eatehim photonetet. Pi, pfcoephaterock- 
mtgntsium liticate ateas, R, raw minirtl photphates for direct application M the soil; S, suptrpboepbates; 
Se. ammoniattd superphosphate«; M», batte suparptwephatt; and Tp. products of mtatures of mineral 

• Inciudti water-soluble phoiphoru» 
» Not included m survey of Jacob and Hill ( IM3). 
« Guarantee H no» required for guano and rock. 
' Chaagtd tinea turvey of Jacob and HIM (1«5J). 
» Pcrmitltd but not required. 
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of the methods and definitions of the terms employed 
follows : 

(a) Water-soluble phosphorus. This form of phosphor- 
us is generally regarded as the most readily available to 
the plant. It is determined by extracting a small, finely 
ground sample of the material with water under prescribed 
conditions. The amount of phosphorus contained in the 
filtered solution is determined by chemical methods and 
constitutes the water-soluble fraction of the phosphorus 
in the fertilizer; 

(b) Citrate-soluble phosphorus. The water-insoluble 
residue is added to a solution of either neutral or alkaline 
ammonium citrate. It is extracted for a prescribed period 
of time, and the phosphorus in the filtered extract or in 
the residue is determined chemically. The amount 
extracted is the citrate-soluble portion of the phosphorus. 
In the case of fertilizers that contain little or no water- 
soluble phosphorus, a sample of the original material may 
be treated directly with ammonium citrate. A 2 per cent 
solution of citric acid is used instead of ammonium citrate 
in some countries, as is discussed later; 

(c) Available phosphorus. The sum of the water- 
soluble and citrate-soluble values is taken as an estimate 
ofthat fraction of the total phosphorus which is available 
to plants. The phosphorus content is ordinarily reported 
as phosphorus pentoxide (Pa05), although a few nations 
report it as the element (P); 

(rf) Total phosphorus. The total phosphorus is the sum 
of the available and citrate-insoluble fractions. It is 
determined by treating a sample of the original material 
with strong acids and analysing the solution for 
phosphorus. 

Laws to control the sale of materials for fertilizer have 
been enacted in nearly all countries which actively pro- 
mote agriculture. In most cases, these laws require a 
description of the nutrient content of the fertilizers. In 
the United States of America, regulations have been 
adopted by the individual states and not by the Federal 
Government. In the case of phosphate fertilizers, a 
guarantee of the minimum percentage of available 
phosphorus is required. 

The Association of Official Analytical Chemists 
(AOAC) secures and adopts methods of analysis for fer- 
tilizers in the United States. Some states specify AOAC 
or state methods for enforcement of their laws pertaining 
to the sale of fertilizers. 

The basis for determining the phosphorus in fertilizer 
materials in thirty countries appears in table 57. In the 
United States of America the neutral ammonium citrate 
method is used, while in Europe there is widespread use 
of the alkaline ammonium citrate method. The AOAC 
methods are the official ones in Canada, Mexico and the 
United States of America. These methods or modifica- 
tions thereof are also used wholly or in part in some states 
of Australia and Brazil, and in Chile, Colombia, India, 
Israel and the Philippines 

Most countries require a guarantee for the total 
amount of phosphorus in relatively insoluble materials, 
e.g., basic slag, bonemeal, guano or non-acidulated 
phosphate rock for direct application to the soil. New 

South Wales and New Zealand require the use of 2 per 
cent citric acid on all products Most countries require 
this procedure for basic slag 1 here is no country in which 
water-soluble phosphorus is the sole Ktsis of guarantee 
for all fertilizer materials. However, many countries do 
require only this determination tor superphosphate 
fertilizers 

The following three broad classifications of phosphate 
fertilizer materials are based upon relative solubilities and 
other properties: 

(a) Water-soluble phosphates Such phosphates dis- 
solve most readily and, as a rule, have the quickest 
effect upon growing plants The main phosphate fer- 
tilizers under this classification are ordinary and concen- 
trated superphosphates; 

(/>) Available but sparingly water-soluble phosphates 
Included in this group are the materials which dissolve 
in ammonium citrate solutions. Degreased bone, basic- 
slag, dicalcium phosphate, defluorinated phosphate rock. 
calcium metaphosphate and fused magnesium phosphate 
qualify in this group; 

(r) Phosphates that are nearly insoluble in water and 
are only slowly available in the soil In this category are 
the natural phosphates, including raw bone, weathered 
guano, apatite and phosphorite or phosphate rock. 

The composition and water solubility of the common 
phosphate fertilizer materials are given in table 58. It 
may be seen that the natural phosphates, including 
phosphate rock, have essentially no water-soluble phos- 
phate. On the other hand, phosphate fertilizers like the 
superphosphates, which are products of industrial pro- 
cesses, contain as much as 90 per cent of the phosphorus 
in the water-soluble form. 

Many agronomical tests have been made in attempts to 
define the relative effectiveness of water-soluble and 
citrate-soluble phosphorus. So many factors other than 
the solubilities of the phosphates affect the results that no 
simple, general conclusion is possible. On acid soils and 
with some crops, citrate-soluble phosphates are essentially 
as effective as water-soluble phosphates. For most crops 
on calcareous or alkaline soils, tests indicate that phos- 
phate fertilizer containing at least 50 per cent of its 
phosphorus in a water-soluble form is desirable. 

The granule ïize of the fertilizer is quite important. 
Experiments have shown that decreasing the granule size 
increased the crop response in the case of citrate-soluble 
fertilizer, but decreased the response in the case of water- 
soluble phosphate fertilizer. Tests showed also that as the 
granule size was decreased, the different degrees of water 
solubility made less of a difference in response. As the 
growing season progressed, the efficiency of the citrate- 
soluble material approached that of the water-soluble 
material. A more complete discussion of the effect of 
water-soluble phosphorus on plant growth is given in 
Fertilizer Technology and Vuige.1 

1 Fertilizer Technology ami L \age, M  H  McVickár.G  L Bndger 
and L. B. Nelson, eds   (Madison, Wise . Soil Science Society of 
Anici ica, 1961). 
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TABLE 58. COMPOUNDS PRESENT IN PHOSPHATE FERTILIZE* MATERIALS 

Material Grade 

Ordinary superphosphate 0-2CM) 
Concentrated superphosphate 

Wet process H,PO« 0-45-0 
Electric-furnace H,P04 0-48-0 

High-analysis superphosphate 0-54-0 
Dicakium phosphate 

HO process 0-40-4 
Electric-furnace H,P04 0-48-0 

Cakium metaphosphate 0-62-0 
Fused trtcalcium phosphate 0-28-0 

Rhenania phosphate 0-33-0 
Serpentine phosphate glass 0-22-0 
Basic slag 0-9-0 
Colloidal "clay" phosphate 0-22-0 
Pebble phosphate ore 0-32-0 

Water 
solubility 

of 
phosphorus 
'percentage) 

Phosphorus compounds present 

Major phases Minor phases 
Major accessory 

compounds present 

85      Ca(H,P04)1.H,0 CaHPO, 

CaHPO«, apatite 
CaHPO,, apatite 
Ca(H,PO,), H,0 apatite 

CaHPO« CaHPO. 2H.O     Silica 

BetaCaJV), 

87 Ca(H,P04),.HtO 
90 CalH.PO,), H.O 
90 Ca(H,P04), 

4 CaHP04.2HtO 
3 CaHP04 

5 Ca(PO,), glass 
< 2 Alpha-Ca, (PO«), in glass    Beta Ca, (PO«),, apatite 

matrix 
<2 Ca silico-phosphates — 
<2 Ca, Mg silico-phosphates    — 
< 2 Ca, silico-carnotite — 
< 1 Apatite Al phosphates 
< 1 Apatite — 

CaF.CaSO, 2HtO." silica 

CaF, CaSO« 2H,0," silica 
Silica CaF, 
Silica 

Quartz R.O, 
Quartz R.O, 

Ca, Na silicates 
Ca, Mg silicates 
Ca silicates 
Clay minerals 
CaCO, 

Soiist »   <J  L  Terman, D  R. Bouldm and J. R. Webb, Advances in 
Agronom,, vol   14 «1962». PP  2^-VH 

• Usually  present  as  CaSO«.l/2HiO  in  freshly  prepared  super- 
phosphate. 

B RAW MATERIALS 

1. General information 

The world phosphate industry is based essentially on 
deposits of phosphate rock — a fluorine-bearing complex 
of calcium phosphates with various accessory minerals. 

The economy of utilizing a particular deposit depends 
mainly on its size, geology, accessibility to markets, 
chemical and physical characteristics and the amenability 
of the ore to benetktatton and processing. But there is a 
tendency in developing countries to establish, with little 
regard to cost, an indigenous source of phosphate supply. 

In the phosphate rock industry, the P/)t content of the 
rock is usually expressed in terms of its tricalcium 
phosphate [Ca^PO,),) equivalent, commonly designated 
as "bone phosphae of lime". 

Phosphatic slags, obtained as by-products of the manu- 
facture of steel from high-phosphorus iron-ores, supply 
large quantities of fertilizer phosphorus, mainly in 
Europe; in certain countries, bones are still important 
fertilizers. These two materials are discussed in section D, 
6 and 7. 

Two general types of sulphuric acid are used in the pro- 
duction of superphosphate and in the production of wet- 
process phosphoric acid : 

(a) Virgin or new acid, produced from elemental 
sulphur, pyrites, gypsum and industrial gases; 

(b) Spent acid derived as a waste product in sundry 
industries that use large quantities of sulphuric acid 
in processing various products. 

In some instances, the spent acid must be conditioned by 
suitable treatment for removal of substances that are 
objectionable in the fertilizers. 

By mid-1966, a shortage of sulphur had developed, and 
higher prices resulted. With increased prices, abandoned 
sulphur mines were reopened. As the price of sulphur may 
remain high, it is desirable to consider the production of 
soluble phosphates by methods which do not require 
sulphur, for example, by the use of hydrochloric and nitric 
acids and the production of furnace phosphoric acid. 

Phosphoric acid is separately dealt with in section C. 

TAKE 59. ESTIMATED WORLD RESERVES OF PHOSPHATE ROCK AND 
APATITE 

Country or arta Reserres (tont) 

Algeria  1,016,000,000 
Brazil  573,000,000 
Canada  181,000 
China (Taiwan)  55,000 
Christmas Island  50,000,000 
Europe"  435,126,000 
Indonesia  1,000,000 
Japan (former Japanese-mandated islands)  .  . . 28,984,000 
Makatea (Freirá Polynesia)  10,000,000 
Mexico  214,500,000 
Morocco  1,000,000,000 
Ocein anc" Nauru Islands  282,245,000 
Tunisia      1,500,000,000 
United Arab Republic  179,000,000 
USSR  7,568,000,000 
United States of America  13,290,860,000 
Viet-Nam *  10,128,000 
Other  2,496,000 

TOTAL    26,168,475,000 

SouRCt ' K. D. Jacob, in Vincent Sauchelli, Phosphates in Agriculture 
(New York, Reinhold Publishing Corp- 1965). 

< Excluding the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 
* Refers to both the Republic of Viet-Nam and North Viet-Nam. 
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2. Phosphate rock and apatite 

Fortunately for agriculture, the earth is well endowed 
with deposits of phosphate rock, as is shown in table 59 
above. 

The larger depositó are indirectly or directly of sedi- 
mentary origin, having been laid down in ocean-beds and 
subsequently elevated. The phosphate often is in the form 
of small pellets, which are cemented together by calcium 
carbonate. The cementing material has weathered away, 
leaving loose pellets in some deposits. In others, the whole 
mass has been compressed to form hard rock. 

Frequently, phosphate minerals are associated with 
clay, limestone or silica sand and, to a lesser extent, with 
other impurities. Where the quality of the phosphate can 
be improved without too much expense, mining of the 
phosphate may be accompanied by a beneficiation 
operation. Clay is frequently washed from the coarser 
phosphate particles to obtain phosphate of higher quality. 
Flotation is used to beneficiate phosphate from some 
deposits, such as those in Florida (United States of 
America). The world production of phosphate rock is 
shown in table 60 above. 

Apatite is the predominant phosphate mineral compris- 
ing the large and important deposits of the world. In 
these deposits, the fine-grained crystalline apatite is 
known as francolite, which includes compositions repre- 
sented by the formula Ca^PO^F, CI, OH). Carbonate is 
sometimes found as r.i additional component of such 
apatite. Tibie 61 gives the total and the citrate-soluble 

phosphorus content of typical mineral phosphate mate- 
rials from various deposits throughout the world. Table 62 
shows the composition of similar materials. 

TABLE 61. TOTAL AND CITRATE-SOLUBLE PHOSPHORUS CONTENTS OF 

PHOSPHATE ROCK OF VARIOUS ORIGINS 

Type and ¡outce Total P, O, 
of pkotphate rock (percentage) 

Christmas Island  40.0 
Curacao Island  40.7 
Gafsa  292 
Mexico  31.3 
Morocco  33.1 
Nauru Island  38.9 
Togo       36.9 
United States of America 

Florida waste pond, Dunnellon     . 23.6 
Florida hard rock, Dunnellon .  . 36.0 
Florida land pebble, Mulberry   .   . 35.4 
Idaho, Conda  32.4 
Montana, Garrison  36.4 
South Carolina land rock    .... 26.9 
Tennessee brown rock, Mt. Pleasant 34.4 
Tennessee blue rock,  Gordonsburg 31.0 
Wyoming, Cokcville 30.2 

Citrate- 
totuble PtOt 

(percentage 
of lotai rtU¡l 

13 
14 
18 
40 
15 
10 
7 

9 
8 
9 
7 
5 

17 
6 
5 
6 

SOURCES: For Gafsa, Menico, Morocco and Togo: United States of 
America, Teane*««e Valley Authority. unpublished d.U. FotJhe 
reraainder of the typet and source« listed : B. E. Brown and K. D. Jacob. 
Amtrktm FerliUier, vol. 102, pp. 11-12, 2S, Î0. 

TASLE 62. COMPOSITION OF PHOSPHATE ROCK OF VARIOUS ORIOINS 

Chemical m-lftu 
(pmrctnlme) 

iattUkU 
ffi ~j* ~"*.                 Fto%        CM        A,O,        ¿'.Oi _(*y ' 

Arub.       24.9          23.5          12.»           7.9 173 0.9 
Bnril                               32.9          44.3           6.1             - 5.9 - 
S?                           3S.2          'I«           0I            M '•• 11 
ÏScoï. !  I       313          34.«            IJ             - 200 0. 
Morocco                                             32.S          51.9            0.2            04 2.3 42 Morocco^ .                                                                       _ 02 26 
Nauru Island       «.» MA «•> 
niabon                      34.4          512           0.7           03 - 2.2 
S«        '          ....        36.7          510            0.9            12 19 4.0 
ï^tond                     36.1          51.4           0.6            1.2 3.1 34 

SET. : :      •    «•»    °6    ,4 7J " 
United States                                               _ A          , .           . . ... ,, 

Teni»we matrix       23.3          36.0           2.S           5.6 25 3 2.5 
North Carolin.       30.7         49.1           0.7           0 5 3 4 J.7 
Id.lv>                                              29.2          41,8             1.6            2 7 ¡4 6 3 1 
¡SS.-piiü-:::::: :  32.0    474     2,     .0 « » 
Rorida leached zone       20.0         212           3.1           90 44.» M 
CaufocniabeadMand                    31.2          46.9              .4           0.8 2.7 
Oklahoma       27.7          39.0            1.6           2.3 60 3Ç 
Montan.       »-7         «•»          M           l3 ,22 " 

c„ i-.k- a..~i kA»if» Morocco and tha United Stales of Amanea: Tennesaee Valley 
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The rock for direct application to the soil usually is 
concentrated by washing or flotation. It is then dried and 
finely ground. The P¡05 content of phosphate rock varies 
considerably, as does the availability of the contained 
phosphorus. There is essentially no water-soluble 
phosphorus in phosphate rock. There is a correlation 
between the relative yield of crops and the fraction of the 
total phosphorus that is citrate soluble. The influence of 
raw phosphate rock on crop yields has been studied in 
thousands of experiments, but it is not possible within 
the scope of this text to consider individually the data 
obtained. Only a few general statements concerning the 
effectiveness of raw rock as a source of fertilizer phos 
phorus are feasible. 

On acid soils that are low in phosphorus, raw phosphate 
rock may be profitably used, but superphosphate generally 
is more economical. In some tests, phosphate rock pro- 
duced greater yields than superphosphate, but only 
when the rock supplied two to three times as much 
phosphorus as was furnished by the superphosphate. 

Phosphate rock should not be used directly on short- 
season row crops. It should be considered only for use 
in large amounts and under crop rotations, which include 
such crops as red clover, which are strong feeders on 
phosphate rock. A programme of this type has been used 
successfully in Illinois (United States of America) When 
such a programme is initiated on soil low in phosphorus, 
soluble phosphates are needed for the first several years, 
in addition to the rock, to provide the crops with readily 
available phosphorus. 

In cases where raw rock is an effective fertilizer, its 
choice should be based on an economic comparison with 
more available forms of phosphorus. 

The amounts of ground phosphate rock used through- 
out the world for direct application are shown in table 63. 

3. Sulphuric acid 

Roughly half of the sulphuric acid used in the pro- 
duction of wet-process phosphoric acid is made from 
elemental sulphur. Large quantities of by-product and 
spent sulphuric acid from smelting operations and oil 
refineries are also used. 

A wet-process phosphoric acid plant with a daily 
capacity of 150 tons of Pj05 as acid of 54 per cent P208 

content requires 435 tons of 66" Baume sulphuric acid 
per day. An investment of about SI,750.0OO is required 
in the United States of America for a contact sulphuric 
acid plant of this capacity. Figure 38 gives a diagram of 
a contact sulphuric acid plant. The plant would include 
storage for 3,000 tons of molten sulphur, storage for 
4,000 tons of acid, water-treatment facilities and a 
steam-boiler. 

Figure 38. Flow sheet of contact sulphuric ocià plant 

IxHouft gat 

sulphur 

ri- 
t-, _J—|  STf to"»«1 

Caetw 

Dry ( 

SOj 

«8% 
°e%   H¡SO, 

.—,     absorbing] 

1_P~  
CooWr Wa,#* " 

Add 
cooler» 

rHjSO, Woior cooling 

Elemental sulphur, which is shipped either in molten 
or lump form, is burned with air, and the resulting 
sulphur dioxide is converted into sulphuric acid of 
93 per cent H,S04 content. An operator, an assistant 
operator and a part-time labourer for eight hours are 
required to operate the plant. The following materials 
and utilities are required to produce a ton of sulphuric 
acid (100 per cent H¡S04 equivalent) : 

Sulphur (ton)  0.344 
Cooling water (tons) "  28 
Electricity (kWh)  |2 
Labour (man-hour)  0.15 
Boiler feed-water (ton)  0.75 
Maintenance (dollar)  0.75 

« Value could be reduced greatly by use of a cooling tower. 

By-product steam is generated at a rate of about 1 ton 
per ton of acid (100 per cent H,S04 equivalent) from the 
combustion of the sulphur. 

TABU 63. GROUND PHOSPHATE ROCK U«D FOB DIRECT APPLICATION IN EACH CONTINENT, 

1956/1957-1961/1962 

(Thousands of tons of PtO%) 

Continent l9Séll937      I9VII9U      I9SSII9S9      I9Í9II960     196011961      196111962 
  

171 179 257 256 356 
202 20t 242 264 306 
253 252 204 190 180 
24 32 49 46 44 
39 44 51 75 79 
28 54 57 57 60 
— 2 1 — — 

720 770 860 890 1,020 

Europe  145 
USSR«  163 
North and Central America ... 253 
South America  17 
A«a  }5 
Africa  36 
Oceania  — 

Wo«U) TOTAL 650 

Souact : Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Fertilizers: An Annual Keriew of 
Production, Consumption one Trod*, 1962 (Rome, l%3). 

- Calendar year referring to the first part of the split year. 
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C. INTERMEDIATES: PHOSPHORIC  Arios to sell some 1'urnacc acid .it a lower price lor use m 
AND SI'PLRPHOSPHORIC ACID fertilizers    The higher puni y of turn,ut acid is ad van 

tageous in the production of liquid fertilizers, and Mich 
1. General information fertilizers  are produced  ni.tmU   from furnace acid    In 

The importance of phosphoric acid to the fertilizer 1963.  19   per  cent   of the   elect ru ¡„mace   phosphorus 
industry has greatly increased in recent years  Some acid produced  m the   I mted  Stato w ,s used  lor  lert.l./er 
is applied directly to the soil by way of irrigation water, purposes  Bv contras.. 9» por cent „1 the wct-pro^s acuì 
but its main uses in the fertilizer industry are in the pro- produced in the I mted State, ,n  I9M was used in tet- 
duction of triple superphosphate and combination fer- til.zers   Table <>5 g.ses tu- analyses ot typ.cl    »nples 
tilizers,   including   ammonium   phosphates   and   liquid oi »«-process and lunuce ..„id, 
fertilizers Wet-process acid requires phosphate i.vk ,\tu\ sulphuric 

As mentioned previously, there are two basic methods acid, whereas furnace acid requires phosphate rock, silica 
in  commercial   use  for the   production of phosphoric pebble, coke or coal and electric P.»w,r 

acid — the wet process and the furnace process. Wet- 
process acid has a more important role in the fertilizer 2.  H «-protest P,,osrl>->. </«../ 
industry than furnace acid. During the last decade, the Much of the wet-process acid is produced and used at 
production of wet-process acid has increased more rapidly sites where triple superphosphate is mamila,tured. How- 
than that of the furnace acid. In the United States <>f ever. in recent years, wet-process phosphoric acid has 
America, in  1963/1964, production of wet-process acid become more of an article of commerce   The quality of 
was about 116 per cent greater than that of furnace acid the acid has been improved so that it    handling and 
Information on world production of phosphoric acid is shipment  are less  difficult    The  crude  acid, which  is 
not available, but production in the  United States  is saturated with impurities, is aged and settled, often with 
shown in table 64. the aid of settling agents.  Décantation is employed to 

As discussed later, impure wet-process acid which is clarify the acid for shipment   In some cases, the organic 
suitable for use in solid fertilizers can be manufactured content of the acid is reduced  by calcination of the 
in most locations more cheaply than furnace acid. The phosphate rock prior to its acidulation 
more expensive furnace acid of higher purity is used 
extensively in the production of detergents and other (a» Process description 
products which are more costly than fertilizers. However,        Wet-process  phosphoric   acid   is  made   by   reacting 
the producers of furnace acid in the United States of sulphuric acid with iinely ground phosphate rock (90 per 
America have found it profitable to increase plant capa- cent, -100 mesh;   60 per cent,  -200 mesh) of  about 
city above that required for the higher priced outlets and 68 bone phosphate of lime (311 per cent PäOr,). Monda 

TABI a 64. PRODLCIION or PHOSPHORIC ACID IS THF UNITI D STATIS or AMIRICA, 1951 - ISN«' l'M 

(Tonso/PtOJ 

19SI 196011961 196111962 I962IÍ96S 196JH964 

Furnace acid       299,456 726,730 769,680 810,270          881.460 
Fertilizer use  ••• 165,240 
Other uses  • • - • 716.220 

Wet-proctss acid       307,013 1,257,030 1,305,000 1,563,030        1,902,870 
Fertilizer use  ••• 1,731,870 
Other uses  ••• 171'000 

TOTAL     606,469 1,983,760       2,074,680       2,373,300       2,784,330 

SOURCE: Phosphorus and Potassium, October 1964, p. 22. 

TABLE 65. ANALYSES OF PHOSPHORIC ACIDS 

Wtl-proctH acid produced from Floride rock 

~ Uadmrlfied Clarified 
camentraud comxMrated Vm^mifitd 

Amlftit FtheriU »cid meid furnoct acid 

(Prrctnttt) 

p¿),  30.2 53.5 53.8 54.0 
H.PO, equivalent  41.7 73.9 74.3 74.6 
C.O 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.0003 
FewO,'  .        M 2-3 >4 00007 

ALO,   19 2.3 0.8 0.001 
SOÏ 3.1 3.3 2.6 0.003 
F »•'•••   20 , 4 05 0.007 

Solids  - ••<> ,9 - 
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rock o\  the fallowing analysis is typical of that used 
widely for the production of acid : 

Percentage 

p..        31.0 to 31.5 
JT.:  ....     46.2 to 47.9 Caí)  . . .     ., 
F-O         1.4to  2.2 
)S%      °-8,° ,8 
Í¿°J         3.010  4.0 
Z*               0.5 to  0.9 
Ì°J          7.4 to 10.7 
*,o= ; :   3.4 » 4.0 

Organic matter'  '.'.'.'.'.       04to 06 

Dilute phosphoric acid and precipitated calcium 
sulphate are formed. The latter material is filtered from 
the acid. Individual installations for the production of 
wet-process acid vary considerably in the number and 
design of the reaction tanks and the types of filters used. 
Also, calcium sulphate is crystallized in three forms — an 
anhydrite (CaS04); the hemi-hydrate (CaS04.l/2HaO); 
or the dihydiate (CaS04.2H.O). The form of the calcium 
sulphate depends on the temperature and concentration 
involved. The dihydrate process is one of the most popu- 
lar, and it is described below. The reaction may be repre- 
sented by the equation: 

Ca^PO^F + 5H8S04 + 10H.O = 
(Ftuorapatitc) (Sulphuric acid) 

5[CaS04.2HaO] H        HF t-        3H,P04 

(Gvpsum) (Hydrofluoric (Phosphoric 
acid) acid) 

The acid of 30 per cent P206 content from the filter or 
from a settling tank usually is concentrated to 54 per cent 
P.O. content in vacuum evaporators at a temperature of 
about 90° C. The forced-convection type of evaporators 
with Karbate tubes and a rubber-lined flash chamber are 
generally used. 

The amount of by-product gypsum from the filter, con- 
taining 25 per cent moisture, is 5.5 tons per ton of Pa06 
produced. This material can be removed dry from the 
filter and conveyed to a waste pile or discharged wet as a 
slurry and pumped to a waste pond. The water can be 
separated, cooled and reused. 

The gypsum usually is discarded in the mined-out areas 
at the phosphate mine. In other places, disposal of the 
material often becomes a problem. Frequently, it is 
pumped to waste ponds which are formed by dikes made 
of gypsum. There are also instances where the material is 
dissolved in large rivers and in the ocean. In locations 
where mineral gypsum is not available cheaply, the by- 
product gypsum may be dried and used as a filler in 
fertilizers or applied directly as a soil supplement. 
By-product gypsum also is used in cement and for pro- 
duction of plaster-board. 

Fluoride gases evolved in the reactors and the evapora- 
tors are exhausted to water scrubbers for removal. 

A simplified flow sheet of the basic process for the 
production of wet-process acid is given in figure 39, with 
the four main steps in the process outlined below. 

Ilçure .?!>.   flow sheet of wet-process phosphoric acid plant 

[Sul Iphurtci 
ood__J— 
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rock 
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Wot«r Jli- Wo»* 
P,Os 

..(Hid 

(a) The reaction of finely ground phosphate rock and 
sulphuric acid to form phosphoric acid and calcium 
sulphate (gypsum); 

(b) Separation of the calcium sulphate from the acid 
by filtration; 

(c) Washing the calcium sulphate to remove residual 
phosphoric acid; 

(</) Concentration of the acid by heating in an 
evaporator. 

Dilute acid is recycled to the extraction step to help 
prevent unreacted rock from becoming coated with cal- 
cium sulphate, and to ensure crystallization of the calcium 
sulphate as large crystals that will filter well. Counter- 
current washing is employed to recover as much acid as 
possible from the gypsum without excessive dilution of 
the acid with the wash water. 

Concentration of the acid is performed either by direct 
contact with combustion gases in submerged combustion 
equipment or by steam in a vacuum evaporator. 

(b) Economic data 
A wet-process phosphoric acid plant to produce acid 

equivalent to 150 tons of Pa06 daily costs about $4 million 
in the United States of America, exclusive of the units for 
grinding rock and for the production of sulphuric acid, 
which, as described, would add about $2.5 million more. 

The following tabulation gives the material, labour and 
utility requirements per ton of P,06 for the production 
of wet-process acid of 54 per cent PaOB content, which is 
the concentration commonly made : 

Phosphate rock (tons)   . . 
Sulphuric acid (tons H^O,) 
Electricity (kWh)   .... 
Water (tons) 

3.4 
2.7 

150 
130 

Steam, 7 kg/sq cm (ton)  0.2 
Steam, 1.5 kg/sq cm (tons)  2.5 
Maintenance labour (man-hour)  «.32 
Maintenance materials (dollars)  2.50 
General supplies (dollars)      j|-• 
Supervisor (man-hour)  J^' 
Foreman (man-hour)  °-*jj 
Operators (man-hour)  ^•4° 
Shift chemist (man-hour)  °-16 
Labourers (man-hour)  °-32 

(c) Extraction by hydrochloric acid 
A few large pilot plants or small industrial phosphoric 

acid plants in several countries are based on the use of 
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hydrochloric acid instead of sulphuric acid. The phospho- 
ric acid is separated from the calcium chloride by means 
of an organic solvent. The solvent is separated from the 
acid and recycled to the process. The process was devel- 
oped by Israel Mining Industries and is being studied 
by several other companies. 

The use of a solvent provides acid of higher purity than 
is obtained directly by standard wet-process methods. 

Typical analyses of technical and food-grade phosphoric 
acids made by this process are given below : 

Technical-grade phosphoric acid 
PerctHlagf 

H.PO« 95 
Fe . 0-03 
Zn  0.09 
As       0.005 
V   0.004 
Cu 0009 

Cr '.  '.  0.007 

Food-grade phosphoric acid 
Percentage 

H.PO, 95 
CI, max 0001 
Heavy metals as Pb, 

max 0.002 
Fe, max 0.002 
As 0.000! 

SOURCE. Data supplied by Y. Araten, Director. New Fertilizers 
Divisior, Israel Mining Industries. 

For the production of 1 ton of P,0, in the form of 
H,P04,95 per cent, the following are required: 

Phosphate rock, 34% P.O,  ?0jon 
HO (calculated as 100»/) 2° ton 
Solvent make-up !,*,„„ „,                                                                  .... 4.7 ton 
*team                                                                             . 230 kWh 
Power  7 5 m' 
Water for process  • 
Water for cooling  

"SOUUCE   Data supplied by Y. Ar.ten,  Director, New Fertilizers 
Division, Israel Mining Industries. 

phosphorus per day, which is equivalent to 165 tons of 
pa05 per day. The plants are ordinarily located where 
low-cost hydroelectric power is available Seasonal and 
off-peak power may be used advantageously. Operation 
of the furnace requires about 6,000 kilowatt hours of 
electricity per ton of P206 as phosphorus produced In 
addition to electricity, the following quantities of mate- 
rials and labour are required per ton of PjG5 : 

Phosphate nodules (tons) v7* 
Coke (ton) J*J 
Silica pebble (ton) " • 
Carbon electrodes (kg) J-• 
Steam (thousand kg) °J»7 
Cooling water (tons) "  34 
Supervisor (man-hour)  ° °_ 
Operating labour (man-hour) J*-*» 
Foreman (man-hour)      0.1 
Shift chemist (man-hour) 0.1 ft 
Labourers (man-hour)  

Repairs and maintenance 
Labour (man-h^-ir) '-f~ 
Materials (dolU. i21 

Supplies (dollars)  ' n 

3. Furnace phosphoric acid 

(a) Process description 
The first step in the production of furnace acid is to 

produce elemental phosphorus in an electric furnace. 
Phosphate nodules or other lump phosphate material, 
silica pebble, and coke or coal are mixed and fed to the 
furnace. The electric current which enters the furnace 
through carbon or graphite electrodes fuses the rock and 
silica, and the carbon in the coke or coal reduces the 
phosphate. A mixture of phosphorus vapour and carbon 
monoxide gas is withdrawn continuously from the fur- 
nace. The phosphorus is condensed to a liquid, which is 
converted into phosphoric acid in a separate plant, often 
located far from the phosphorus plant. Molten calcium 
silicate slag and an iron-phosphorus compound known 
as   ferrophosphorus   are   tapped   from   the   furnace 
periodic?Uy 

(b) Economic data 
A modern phosphorus plant of a size to be econo- 

mically attractive in the United States of America usually 
contains two or more 20,000 to 50,000-kilowatt furnaces 
and costs upwards of $10 million. Two 20,000-kilowatt 
furnaces have a capacity of about 72 tons of elemental 

• Value could be reduced greatly by use of a cooling tower. 

The investment in a phosphoric acid plant to convert 
phosphorus into acid is much less than that required for 
the plant to produce the phosphorus. The investment 
involved in a modern phosphoric acid plant capable of 
burning 2,720 kilogrammes  of phosphorus per hour 
(equivalent to 150 tons of P,05 per day) is about $1 million 
in the United States of America. Modern plants are built 
of stainless steel. A flow sheet of such a plant is shown 
in figure 40. Liquid phosphorus is pumped to a water- 
cooled, stainless-steel combustion chamber and burned 
with air. The gases from the combustion chamber enter 
the hydrator, where the phosphorus pentoxide vapour is 
hydrated to phosphoric acid. The phosphoric acid is then 
collected from the gas stream, cooled and pumped to 
storage. The raw material, labour and other operating 

Figure 40. Flow sheet of furnace phosphoric acid plant 
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requirements per metric ton of P205 for the production 
of acid of three concentrations in this plant arc as follows : 

Acid concentration (percentage) 
PO 6'0 760 HVÎ 
H,PO, equivalent 87.0 105 115 

Phosphorus burning-rate(kg'hr) 2,720 1,815 1/85 
Cooling-water (20° C) (tons) ° 75 75 7< 
Water to process«ton) »80 0.44 0..H 
Electricity (kWh) 65 83 <*) 
Compressed air (eu m) 5C 75 88 
Steam (kg) 15 12 lu 

Labour (man-hour) 
Foreman                              , 0 05 0 05 <>l* 
Operator  0.14 0.21 0 24 
Ma.ntenance  0.(W 0 12 nil 

Maintenance materials (dollars) .             0 05 007 0 0? 

Value could be reduced grutly by use of a cooling lower 

The world shortage of sulphur and the development of 
low-cost nuclear and hydroelectric power may result in 
greater use of the furnace method for fertilizer production 

4. Superphosphoric acid 

(a) Furnace method 
Storage, handling and transportation costs are impelling 

factors in the trend towards fertilizer materials of higher 
analysis. A comparatively recent new comer to the list 
of highly concentrated materials is superpnosphoric acid. 
In research work done by the Tennessee Valley 
Authority (TVA), it was found that phosphoric acid 
containing 76 per cent ?tOh, equivalent to 105 per cent 
H3P04, was a liqui J at room temperature and could be 
produced from elemental phosphorus at essentially the 
same cost per unit of Pa05 as ihc ordinary furnace, 
75 per cent H3Pl)4 described previously. 

The following tabulation shows the difference be- 
tween furnace acids of ordinary and superphosphoric 
concentrations: 

Super- 
OrtUnary phosphor it 

arili mid 

Acid concentration (percentage of P30,)        54 76 
H,PO,equivalent (percentage) 75 105 
LbPA/gal  7-> l2-2 

Percentage of P.O., as poly acids 0 51 
Viscosity (centipoises) 

At40°C      12 400 
At 100" C  4 45 

Corrosion rate (mils/yr) 
Mild steel at room temperature  .... 523 230 
Type 316 stainless steel at 110° C 5 0.5 

The superphosphoric acid contains 70 per cent more 
PaO& per gallon than ordinary acid, and it is less corrosive ; 
on the other hand, it is more viscous than ordinary acid, 
and crystals form in it at a higher temperature. Super- 
phosphoric acid is liquid at room temperature and will 
remain so in storage at much lower temperatures because 
of its strong tendency to supercool. Usually, crystals do 
not appear unless the bulk of the acid cools below 
about 5" C. The crystals dissolve when the acid is heated 
above 16" C, which is the melting-point of the crystals. 
When the acid is to be stored for several weeks or longer 
in freezing weather, indoor or heated tanks are desirable. 

Where the acid is to be shipped in extremely cold weather 
the best procedure is to load the acid while still hot into 
insulated stainless-steel tank cars. The rate of cooling 
of the acid is so slow that delivery can be effected before 
the acid has cooled sufficiently to crystallize. Large 
savings in freight and other transportation costs are 
possible with this type of acid. 

Aside from its much higher PjO& content and the 
savings in the handling, storage and shipping costs that 
result, superphosphoric acid contains about 50 per cent 
of its P,05 in the form of polyphosphoric acids, whereas 
acid of ordinary concentration is essentially all ortho- 
phosphoric acid The polyphosphoric acids are proving 
to be advantageous in the production of fertilizers of 
higher analysis, particularly liquid fertilizers. 

(b) Wet method 
A material somewhat analogous to furnace super- 

phosphoric acid (table 66) is being produced from ordi- 
nary wet process acid of 54 per cent P20B content in evap- 
orators similar to those used in the initial concentration 
of wet-process acid. This product contains about 71 per 
cent P,05- equivalent to 98 per cent H3P04. As in the case 
of the furnace superphosphoric acid, roughly half of the 
P,0, is in the desirable form of polyphosphoric acids. 
Research by the Tennessee Valley Authority has shown 
that in concentrating the acid to this extent, some of the 
precipitated impurities are dissolved as a result of the 
sequestering action of the polyphosphoric acids, and acid 
of improved quality is obtained. 

T*n«   66.   ANUYSIS   or   HIGHLY   CONCFNTRVTTD 

PHOSPHORIC  ACID " 

WIT-PROCESS 

Analyw \ Peritinole 

P.O.  70.8 
H,PO, equivalent  97 8 
Percentage of P,Oäas polyphosphoric acids 45.3 
Fe,03  «•» A|.°>  I so,  H 
F  0-2 

• Wet-process acid produced from Florida rock. 

A cost of about $1 million has been estimated for a 
plant to concentrate wet-process acid of 54 per cent 
P,04 content at a rate of 150 tons of P,0, daily to acid of 
70 per cent P,05 content. In the following tabulation the 
requirements per ton of P,Os for production of the more 
concentrated wet-process acid are given : 

Operating labour (man-hour)  0.48 
Water (tons)  5° 
Natural gas (eu m )  85 
Electricity (kWh)  M 
Supplies (dollars)  0.17 
Maintenance (dollars)  1-15 
Chemical analyses (dollars)  0.15 

The concentrated wet-process acid is now being pro- 
duced by several companies in vacuum and atmospheric 
evaporators. There is a great deal of interest in its use in 
the production of liquid fertilizer and in granular solid 
fertilizer 
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T 
D. PHOSPHATE FERTILIZERS 

1. General information 

The phosphate industry is currently producing annually 
about 50 million tons of phosphate rock 2 and phosphate 
fertilizers containing approximately 15.6 million tons of 
PA 

World consumption of basic slag, a by-product of the 
iron and steel industry, is equivalent to about 1.4 million 
tons of P205 per annum ; 85 per cent of world consumption 
is in western Europe, and 75 per cent is consumed in the 
producing countries. 

The principal ways of converting the apatite structure 
of phosphate rock to forms that can be utilized more 
fully in plant nutrition are shown in the following 
diagram : 

According to the Bureau of the Census, production 
in the United States for the years 1963 and 1964, was as 
follows (in millions of tons): 

Concentrated 
Normal and triple Ammonium 

Year superphosphate superphosphate phosphate 

....            88 5 1 

....          78 17 2 

....           77 14 3 

....           67 21 4 

1956     .   .   .   . ....           64 27 4 
....           59 29 7 

1958      .    .    .   . ....          53 28 8 
....          51 28 8 
....           47 2') 10 
....           45 28 10 

1962     ... ....           41 31 12 

» Phosphorus and Potassium, vol. 15, No. 2 (1965), p. 1. 

1963 

1964 

S or mai 
and fnri< hed 

superphosphate 

1.2 

1.1 

Concentrated 
tuper phosphate 

1.0 

1.2 

Ammani un 
phnphaír 
and others 

0.95 

M 

With regard to total world production, the relati\c 
proportions of the different kinds of phosphate fertilizers 
were as follows: 

TABLE 68 PROPORTIONS OF TOTAL P.O., PRODUCEr> AS VARIOUS TYPES 

OF   PHOSPHAT!    EFRTIIIZIRS.   I 953  I 954 - 1 95') I %0 " 

For many years, normal superphosphate held the domi- 
nant position as a phosphate fertilizer in the United 
States of America. Since about 1930, the proportion of 
triple superphosphate has grown, and the proportion of 
normal superphosphate has declined. Since 1957, ammo- 
nium phosphate has been gaining at the expense of 
superphosphate (table 67). 

TABLE 67. PROPORT;ONS OF TOTAL P,0, USED IN THE UNITED 

STATES OF AMERICA AS NORMAL SUPFRPHOSPHATE, CONCENTRATED 

AND TWPLE SUPERPHOSPHATE AND «MMONIUM PHOSPHATE, 1930- 

1962 

Sormal     Concentrated 
super- super- 

phosphate      phosphate Basic slat        Others 

1953/1954  66 9 14 II 
1954/1955  63 12 15 10 
1955/1956  62 12 16 10 
1956/1957  58 II 17 14 
1957/1958  54 14 16 16 
1958/1959  53 14 15 18 
1959/1960  51 14 16 19 

SOURCE United States of America Department of Agriculture and 
Tennessee Valley Authority, Superphosphate (Washington, D. C, 1964), 
pp. 315, 316. 

* Total world production. 

These data show a trend away from superphosphate in 
the past few years, on a world-wide basis. 

2. Production of normal superphosphate 

(a) Definition of superphosphates 

The name "superphosphate" applies to fertilizer 
obtained by treating finely ground phosphate lock with 
sulphuric acid, phosphoric acid, or a mixture of the two. 
The product made with sulphuric acid usually contains 
16 to 21 per cent of the available PA- and il is referred 

to as "ordinary" or "normal" superphosphate, or simply 
"superphosphate". The product made with phosphoric acid 
usually contains 43 to 48 per cent of the available P206 
and is referred to as "concentrated" or "triple" super- 
phosphate. 

In this section, the acidulation of phosphate rock with 
sulphuric acid to produce normal superphosphate is 
described. The production of phosphoric acM and its use 
in the production of triple superphosphate are described 
in other sections. The grinding of phosphate rock and 
the production of sulphuric acid also are described in 
other sections. 

(b) Use of normal superphosphate 

Normal superphosphate is produced in larger quan- 
tities than any other phosphate fertilizer. Of the approxi- 
mately 11 million metric tons of fertilizer P205 produced 
in 1963/1964, 46.3 per cent was in the form of normal 
superphosphate. Triple superphosphate was second, with 
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14 3 per cent, and basic slag was third, with 12 9 per cent 
Large proportions of the superphosphates are further 
processed into combination and mixed fertilizers 

(c) Process description 

The production of normal superphosphate is basically 
a simple operation, which largely accounts for the con- 
tinued popularity of this fertilizer. The only ingredients 
required are ground phosphate rock and sulphuric acid, 
which has been produced in large quantities for many 
years. The main chemical reaction that occ irs when finely 
ground phosphate rock is mixed with sulphuric acid in 
the manufacture of normal superphosphate may be repre- 
sented by the following equation : 

TABU  W. COMPOSITION OI NORM AI  SUPIUPHOSPHA« MADt P»OM 

FlOKIDA   PUDSPHAfF   ROCK 

(Fluorapatitc) 
7H2S04 

(Sulphuric- 
acid) 

3[CaH4(P04VH2OJ 7CaS04 

(Monocalcium (Calcium 
phosphate) sulphate) 

3H,0 

2HF 
(Hydrofluoric 

acid) 

The phosphate originally present as apatite in the rock 
is converted to water-soluble monocalcium phosphate. 
Calcium sulphate also is formed and is intermixed with 
the monocalcium phosphate. The reaction releases toxic 
fluorine compounds, which, in populated areas, often 
are recovered for their value and to prevent a health 
hazard Tabic 69 below »ives a typical analysis of normal 
superphosphate made from Florida phosphate rock. 

For many years, the only method of making normal 
superphosphate was to mix batches of phosphate rock 
and sulphuric acid. More recently, continuous methods 
have been developed, in which a stream of finely ground 
phosphate rock is reacted with a stream of sulphuric 
acid. Figure 41 is a diagram of a batch method of 
producing normal superphosphate. Figure 42 is a dia- 
gram of a continuous method of producing normal 
superphosphate, which involves the use of a cone mixer. 
The popularity of continuous methods is now increasing 
rapidly. 

Figure 41. Diagram of baldi manufacture of normal superphosphate 
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Figure 42   Flow sheet of continuous manufactwe  of normal 
superphosphate 
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The manufacture of superphosphate involves the 
following three operations : 

{a) Mixing finely ground phosphate rock (90 per cent, 
-100 mesh) with sulphuric acid. With rock of 
34 per cent P,06 content, about 0.58 kilogramme of 
H,S04 (100 per cent basis) is required per kilo- 
gramme of rock. Sulphuric acid normally is 
available in two concentrations — 66° Baumé 
(93 per cent H,S04) or 60° Baumé (77 per cent 
HjSÒ4). The acid usually is diluted to about 
75 per cent H,S04 prior to mixing with the rock or, 
in the case of the cone mixer, the water is added 
separately to the mixer; 

(b) Curing and drying of the acidulated mate;, al in a 
den. Superphosphate excavated from the den 
within one to four hours has a temperature above 
100° C. The reaction has not reached completion. 
Therefore, the material still contains free acid and 
unreacted rock. The amount of available PtO( will 
increase wii> additional ageing; 

(c) The product is removed from the den and conveyed 
to storage piles for final curing, which requires 
from two to six weeks, depending on the nature and 
proportions of the raw materials and the conditions 
of manufacture. In large modern plants, a crane 
with a grab-bucket is employed to remove the 
superphosphate from storage. The product from 
the crane is fed to a disintegrator, usually of the 
hammer-mill or cage-mill type. The product from 
the mill is discharged onto an inclined screen of 
about 6-mesh size. The material that fails to pass the 
screen is returned to the mill for further grinding. 
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id) Economic data 
The production of a ton of normal superphosphate of 

20 per cent available P,06 content would require 626 kilo- 
grammes of ground phosphate rock (34 per cent Pa05>- 
390 kilogrammes of sulphuric acid (93 per cent H2S04), 
and 90 kilogrammes of water. The reaction generates 
considerable heat. Approximately 8 to 10 per cent of 
the weight of the ingredients (water vapour and volatiles) 
is lost in the manufacturing and curing steps. 

A typical cone-mixer plant to produce 20 tons of 
normal superphosphate per hour would have an 80-horse- 
powcr electrical load. One operator, two labourers and a 
part-time supervisor (eight hours per day) would be 
required to operate the plant. The investment for such a 
plant varies widely, depending on many factors; a value 
for a plant with minimum facilities in the United States 
of America would be about $150,000, not including ser- 
vices, storage facilities and rock-grinding equipment. The 
plant would utilize ground rock and acid directly from 
railroad cars. A plant with rock-grinding equipment and 
provisions for storage of raw materials and product would 
cost roughly $750,000. 

By applying prevailing unit costs, a rough approxima- 
tion of the direct cost of producing normal superphos- 
phate in a specific location can be obtained. The operating 
requirements per ton of normal superphosphate are : 

Phosphate rock (ton) •   •   •   •   •    ¡¡-^J 
63° Baume sulphuric acid, 93 per cent H,SO. (ton)   ....    «• « 
Water (ton)  0A 

Electricity (kWh)  J 
Operating labour (man-hour)  «••' 
Supervision (man-hour)  • 
Maintenance and supplies (dollar)  

There are a great many different makes and designs of 
mixers used throughout the world for the production of 
normal superphosphate. Regardless of the mixing process 
employed, however, the manufacture of superphosphate 
is still a relatively simple operation. The product is a 
good fertilizer material which contains in addition to 
water-solubie monocalcium phosphate, large amounts of 
calcium and sulphur. These diluents result in the relatively 
low PA content of the product, which is the lowest of 
any of the major sources of phosphate fertilizer. Therefore 
normal superphosphate ordinarily is produced and used 
in the same location to avoid the high cost involved in 
transporting material of low analysis. 

3. Grinding phosphate rock 

Phosphate rock used for fertilizer manufacture or for 
direct application must be ground to the proper particle 
si£C. The grinding may be done at the mining site or near 
ti e point of use. 

Figure 43 is a diagram of grinding facilities. Dried 
Florida pebble rock (1 to 3 per cent moisture) of minus 
3/4-inch size and 68 to 77 bone phosphate of lime is used 
widely. The rock usually is ground to the following Tyler 
mesh size for acidulation : 

(a) +100, 10 percent; 
(6) -100, 90 percent; 
(c) -200, 60 per cent. 

Figuis 43 Flow theft of phosphate rock -gnnlmg 
equipment 
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It is received by ship or rail and IN unloaded and stored 
in a weather-protected building or silo A conveying 
system transfers the rock from storage to .he mill-tccder. 
which regulates flow of rock to the mill. The mill i> of an 
air-swept type and usually is either a roller mill or ball 
mill. When the rock is ground to the desired si/e. it is 
carried out by the air stream to a centrifugal separator. 
The product is discharged to a storage silo. Air from the 
separator returns to the mill fan and is recirculated to the 
mill. 

A plant to grind about 50 tons per hour costs about 
$750,000 in the United States of America. A well- 
operated plant should produce, at rated capacity, 330 days 
annually. It requires an operator and an assistant operator. 
The following utilities, labour and supplies are required 
per ton of rock : 

Electricity (kWh) ^ 
Labour (man-hour) noiS 
Maintenance and supplies (dollar) 

4. Production of triple superphosphate 

(a) General information 
Triple superphosphate was produced commercially 

early in the history of the phosphate fertilizer industry. 
However, it did not become an important material until 
after 1930 In 1930, it accounted for only 5 per cent of the 
phosphate fertilizer supplied in the United States of 
America. It climbed to 17 per cent by 1940, and has 
in-eased sevenfold since then. Its high plant-nutr.cnt 
content and its capacity for reaction with ammonia in 
the production of multinutrient fertilizers are important 
factors in its growth. It is also the leading phosphate for 
direct application in the United States. In 1959, tripe 
superphosphate supplied 52 per cent of the phosphate 
fertilizer used for direct application. 

Triple superphosphate normally contains from 43 to 
48 per cent of the available P2O0 or, as its name implies, 
nearly three times as much as normal superphosphate 
(see table 70). 

Through the use of superphosphor.c acid, described 
earlier, it is possible to produce a concentrated super- 
phosphate that contains 54 per cent of the available I ¿),. 

Plants that make phosphate fertilizers generally have 
been located close to the ultimate market instead of near 
phosphate deposits, primarily because phosphate rock 
is more concentrated in P206 than is normal superphos- 
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TARU  ?0   COMPOSITION of   TRIPU  SUPERPHOSPHATE  MAOI   FROM 

HORIDA   ROCK   '.NO   Wf T-PROCESS   PHOSPHORIC   ACID 

4m*lvtif Pcr.ewaie 

Total P.O,       46.3 
Available P.O,        44.5 
Water-Soluble P.O,  39 4 
CaO  20.0 
AI.O,  I.» 
Fc.O,  14 
F  16 

TABLE 71. TRINO IN PRODUCTION or NORMAL AND TRIPLI SUPER- 

PHOSPHATE* IN THE UNITED STATES or AMERICA. 1900-1 %2 

Yrar 

1900  
1910  
1920  
1930  
1940  
1930  
1955  
I960  
1962  

phate, and is thus cheaper to ship per unit of plant 
nutrient. However, this situation is changing rapidly as 
a result of the switch to more concentrated phosphate 
fertilizers, including triple superphosphate. In table 71 
it is shown that the trend in the United States of America 
has been towards concentrated superphosphate and away 
from normal superphosphate. It has been predicted that 
the production of normal superphosphate will level off 
within a few years and that little increase in production 
will result thereafter. 

An integrated plant for the manufacture of triple 
superphosphate entails a greater capital investment and 
is more complicated than one for the production of nor- 
mal superphosphate. Extra labour and processing costs 

Figure 44.   Flow sheet of run-of-pile  triple superphosphate plant 
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also are involved, so that the cost of a unit of P205 in 
triple superphosphate is higher than that in normal 
superphosphate. On the other hand, the higher cost of 
the product at the plant site is frequently more than 
offset by savings in freight, storage and distribution costs, 
and the fact that a lower grade, cheaper phosphate rock 
can be used in the production of the wet-process acid. 

(b) Process description 

The main phosphate compound present in triple super- 
phosphate is monocalcium phosphate monohydrate, 
which is the same as that in normal superphosphate. 
However, triple superphosphate consists almost entirely 
of monocalcium phosphate, whereas normal super- 
phosphate contains a large proportion of calcium 
sulphate. The main reaction that occurs when finely 
divided phosphate rock is acidulated with phosphoric 
acid in the production of triple superphosphate may be 
represented by the following equation : 

Ca5(P04)3F 
(Fluorapatitc) 

7H3P04      -r 
(Phosphoric 

acid) 

5[CaH4(P04)a.HjO] 
(Monocalcium 

phosphate 

5H,0 

4       HF 
(Hydrofluoric 

acid) 

In the manufacture of triple superphosphate, the rock 
and acid are mixed, the acidulate is denned and the 
solidified superphosphate is cured in storage. Concen- 
trated superphosphate solidifies much more rapidly than 
normal superphosphate, and the two operations differ 
mainly in that respect. The rock particle size generally 
is the same as for normal superphosphate, that is, 90 per 
cent through 100 mesh. The acid concentration usually 
is about 75 per cent H3P04. The acid-to-rock ratio, 
expressed as the mole ratio of total P2Os to X^aO in the 
acidulate, ranges from 0.91 to 0.95. The conversion of 
PjOs to the available form after the usual period of curing 
is 95 to 98 per cent. 

Triple superphosphate is now largely produced by 
means of continuous processes. The cone-mixer process 
for triple superphosphate is quite similar to that described 
previously for normal superphosphate, and it is the most 
popular of the continuous processes (see figure 44). 

The finely ground phosphate rock and the phosphoric 
acid arc metered continuously and are discharged onto a 
belt conveyor. It solidifies before reaching the curing pile. 
A continuous den, rather than a belt conveyer, may be 
u^ed. As in the case of normal superphosphate, an 
extended curing period is required for the reaction to 
proceed more nearly to completion. About thirty days. 
on an average, are required. 

A superphosphate containing 54 per cent Pt05 is pro- 
duced by diluting superphosphoric acid slightly and pre- 
heating it before addition to the rock. The acidulate is 
held in a den for one hour, where the high temperature 
developed causes evolution of a substantial portion of the 
fluorine and other volatiles. Conversion of the phosphate 
to available form is rapid. The material owes its high 
analysis to loss of volatiles and to its low content of 
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moisture (free and combined). Anhydrous monoealcium 
phosphate is the main component 

(c) Economic data 
With phosphate rock of 34 per cent PaO;> intuit and 

wet-process phosphoric acid of 53 per cent P,Os content, 
417 kilogrammes of rock and 644 kilogrammes ol acid 
are required per ton of product These quantities cor- 
respond to 2.40 kilogrammes of acid Pa06 per kilogramme 

of rock PA- or a p2°s t0 Ca° mole rall° of °'97 There 

is an approximate 4 per cent loss in weight in manu- 
facturing and curing of the product. A plant to produce 
20 tons of product per hour has an electrical load of 
45 horsepower. Maintenance costs are about $0.15 per 
ton of product. The investment required for such a plant 
is about $150,000 in the United States of America, 
exclusive of storage and facilities for grinding the rock 
The plant, complete with storage and grinding equipment, 
requires an investment of the order of $1 million in the 
United States. The requirements per ton of product are 
summarized in table 72. 

TABU 72. REQUIREMENTS PER TON OF PRODUCT FOR THL PRODUCTION 
OF TRIPLE SUPERPHOSPHATE FROM FLORIDA ROCK AND WET-PROCESS 

PHOSPHORIC ACID 

A few plants feed phosphate rock and ,u id tu the gra- 
nulator to supply a p< rtion of the phosphates, production 
cost is lowered. Hut greater investment is icqinred 

\ acilities to granulate superphosphate at a rate ol 
20 tons per hour cost about $700,000 in the I ntted 
States ol America ^ he electric power required tor such 
facilities is about 30 kilowatts Labour requirements añ- 
one operator and one assistant operator twenty-lour hours 
per day. and two labourers eight hours per day Mainte- 
nance amounts to about $0.70 per ton of product 1 he 
requirements per ton of product are summarized in 
table 73. 

TABU 7}  REQI IREMENIS PIR TON OF PRODI HI IOR im PRODI ( nos, 

Of   GRAM l AR   TRIPIE   StiPI RPHOSPH M I 

Phosphate rock, 34 per cent P,06 (ton) 
Phosphoric acid, 53 per cent P,0, (ton) 
Electricity (kWh) 
Supervisor (man-hour) 
Operator (man-hour) 
Labourer (man-hour) 
Maintenance (dollars) 

0.417 
0.644 
2 
0.016 
0.05 
0.10 
0.15 

(d) Granular triple superphosphate 
Concentrated superphosphate is also granulated in 

some plants by the procedures shown in figure 45. 

Figure 45. Flow sheet of plant for granulation of cured run-of-pile 
superphosphate 
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Cured run-of-pile triple superphosphate, three to six 
weeks old, is removed from storage and fed to a screen. 
The oversize is milled and recycled; the fine material is 
conveyed to a rotary drum granulator. Water is sprayed 
onto the bed of material, and steam is sparged under- 
neath the bed to provide wet granular material. The wet 
granules are discharged to a rotary drier. The dried 
granules are screened. The oversize is milled and returned 
with the fines to the granulator. Dust and fumes from 
the drier are scrubbed in a water-scrubber. 

Granular triple superphosphate is used for direct 
application and bulk blending, whereas the ungranulated 
material is used in the production of combination 
fertilizers. 

5. Fluorine recovery 

Fluorine compounds are emitted in the production of 
normal and concentrated superphosphates and wet- 
process acid. It is desirable to prevent these compounds 
from escaping into the air and creating a pollution 
problem. 

Proper design and maintenance of mixers and dens is a 
requirement in collecting fluorine gases. The gases usually 
are pulled by a fan through scrubbers, where absorption 
by water gives a dilute solution (10 to 25 per cent) of 
fluosilicic acid (H2SiFe), which is formed by the action of 
hydrogen fluoride on the silica in the phosphate rock. 
The solution also contains the phosphate entrained in the 
gas from the acidulatton operation. In most cases, the 
acid liquor is neutralized, usually with limestone, and 
discarded. The fluorine in phosphate rock is potentially 
an important resource, but so far it nas not been econo- 
mically feasible to recover much of it for use. 

6. Slags 

Phosphate slags include several products and by- 
products that result from the thermal treatment of ores 
that contain phosphate (see table 74). The application of 
such slags to the soil often results in additional crop yield, 
although the phosphorus which they contain is virtually 
insoluble in water. The phosphorus compounds in some 
of these products are known, whiU in others they have 
not been accurately determined. Prominent in these 
products are such citrate-soluble compounds as dicalcium 
and tricalcium phosphates, silicocarnot.te and meta- 
phosphates. 
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TABL
C
 74. TYPICAL ANALYSES OF SLAGS AND PHOSPHATES PRODUCED BY THEFMAL PROCESS 

Percentatt of PtOt 

Material Total CS. WS. CaO SiO. 

Defluorinated phosphate rock 21 ° 18 —          29 47 0.06 
Fused tricalcium phosphate  28 22 —          40 20 0.3 
Calcium magnesium phosphate 6   ... 20 10 —          3f« 20 2.0 
Calcium metaphosphates  6J fi2 0.8          2 ' 5 0.2 
Rhenania phosphate  28 27 —          42 10 1.5 
United States basic slag         9 6' — *.' 11 0.13 
European Thomas slag      18 16c 47 8 0.008 

' By adding phosphoric acid and decreasing the amount of silica added, defluorinated products with 
up to 40 per cent P20) are made. 

* 14 per cent MgO. 
' Citric-acid soluble PiOs. 

TABLE 75. PRODUCTION OF BASIC SLAG, BY COUNTRIES, 1955/1956-1963/1964 

(Thousand tons o/P:Oi) 

I9SSII9SÍ     195611957     19571195»     195911959      195911960     I960II96I     1961,1962      196211963     19ÌÌ/I964 

Europe 
Belgium  189 184 171 180 196 183 1% 
Federal Republic of Germany    ... 299 362 374 346 491 431 365 
France                    348 365 368 400 357 372 381 
Italy   !  11 13 15 15 16 20 23 
Luxembourg  115 122 112 110 121 128 124 
Poland  — — — — * 63 w 

Sweden  8 9 7 8 10 6 6 
United Kingdom  83 83 82 84 106 96 122 

United Sutes of America  — 12 14 11 — — 6 

192 
405 
370 

21 
127 
69 

4 
107 

184 
454 

17 
125 
72 

5 
112 

SOURCE : Statistics of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. 

When phosphate rock is calcined or fused under certain 
conditions, the fluorine is volatilized from the apatite, 
with the resulting formation of tricalcium phosphate. 
Available phosphates may also be obtained by fusing 
phosphate rock with alkalis and alkaline earth com- 
pounds. Solid solutions of rather indefinite composition 
result. Fusion of phosphate rock with magnesium ores, 
e.g., olivine and serpentine, produces a slag containing 
available phosphorus. 

(a) Basic and Thomas slags 
Basic slag, a by-product of iron and steel manufacture, 

ranks as a leading phosphatic fertilizer in western 
Europe, where most of it is produced and consumed. The 
world production is shown in table 75. The only pro- 
duction of basic slag in the United States of America is 
that from the high phosphorus iron-ore at Birmingham, 
Alabama. Production in the United States, which amounts 
to about 300,000 tons annually, finds outlets as a fertilizer 
and liming material. This material contains 8 to 10 per 
cent total P,08 (see table 74), of which 60 to 90 per cent 
is citrate soluble. It is ground in ball mills so that 80 per 
cent passes a 100-mesh screen. The fertilizer effectiveness 
of the material is dependent upon fine grinding. 

The European material, known as Thomas slag, also 
is obtained as a by-product of steel production. Thomas 
slag has a higher P80& content (18 per cent) than does the 

slag produced in the United States of America (table 74). 
It is produced in much larger quantities, as shown in 
table 75, and has played a more important role in agri- 
culture. Millions of tons of the slag have been used in 
European agriculture. Prior to the Second World War, 
slag supplied about 70 per cent of the phosphorus used 
for fertilizer purposes in Germany, and a considerable 
portion of that used in Belgium, France and the United 
Kingdom. 

Until recently, basic and Thomas slags ranked second 
in quantity to superphosphate as a phosphate fertilizer. 
However, oxygen converters and electric furnaces will be 
used almost exclusively in new steel plants. Also, there 
will be a tendency towards the replacement of existing 
Thomas converters by oxygen converters and of basic 
open-hearth furnaces by electric furnaces or oxygen 
converters. These changes in methods of steel production 
are expected to result in less by-product slag in future 
years. 

(b) Rhenania phosphate 
Rhenania phosphate is another fertilizer produced 

thermally. It is made by calcination of a mixture of sodium 
carbonate, phosphate rock and silica. The process has 
been carried out commercially in Germany since 1917. 
A finely ground mixture of sodium carbonate, phosphate 
rock and silica is dampened with water and fed to a 
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Figure 46   Calcium metapkosphaie plant 
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coal-fired rotary kiln heated to 1250» C. The kiln product 
is quenched with sprays of water, dried and pulverized 
before shipment. A typical analysis of the product is 
given in table 74. The introduction of sodium carbonate 
does not result in water-soluble phosphorus. However, 
the addition of sodium carbonate apparently neutralizes 
the adverse effect of fluorine, since most of the fluorine 
remains in the product. 

(c) Calcium metaphosphale 
Trie Tennessee Valley Authority has produced a glassy, 

citrate-soluWe phosphate fertilizer known as calcium 
metaphosphate. This material is produced by burning 
elemental phosphorus in a furnace and reacting the 
resulting phosphorus pentoxidc vapour with phosphate 
rock at a high temperature (see figure 46). Approximately 
70 per cent of the P,08 in the product comes from ele- 
mental phosphorus, 27 per cent from pulverized phos- 
phate rock injected into the combustion chamber and 
3 per cent from briquetted rock in the absorption tower. 
About 80 per cent of the fluorine in the phosphate rock 
is volatilized and absorbed in limestone in a packed 
tower. The product contains 63 per cent P?05 (see table 74) 
and is the most concentrated phosphate fertilizer. It is a 
good fertilizer, especially for use on acid soils. Its 
effectiveness on alkaline soils with some crops is less than 
that of water-soluble phosphates. This material is being 
produced in South Africa. 

(d) Fused magnesium phosphate 
The P,Os in phosphate rock can be made available to 

growing plants by breaking the structure of the fluor- 
apatitc components of the rock. This may be done by 
defluorination of the rock or by fusion of the rock with 
such magnesium ores as olivine and serpentine. The fused 
magnesium phosphate produced in China and Japan 
contains about 20 per cent PA and '5 P" ccnt M8° 
Total production exceeds 700,000 tons per annum. It is 
used in some areas where fertilizer containing sulphate 
would form H,S in the soil and damage the crop. 

T!.~ Japanese material is produced in electric-arc 
furnaces of the type used for the manufacture of calcium 
carbide. The furnace charge is prepared by crushing and 
mixing phosphate rock and serpentine or olivine. It is 
essential to quench the molten material rapidly, and this 
is usually accomplished in a trough provided with high- 

velocity jets of water. Approximately 10 tons of quench 
water are required per ton of product. The quenched 
material is allowed to drain and is then dried and ground. 
The specified fineness is at least 70 per cent through 
100 mesh 

Greenhouse tests made by the United States Depart- 
ment of Agriculture showed that the product is, on the 
average, more effective than superphosphate when used 
on acid soils. Field tests in Japan have given favourable 
results on many different crops and soils. The product 
has a liming value equivalent to 0.5 to 0.7 ton of calcium 
carbonate per ton of material. The magnesium oxide 
content is available to growing plants. 

In Israel, magnesium phosphate fertilizer of 37 per cent 
P,05 and 40 per cent MgO is made from phosphate rock 
and magnesium chloride brine at a temperature of 500» C. 

7. Bones 

Raw bone aenerally is an uneconomical and ineffective 
phosphate fertilizer. The grease which it contains causes 
difficulty in grinding and makes it so resistant to weather- 
ing and bacterial action that decomposition in the soil is 
very slow. Removal of the grease by treatment with steam 
or solvents changes the physical and chemical properties 
of the bone, rendering it friable and causing the phos- 
phorus therein to be more quickly available. 

Although degreased bone is sometimes treated with 
sulphuric acid and its phosphate content rendered water 
soluble, the usual practice is to apply it in a finely ground 
condition directly to the soil. Degreased, finely ground 
bone-meal is an effective phosphate fertilizer, even though 
less than one-half of its phosphorus content is soluble, 
according to the conventional laboratory tests for avail- 
ability. Bone-meal contains up to about 28 per cent total 
PA (see table 76), of which about 50 per cent is citrate 
soluble. 

In field tests on acid soils, this material has been found 
to be less effective than superphosphate in some instances, 
while in others, it was about equally as effective. On 
alkaline soils, it is considerably less effective than 
superphosphate. 

The treatment of bone with organic solvents is the most 
effective wav to degrease the material The raw bones are 
crushed either between toothed rolls or in a hammer 
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TABLE 76. COMPOSITION üI RAW, DEGRFASED AND DEüFLATINIZED 

BONE 

ft«» bout 
Boiled 
bone 

Fat 
extracted 
tmddtt*- 

Steamed       latimi:rd 
hone bone 

Ingredients 
Mo.sturc  20.46 10.81 10.97 9 25 
Organic matter    .... 14.09 25.97 22.48 17.66 
Tricalcium phosphate .   . 39 21 53.15 <7.17 62.39 
Pj0i  17.96 24.14 26.18 28.57 
Magnesia and lime car- 

bonate      4.16 6.28 6.89 8.55 
Alkali salts  1.14 0.27 Trace 0.38 
Silica  0 94 107 0.86 1.77 
Contained nitrogen     . 3.63 2 45 1.74 0.97 

SOURCE • W  H. Waggarr.an, Phosphoric Ada. Photphates ami Phoi- 
phatic Fertilizers, 2nd ed., (New York. Reinhold Publishing Corp.). 

mill. To extract the grease from the crushed bone, petro- 
leum benzine or naphtha is usually preferred. Approxi- 
mately 10 tons of crushed bone are extracted with hot 
solvent in a tank with a false bottom. The solvent-grease 
emulsion is drained from the tanks into a still equipped 
with a condenser, which permits recovery of the solvent 
for reuse. After the grease has been removed from ihe 
bone, steam is blown through the column to drive on" the 
remaining solvent. The extracted bone is finely ground 
and marketed as bone-meal or treated further for the 

Figure 47. Equipment for degreasing bones 
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recovery of other products. A diagram of bone-extraction 
equipment is shown in figure 47. 

The amount of degreased bone sold as bone-meal for 
fertilizer represents only a small proportion of the phos- 
phate fertilizer used in agriculture. The demand for bones 
in the production of bone-black and as an animal-feed 
supplément reduce« even further the amount available 
for fertilizer. 
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XIII. PRODUCTION OF POTASH KERT1LI/.F.RS 
J) 0323^ 

A.   GtNF.RAl.  INFORMATION 

The term "potash" generally refers to any salt used to 
provide fertilizer potassium In the early days, potassium 
carbonate was produced from solutions leached from 
wood ashes evaporated in iron pots, hence, the term 
"potashes". In 1857, the soluble potash minerals in waste 
salt deposits in Germany were found to be valuable as 
fertilizer, and minerals containing potassium nave since 
been the source of that element for fertilizer use. 

The principal minerals currently used as fertilizers 
are potassium chloride (muriate of potash), potassium 
sulphate, potassium nitrate and a mixture of potassium 
sulphate and magnesium sulphate. The potassium content 
of the minerals is stated in terms of potassium oxide (K20). 

Pure potassium chloride (KCl) has an equivalent KtO 
content of 63.1 per cent. Muriate of potash used for fer- 
tilizer purposes is not pure and, hence, varies between 
60 and 62 per cent KtO, as shown in table 77. 

Table 78 gives the principal potash minerals mined 
throughout the  world, the formula  of the chemical 

T\Hll    ""7    C'lMMIRMM    (pKMIh'H    l'"l\SH 

Sub/ei i 

4 
5 
6 
7 

\laltnul 

Manure salts  
Mipcr cent muriate of potash ulotui.on grade) 
62 per ceni muriate of potash ijr.sUllizcd 

grade I . 
Chemical grido •-muriate of potash 
Sulphate of potash 
Potassium nitrate 
Magnesium potassium sulphate 

¡irru'niútf 

20-2* 
60-61 

( 2-62 < 
fvVI 

s(s-5! 
46.5 
21.5 

Agricultural-grade muriate of potash is sold in various 
particle sizes and concentrations, usually containing 
60-62 per cent K,0. Crude salts containing 20-25 per cent 
K20 arc also sold. 

Next in importance to pota^ium chloride are the 
sulphate and nitrate suits. Sulphate is obtained irom lang- 
beinite and other ores, as well as from muriate of potash, 
by  reaction with sulphuric acid.   Potassium  nitrate is 

TABLE 78. PRINCIPAL POTASH MINERALS IN THE WORI D 

Serial 
No. Mineral Composition Formula 

I imitaient 
K-¡0 cmttnt 

percrntatri 

Chlorides 
1 Sylvite Potassium chloride tmuriat e 

KCl 63.10 

2 Carnallite Potassium chloride    .   .   . 
Magnesium chloride     .   . 

JKCI.MgCI,.6H:0 17.00 

Chloride i 
y 

mlphate 
Kainite Potassium chloride    .   .   . 

Magnesium sulphate .   .   . 
¡KCI.MsSO,.3H.O 18.00 

Sulphate 
4 Polyhalite Potassium sulphate   .  .  • 

Magnesium sulphate.  .  . 
Calcium sulphate .  .  .  . 

•      Ì K.SO,.MgSO, 
j 2CaS04.2H,0 

15.50 

Langbeinite Potassium sulphate  .  .  . 
Magnesium sulphate.  .  . 

¡K,S04.2MgS04 22.60 

Nitrales 
5 Nitre KNO, 46.50 

compound contained in them and the equivalent KjO 
content. 

The most commonly produced of these minerals is 
sylvite, which is orten found as a mixture with halite 
(NaCl); 90 per cent of the world potash supply originates 
as potassium chloride produced from sylvite. The usual 
method of separating a mixture of potassium chloride 
and sodium chloride is to grind the mineral and subject 
the fine material to a flotation process. 

obtained as a by-product  of Chilean  sodium  nitrate 
refining and by reaction of the muriate with nitric acid. 

I.   World output 

The total world production of polish, in terms of 
KtO, was about 9 million tons in I960 It » «t.mated 
that in 1970, production will be about 17 million tonv 
Table 79 shows the world production by countries in I960 
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and 1965 and the expected production in 1970. The annual 
increase is shown in figure 48. 

Of the world production of potassium salts, 90-95 per 
cent is used in fertilizers 

North and Central America have been producing 
approximately 25 per cent of the world output Eastern 
Germany, the Federal Republic of Germany, France, 
Spain and other parts of Europe have accounted for about 
55 per cent, and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 
for about 14 per cent. 

In the United States of America, the major production 
facilities are near Carlsbad, New Mexico, where 90 per 
cent of the marketable potassium salts are produced. 
The quality of ores from Carlsbad has been decreasing 
recently. Newly worked deposits in Utah are expected 
to grow in importance. 

Figure 48.  World production of potash 
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TAW* 79. WORLD POTASH PRODUCTION 

(Thousands of tons of K,0) 

Strial 
No, Country I960 

1 Unit.d States cf America 2,394 
2 Federal Republic of Germany 1,978 
1 France                1,535 
4 Eastern Germany      1,600 
5 USSR       1,110 
6 Spain       264 
7 Canada  — 
8 Italy       . 46 
9 Israel  68 

10 Jordan  — 
11 Congo (Brazzaville)  

TOTAL 8,995 

I96S 

2,700 
2,050 
I.7U0 
1,800 
1,600 

300 
1,100 

170 
350 
125 

;»7o« 

3,600 
2,100 
1,700 
2,000 
2,400 

750 
2,700 

250 
750 
250 
350 

11,895      16,850 

« Estimated. 

Mineral salts for processing to potash fertilizers have 
been discovered in the USSR, near Lake Chelkar, 
Kazakhstan. Ethiopia, Israel and Jordan plan production 
of sizable quantities of potash : Israel and Jordan from 
the Dead Sea and Ethiopia from the Danakil depression. 

Canada is the major potential producer of potash in 
the world. From 1963 to 1970, production is expected 
to increase from 650,000 tons per annum to 2.7 million 
tons per annum. Deposits are in the Saskatchewan area, 
where several companies are now producing and many 
others are engaged in exploration drilling. Although 
attempts to recover potash in the Saskatchewan province 
were begun in 1951, and sixteen or seventeen firms have 
spent nearly $200 million in exploration and technical 
studies, sizable production was achieved only a few years 
ago. The recoverable potash reserves are estimated to be 
nearly 7,000 million tons (K20). 

B. PRODUCTION OF POTASH IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Facilities for the recovery of potash from brines and 
ores.are being installed in some developing countries or 
in adjacent regions. Israel is expanding its existing 
facilities; Jordan has plans to execute a large project; 
Ethiopia has entered into a contract; and the Congo 
(Brazzaville) also has undertaken firm commitments. 
Chile has plans for expansion; Morocco has potentially 
rich deposits; and it is reported that Pakistan has 
discovered new ore deposits. 

1. Israel 

The production of salt (NaCl) from sea-water and 
inland salt-lakes by solar evaporation in shallow pans 
made of consolidated clay has been practised in arid and 
semi-arid regions of the world for many years. 

The production of potassium salts by solar evaporation 
has been practised only in recent years. The first signi- 
ficant commercial production of potash by this means 
was from the brine of the Dead Sea in 1932. 

Dead Sea brine is composed essentially of chlorides of 
sodium, potassium and magnesium (see table 80). Initial 
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TABLE 80. COMPOSITION OF THE D^AD SEA BRINE 

No. 

Satt content 
at surface 

Salt content 
at 120 metres 

Constituent 

Potassium chloride 
Sodium chloride 
Magnesium chloride 
Calcium chloride 
Magr«sium bromide 

( dramme! per litre) 

10 
71 

110 
31 

4 

16 
87 

169 
47 

7 

solar evaporation produces sodium chloride, and small 
amounts of sulphate also crystallize. Crystallization of 
sodium chloride continues until the solution arrives at the 
saturation line between sodium chloride and carnallite, 
a double salt of magnesium and potassium (MgCI2.KCl. 
6HtO). Approximately two-thirds of the evaporating area 
is required for the pre-salt evaporation and the crystalli- 
zation of sodium chloride. When the solution becomes 
saturated with carnallite in addition to the sodium 
chloride, it is admitted to the carnallite crystallizing area, 
where carnallite and sodium chloride crystallize together 
as mixed crystals. These mixed crystals are harvested for 
processing to produce potassium chloride. By setting 
apart approximately one-third of the total evaporation 
area to carnallite-salt production and two-thirds to pre- 
salt and salt, it is found that approximately 90 per cent 
of the potassium chloride in the incoming liquor is 
deposited in the carnallite area. The residual liquor, 
consisting largely of magnesium chloride, is returned to 
the Dead Sea. 

Harvesting of the carnallitc-salt mixture is done by a 
floating dredge with a horizontal rotating cutter from 
which the slurry is pumped to the thickening area. 
Brine from the thickener is returneJ to the evaporating 
pans, and slurry is pumped to the plant for dewatering 
and processing by flotation or crystallization. 

The current cost of production is about $20 per ton of 
potash containing 60 per cent KfO. When the anticipated 
production of 1 million tons per annum is reached, the 
cost is expected to be about $14 per ton. 

2. Jordan 

The Arab Potash Company has a concession covering 
one-half of the southern end of the Dead Sea. This 
concession covers over 100 square kilometres and is 
capable of producing 700,000 to 1 million tons of potas- 
sium chloride (420,000 to 600,000 tons of K,0) annually. 
The Arab Potash Company has engaged the services of 
a firm from the United States of America for the engineer- 
ing and supervision of construction and start-up of a 
plant to produce 250,000 tons of potassium chloride per 
annum. 

Investment is estimated to be about $30 million. The 
process will be similar to that used by the Dead Sea 
works in Israel. The cost of production is estimated to 
be $20 per ton of muriate (60 per cent K20). 

3. Ethiopia 

A new major deposit of potash has been discovered 
in the Dald area in Ethiopia. It is reported that a firm 

from the United States of America has been given a 
concession for exploration of this deposit. Underground 
mining at a shallow depth of about 100 to 200 metres is 
contemplated. The deposit is understood In be sylvite 
ore of relatively high grade, which can be processed either 
by direct flotation or by solution and recrystallization. 

4. Congo (Brazzaville) 

A deposit of major significance has been discovered 
in Brazzaville, in the Congo. The ore is reportedly sylvinite 
and is located near Holle. An exploration syndicate 
expects to produce 600.000 tons per annum, equivalent 
to about 350,000 tons of K80. Financing to the extent 
of $5 million is to be provided by the International Bank 
for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), the 
Republic of the Congo, and potash mining firms of 
France, Germany (Federal Republic) and Israel. A 
refinery probably will be added to the Holle operation, 
to process the ore before shipment to overseas markets. 

5. Morocco 

A few deposits of potash have been found in the area 
of the Khemisset, Boulekrane and Berrechid Basins, near 
Meknes. Exploration is planned 

6. Pakistan 

A deep-lying potash brine was discovered neat Dhariala 
in West Pakistan. It occurs at a depth of about 
1,000 metres and is about 10 metres thick with a potas- 
sium chloride content of about 7 per cent Plans have 
been announced by the Government for potash produc- 
tion from the brine 

C. METHODS OI   PRODUCTION OI   POTASSIUM CHIORIDI- 

I    Solar evaporation 

The solar evaporation method of producing potash 
salts is employed in Chile and the United States of 
America in addition to Israel. 

(a) Chile 
Potassium and sodium nitrates are produced in Chile 

by solar evaporation and further processing of brines 
made by leaching nitrate ores. Because the solutions are 
dilute, it has been found economical to process them by 
solar evaporation. 

The brine flows through a series of evaporating ponds 
where a waste mixture of sodium chloride and aslrakanite 
(NajS04.MgS04.4HgO) crystallizes. The brine is then 
pumped through refrigerated tanks, where crystals of 
mixed sodium nitrate and potassium nitrate are separated 
and the liquor is returned to the solar ponds. 

The slurry of sodium nitrate and potassium nitrate is 
filtered, washed and dried. The product marketed contains 
approximately 14 per cent K20 (30 per cent potassium 
nitrate). Although it is possible to separate the potassium 
nitrate and sodium nitrate by flotation methods, the com- 
bination salt is readily salable. 

(b) Utah 
Bonneville Limited recovers potash from brine in 

western Utah (United States of America). The source of 
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raw materials at Bonneville is more uncertain and variable 
than that of the Dead Sea operation. 

Brine for the Bonneville operation is drained through 
trenches from areas surrounding the solar pans. The for- 
mation through which the trenches are dug consists of 
a surface layer of salt, which may be from 15 centimetres 
to 1 metre thick. Below this area layer of blocky fissured 
clay of considerable thickness and a relatively thin layer 
of salt and clay. These fissures are also filled with salt 
crystals. Below the fissured clay is a relatively impervious 
clay. Water from winter snows and the rains which fai' 
on both the area and the adjacent mountains, percolate 
through the salt layers and the fissured clay into the 
ditches that radiate from the solar evaporation area. The 
quantity of brine produced varies with the amount of 
water that leaches the salt. 

Brine from the gathering ditches is pumped into the 
solar pans approximately at saturation. Sodium chloride 
is the first salt to crystallize, and the greater part of the 
solar area is devoted to the crystallization of sodium 
chloride. As evaporation continues, the solution is satu- 
rated with potassium chloride instead of carnallite as in 
the Dead Sea operation. The brine is then moved into the 
harvesting pans, and a mixture of sodium chloride and 
potassium chloride crystallizes. This continues until the 
major portion of the potassium chloride is crystallized. 
The salts arc harvested and sent to the plant for separa- 
tion by flotation. 

2   Mining methods 

Most of the world's fertilizer potash is produced by 
the mining of underground deposits. Methods of mining 
vary according to type ard depth of the ores. 

(a)  Shaft mining 

Where sylvite (KCl), carnallite (KCI.MgCia.6H20), or 
langbeinite (K2SO4.2MgS04) occurs as a solid deposit 
300 to 1,000 metres below the surface of the earth, as 
in Carlsbad in the United States of America, in Sas- 
katchewan in Canada, or in the Federal Republic ot 
Germany, France and other countries, the room-and- 
pillar mining method is used for recovery of the crude 
salts. Coal-mining methods are used for underground 
recovery. Continuous mining machines are used o extract 
the ore, and belt com overs are employed for underground 
haulage. Underground equipment is electrical!) driven, 
and the mines are well ventilated and mai itained. 
Primary crushed ore is hoisted to the surface. 

It is usual to recover about 60 per cent of the deposit 
during normal operations, but ultimate recovery may be 
increased to as much as 90 per cent by removing the 
pillars at the final stages of nunc operation. 

The cost of such mining operations primarily depends 
upon : 

(a) Depth of the deposit beneath the surface; 
(/>) Nature of underground formations to be traversed; 
(r) Thickness of the potash deposits; 
{d) Location and remoteness of the site. 

Mining development costs are written off as a percent- 
age of the ore mined over a period of years. Hence, large 

development costs reflect only a small portion of the 
cost of ore Modern machinery minimizes labour costs. 

The potash content of the ore is a significant factor in 
the cost of recovered potash. In Carlsbad, where the 
average ore analysis is 18 per cent K20, and ore cost at 
the mine mouth, excluding tax, royalties etc., is about 
$2.20 per ton of ore, the cost of ore required for 1 ton 
of product (60 per cent K20) is about $8.10. 

Deposits in Saskatchewan are at a depth of 1,000 metres, 
compared with 300 metres in Carlsbad. In addition, 
problems in sinking the shafts (caused by water-bearing 
formations)' result in development costs that are five to 
six times that in Carlsbad. However, in Saskatchewan, 
the reserves are enormous, and the veins are thicker 
than in Carlsbad. It is estimated that, exclusive of 
royalties, depletion allowances etc., the cost of ore at the 
surface will be around $2.60 per ton. Since the ore 
analysis shows 26 per cent KaO, only 2.6 tons are required 
per ton of 60 per cent KaO product. At the mining cost 
of $2.60 per ton, the ore cost is $6.80 per ton of product. 

(b) Solution mining 
In Canada, potash is recovered by solution mining at 

depths considered less practical to mine by conventional 
shaft mining. Water is pumped into the solid potash 
deposit through drilled holes. The water dissolves the 
potash and the solution is forced to the surface, where 
the potash is recovered by concentration and crystalliza- 
tion. Since potassium chloride strata are covered with 
sodium chloride and both are water soluble, difficulty has 
been encountered in recovering a relatively pure solution 
of potash. It is believed that this problem has been solved 
by injecting a blanket of natural gas over the potassium 
chloride deposit, to prevent excessive dissolution of 
sodium chloride. 

D. REFINING METHODS FOR POTASSIUM CHLORIDE 

1. Solution and recrystallization 

The solution and recrystallization of potassium chloride 
from solid ores is a well-established process and is widely 
used, particularly in Europe. The process is flexible and 
can be adapted to a wide variation of ores and for the 
production of relatively pure potassium chloride. Dis- 
advantages include high-temperature processing, corro- 
sive brines, expensive equipment requirements and large 
fuel and cooling requirements. 

The solubility of most salts increases with rising tem- 
perature. Sodium chloride is unusual in that it is only 
slightly more soluble in hot than in cold water. In solu- 
tions saturated with both sodium and potassium chloride, 
the concentration of sodium chloride diminishes as tem- 
peratures rise, while the concentration of potassium 
chloride increases. 

The extraction of potassium' chloride from sylvinite 
ore is based upon these differences in the solubilities of 
sodium and potassium chlorides in hot and cold saturated 
brines. Ore is leached with hot brine, which dissolves 
more potassium salt than sodium salt. The saturated 
brine is then clarified and cooled. Potassium chloride 
crystallizes freely, but the sodium chloride remains in 
solution. The crystals are separated and the brine is used 
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Figure 49. Simplified flow dàgram M a tolution-recrystallization     are recovered from the crystallized carnallitc by a  hot 
poias   pant jcach f0nowe(j  by  vacuum  crystallization.   I he  potash 

deposited in this step is of high purity. Crushed ore 

Healers 

Hot liquor 

Muriate of potoih 

for leaching more ore. The potassium chloride is washed, 
dried and stored. Figure 49 shows a simplified flow 
diagram of the process. 

Potash producers use a variety of dissolving vessels to 
promote efficient contact between the brine and the ore. 
The trough type of vessels, with paddles to mix and 
advance the solids, are used. The brine is heated by exter- 
nal heat-exchangers and is kept in circulation with large 
low-head pumps. Vacuum crystallizers of multiple stage 
and of a classifying type generally are employed. Crys- 
tallized potash is conditioned to prevent caking in storage 
usually with amines of fatty acids. 

Crude carnallite ore (MgClj.KCl.6HjO) containing 
16.25 per cent K,0 mixed with sylvite and halite is leached 
in vats with a hot saturated brine solution. The potassium 
chloride and carnallite dissolve, leaving sodium chloride 
and insoluble matter in the residue. The hot liquor is 
cooled in vacuum crystallizers, yielding a low-analysis 
potassium chloride product. The mother liquor is eva- 
porated and cooled to form carnallite. Potassium values 

2.  Flotation recovery 

Separation of potash from its ore by mineral flotation 
is widely practised, and most of the potash-producing 
companies in Carlsbad make partial or full use of this 
process. Flotation is a separation process in which a 
solid treated with a selective agent is suspended in an 
aerated aqueous liquid. The treated solid adheres to 
bubbles of air, and the froth is floated olT the suspension. 
Non-floating material is removed as a pulp. 

The reagent most widely used for sylvite flotation is a 
mixture of fatty acid amines composed of approximately 
25 per cent mono-n-octademyl, 25 per cent mono-n- 
hexadecyl and 50 per cent mono-n-octademyl neutralized 
with glacial acetic acid. The amine is used in a 1.0 per cent 
water solution. 

The amine collector is consumed by clay and other 
water-insoluble gangue materials. Consequently, slimes 
are reduced to a minimum level. In a typical operation, 
the ore is crushed and screened, and the minus-10 mesh 
material is separated for sale as manure salts (run-of-mine 
ore). The coarser material is washed to remove clay 
slimes and is then treated with starch or mannogalactan 
gums to render it inert to amine consumption. The 
crushed ore is pulped with a potassium chloride-sodium 
chloride brine. A separation is made at approximately 
14 mesh, and the two fractions are then treated in sepa- 
rate, but nearly identical, circuits. 

The minus 14 mesh materials pass through classifiers, 
where the slimes are separated from the scrubbed ore. 
The slimes are concentrated by mechanical thickeners and 
washed with water in a countercurrent décantation 
apparatus. 

The clean solids are first reagentized with starch or 
gums, and then with an amine-acetate for potash flota- 
tion. The reagentized pulp is agitated in a mechanical 
cell so that air is drawn into the pulp to create a frothing 
condition. The fine air-bubbles attach themselves to the 
filmed particle and float to the surface, where they are 
skimmed off. The floated froth is concentrated in a 
thickener, centrifuged or filtered, washed with water to 
displace the brine and then dried. The product generally 
averages 97 per cent potassium chloride The salt pulp 
from the bottom of the flotation cell is concentrated in a 
thickener, washed to remove adhering brine and sent to 
waste. The separation operates with recovery efficiencies 
above 96 per cent. 

The plus-14 mesh fraction is treated similarly in a 
cell modified to permit handling the large, quick-settling 
solids. A simplified flow diagram for a sylvite flotation 
plant is given in figure 50. 

E. PRODUCTION OI POTASSIUM SU.PUAH: 

Potassium sulphate is often associated with other salts 
in potash deposits. 

Except for certain specialized crops, one potash fer- 
tilizer is as effective as another Tobacco is one cample 
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ligure 50.  Simplifie J flow diugium for sylvite flotation plant 
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of a crop sensitive to chlorides. Quantities in excess of 
37 to 45 kilogrammes per hectare as chloride are harmful 
to the tobacco burning-quality. For this reason, tobacco 
is generally fertilized with potassium sulphate. It is also 
thought that potassium sulphate is better for potatoes, 
citrus fruits and others in certain soils. 

Muriate of potash is quoted in the United States of 
America at $0.35 to $0.40 per unit (9.1 kilogrammes of 
K.,0); potassium sulphate is quoted at $0.67 to $0.76 per 
unit of K,0. The price differential is incentive for pro- 
ducers of potassium chloride to produce potassium 
sulphate also. 

Potassium sulphate is manufactured in a Mannheim 
furnace, where potassium chloride is reacted with sul- 
phuric acid to form first bisulphate in exothermic reaction 
and then potassium sulphate, in endothermic reaction. 
Hydrochloric acid is evolved as a by-product. 

The Hargreaves process involves the reaction of potas- 
sium chloride and sulphur dioxide. Sulphur is burned to 
produce sulphur dioxide with the inclusion of sufficient 
excess air to supply one-half molecule or more of oxygen 
for each molecule of sulphur dioxide. Sufficient water 
vapour is added to provide a slight excess of I molecule 

of water per molecule of sulphur dioxide. The composite 
gas is then passed countercurrent through a series of cham- 
bers charged with almond-shaped briquettes of potas- 
sium chloride. Each chamber contains approximately 
80 tons of potassium chloride to be converted by the 
sulphur dioxide into approximately 90 tons of potassium 
sulphate. 

A third process for the manufacture of potassium 
sulphate involves an exchange of ions. On slurrying 
60 per cent muriate of potash and ground langbeinite 
(K2S04.2MgS04) and water in the proper ratio, potassium 
sulphate becomes stable : 

K2S04.2MgS04 + 4KC1 ~> 3KaS04 + 2MgCl2 

K8SO4.MgS04.4H2O+2KCl -* 2K2S04+MgCl2+4H20 

To crystallize the maximum quantity of product per unit 
weight of water used, the liquor (potassium sulphate 
mother-liquor) must be saturated with potassium chloride 
and leonite (K2S04.MgSO4.4Ht0). After allowing suffi- 
cient time for the solution to approach equilibrium, 
potassium sulphate is separated from the slurry, dried 
and stored. 

F. PRODUCTION OF POTASSIUM NITRATE 

Potassium nitrate is made by reaction of potassium 
chloride with sodium nitrate. Solid potassium chloride is 
added to a hot solution of sodium nitrate. Sodium 
chloride crystallizes and is separated from the hot potas- 
sium nitrate liquor. 

A process developed by Israel Mining Industries allows 
conversion of solid potassium chloride directly into solid 
potassium nitrate through solvent extraction in one step 
at ambient temperature, according to the equation : 

KCl + HNO3 -* KNO3 + HCl 

An exchange of anions takes place and the HCl formed 
is separated from the solid product by solvent extraction. 

A commercial operation in the United States of America 
employs a six-step process for reaction of potassium 
chloride with nitric acid and conversion of the chloride 
to fine and coarse grades of nitrate. 

G. COSTS OF PRODUCTION 

1. Comparison oj costs of production 

The costs of production of muriate of potash at 
Carlsbad, New Mexico (United States of America) for 
the crystallization process and the flotation process are 
given in tables 81 and 82. 

The investment for the crystallization process is about 
30 per cent more than for the flotation process. The 
significant difference in cost of production ($17.37 versus 
$15.61) is owing to higher utilities requirement for the 
crystallization process and greater fixed costs. The cost 
advantage shows why the flotation process is being 
adopted for most new installations. 

Table 83 gives the estimated costs of production in 
Saskatchewan, Canada, by the flotaüoa process. The 
investment is considerably greater than that in Carlsbad, 
but the cost of production is lower ($14.26). The cost of 
production is lower because the ore at Saskatchewan 
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TABLE 81. ESTIMATED COïT OF PRODUCTION OF 62.5 PER CENT (K,0) MURIATE OF POTASH, 

CRYSTALLIZATION PROCESS, CARLSBAD, NEW  MEXICO,  UNITED STATES OF AMERICA " 

0.008 
0.20 
0.0.1 

Quantity ptr Ion 

Variable costs 
a. Power  77 kWh 
b. Fuel gas      7.7 million BTU 
c. Water  2.4 thousand gallons 
d. Operating supplies   .   .   .  . — 

Semi-variable costs 
a. Operating labour  0.3 man-hours ($2.60 per hour) 
b. Supervision  20% of labour 
r. Labour overhead  50% of labour and supervision 
</. Maintenance  5 % of investment 

Fixed costs 
a. Plant overhead  50% of labour and supervision 
b. Depreciation      10% of investment 
c. Local taxes and insurance  . 1.5% of investment 

TOTAL COST OF REFINING 

Sylviniteore <I8%K,0) .  .  .   3.81 tons 2.2 

Royalties and taxes 
Royalty  5% of sales value 
New Mexico sales tax  .... 5% of sales value 
Severance tax      2.5% of manure-salt value 

TOTAL COST OF MANUFAcruRt (excluding depletion) 

Cost ptr ton of 
62.S ptr cent 

Cott ptr mil     KtO product 
(dollari) (dollari) 

0.62 
1.54 
0.72 
0.22 

3.10 

0.78 
0.16 
0.47 
0.69 

2.10 

0.47 
1.37 
0.21 

2.05 

7.25 

8.40 

15.65 

1.25 
0.13 
0.34 

1.72 

17.37 

< Plant capacity of 800,000 tons of munite (500,000 ions of K¡0) per annum.   Refinery  cost: 
SII million. 

analyses 26 per cent K80, whereas the ore in Carlsbad 
is only 18 per cent K,0. It is likely that Saskatchewan will 
produce the lowest cost muriate of potash in the world 
in the next few years. 

The cost of production of potassium sulphate from 
muriate of potash and sulphuric acid is given in table 84. 
The cost of production, using muriate of potash at 
$40.50 per ton, is $41.16 per ton, or nearly three times 
the cost of muriate of potash. Also, potassium sulphate 
has only a K20 equivalent of 54.06 per cent. Costs can 
be substantially reduced if captive muriate of potash at 
low cost is used for potassium sulphate production. 

Fables 85 and 86 show the capital requirements and the 
cost of production of muriate of potash by solar evapo- 
ration, assuming no cost for raw materials. This works 
out to $9.050. Adding fixed costs, the total is $20.04 per 
ton. This cost is higher by about $4 to $6 a ton than in 
Saskatchewan or Carlsbad. 

2. Conclusions about costs of production of potash in 
developing countries 

It is essential that the potash deposits already located 
in developing countries be exploited quickly and in full. 
It is also necessary that prospecting for potash deposits 
be continued in all developing countries 

However, it is necessary to keep costs low to permit 
production on a competitive basis with polish from other 
sources. This is especially so for countries whose potential 
internal consumption is not very great, for example, 
Ethiopia, Israel and Jordan. Some of these countries art- 
developing their potash industries with plans to export 
to the Middle East and the Far East Such plans should 
reckon with the vast resources of Saskatchewan and the 
low cost of production from this source. 

Adding royalties, profits and freight to the Middle East 
to the estimated cost of $15 per ton for Saskatchewan 
potash, the price at a  Middle Eastern point  can  be 
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TABLE 82. ESTIMATED COST OP PROTECTION OP 61.6 PER CENT (K.O) MURIATE OP POTASH, FLOTATION 
PROCESS, CARLSBAD, NEW MEXICO, UNITED STATES OP AMERICA 

a 

Qmmtity pm torn (é»Hmt) 

CttptrtOKtf 
61J ftr MM 

Cm per wit    KtO inert 

1. Variable costs 
a. Power 127kWh 0.0«            1.02 
*. Fuelgas     0.44mUUoBBTU 0.20             0.» 
e. Water 13.2 thousand gallons 0.03              0.40 
d. FloUtion reátente   ....  0.82 pound 0.50             0.41 
t. Operating supplies ....  — —             0.17 

2.09 

2. Semi-variable costs 
a. Operating labour . ...     0.3 man-hours ($2.60 per hour) 0.78 
b. Supervision      20%oflabour 0.16 
c. Labour overhead . . .     .   50% of labour and supervision 0.47 
d. Maintenance 5% of investment 0.52 

1.93 

3. Fixed costs 
a. Plant overhead 50% of labour and supervision 0.47 
b. Depreciation     10% of investment 104 
c. Local taxes and insurance .   1.5%ofinvestmsnt 0.16 

1.67 

TOTAL COST OP RBPIMNO 5.69 

4. SvMniteore(18%Kl0) . . .   3.71 tona 2J0             8.20 

13.89 

1.25 
Royalties and taxes 
a. Royalties  5% of sales value 
b. New Mexico sales tax . . . 1.5% of sales value 0.13 
c. Severance tax  2.5% of salt value 0.34 

1.72 

TOTAL COST OP MANUFACTURE (excluding depletion) 15.61 

• Plant capacity of «00,000 tons of muriate (4 W.000 tow of KiO) per mmmm. Reftmry investment : 

TABU 83. ESTIMATBD COST OP PRODUCTION OP 61.5 PER ctwr (IW» MURIATI OP POTASH, FLOTATW« 
PROCESS, SASKATCHEWAN, CANADA 

a 

I.      Variabk teats 
«. Power  
». Fuel gas   .... 
e. Water  
d. Flotation reagente 
e. Operating supplies 

Cmmsertmaf 
êtJsmmm 

Cm ser mat   xy> mam 
(éSmt        (êSoM) 

95 kWh 
0,44 million ITU 
lOihousam 
0.50 pound 

Semi-variable easts 
a. Operating labour  0.3 nian-hours (S2.60 per hour) 
b. Supervision  20% of labour 
c. Labour overhead  50% of labour and supervision 
d. Maintenance  5 %rf investment 

0.009 0.15 
0.30 0.13 
0.03 0.30 
0.60 0.30 

— 0.15 

1.73 

0.71 
0.16 
0.47 
1.06 

2.47 
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TABLE 83 (continued) 

Coït ptr ion of 
61.3 ptr cent 

Coil per unir    K%0 product 
Qmmtily ptr ton (dollari) (dollari) 

3. Fixed costs 
a. Plant overhead 50% of labour and supervision 0.47 
¿i. Depreciation 10% of investment 2.12 
c. Local taxes and insurance   .   1.5% of investment 0.32 

2.91 

TOTAL COST or REFINING 7.11 

4. Sylviniteore(26%K«0) .   .   .   2.6 tons 2.50 6.50 

5. Royalty 5%of manure-salt value 0.65 

TOTAL COST OF MANUFACTURE (excluding depletor's allowance) .     . 14.26 

Cost per 10 kilogrammes of K,0  0.230 

' Plant capacity of 800,000 tons of muriate (492,000 tons of KiO) per annum. Refinery investment : 
SI7 million. 

TABLE 84. ESTIMATED COIT OF PRODUCTION OF POTASSIUM SULPHATE, MANNHEIM FURNACE PROCESS " 

Ceil per mal    Coti ptr Mi 
Qmmuitr ptr torn (étUen, 

1.       Variable costs 
a. Muriate of potash 

(60%K,O) 0.866ton 40.50           35.20 
b. Sulphuric acid 

(100% basis) 0.541 ton 16.5              8.90 
c. Power 121 kWh 0.007           0.85 
d. Water 2.2 thousand gallons 0.03            0.07 
e. Fuel 11.9 million BTU 0.25            0.30 
/ Operating supplies  ....   — 0-25 

j 4S.S7 
| 2.      Semi-variable costs 
I                                                   a. Operating labour 2 men per shift ($3.00 per hour) 1.93 

b. Supervision 1/4 cost of 4 foremen (18.000 p.a.) 
1/4 of I superdt. (SI 3,000 p.a.) 0.45 

c. Labour overhead 30% of labour and supervision —              0.71 
d. Maintenance 5% of investment -              1.10 

4.19 
3. Fixed costs 

a. Plant overhead 70%of operating labour and super- 
vision —              1 -67 

b. Dépréciation 10% of investment ^rrow»«in 2.20 
c. Local taxes and insurance .   1.5% of investment jMrcMiitm 0.33 

4 20 
4. TOTAL COST OF MANUFACTURE  5396 

5. By-product hydrogen chloride 
0.389 ton (100% basis)  31               12.80 

6. NET COST OF MANUFACTURE  41.16 

« Plant with capacity of 25,000 torn per year, located in United Suiei of America, Gulf Coast. 
Investment: 8350,000. 
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TABLE 85. TYPICAL BREAKDOWN OF THE CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS FOR A SOLAR-EVAPORATION SYSTEM IN THE DEAD SEA AREA « 

(Thousands of dollars) 

Strial 
N». 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Iltmi 

P»n and dike construction  10,144 
Harvesting  M11 

Carnallite treatment and decomposition .      . 2,700 
Hot-leach process  1&2 

Drying  639 

Loading and storage  751 

Utilities  3.562 

Non-process facilities  li*M 

Striti 
So. 

Capacity of 250,000 tons of muriate of potash per annum (330 day»). 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

lima 

Transportation and equipment  770 
Working capital      l&° 
Engineering and consulting fees  300 
Preliminary expenses  ** 
Development expenses  IfliS 
Interest at 5% during construction  3,140 

TOTAL CAPTTAL INVESTMENT 31,564 

TABLE 86. TYPICAL COST OF PRODUCTION OF MURIATE OF POTASH BY A SOLAR-EVAPORATION SYSTEM 
IN THE DEAD SEA AREA ° 

Striai 
No. Item 

A. Labour (classes and rates) 
1 Administration  
2 Sales  
3 Laboratory  
4 Maintenance  
5 Pans  
6 Harvesting  
7 Decomposition  
8 Hot leach  
9 Drying  

10 Storage and loading .  .  . 
11 Storage and loading (port) 
12 Power plant  
13 Steam plant  
14 Other utilities  
15 Trucking  

TOTAL      434 

B. Raw material.       — ~~ 

C. Power (thousands kW)     42,600     12.162 

D. Fuel 
a. Diesel (tons)  54.08 

1 Pan and dike operation  
2 Harvesting  
3 Feed preparation, decomposition.  . 
4 Product haulage      
5 Diesel plant  
6 Storage and loading  

TOTAL DIESEL FUEL 

6. Heavy fuel oil  
1 Drying  
2 Diesel plant  
3 Steam plant  

TOTAL, HEAVY OIL 

f. Lube oil  

TOTAL, FUEL 

Qtmuliy Ceti 

Ptrytar 

...         47 

Ftr ton          Prtct Per year 

(iaHart) 

134,736 
50,000 
33,672 
91,526 
32,054 
97,843 
44,150 
48,115 
21,240 
18,684 
17.172 
34,630 
7.324 
6.000 

54,000 

Per Ion 

0.539 

...         12 0.200 

...         18 0.135 

...         67 0.366 

...         2« 0.128 

...         68 0.391 

...         33 0.176 

...         32 0.193 

...         '7 0.085 
15 

...         12 

...         26 

...          5 

...           4 

...         50 

691,146       2.765 

518,100       2.072 

5,000 
47.590 

3,500 
81.000 
22,173 

300 

21.76 

159,563       0.638 

91.574 
179,085 
201,600 

472,25° 

23,600 

655,422 

2.621 

2.621 
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TABLE 86 (continued) 

Striai 
No. 

Quantity 

Item Ptt ytat      Per torn Prie* 

E. Utilities (see "power" above) 

F. Supplies (miscellaneous) 
1 Pan and dikes      
2 Feed preparation, decomposition.  . 
3 Hot leach  
4 Drying      
5 Storage and loading  
6 Diesel plant  
7 Steam plant  
8 Product handling  
9 Oil filtering      

10 Water system  

TOTAL, MBCELLANBOUS 

Supplies (tires)  

G. Supervisory and technical (see "labour" 
above) 

H. TOTAL, direct plant costs  

• Capacity of 250,000 toni per tmmm (330 days). 

Coil 

Per year Ptt torn 

(Jailors) 

2,500 
13,974 
17,110 
3,192 
2,755 

11,518 
1,495 

14,800 
360 
230 

67,907 0.272 

330,000 1.320 

2,262,575       9.050 

expected to be not more than $25 to $28 per too. As the 
production from Canada, together with existing tradi- 
tional production, will meet future world demands over 
the next five years or more, developing countries without 
large potential home consumption will be well advised to 
keep their cost of production as low as possible and to 
initiate steps for the progressive reduction of costs. These 
steps may be summarized as follows : 

(a) Reduce the capital requirements for potash projects 
as much as possible by reducing infrastructure and 
other costs or allocating them to some other 
account; 

(b) Increase the capacity for production to the maxi- 
mum extent possible; 

(c) Develop the utilization of by-products and co- 
procucts; 

00 Develop bulk-handling facilities for moving raw 
materials as well as finished products; 

(e) Design processing plants in an integrated way and 
provide facilities for future expansion with mini- 
mum costs; 

(/) Take all necessary steps to attain full capacity 
quickly, and keep production at full capacity by 
employing competent personnel, providing ade- 
quate exchange funds and ensuring that there »hall 
be raw materials, utilities and product sales. 
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DDSOMO 

XIV. PRODUCTION OF NITROPHOSPHATES AND AMMONIUM PHOSPHATES 

A.   NITROPHOSPHATES 

I. Background information 

Nitrophosphates arc fertilizers derived through diges- 
tion of phosphate rock with nitric acid Nitrophosphate 
fertilizers have been produced for over thirty years in 
Europe and have been gaining ground recently Interest 
has lagged in the United States of America, but, recently, 
process improvements and heavier production of nitric- 
acid have been improving the prospects for this type of 
fertilizer. Plants are being constructed or have been com- 
pleted in a half-dozen Latin American countries and in 
several Asiatic countries. 

The nitrophosphates fit well into the fertilizer produc- 
tion .ystcms typified in Europe (1,2, 3, 4) Raw materials 
generally are costly there Phosphate rock and sulphur 
for sulphuric acid must be imported Fuel sources for 
ammonia production, inc'ud.ng coal, coke-oven gas and 
imported oil, are relatively expensive 

The high raw material costs aie offset by large scale, 
integrated and continuously operated plants where 
advanced technology and the most economical processes 
are used In many of these operations, it is economical to 
substitute nitric acid for the sulphuric and phosphoric 
acids commonly used elsewhere in fertilizer production 

Contrasting wtth European practice, fertilizers have 
been produced in the United States of America in smaller 
plants intermittently operated to satisfy seasonal demand 
Phosphate rock, sulphur and sulphuric acid have been 
commonly available at relatively low costs These factors 
have contributed to lessened importance of nitro- 
phosphate processes in the United States Lately, how- 
ever the trend towards consolidation of companies and 
enlargement of plants Hat improved the prospects of 
nitrophosphate production The rising cost o( sulphur is 
becoming increasingly important in considering the choice 
of process 

TttM chapter describes the processes, products and costs 
involved in the production of nitrophosphate fertilizers 
in integrated facilities where such production is well 
adapted 

Nitric acid serves two purpose* in nitrophosphate pro- 
duction It directly «olubduct the phosphate (thus 
avoiding the intermediate step of producing phosphoric 
acid or superpho'-tnate), aad it provides nitrogen as a 
plant nutrient Th» dual function offers an economy 
advantage, as the coat of the Mtnc acid is partly offset 
by the value et the fertduer Mtrotan it contributes 

The sunniest way to nuke a attrophoaphate » by 
acidulating phosphate rock wtth attnc acid to produce a 
"•Arte superphosphate"   The product contata* cakty« 
astrate   and   atoaocakuam   phosphate    The 

absorbency of the calcium nitrate precludes general 
acceptance of »his superphosphate, however, and it is 
made only in Switzerland (Lonza process) (5) 

Most nitrophosphates arc produced in the slurry type 
of operation, which usually involves the digestion of 
phosphate rock with nitric acid and the subsequent 
ammoniation of the acidulate (6) In simplified form, the 
following reactions take place 

Ca,(P04), . 6HNÖ, 

2H3PO, • 3Ca(NOs)í 

2H,PO« . 3Ca(N03), 

4NH3   »2CarfP04 >  4NH4N03 

*-Ca<NCV, 

Various alternative procedures are employed to deal 
with the hygroscopic calcium nitrate, which causes 
caking if present in the final product Two general pro- 
cedures are employed to remove the calcium nitrate and 
handle it separately, or to introduce reactants that prevent 
its formation 

Removal of excess calcium nitrate is accomplished by 
cooling the nitric acidulated slurry, allowing part of the 
calcium nitrate to crystallize and removing the crystals. 
Chemical conversion usually is accomplished by adding 
sulphuric acid, sulphates, phosphoric acid or carbon 
dioxide to the digestion step or to the slurry during 
ammoniation The additives and the ammoniation result 
in the formation of ammonium nitrate and calcium salts 
of sulphate, phosphate or carbonate 

In general, the nitrophosphate processes, described 
below in more detail, involve the steps of acidulation. 
ammoniation, granulation, drying and sizing (7) 

2   Processej 

(a) (aleturn mirate removal 

In processes developed by Odda Smelt werke, Norsk- 
Hydro and Dutch State MUMS (DSM), phosphate rock 
is treated with nitric acid, and the acidulate is cooled 
until there M partial crystallization of calcium Bitrate, 
which then is removed by centrtfugation or filtration (J). 
The calcium nitrate is marketed as a nitrogen fertilizer 
(15 to 17 per cent N) The remaining solution is ammo- 
nia ted. and the slurry is faked on a cooled drum or is 
mixed with recycled scuds m granulating equipment to 
produce fertilizer containing ammonium nitrate, dical- 
cium phosphate aad varying proportions of ammonium 
phosphate Potash may be added 

The low and typical products of a nitrophosphate 
process wtth removal of calcium nitrate are shown ia 
Égare 51 

A modtted Odda process features treatment of the 
removed calcium nitrate with ammonia aad carbon 
d*oxid« to yield .amtommn Ritrai* toiutioa aad calcium 

' 4^,ìi 
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Figure  SI.   Nitrophosphate process:  calcium  nitrate  removal 
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carbonate (4). The mixture may be converted to a solid 
fertilizer, or ammonium nitrate solution may be separated 
from the carbonate and recycled to the ammoniation step 
or converted into solid ammonium nitrate. The calcium 
carbonate may be discarded or used for agricultural 
liming and other purposes. Nitrophosphate combinations 
range from 15-30-0 to 25-13-0. An outstanding advantage 
of this widely used procedure is that it requires no 
sulphur, and, hence, the material costs are low. 

(b) Multiacid processes (phosphonitric, sulphonitrie) 

When phosphoric or sulphuric acid is used with nitric 
acid in the digestion step, the presence of calcium nitrate 
in the product is avoided. With phosphoric acid added 
as a reactant, the final product after ammoniation con- 
tains ammonium nitrate, dicalcium phosphate and, 
usually, ammonium phosphate (8). With sulphuric acid 
added, calcium sulphate is one of the final constituents (9). 
Granular products made up of these multinutricnts have 
reasonably good chemical and physical characteristics. 

A considerable number of modifications of the multi- 
acid processes have been developed by the Société 
pousse et engrais chimiques (PEC), Tennessee Valley 
Authority (TVA), St. Gobain, Kampka, Société des 
phosphates tunisiens and others (5, 6, 10, pp. 1130- 
1134; II). 

The processes are illustrated in figure 52. Slurry from 
the extraction tanks is ammoniated in a scries of vessels 
equipped with stirring devices. Vigorous agitation is 
neceuary to keep the slurry in fluid condition. Failure 

to do so permits undesirable tactions, forming com- 
pounds largely useless as fertilizer Potash salts, usually 
potassium chloride, may be added to produce triple- 
component fertilizers Granulation is accomplished in 
such devices as blungcrs or rotating drums, where the 
slurry is combined with recycled solids and formed into 
granules. A rotating drum, known as the spherodi/.er. is 
commonly used for granulation (6, 12) Slurry is sprayed 
through a falling shower of partially formed pellets in 
the drum. The pellets are built up by the slurry and are 
dried by a current of hot air 

Typical products for each process are listed on the flow 
sheet. Products of the phosphonitric process, having plant 
nutrient added as phosphoric acid, are richer in plant 
nutrients than products of the sulphonitrie process. 

A process modification by TVA is distinctive in that 
the acidulate is ammoniated in the solid form, or partly 
in fluid form and finally in solid form (4, 13). The second 
alternative is shown in figure 53 Some ammoniation 
takes place in a pre-neutralizer tank following extraction 
and is carried to completion in a rotating drum known 
as the TVA ammoniator-granulator. The partly ammo- 
niated slurry is distributed on a rolling bed of recycled 
product within the ammoniator. Ammonia is admitted 
through a sparger under the bed. During and following 
ammoniation, the semiplastic mass is formed into gra- 
nules, if preferred, all the ammoniation and granulation 
can be done in the rotating drum This process requires 
considerably less investment and is more versatile than 
processes in which fluid slurry is ammoniated in multiple 
vessels and granulation is carried out in a separate step. 

Figur* 32. Multiacid nitrophosphate process 
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ligure 5 J   Nitrophosphatc process used by Tennessee Valley Authority 
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(c) Sulphate addition 

Nitrophosphatc process modifications developed by 
Imperial Chemical Industries, Auby, PEC, TVA, DSM 
and others avoid the requirement for sulphuric acid by 
the substitution of sulphate salts lor the acid (5, II, 14,15). 
The sulphate serves the same purpose as sulphuric acid in 
avoiding the presence of calcium nitrate in the final 
product. 

The sulphate salts are added during or after ammonia- 
tion of the extraction slurry. Some of the salts used in 
experimental work and in plant operations include 
ammonium sulphate, potassium sulphate, langbeinite 
(potassium magnesium sulphate) and glascrite (sodium 
potassium sulphate). 

Typical products are 12-12-12 with potassium sulphate, 
and 14-14-0 and 17-13-0 with ammonium sulphate. 

In a procedure employed by Dutch State Mines, ammo- 
nium sulphate by-product from another process is added 
to the nitric acidulate in sufficient amount to precipitate 
all of the lime as calcium sulphate, which is removed by 
filtration (4). The phosphate in the product is virtually all 
in the form of water-soluble ammonium salt. 

A further alternative, studied by several experimenters, 
is to react the calcium sulphate with ammonia and carbon 
dioxide to regenerate the ammonium sulphate for 
recycling. This method eliminates or greatly reduces the 
need for sulphur or sulphate. 

(d) Carbon dioxide addition (carbonitrie) 

A cost-saving process modification, investigated by 
PEC, TVA and others, is the use of carbon dioxide to 

r 

F.nti 

14-U-Uttc. 
(Phosphonifrid 

12-12-1 ? «fc 
(Sulphonitncl 

avoid calcium nitrate in the product by fixing surplus 
calcium as the carbonate (11, 16). Carbon dioxide is a 
by-product of ammonia synthesis and is usually available 
at little cost from ammonia plants. 

A flow diagram of the carbonitric process, with typical 
products, is shown in figure 54. As indicated, carhon 
dioxide is introduced into the slurry during final ammo- 
niation. it was found in experimental work that a small 
amount of magnesium or potassium sulphate added to 
the extraction step acts as a "stabilizer" to prevent 
adverse reactions of phosphate with fluorine and other 
impurities to form insoluble compounds. 

(e) Other processes 
In a nitrophosphate process modification by Auby, 

basic slag is used to neutralize a slurry resulting from the 
reaction of nitric acid, phosphate rock and ammonium 
sulphate (5). The basic slag not only neutralizes the 
phosphoric acid in the slurry — no calcium nitrate is 
present — but also adds phosphate, as the slag contains 
up to 20 per cent phosphoric oxide. No ammonia is 
required. Advantages claimed are simpler equipment 
than usual, good control of neutralization and the addi- 
tion of phosphate and micron utrients. 

Nitric superphosphate products are made by the Lonza 
method (5). Phosphate rock is acidulated with nitric acid 
of such concentration as to yield a dry product. The pro- 
duct contains about 6.7 per cent nitrogen and 14.9 per 
cent phosphoric acid. Over 80 per cent of the phosphate 
is water soluble. Process variations involve additions of 
other materials, including potassium sulphate and boric 
acid, to nitric-acidulated phosphate rock. 
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Calcium nitrate 

IABU. 87.  MAIIRIAIS KKJIIRID um MIROPIIOSPHATE PICMPS-SIS 

Carhonitric Sutphunttru I'htiiphnnlirtc Sulphatr aJJuiur A uh, 

Phos, rock 
Nitric acid 
Ammonia 

Phos, rock 
Nitric acid 
Ammonia 
Carbon dioxide 
Sulphate of mag- 

nesium 01 po- 
tassium 

Phos, rock 
Nitric acid 
Ammonia 
Sulphuric acid 

Phos, nick 
Nitric acid 
Ammonia 
Phosphoric acid 

Phos, rock 
Nitric acid 
Ammonia 
Sulphate of am- 

monia, potass- 
ium or mag- 
nesium 

Phos, rock 
Nitric acid 
Basic slag 

Plies.   l,Kk 
Nunc acuì 

3. Costs 

Nitrophosphatcs usually have an advantage over other 
fertilizers in material costs, but are often at a disadvantage 
in plant investment. The double function of nitric acid in 
decomposing phosphate rock and providing plant nutrient 
is economical with regard to materials cost. Counter- 
acting this is the greater complexity -— and, hence, the 
greater investment and operating costs -of most nitro- 
phosphate plants. This is particularly true of a plant 
employing a calcium nitrate removal process. 

The required basic materials for all nitrophosphates, 
except Auby (basic slag) and Lonza products, are phos- 
phate rock, nitric acid and ammonia. Other materials are 

required according to process.  Table X7 lists the material 
requirements for the various procedures. 

Two of the three normally essential materials are pro- 
vided by an ammonia plant with a nitric acid uml 
Carbon dioxide is also available at .w ammonia facility 
for the carbonerie process Thus, for economic reasons, 
almost every nitrophosphatc plant is integrated with an 
ammonia-nitric acid complex. 

Extraneous materials in phosphate rock arc not critical 
in nitrophojphate processes except for the calcium nitrate 
removal method where phosphate low in iron, alamina 
and silica is superior. Some rock must be calcined before 
extraction. 

TABLE 88. NITROPHOSPHATE HAM OF TYPE usto BY SOCIéTé POTASSE FF ENOBAIS CHIMIQUES 

(Basis    22 5 tons per hour of 14-14-14) " 

Plant 
S2,000,000 '< 

Materials 
Phosphoric acid (ai P.O,) 
Phosphate rock (JJ-34% PA» 
Nitric add (basis: 100% HNO,» 
Ammonia   . 
Potassium chJofid« (60*. K«0) 
Coatini M*n* 
Sulphuric acid (basis   100%) 
Carbon dioxide 
Stabilissi (majsesnim sulpha») 
P»«r 

vtmn*$ 
Eksctrtaty 

(ractrcuteamg) 
(to «Mm) 

lamtmtnt 

Rtq*irmmtt 

Storage facility (20.0UO tons i 

$250,000 >• 

14-14-11  'ptwifthrmitrid li-lì-tì (ndpkrmitrte) 1212 1 !   < ¡-arh-imrit ) 

H t/d 11   t.'d 16   1  d 
12« t/d m t d ISO  Id 
ISO t/d 1*0 id 180 t d 
49 t/d 49 l/d 49  til 
m t d 121 t/d 12« t/ü 

6 t,d 6 t/d 
)l t/d 

ft t d 

20 I d 
19 t <l 
V MA 

*7S kW M0kW mo kw 
*> mia*» rrtj/v ÎÎ rroBKm ITU lu !5 ini'bon BTU hr 

4,M9 thfa O» lb, bf 4,200 tb/hr 
Î2ÛW fftl/kf 22,000 pal hr 22,000 aal hr 
n,fl» fftlAr 22.nl» aaJ/hr 22,OOn gal hr 

*>% of ámet labour 
* s»M pat statt 

WXlmmmmmtm* •iy 

•r tí ti -lid 
tbssamfsf taüi 

• Vanas 

mm^mmémm MO te«s swr «tv af 14-1» 14 < ptmaOoaiSfn > m »WWIM s»r «ay C# 2 to«» per kstri 
m m earfeamtm)   Caalt II tî iï fmmvimmm mït*4»  of««»»«*?  vxm ph<Ns*>«rk.  m.<4   Thuh «*«<•»! .*f ptmnt «utrwuii  t 
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TABI, 89   NDROPHOSPHATE PLANT or TYP* USI.D „v TENNKSK VAL. rv Aumonnv 

Plant 
$1.500,000 

Materials 
Phosphoric acid (as P.O.) 
Phosphate rock 03-34% P.O.) 
Nitric acid (100% HNO,) 
Ammonia 
Potassium chloride (60% K,0) 
Coating agent          

Utilities 
Electricity 
Fuel 
Steam 
Water  

Labour 
Supervision  
Operators 
Maintenance  

Imtttmint 

Rtqmrtmtmt 

IS-IS-IS tphosphonitrkl 

46 t/d 
81 t/d 

150 t/d 
50 t/d 

120 t/d 
10 t/d 

950 kW 
P. million BTU/hr 

1,000 Ib/hr 
16,000 gal/hr 

I man per shift 
4 men per shift 

10% of investment annually 

Storage faalitv (20.000 tons) 
S250.000 " 

20-20-0 Iphojphnmtrir) 

43 t/d 
76 t/d 

140 t/d 
46 t/d 

7 t/d 

950 kW 
12 million BTU/hr 

1,000 Ib/hr 
16,000 gal/hr 

* Vanes with location and inclusion of ancillary facilities. 

A special problem is presented if the calcium nitrate 
must be marketed separately. This is a popular fertilizer 
in Europe, but it is used in relatively small quantities 
elsewhere because of its low nitrogen content. Calcium 
nitrate may be used to make ammonium nitrate by 
reaction with water, ammonia and carbon dioxide. There 
arc non-fertilizer uses for calcium nitrate in explosives 
matches, incandescent-gas mantles, pyrotechnics and 
radio-tube manufacture, and as a coagulant for rubber 
latex. 

Nitrophosphate processes may be advantageous in 
countries lacking sulphur, sulphides or sulphates The 
advantages of non-sulphur processes ire becoming more 
important as world demands for fertilizer increase 

nam size is important in determination of product 
cost The investment and retirement charges for a large 
plant are less per ton of product than for a smaller plant. 

babies 88 and S9 show the investment costs of two 
types of nitrophosphate plants and the requirements for 
raw materials, utilities, labour and other needs The data 
concern plant* of moderate sue buüt in the United 
Sutes of America 

Included in the investment cost is a storage facility for 
20,000 tons Not included are roads, ornees, provisions 
for utilities or other service facilities necessary for the 
ptaJM proper It is assumed that a nitrophosphate umt 
ordinarily woyJd be installed in conjunction with M 
ajnroonu-mtrK acid piant PUnt for an isolated nrtro- 
Pfc*pfoic P*»nt should include the Hdrtirmal raquirad 

Data in thm taMes may be used for approximate cd- 
cutaftom of production costs in any locality through the 

adjustment of plant investment and the determination of 
process-requirement costs. 

4. Agronomical characteristics 

The dicalcium phosphate constituent of nitrophosphate 
is soluble in neutral ammonium citrate solutions, a 
commonly used reagent for evaluating fertilizer effective- 
ness but not in water. By using more phosphoric and 
sulphuric acids in the process, greater proportions of 
water-soluble phosphate, such as ammonium or mono- 
calcium salts, result. The water solubility of nitrophos- 
phates ranges from practically none to almost 100 per 
cent. Those containing little water-soluble phosphate can 
be compared to heavily ammoniated superphosphates. 

There is considerable disagreement on the effectiveness 
of water-insoluble phosphates. In the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, where water 
solubility is the principal method of evaluation, the expan- 
sion of nitrophosphate production has been hampered. 
Throughout continental Europe, nitrophosphates have 
been generally accepted. A great mass of test data appears 
to show that nitrophosphates, while sometimes slow in 
immediate effect, will usually show good subsequent 
activity and residual effect when they are applied on 
wefl-fertuued soils (17, U) The heavy fertilization 
practised m Europe builds up phosphorus reserves in the 
so«   and   lessens   the   importance   of   water-soluble 

la the United States of America, evidence has pointed 
to the need for wmler-solubie phosphates on sous depleted 
ot phosphorus, particularly for crops with restricted root 

or short growing seasons. For such major crops 
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as corn, cotton and «reals, on good soils, nitrophosphates 
have generally been as effective as other fertilizers (19). 

Those who plan nitrophosphate installations should 
examine well the agronomical characteristics of such 
fertilizer., in relation to their soil and crop needs Water 
solubility is one factor for careful consideration Another 
consideration, serious in rice-growing countries is the 
fact that nitrogen is lost by bacterial decomposition of 
the nitrate ion in underwater culture Lack of sulphur in 
some products may be a handicap on soils deficient in 
sulphur. 

5.   World production 

Available statistics do not show the world production 
of nitrophosphates as such. The data of the Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), 
showing the production of multinutrient fertilizers in 
various countries, include ammonium phosphates and 
other products with nitrophosphates (20). 

Table 90 shows world output of multinutrient ferti- 
lizers by major producing countries during the year 
1963/1964. Rough estimates, based on broad assumptions, 
indicate an annual production of over 5 million tons of 
nitrophosphate in Europe during the mid-1960s and less 
than one-tenth that amount in the United States of 
America. 

B   AMMONII M I'MOSCIIAIIS 

TABLE 90. WORLD PRODUCTION or MULTiNUTRirNr FERTILIZERS 

1963/1964 ' 

MulliMtlritHI 
ftrtlllzrn 

Ammonium 
photphatr 

ComiHtni und country I Tons of PtOt) 

Europ* 
Belgium  91 922 
Federal Republic of Germany .   .   . 30<M48 
France  98.900 ' 
P««*  21,221 
Ito,y 231,912 
Netherlands      32 400 
Norw"y 3*>76 
Sweden       16,863 
United Kingdom  173,600 

North and Centrai America 
Me»co  23,7*9* 
United Statei of America  409,000 ' 

Asia 

*****  146,930 

TOTAL 1,513,611 

45,868 * 

19,062 << 

926O20 

^lî££?.0ml*??T!r*iFToaiÊeitt* "««Itinutftent fertilizer! containing 
SäÄÄi **       "*f0f Cênt4t tná lhe UwOB « •"* 

* Included m mvkinutrwnt fcnthmn. 
' IM2/IM3. 
' IMI. 

I (Jrncrai information 

Fertilizers of the ammonium phosphate type have been 
produced lor over forty years, but, ihev'hau- become 
important only in the last decade CD I |,a arc based on 
ammomated phosphoric acid, although t'hev arc often 
made by ammoniation of mixed auds or composed of 
several salts admixed 

Ammonium phosphate may be present m the .omhma- 
tions as the monoammonium or diammomum salt or 
mixtures of the two I hey may be combined w.th amino- 
mum nitrate or ammonium sulphate Most fertilizers of 
this type are in granular form 

Ammonium phosphates are concentrated fertilizers 
(up to 74 per cent plant nutrient) and normally have pood 
physical and chemical properties They may" be apphed 
directly or combined in many wavs with other malcriáis 
Their favourable character.st.es have been responsible 
for their recent accelerating production, especially m 
North America The rapidly growing practice ol dry 
mixing or "bulk blending" in the United States of America 
is based, to a considerable extent, on the use of ammo- 
mum phosphate as a primary material 

2   Products 

(a) Straight ammonium phosphate 

Monoammonium phosphate containing II per cent 
nitrogen and 48 per cent phosphoric oxide (11-48-0) was 
one of the early fertilizer products of this type (22) It is 
made by the ammoniation of wet-process phosphoric- 
acid and contains the iron and aluminium phosphates 
and other impurities originating in the acid The degree 
of ammoniation may be controlled in the process to yield 
monoammonium phosphate or a mixture of mono- and 
diammonium phosphate. The latter often is ;< lf>-48-0 
grade with about two-thirds of the phosphate as the 
diammonium salt. 

Diammonium phosphate is becoming a more dominant 
product or constituent in this family of fertilizers An 
impure diammonium phosphate of 18-46-0 grade is made 
with wet-process phosphoric acid. When electric-furnace 
acid is ammoniated, the result is a crys alline multinutrient 
product containing 21 percent N and 53 per cent P./),( 

Production of the crystalline material is relatively small 
and is, in most cases, associated with the recovery of 
by-product ammonia from coke plants 

(b) Ammonium phosphate sulphate 
By reacting ammonia with mixtures of wet-process 

phosphoric acid and sulphuric acid, combinations of the 
salti are produced. Typical products are 13-39-0 and 
16-20-0. The latter contains more than half ammonium 
sulphate — a factor worthy of note in sulphur-deficient 
areas. Potash may be incorporated with these and other 
ammonium phosphate combinations to make such 
grades as 12-12-12. 

(c) Ammonium phosphate nitrate 
The reaction of ammonia with phosphoric and nit »c 

acids produces phosphate-nitrate multinutrient fertilizers 
An alternative method is to ammoniate a mixture of 
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solid ammonium nitrate and phosphoric acid The pro- 
ducts arc .iiixture* of ammonium nitrate, monoammo- 
nium phosphate and diammonium phosphate. Some 
typical grades now produced in increasing quantities are 
30-10-0, 27-14-0 and 25-25-0 By adding muriate of 
potash, a grade of 17-17-17 can be produced. 

(d) Urea-ammonium phosphate 

Urea may be mixed with ammonium phosphate to 
produce such h/gh-analysis combinations as 29-29-0, 
25-35-0 and 19-19-19 (with potash). A process, studied 
on a pilot-plant scale but not yet adopted for commercial 
use, involves the reaction of urea-plant effluent and phos- 
phoric acid. The process may allow production econo- 
mies over the separate production of urea a.id ammonium 
phosphates. 

3. Processes 

Two general methods are used for the production of 
ammonium phosphate - granulation and crystallization 
(10, pp. 1127-1130; 23,24). 

(a) Granulation 

This procedure is by far the most widely favoured 
because it permits the use of low-cost wet-process phos- 
phoric acid. Until recent years, most ammonium phos- 
phate had been manufactured by a method generally 
known as the Dorr-Oliver process, or variations of it 
(24, 25, 26, 27). The process is outlined in figure 55. 

Figure   55.   Ammonium   phosphate   process:   slurry   ammonia!ion 

•J Ammonia 

Phosphoric acid 

Cruih* 

Scrubber 

Gronulor produci 

Wet-process phosphoric acid is neutralized in a series 
of tanks where some of the water is evaporated by the 
heat of reaction. The extent of ammooiation is con- 
trolled to produce the desired grade of product. Granu- 
lation is accomplished in a blunger or pug-mill, where 
the slurry is mixed with fine product from the screens. 
A rotary drum granulator may be substituted for the 
blunger. 

Straight ammonium phosphates of 11-48-0 and 16-48-0 
grades are made by the ammoniation of slurry and by 

granulation, although 18-46-0, essentially all diammonium 
phosphate, n,ay be produced by carrying ammonution 
further in either the ammomating tanks or the Hunger 
By adding sulphuric acid to the ammonutor-s, phosphate 
sulphates of such   grades  as   16-20-0 and   I3-W-0  are 
produced Less concentrated products containing uk-ium 
sulphate can be made by ammomating unfiltered  wet 
process phosphoric acid 

Figure   56    Oiamninniuin   phosphate   proreti   wed   h      leimet tee 
Vallev Authoeifv     tlurn  and minti ammtmuttu** 

*fccnc*rw>ftc <i*>ú 

A'*moniet 

» mg 

5'r*t**r 

ir» rooetor 

c 
k 

groftutotor        ^*j 

ir- 

l T 
Ont» \J 

ti: 

The granulation process shown in figure 56 was deve- 
loped a few years ago in the United States of America, 
by the Tennessee Valley Authority (23, 28. 29) The 
rotating ammoniator-granulator is the essential equip- 
ment in this method, but both the slurry and the solids 
are ammoniated. The procedure allows economy in the 
evaporation of water by the heat of ammonia-acid 
reaction. Less drying equipment is needed than in slurry- 
ammoniation methods. Acid (40 per cent Pßj is partially 
ammoniated in a pre-neutrahzer to an intermediate point 
between mono- and diammonium phosphates and the 
slurry is fed to the ammoniator-granulator with recycled 
fines. The moist solid is further ammoniated to drive the 
reaction to diammonium phosphate. The recycle require- 
ment is about four to one for diammonium phosphate 
and less for other grades. This is a considerably lower 
recycle rate than for most other methods. Excès* ammo- 
nia from the ammoniator ii recovered in a scrubber with 
incoming phosphoric acid. In this, as in the other methods, 
sulphuric acid, ammonia-ammonium nitrate solutions or 
various solid fertilizer materials, e.g., potash, may be 
added to the process stream. 

This process is being used in most of the new plants in 
the rapid current expansion of diammonium phosphate 
production in the United Sutes of America (30). A 
similar process, in which initial ammoniation is carried 
out in a series of tanks rather than a single one, is used 
in Europe. 

In another process, used by a large manufacturer in 
the United Sutes, all the ammonia is added in the 
rotary drum to produce an impure diammonium phos- 
phate of 18-46-0 grade (31). Wet-process acid is distri- 
buted on a roiling bed of recycled dry fines in the drum. 
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ih) Pm 
Recent «tué*« by TVA and others have 

pan- gra n ulation method far tat production oí 
mum  pho pisane typt «if 
»oitttKMts  (32)   A 
process is M operation At Aomm m tgssr* il. 
is accomplished by spraying a highly 
lion, or slurry, of tilt dettmd tails MI id a 
oí recycled fine» M ai» 
layer« of »oltdtfted material IHMM up at 
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The proceM is highly versatile and may he 
the production of various 
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imposed by this method of 
duct ion   of  a  combination  of 
duimmontum   phosphates  com 
about 50 per cent of the 
granular fertilizer* made in 
17-17-17 and 21-0-21 grades 

(c) Cryttattizmttm 

Dining the last ten year», several coke producer» m the 
United State« of America have converted their ammosta 
recovery unit» from ammonium »uiphate production to 
dtammonium   phosphate  production  (33)   Cofcc-oven 
gases,   after   suitable  cleaning   are  pawed   through   a 
saturator,   where  the   anunonu   reacts   «uh   estant 
furnace phnphortc acid  Dtammonium phosphate cry* 
talüzes as the solution becomes saturated The crystal* art 
removed by centrifuges and dried   The relatively pue» 
product contains 21 per cent nitrogen and 5) per cent 
phmphork ontdc. 

4   ( .iti* 

The advantage of the high ivmrmritt. « of dmmemtum 
phosphate* t% reflected h> hmtt v.vnv m ferir« of plant 
nutrient, f«w «tor ige, bagging, »hipping and handling 
Maters*! cath for ammonium pftrnphaten »re «vmewnst 
higher than thfue for »yperpho*pnate<i <* mmt mm» 
phosphate« he*».j-* the intermediate or ve mi renned 
Material. pt.«v<kptiorit ,*.H1, H required instead («f the 
cheaper ra» material  phmphair rmk 

tdenAy an ammomum ptxiapliaee „»n «hould he inte- 
grated *Hh .i «.ornate* providing hut h ammonia and 
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TABU 91   DIAMMONU-M PHOSPHATî PLANT, SLLTIBY AMMONIATîON 

(Basis- 20 ions per hour of 16-48-0) 

Imwtmtmt 

Plani 
SI,100,000 

Storage facility '20,000 tons) 
$250,000 « 

Kequtrtmtmli 

Materiali 

Ammonia        98 tons/day 
Phoiphone acid      235 tons P.O./day 

Utlh.its 

Electricity         565 kW 
Fuei II million BTU/hr 
^«m   4,000 Ib/hr 
Wt,er  Minor quantity for process, 

sanitary water for drinking 
Personnel * 

Operators      2 per shift 
Ciuci operator      I per »hift 
Maintenance 10% of investment annually 

' VariM wiih location and inclusMM of ancillary facilities. 
* DOM not include luperviston or analytical support. 

TASU »2  OUMMONIUM PHOSPHATS PLANT Of TYPf UKOBV TENNESSEE 
VALLPY AuTHoarrv 

(Basis   20 tarns per ham of H-46-4) 

St«** fmeWty Shipping and bagging facilititi 
KßOO lams af (¡50 t/kr   shipping,  M  ihr 

product) bugging) 
11,mm*    $250.000 1675,000«» 

«and 
109 torn/day 
223 torn rWday 

Uimmnwi 

Eiteincity       540 kW 
• mMonKTVihi 
2,000 HVhr 
Minor «watjty tor 

m . OTilari water for driaAusg 

and most nitrophosphatcs. They arc soluble in both 
water and citrate solutions. Important agronomical 
differences are not evident between monoammonium and 
diammonium phosphates. 

Crop yields on acid soils with ammonium phosphates 
are consistently similar to those with superphosphate, 
although the calcium and sulphur in superphosphate may 
be of benefit in some soils. Ammonium phosphates are 
acid-forming fertilizers, and heavy application on acid 
soils should be accompanied by proper liming. The 
toxicity of ammonium phosphate in contact with seeds 
is similar to that of ammonium sulphate. This salt effect 
may be avoided by placement away from seeds. 

The characteristics of high water-solubility, residual 
acidity and the combination of ammonium and phosphate 
tons contribute a degree of superiority to ammonium 
phosphates on alkaline and calcareous soils. On such 
soils, better responses are usually obtained with ammo- 
nium phosphates than with superphosphate-based fer- 
tilizers or nitrophosphates. 

On some soils, nitrogen in nitrate form is superior to 
that in the ammonium form. In such cases, phosphate- 
nitrate would be preferable to straight ammonium 
phosphate. Similarly, phosphate-sulphate fertilizers could 
be superior under certain conditions. 

6. World production 

The FAO statistics (table 90, nitrophosphate) indicate 
that about three-fourths of the world supply of ammo- 
nium phosphate is produced in the United States of 
America, where production has risen very rapidly in the 
last few years. Announced plans for new ammonium 
phosphate plants and expansions in the United States 
indicate an installed annual capacity of 8 to 9 million 
tons by the end of 1966 (21). 
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XV. PRODUCTION OF MIXED FERTILIZERS 

A. GENERAL INFORMATION 

The term "mixed fertilizers" is used to denote multi- 
nutrient fertilizers, containing two or three primary 
nutrients nitrogen ( N), phosphorus (PjOj) and potash 
(KjO). Mixed fertilizers can be classified into two prin- 
cipal types : 

(a) Dry mixed fertilizers which are made by mechanical 
mixing of fertilizer materials containing two or three of 
the primary plant nutrients. In such mixing there is no 
significant chemical change. The product may be in 
pulverized form or it can be granulated; 

(b) Ammoniated mixed fertilizers are multinutrient 
fertilizers produced by wet mixing of fertilizer primary 
nutrient elements. Such mixing is accompanied by signi- 
ficant chemical change. All such products are based on 
the reaction of ammonia with superphosphate. Such 
products are usually granular. 

Granulated fertilizers have certain advantages in so far 
as handling, distribution and storage are concerned. 
Granulated materials are more suitable for countries 
where fertilizers are applied to the soil by mechanical 
placement. In countries where fertilizers are applied by 
human labour, granulated fertilizers also have an advan- 
tage inasmuch as the windage losses are much less than 
with pulverized material. In any case, it is desirable in 
all mixing plants to install a granulator unless the product 
is automatically produced in granular form. 

Mixed fertilizers have certain advantages over single- 
nutrient fertilizers, especially in regions where farmers are 
not well acquainted with the use of chemical fertilizer J. 
It is possible, on the basis of scientific tests, to pre- 
determine the proper kinds and amounts of nutrients 
that should be used on a given soil and crop Mixed 
fertilizers can then be prescribed to meet local needs, and 
the farmer is required only to apply the recommended 
mixture in the recommended amounts. In the developed 
countries, mixed fertilizers of a composition best suited 
to the particular crops grown in the locality can usually 
be obtained. About 60 per cent of the primary nutrients 
used in the United States of America are in the form of 
mixed fertilizers. This percentage has remained fairly 
constant for many years. Much smaller percentages of 
mixed fertilizers are used elsewhere in the world. 

B. CHOICE OF GRADES OF MIXED FERTILIZERS 

It is possible to decide beforehand, depending on the 
soil conditions and the crops to be grown in, that area, 
what mixtures should be manufactured in a fertilizer- 
mixing plant. It should be borne in mind also that a large 
number of mixtures with different proportions of N, P and 
K will not be possible in regions where single-nutrient 

fertilizers of different types and containing different 
quantities of plant food are not made. For a while, this 
deficiency can be supplied by imports, until a local fer- 
tilizer industry is developed to supply the needed materials 

In a developing country like India, certain specified 
mixtures have been used for paddy, for example, 9-10-10 
and 6-12-6; and for potatoes, 7-10-5. In India, the 
Ministry of Food and Agriculture, in collaboration with 
the United States Technical Cooperation Mission, made 
a study of the mixed fertilizers needed and came to the 
conclusion that six compositions would meet all of the 
fertilizer needs in India. 

As regards the total percentage of plant food in mixed 
fertilizers, this depends on the raw materials used for 
mixing. Thus, for example, if only ammonium sulphate 
and single superphosphate are available, it will not be 
possible to get a mixed fertilizer from these two material-» 
containing more than 20 per cent plant food. If muriate 
of potash containing 60 per cent K,0 is also available, 
mixtures containing more than 30 per cent plant food 
will be possible. Similarly, if such high-analysis materials 
as urea or ammonium phosphate are available, mixtures 
containing larger percentages of plant nutrients can be 
made. Generally, 30 per cent plant food in a mixture is 
taken as the dividing line between high-analysis and 
low-analysis fertilizers. The distance which the fertilizer 
must be transported from the plant to the farm governs 
the economics of high-analysis versus low-analysis fer- 
tilizers. The latter are cheaper to make, but more expen- 
sive to ship and apply. 

C. PROCESSES FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF MIXED FERTILIZERS 

1. Dry mixing of pulverized materials 

The oldest method for making mixed fertilizers consists 
of charging weighed batches of dry, pulverized materials 
to a rotary mixer. The product discharged from the mixer 
can be used directly, although its powdery nature makes 
it difficult to apply evenly to the soil or to avoid losses 
by dusting. Because of this, the mixer product is usually 
granulated by moistening, in a rotating drum, with water 
or other liquids, followed by drying and screening. A flow 
sheet of the process is shown in figure 58. 

The principal sources of primary nutrients for dry 
mixing are ordinary or triple superphosphate, potassium 
chloride and ammonium sulphate. One disadvantage of 
this process is its inability to utilize fully such low-cost 
nitrogen materials as ammonia, nitrogen solutions, 
ammonium nitrate or urea. For this reason, dry mixing 
of pulverized materials has been largely displaced by 
other methods for making mixed fertilizers. The method 
is now used mainly for no-nitrogen or low-nitrogen 
mixtures. 
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In the Uiiiltd Staltt of Amene*, many of the bulk- 
featadiag ptaatt are owned wholly or partially by taras 
producers of tht raw materials med m bulk blending. 
TIMI murai • supply ai property granulated raw materiel* 
for the Mending plant The fui advantage« of bulk 
Mending are attained only if the product » loaded 
directly into spreader truck» which take it to the farm aad 

M 'o the tori la fact, intermediate storage and 
may caute segregation 

Vánova formulations for making a 12-12-12 grade of 
mixed fertiluer by dry mixing art shown in table 94, 
which (Austräte the diversity of the raw materials that 
can be used to prepare a single product 

3. Ammontate^ mixed fertilizer* 

When ammonia it added to superphosphate a series of 
chetascal reactions take place and heat is generated (2). 
By adding other materials, e.g., potassium chloride, to 
the reaction mature, granular mixed fertilizers of a wide 

range of nutrient content can He ¡jrixiuced Thit it known 
at the ammomator graralator method for producing 
MHted ferttbaert I'nlik« the dry-mn metht*K, it can 
utili» gateo«» and liquid raw matenalt, for example. 
imffloou and acids I alike the hulk handing process, it 
can «táu* the cheapest form of ra* materials and even 
produce certain raw ma tenait in process Thus, the 
antmoniatof granutatof method can ute a wide range of 
raw material* an important factor in a seasonal 
imJui.tr> like fertiliser manufacture 

Since chemtcal reaction» are fundamental to the process, 
not only in forming new compounds, but alto in generat- 
ing most or all of the heat required for granulation and 
drying, operation of the ammomator-granulator method 
must take into account chemistry and chemical engineer- 
ing factors which do not enter into dry mixing. This does 
not mean that a high degree of technical competence is 
required to operate an ammomation plant Equipment, 
operating controls and formulations have been stan- 
dardized sufficiently to permit satisfactory operation 
with relatively little professional supervitton 

There are three established processes for the ammo- 
Mation-granulation method, based on the type of mixer 
used These are the batch-mixer process, the pug-mill 
process aad the rotary-drum process Flow sheets for 
these processes are shown in figure 60 

In addition, other types of mixers have been used for 
preparing ammontated granulated mixed fertilizers, 
including pan granulatori and flutdized beds. These other 
methods, however, are relatively new and are currently 
used mainly for ammoniating superphosphate. 

The formulations used in the ammoniation method 
must take into account the chemistry and physics of the 
process. If the heat generated by the reactions is insuffi- 
cient to dry the product, external heat will be required. 
If too much heat is generated, addition of water will be 
required to remove the excess. This subject has been 
discussed ia the literature (3). Many satisfactory formula- 
tions have been published so that inexperienced operators 
need not calculate formulations (4). Table 95 shows eight 
different formulations suitable for making a single grade 
of product by the various ammoniation processes. 

A plant for producing ammoniated mixed fertilizers is 
far more complex than a bulk-Mending plant. Further- 

Taata 44. FORMULATIONS KM FBODUCMO A 12-12-12 MAM or MY-MSUD oa auiic-auNDin 

Tm 

Ammonium sulphate (21 par «at N)   . . 
Urea (43 per net N)  
Ordinary superphosphate (20 per wot P^O») 
Triple superphosphate (46 par cea*P«0|) . 
Moooaranomum phosphate (11-4S-0) . . 
DiatnaiOMum phosphate (11-46-0) . . . 
Potassium chloride (60 per cent K/)) . . 
FiBer  

egf VMgsvgSrMhV rtPg^WrwW f*Bw I 

m m (» (4) 

S10 443 423 
2» 261 — — 
— 47t — 203 
261 34 — — 
— — 230 — 
— — — 172 
200 200 200 200 
— — 103 — 
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Figure 60   Flow sheets of ammontaiion processes for making mixed 
fertilizers 
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more, it is desirable for such a plant to produce a substan- 
tial quantity of a single grade without changing raw 
materials or grade. This is not the case with a bulk- 
blending plant. 

4. Liquid mixed fertilizers 

Liquid mixed fertilizers arc water solutions containing 
two or three primary nutrients. Thus, the term docs not 
include   anhydrous   ammonia   or   nitrogen    solutions 
(chapter XI). 

Basically, liquid mixed fertilizers are made by neutraliz- 
ing phosphoric acid with ammonia to form a solution of 
ammonium phosphak. This solution can be used as it is 
or such materials as urea, ammonium nitrate or potas- 
sium chloride may be added to make a variety of grades. 
Formulations are governed by mutual solubilities of the 
compounds in water (5). It is important that liquid mixed 
fertilizers do not deposit salts ("salt out") if they become 
chilled in the course of storage, transportation or appli- 
cation, because such deposits can be difTicult to rcdissolvc 
and are likely to clog the equipment. In the United States 
of America, 0« C is generally taken as the lowest tem- 
perature likely to be encountered by liquid fertilizers; 
thus, formulations there are usually designed to avoid 
salting out at temperatures down to 0° C. This value 
would be higher for a warmer climate and lower for a 
colder one. 

The neutralization of the phosphoric acid can be done 
in batches or continuously. A flow sheet for a liquid 
mixed fertilizer plant is shown in figure 61. 

Figure 61. Flow sheet for the production of li<ntid mixed fertilizers 
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TABU 95. FORMULATIONS FOR PRODUCINQ A 12-12-12 ORANULAR AMMONIATED MIXED  FERTILIZER 

Amount of mainiti ptr ton of product 
( kilogramme) 

Typt of manual 

Nitrogen solution "  25 325h 

Anhydrous ammonia  60 
Ammonium sulphate .... 2% — 
Urea  _ _ 
Diammonium phosphate      
Ordinary superphosphate  75 365 
Triple superphosphate  228 104 
Phosphoric acid (75% H.PO«)  _ _ 
Potassium chloride  200 200 
Sulphuric acid (100% basis)  130 69 

• Contamine 41 per cent nitrogen and 22.2 per cent ammonia except 
at noted (see chapter XI). 

* Containing 37 per cent nitrogen. 

Coatlmmu-drum ommoniation 

223 250 

68 100 

166 
387 

204 
70 

257 
156 

204 
70 

223 

147 

380 

84 
200 

31 

170' 

158 
35 

206 
186 

200 
J05 

Pat-mill 

220 

170 

268 
145 

194 
58 

Batch irum 

293 <i 

48 

348 
107 

200 
28 

' Containing 45.5 per cent nitrogen (urea-ammonia solution). 
' Containing 45  per cent   nitrogen  (ammonium  nitrate-ammonia 

solution). 
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Despite the limitations of liquid mixed fertilizers as 
discussed above, liquids can be a useful adjunct to the 
fertilizer programme of a developing country. For exam- 
ple, where farmers are accustomed to using natural liquid 
manures, or where irrigation systems are developed, 
liquid mixed fertilizers merit consideration. 

D. ECONOMICS OF MIXED-FERTILIZER PROCESSUS 

In the following estimate, costs of ammoniated mined 
fertilizers are compared with costs of bulk-blended 
mixtures (1). The comparison is intended to reflect 
common practice in the United States of America in the 
manufacture and distribution of these two types of 
fertilizers. 

1. Investment costs 

Diagrams of the two plants are shown in figures 59 
and 62. The ammoniator plant investment cost is assumed 
at $500,000 and its annual output is 27,000 tons. The 
bulk-blending plant is assumed to cost $40,000, and its 
annual output is 2,700 tons. 

Fifure 62. Rotary-drum ammoniator mixing plant 

Product 

f««d*ri 

1 
Potasuum 

Sup»f    Chlorid« 
phoipriat» 

Nftro9«n totufe**»* 

Anhydrous ammonia 

Sulphuric acid 

2. Raw materiah costs 

For purposes of this estimate, the costs are based on 
producing a 12-12-12 grade of fertilizer in the ammoniator 
plant and a 14-14-14 grade in the bulk-blending plant. 
The formulations and raw materials costs are shown in 
table 96. The raw materials costs are based on published 
market prices in the United States of America for the 
«pring of 1964, plus freight costs to a plant site in the 
south-central United States. As shown in table 96, the 
cost of raw materials per kilogramme of primary nutrients 
for the 12-12-12 mixture is lower than that for the 
14-14-14 blend. 

3. Production costs 

The total estimated costs for the ammoniated mixture 
and the bulk blend are shown in table 97. The sum of the 
raw materials, operating, sales and return on plant invest- 

T*m i   M   R<»  M»!II s« » *• k 

ñofíwf 

*f«wri«< 

*...#- 

'Zm£.m #»«<*», « 

Ammoniated mi r«/ fertilizer   ¡2 12-12, 

Ammonium sulphate <2i *„ Ni 
Nitrogen toi 'ion (41 ',Ni 
Single superphosphate c20% p/\t 
Triple superphosphate ( 46 '  P,<>% » 
Muriate of potash (ft0% *.,<)) 
Sulphuric acid m ", H,SC>,| 

**2 
24* 

2-<* 
42 

2t»l 
m 

!I II) 

M W) 

U) ill 

w> 2«) 
|h   Ml 

2*ft 
1 ' 4* 

4 M 

' 1 ! 

i 4)1 

Tor 4i 1|>M 

Bulk blended fertthztr ( 14-14 14) 

Diammomum phosphate <li-4é-Oi 
Ammonium sulphate (21 ', N i 
Muriate of potash (60*. K/.Ì) 
Filler 

W5 
45* 

2M 
a 

in m 

W to 
4M) 

21» 
i* 10 

(IUI 

TOTAi 

Material ewf (per kilogramme of primary nutrient»» 
12-12-12 mixture 
14-14-14 Wend 

49 00 

0 121 
8 142 

TAILI 97. PRODUCTION cotn or AMMONIA rto MXU» AND IUU 

•UNDID rn ritmai 

(Dottarti 

C—l ilrm 

Diract labour Q&23 
Sopervtsion and clerical Olli 
Plant maintenance Séti 
Supplie» e.jQg 
Power and waler . o 211 
Property tax and inaurane* 0JOI 
Plant depredation * | 090 
Operating overhead  0 »35 
Analyses  0090 

SUBTOTAL 441 

Sales  2 72 
Return on investment (23%) 3 7t 
Raw materials *  3* 61 

TOTAL, »aooumoN cotr 47 S2 

Transport to dealer  2.72 
Dealer's profit 4.4* 

Farmer's cost : 
Per ton of fertilizer 54 7© 
Per kilogramme of primary nutrient 0 152 

0 952 
till 
0 4*0 
«245 
ems 
0245 
1210 
10» 
0045 

4 54 

272 
2S4 

49.« 

59 10 

$9,1« 
0141 

• Based on fifteen yean for ammontato* 
blending plant. 

* See table %. 
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Calcium and magnesiui«) ,ire important constituents of 
plant*, and symptoms of deficiencies: in the« nutrirne 
are shown in table <W However, the sources of calcium 
and magnesium arc «uppded commonly in amounts 
required to adiust the xotl pH, rather than tri response 
to an indicated plant deficiency The usual material« arc 
finely ground igricuhur.il limestone (principally calcium 
carbonaie! and dolomite ».i limestone composed prin- 
cipally of a douNe carbon ite of calcium and magnesium) 
Other sources include bumf or hydrated limes, marl and 
such calcareous »asto as oyster shells, sludges or »lags 
I he material used depends principally upon local 
avail «Nitty and economic considerations The relative 
nrutrah/ing values of pure materials are shown in 
table KM) 

The fineness of limestones used for this direct applica- 
tion, called ttmtig, v trie« widely in the I nited States of 
America ami range-« from limestone "mear of about 
•-met« size to limestone -flour" of IQO-rnesh or smaller 
sue The finer a liming material is ground, the more 
fwscsly H hecomes effective Fertilizer manufacturers 
fweealry prefer a limestone with a partici« ti» of 10 to 
100 mesh {I » 

r*ati   **•   %,mv<m m  cm mm,  MAONSSH M   **,O  luintui 
MFtfW»{|ti  m  W »SfTI 

Caliwni I« mo* rMantv root growth is redtaeed. root 
ro«»ng feegjtstntly occurs and the roots art 
«Asted before the top* »how any symptoms 
IN moderate »tage* of deficiency, the young 
¡en*** become dt«orted, fail to grow and show 
«potting or mer«*- areas In the acute stage, 
ihe« »s & general collapse of growing potan, 
and a ««-hack of the terminai buds 

tte#k*ncy symptom* »re frequently found on 
te**r Invti of pkiMs In cotton, a reddening 
if the knew leave« occurs, while in potatoes, 
an orangn-yvlow colouration appear« on the 
lower leaves and aio«» the ¥ein» In corn, 
there i» a striping or chtorowi between the 
««IM and if the deficiency is «»«re, a crimson 
red colour frequently appears on the lower 

Su', bur deficiency .yntptcm« tend to resemble 
ih»»«e of mtrigen denciency l'nder a conti- 
nuos« los» tupply of either element, plu.t 
appear ansa does not provide a« assured means 
of ddlereewiating between deficiencies of 
staph» or «trogt* With a dtnvntthing 
supply, however, a distinction may be obser- 
»ed Wüh «trugen deAcsency, the plant may 
become a uniform yeltowish-green colour, and 
«wtfc tome plants, the tower leaves may turn 
yenow and fai from the plant With sulphur 
deficsenry, the older leaves remain green, and 
the younger leaves become ystoow-greea and, 
M» severe cases, chJorottc 
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Calcium hydrate                                     n« 1.480 2.640 
Magnesium hydrate                               |?2 i. i m 2 070 
Dolomite                                                \QH Î.KS0 I.U0 
Dolomitic hydrate                                    ¡7<s 1,14«. 2,040 
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The application of these calcium and magnesium com- 
pounds to many soils results in striking incieases in plant 
growth beyond that expected from a simple response to 
the deficient nutrient element (2) These benefits are 

(a) Improved phosphorus availability With low pH soils 
and soils high in aluminium and iron oxide content, 
phosphates are made less available be-cause of their 
reaction with these compounds. Liming to a pH of 
6-7 increases phosphate availability because of the pre- 
cipitation of the iron and aluminium in forms other than 
a$ the phosphate At higher pHs, the availability is 
decreased, however, because of the precipitation of cal- 
cium or magnesium phosphates, 

(b) Nitrification Most of the organisms responsible 
for conversion of ammonia to nitrates require calcium; 

(c) Nitrogen fixation This process is favoured by the 
addition ol liming agents; 

(d) Micronutritnt availability Except for molybdenum, 
the availability of micronutnents increases with a decrease 
tn soil pH. This can be detrimental because of the toxic 
nature of these elements in other than small concentra- 
tion«. Depending upon the soil, a pH of 6-7 is usually 
mo*t latisfactory from the standpoints of nutrient 
availability and toxicity. Molybdenum deficiency gene- 
rally decreases with an increase in soil pH, and a pH 
greater than 7 is preferred; however, liming soil to this 
high pH is discouraged because of previously stated 
reasons, 

(e) Physical condition of soil Liming improves the 
structure of fine-textured soils. 

2. Sulphur 

The use of sulphur compounds as soil amendments to 
correct ¿inali conditions in soils (presence of excess 
sodium salts, particularly sodium carbonates) is com- 
monly practised. Large tonnages of finely ground cal- 
cium sulphate (gypsum) are used for this purpose in the 
calcareous soil areas of western United States of America 
and in other parts of the world (3) Elemental sulphur 
alto is med. 
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Until recently, the essential rok of sulphur ¡n plant 
nutrition had not been given much publicity, nor had it 
required much attention From its verv beginning, fer- 
tilizer manufacture has relied heavily on sulphuric acid 
as a reagent to free phosphate from the ore as in the 
production of superphosphate and to fix ammonia 
in a solid form as in ammonium sulphate. Much of 
the sulphur in the acid remained in the fertilizer In 
addition, sulphur is present in the air as sulphur dioxide 
and is brought down and made available for plant nutri- 
tion by rainfall in amounts that vary from perhaps 4 to 
40 pounds per acre per annum, depending largely on the 
proximity of areas where sulphur containing fuels are 
used Sulphur also occurs naturally in some soils in 
ample amounts. 

Changes in recent years have tended to decrease these 
sources, and attention is now focused on how best to 
supply sulphur to many of the crops being grown. One 
of these changes is the trend towards higher analysis 
fertilizers. Another is that the amount of sulphur available 
from the atmosphere is decreasing. Greater emphasis is 
being placed on the control of atmospheric pollutants, 
sulphur dioxide included, and the use of low-sulphur or 
sulphur-free fuels is increasing. Combustion of coal in 
power-generating plants releases large quantities of sul- 
phur into the atmosphere, but this source will diminish 
as atomic power comes into wider use. 

Symptoms of sulphur deficiencies in plants are given 
in table 99. A deficiency is corrected either by adding a 
sulphur-containing fertilizer or by separate application 
of a sulphur compound, depending generally on eco- 
nomic considerations (4). Usually, the sulphur is applied 
separately in amounts of 10 to 50 pounds per acre. The 
analyses of many of the common sulphur-containing fer- 
tilizers are given in table 98. 

3. Incorporation of secondary nutrients in granular fertilizers 

Even though significant quantities of calcium are pre- 
sent in many of the common fertilizer materials (super- 
phosphates, nitric phosphates, calcium cyanamide and 
calcium nitrate), calcium is commonly applied directly 
to the soil in the form of powdered dolomite, which also 
is the common source of magnesium. On some soils, 
however, magnesium is needed, and dolomite addition is 
undesirable because the soil pH is already high. Magne- 
sium potassium sulphate, or magnesium oxide or sulphate 
is incorporated in the fertilizer for these soils (5); generally 
20 to 59 pounds of magnesium are supplied per acre. 

In some European countries, the addition of magnesium 
to fertilizers is quite common. Kieserite (MgS04.HaO) is 
the usual form. With heavy applications of nitrogen on 
grass land, the magnesium need becomes acute in some 
areas. The need for supplying magnesium in fertilizer in 
the United States of America probably will increase as 
fertilization rates approach those in European countries. 

Several methods for incorporating sulphur compounds 
in granular fertilizers have been developed (5, 6). Ele- 
mental sulphur has been incorporated successfully in 
concentrated superphosphate by granulating the super- 
phosphate and sulphur with steam and water in a rotating 
drum. Commercial-scale production of granular high- 

analysis fertilizer with added elemental sulphur has been 
reported Furthermore, a prilled mixture of urea and 
sulphur (40 per cent N and 10 pe,- cert S) is a rela vely 
new material now being produced in the western part of 
the United States of America 

Ammonium nitrate, or any other undiluted nitrate fer- 
tilizer, should not be combined with elemental sulphur (7) 
The sulphur is an oxidizablc material, and, in such mixes 
it constitutes a potential explosion hazard Nitrates can 
be combined .safely with sulphates, however, and one such 
product, ammonium sulphate nitrate (26 per cent N and 
12 per cent S), is commercially producctl Care should 
be exercised also if elemental sulphur is dry mixed with 
granular fertilizers. To avoid the possibilities of explo- 
sions, it is essential that dusting in enclosed areas he 
minimized and that any possible source of ignition ¡n 
the vicinity be avoided. Adequate ventilation must be 
provided. Some operators have found that the use of 
steam or water fog is helpful in minimizing dusting and 
the development of static electric charges (3). 

In Europe, enriched superphosphate with a sulphur 
content between that of ordinary and triple superphos- 
phates is commonly used This material is produced by 
acidulating the phosphate rock with a mixture of phos- 
phoric and sulphuric acids. In Australia and New Zealand, 
ordinary superphosphate is fortified with elemental 
sulphur to give mixtures of 18-36 per cent sulphur 
content. Generally, the materials arc simply mixed; in 
one case, however, the sulphur is added during the acidu- 
laron step. 

4. Secondary-nutrient addition to liquid fertilizers 

Of the secondary elements, calcium and sulphur are 
the ones most often added to liquid fertilizers (8). The 
addition of calcium is restricted mainly to western United 
States of America, where it is used in the form of calcium 
nitrate in ammonium nitrate solution. The solution pro- 
duced there commercially contains 36 per cent calcium 
nitrate and 30 per cent ammonium nitrate, with a total 
of 17 per cent nitrogen. The solution is applied directly 
rather than being mixed with other solutions. 

Cabium is not compatible with the usual type of neutral 
liquid-mixed fertilizers (those made from orthophos- 
phoric acid), since it precipitates as the phosphate. There 
appears to be little need for adding it to mixed liquids, 
however, as the direct application of lime from local 
sources generally is more economical. 

Furthermore magnesium is used in liquid fertilizers. 
Like calcium, it precipitates as phosphates from the liquid- 
mixed fertilizers containing phosphate. 

Sulphur is added to nitrogen solutions and to liquid- 
mixed fertilizers in three forms, as ammonium poly- 
sulphide, as ammonium bisulphite and as ammonium 
thiosulphate solutions. The ammonium polysulphide solu- 
tion is compatible with anhydrous or aqua ammonia, 
but it is not soluble to any useful extent in mixed liquids 
containing phosphate. The ammonium bisulphite solu- 
tion (8.5 per cent nitrogen and 17 per cent sulphur) can 
be mixed with any of the fertilizer solutions. Typical 
grades with ammonium nitrate solution are 18-0-0-2 
(N-PA-KjO-S) and 14-0-0-7. With mixed liquids, such 
grades as 10-10-0-3, 8-8-0-8 and 15-5-0-1 are reported. 
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Addition of   the   ammonium   buulphite 
10-34-0 grade .iriTi; »mum p<'l>ph.i l.q 
gave liquid pi«(!i„h with sm.fi irrad- - ,. îO.îO«-. \ ,,, < 

10-2MM As is discussed belovc in the rr-^ronutnent 
section, thi. |li-U-0 grade liquid v,.buh v,in,,,ir. ,h, , 

half oí its phosphate as orthoph.apriate ind h sii a- p..I, 
phosphate, is an effectue sequestering iL'ent Its Uv m 
the liquid fertilizer industry is increasing r tpuiiv Ammo. 
mum sulphate and ammonium sulnhne nere s.imf*h.it 
less soluhle in such solution 

Ammonium îhioMilphate i, used a-, a N» per cent 
aqueous solution which contains !2 percent nitrogen and 
26 per cent sulphur The solution is compatible'.:, any 
proportion with neutral or alkaline phosphate containing 
solutions, as well is vsith aqueous ammonia and nitrogen 
solutions Addition of this solution to 8-24-0 grade ortho- 

phosphate sohtion or 10-14-0 grade polyphosphate solu- 
tion gives such grides as 10-12-0-11 and Il-T-O-13 

One promising way of incorporating sulphur into liquid 
fertilizers is .o dissolve the sulphur in anhydrous ammonia 
As much as 15 per cent of elemental sulphur can he dis- 
solved in ammonia, and the solution may be applied -n 
standard liquid fertilizer equipment with'htiie modifica- 
tion Sulphur precipitated from the solution in soil is in 
a finely divided state and is quickly converted to sulphate 

5.  Secondary-nutrient addition to suspension fertilizers 

The best met iod for incorporating magnesium and 
other insoluble Materials in liquid products probahly is 
the recently developed suspension technique (9) The 
insoluble material, in fine particle si/e, is combined with 
a suspensing agent to give a stable, non-settling suspen- 
sion. In work at the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), 
a 3-9-9 suspension containing three units of Mg« as 
dolomite has been prepared. The suspension was stabi- 
lized with 1 per cent of attapuigite clay, and the dolomite 
was ground to less than 100 mesh in size. Very little 
settling occurred in storage for a week, and the product 
could be pumped and sprayed without difficulty through 
a 5/64-inch nozzle. 

Other studies at TVA showed that it is possible to pro- 
duce successfully N-P-K suspensions which a!>o contain 
significant amounts of metallic sulphate (see section Bf or 
elemental sulphur.  Examples of grades containing ele 
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adver^f effeci-    f he  firs» point is 
ot     nether the insurance is »onh 
to supply needed muronutriems also w.^u-s p 
money, and determ,nation <>t micronutrient n. • 
expensive, cumbersome and uncertain   A« to i 
point,   adverse  effect  are  unlikely   »hen  the 
fertilizer supplies approximately  the  amo,in! 
nutrients that will be removed by the tr >ps 

When mitront.tnents are combined with 
however, chemical reactions m,n ocvu' t-rming new 
compounds As a result, the solubility o| the mico 
nutrients and, hence, their agronomical effectiveness m.n 

be altered for better or worse i se of i *Mter-soi>,Me 
micronutrient carrier docs noi necessarily me ir that the 
clement will be water soluble in the mutine < „nvosfh 
when insoluble micronutrient carriers are incorporated 
in mixtures, the micronutrient may become s >|uHe 

There is not much information available to answer the 
question of whether water solubilitv oi the several micro 
nutrient elements is agronomicatlv important However, 
it is likely that mieronutricnìs in granular fertilizers will 
be more effective ¿f they a<a? at least partly water soluble as 
this is usually true of the primary elements  Some inso 
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B.   MlCRONUTRiENTS 

The micronutrient elements — boron, copper, iron, 
manganese, molybdenum and zinc — are just as essential 
to plant growth as are the primary elements (nitrogen, 
phosphorus and potassium) and the secondary elements 
(calcium, magnesium and sulphur). As crop yields are 
pushed up vards by more adequate fertilization with pri- 
mary nutrients, the need for one or more of these micro- 
nutrients often becomes the limiting factor. Each year 
mure cases of economically significant response to added 
micronutrients are found, often in areas where deficiencies 
were previously unsuspected. 

sources when finely ground and m ned with the soil, hut 
when supplied in granular form, they usually are k%% 
effective 

The principal sources of micronutrients now commonly 
used are borax (sodium tetraborate deeahydr ttei. sodium 
molybdate and the soluble sulphate salt-, ,»f th- metallic 
elements. Other materials that arc used include (at oxide 
and carbonate salts, (/>) frits, prepared by fusing micro- 
nutrient salts and silica into a glass or slag, and It j che 
lates, complexes of micronutrients and organic com 
pounds, e.g., ethylenediaminetetrai.ette acid Coc^ of 
some micronutrient sources in the I mtcd States of 
America are shown in table 101. 

The  amounts of micronutrients  supplied  m  actual 
practice are quite variable, denending upon soil condì 
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Several methods are available for combtataf 
aatrieate with granular fertrttam The« an: («) dry 

•ah product granule«, (b) coatutf oa product 
and U i incorporation during masafactitrt of 

the fertilizer In methods (*} and (*), the nMCTonutnent 
may he combsned »uh the fertsiuer f/aauee at the time 
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Stunted growth of the younger parts of plants, 
frequently combined with a red or yellow 
cotoure'on  Common symptom are disintc- 

and decomposition of tissues in root 
and in stalks of members of cabbage 

ramily 

Writing and eventual death of leaf tips 

la earty stage«, leaves are pale without venial 
paneras. The next stage consists of an ínter- 
vernal chlorosis la the leave«, la the most 
saver« stane of deficiency, the veins arc yellow 

Fleat« with net-veined leaves develop chlorosis 
«a Intervent*! tissues, white veins remain green, 

with paranel veins develop a general 
. condition and such secondary symp- 

as grey specks oa cereals 

M yellow or greenish yellow, similar to 
i deficiency symptoms Leaf blades fail 

m ugnali 

la rnaat plants there is a decrease in the rate of 
terminal growth with a decrease ta Hem length 
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advantages and disadvantages of each method arc dis- 
cussed below 

(a) Addition at time of shipment 

Micronutrients are now commonly incorporated with 
granular fertilizers as the fertilizer is removed from the 
manufacturer's storage pile for shipment Such a method 
provides wide flexibility in types and proportions of 
micronutrients for various customers The chief problem 
with such a procedure, however, is that of providing a 
non-segregating mixture of the powdered micronutrient 
and granular fertilizer. If segregation of micronutrients 
occurs during handling or application of the fertilizer, crop 
responses may be spotty In the case of some micro- 
nutrients, overdosage - are toxic, so it is possible that 
non-uniform application on the field will result in poor 
yields in spots where the supply of micronutrient is 
excessive, as well as in spot-» where the supply is 
inadequate. 

One possible way of obtaining a non-segregating 
mixture of micronutrient with granular fertilizer is to 
furnish the micronutrient in granular form with particle 
size matching that of the fertilizer; some micronutrient 
manufacturers are now producing their materials in such 
a form. This method, however, may not be entirely 
satisfactory from an agronomical standpoint. The pro- 
portions of micronutrients usually added to fertilizers are 
so small that only a relatively small number of granules 
would be added, thus, the distances between granules of 
micronutrient on the field could be excessive. For 
example, use of a micronutrient as 8-mesh granules at 
the rate of 1 pound per acre ,ould result in the applica- 
tion of less than one granule per square foot of field 
surface. 

An alternate method of producing non-segregating 
mixtures is to coat the fertilizer granules with micro- 
nutrient in finely divided form (II). Since each granule 
of fertilizer has a coating of micronutrient, the density of 
distribution of micronutrient on the field is as uniform as 
that of the fertilizer. In most cases, a binder is required 
to promote adherence of the micronutrient materials to 
granules. In work at TVA, micronutrient materials were 
blended with granular fertilizers for one minute in a 
small rotary mixer; then oil (usually waste motor-oil) or 
water was added and the mixing was continued. (This 
procedure was better than adding the binder before 
adding the micronutrient.) Over 90 per cent adherence of 
various micronutrient sources (salts, oxides or frits) was 
obtained by the use of small amounts of oil (1.5-3 per 
cent by weight) or water (1.5-2 per cent). The proportions 
of micronutrient materials ranged from 2 to 12.5 per cent 
by weight of the fertilizer. 

The treated products were dry in appearance and were 
free-flowing. When treated with oil, no loss of adherence 
of the micronutrient was noted after one month's storage. 
However, in some cases, the bags were discoloured and 
weakened. While the treatment with water promoted 
adherence with many combinations, the water treatment 
lost most of its effectiveness after one week of storage. 
Also, it caused some mixtures to cake in storage. This 
treatment should be useful, however, when the materials 

arc spread immediately after mixme. lh ,s nK- common 
practice with bulk blends 

Since micronutrient requirements \jr\ widelv m 
different areas and with different crops. provision o! ¡im- 
proper micronutrients fits in well with the c-siom formu- 
lation service that bulk blenders usually offer (12). I he 
addition of micronutrient materials during Mending 
oners the blender the greatest flexibility in formulation 
and does not require additional storage for fertilizer. 

(b) Incorporât ¡on in granules during manufacture 

Incorporation of micronutrients in granular fertilizers 
during manufacture eliminates the problem of segrega- 
tion of the micronutrients from the fertilizer granules 
The method also probably has economic advantage in 
the production of large quantities of fertilizer containing 
micronutrients. Disadvantages arise from the inflexibility 
of the method. Manufacturers cannot economicallv make 
and store small lots of special products containing various 
kinds and proportions of micronutrients. 

2.  Micronutrient addition to liquid fertilizers 

Foliar application of soluble micronutrient sources is 
another method of combating micronutrient deficiency 
This method has the advantage of fast crop response 
Furthermore, with some soils, foliar application is often 
the best way to supply the micronutrient. The major dis- 
advantage is that with some nutrients an excessively large 
number of dilute applications are required to supply 
sufficient amounts of the micronutrients 

(a) Addition to liquid-mixed fertilizers 

The incorporation of micronutrients m liquid-mixed 
fertilizers would be advantageous since little difficulty 
would be encountered in homogeneously supplying the 
small amounts required. However, only sodium borates 
and sodium molybdate have adequate solubility in the 
usual type of such fertilizers, those made from ortho- 
phosphoric acid, to supply agronomical needs The solu- 
bilities of copper, iron, manganese and zinc salts in such 
liquids are practically nil 

One method of incorporating these micronutrients i, 
through the use of a sequestering agent, which forms 
complexes with the nutrients and makes them resistant to 
precipitation by the phosphate Organic sequestering 
agents have been used to some extent; however, their c<.st 
is quite high. An inorganic sequestering agent, c g , 
ammonium polyphosphate liquid fertilizers of 10-34-0 or 
11-37-0 grade, appear to be a better choice because of 
their relatively low cost. Such solutions contain about 
50 and 70 per cent, respectively, of their f\0, as poly- 
phosphates (the remainder is present as orthophosphates) 
and are produced from ammonia and superphosphoriv. 
acids (4, 13). Studies by TVA have shown that the suin- 
tions are effective séquestrants for the metallic trace ele- 
ments, with the exception of manganese (!3i I he solu- 
bilities at 80° F of several of the micromunent salts in 
ammonium polyphosphate solution of 11-17-0 grade .mil 
in ammonium orthophosphatc solution. •>) K-24-0 ei.idc 
are tabulated below : 
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Solubility 
prnrntagt bv 

B, Cu, Ir, 
weight of fitment 
V«. M<\ Zn) 

In ll-ìl-0 }n 8-24-0 

\ficroñutrmt sour: e aildril 

ammontum 
polyphosphate 

solution 

ammontum 
orthophosphate 

solution 

Sodium tetraborate decahvdiatc 
(Na,B,0- l0H,O) 0.9 0.9 

Cupnc oxide (CuO) 0.7 0.0.1 
Cupnc sulphate  pentahvdratr 

(CuSO, 5H:0) 15 0.1.1 
Ferric sulphate  nonahwJr.itc 

|re4S04), 9H...O] 1.0 0.08 
Manganous-manganic oxide (Mn,04) 0.2 0.02 
Sodium molybdate dihvüraie 

(Na,MoO, 2H20)  0.5 0.5 •' 
Zinc carbonate <ZnC03)  3.0 0.05 
Zinc oxide (ZnOl  .1.0 0.05 
Zinc  sulphate   monohvlratc 

fZnSO, H,0)  2.0 0.05 

* Largest amount tested Maximum solubility not determined because 
only small amounts of molybdenum are required for plant growth and 
the amount soluhili/ed was adequate. 

Ferrous sulphate (FeS04 7HaO), ferric oxide (Fe,08), 
manganese dioxide (MnOa), manganese sulphate 
(MnS04.H20) and manganese carbonate (MnCOs) were 
much less soluble in the 11-37-0. 

Use of the sequestering effect of ammonium poly- 
phosphate solutions to incorporate micronutrients in 
liquid fertilizers appears attractive. Aside from the 
sequestering effect, its use is advantageous because the 
grade of the product is increased. Thus, the sequestering 
effect is an indentai advantage, without extra cost for 
a sequestering agent. The incorporation of trace elements 
by sequestration has the advantages, in comparison with 
solid mixes, that good mixing can be obtained easily and 
that segregation cannot occur after mixing. Moreover, 
there are no undesirable reactions between the trace 
elements and other constituents of the fertilizer, as some- 
times occur in solid mixes. One disadvantage is that the 
amount of trace element which can be dissolved may not 
give the amount per acre desired in some cases. Practice 
is so varied in regard to application rate that this dis- 
advantage is difficult to evaluate. 

(b) Addition to suspension fertilizers 
The suspension type of technique discussed earlier 

appears to be especially applicable for use with micro- 
nutrients, since the solubility of the micronutrient carrier is 
immaterial except in so far as it affects the agronomical 
properties (9). If insoluble, the micronutrient should be 
fine enough that if will not settle rapidly or clog spray 
nozzles. The only restriction to the amount that can be 

added is the viscosity of the final product, as dictated by 
the type of application equipment. 

Experimental N-P-K suspensions have been made with 
micronutrient additions from fritted trace elements, 
copper sulphate, zinc sulphas, manganese sulphate or 
iron sulphate. In general, these materials had no impor- 
tant effect on the physical properties of the suspensions 
when the amount added was about 5 per cent. 

Suspensions applied soon after preparation present 
no difficult problems of settling and crystal growth. They 
can be applied with some types of standard liquid fertilizer 
equipment, although larger nozzles usually are required. 
If suspensions are stored for days or weeks, provision 
should be made for agitation. Crystal growth may be 
troublesome in long storage. 
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Part Three 





XVII. LOCATION OF FERTILIZER PLANTS 
Di>32.f3 

A. GENERAL INFORMATION 

During the present century, annual world consumption 
of fertilizers has grown from under 2 million tons (in 
terms of N, P205 and K20) to a current level of over 
36 million tons. By 1980, it is estimated that annual 
world fertilizer needs will approach 70 million tons, of 
which about 40 million tons or 57 per cent will be required 
by Asia, the Near East, Africa and Latin America (1). 
On the premise that 6 million tons of primary nutrient 
production capacity is equivalent to $1,000 million of 
investment (2), this additional 40 million tons represents 
a future outlay of about $7,000 million for -new fertilizer 
plants, at current values. 

To ensure that this money shall be spent wisely, it is 
essential that a location is found for each plant which 
will reduce to a minimum the delivered price of the fer- 
tilizer produced. In most industries, failure to select an 
optimum location usually generates excess costs which 
no amount of commercial or technical skill is able to over- 
come, and these additional charges may seriously handi- 
cap an otherwise successful enterprise, especially if com- 
petition is intense. 

B. ECONOMIC FACTORS AFFECTING PLANT LOCATION 

1. Definition of terms 

The fertilizer industry is world-wide in scope and is 
becoming increasingly complex. Therefore, a single, 
broad consideration of location factors would be inade- 
quate and even misleading. Perhaps the simplest approach 
is in terms of function and geographical location, on the 
following lines : 

(a) Function : e.g., primary producer, secondary pro 
ducer, mixer and/or distributor; 

(b) Geographical location:  as  defined   by country, 
region, area and site. 

For the purpose of this chapter, a primary producer 
will be one who manufactures from such raw materials 
as air, fuels and minerals, such products as ammonia, 
ammonium nitrate, phosphoric acid, triple superphos- 
phate and potash, i.e., products containing one primary 
plant nutrient, N, Pt06 or K,0. A secondary producer 
will be one who uses such products to make multinutrient 
mixtures containing two or more primary nutrients, 
which can range from a chemical compound like ammo- 
nium phosphate, to a wide range of N-P-K granulated 
compounds or mixed fertilizers. Mixers and/or distributors 
will be those undertaking simple blending of bulk solids 
or liquids and/or storage and distribution to the farmer, 
since these functions are frequently combined and 
undertaken at locations near to the points of use. 

In some cases, primary producers also undertake 
secondary-fertilizer production, e.g , the manufacture of 
diammonium phosphate or N-P-K granulated formula- 
tions and even (but much less frequently) simple bulk- 
mixing and distribution to local markets. However, the 
same economic factors apply to combined operations as 
for primary-fertilizer manufacture, although their relative 
influences on optimum plant location change according 
to circumstances. For example, to a primary producer, 
major requirements might be proximity to an ocean port 
and ample process water, whereas the principal concerns 
of a blender/distributor might be access to several 
reliable sources of supply and proximity to a prospering 
local farm community. 

Similarly, the interpretation of location differs accord- 
ing to function. The primary producer must usually 
choose a region or even a country in terms of available 
raw materials, shipping, politics, financing and markets, 
and then select a site on the basis of more tangible 
factors —soil characteristics, process water and other 
utilities, local labour and transport. The secondary pro- 
ducer and distributor may only be concerned with 
relatively simple technical problems and local agri- 
cultural considerations. This does not mean, however, 
that location factors and associated economic problems 
arc of less importance to him. On the contrary, the pres- 
sure of competition and sensitive customer demand often 
intensify the initial need for a judicious site selection, 
with regard not only to consumers, but also to the loca- 
tion of competitors, in order to capture the maximum 
sales volume from a given area and to stay in business. 

2. Relating economic and location factors 

The relationship between major economic factors and 
the optimum location of a plant or enterprise has been 
studied since the mid-nineteenth century, and an extensive 
literature is available on this subject (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8). 
Some locations are still chosen on a simple basis of per- 
sonal preference or experience, while in other cases, 
detailed studies and comparisons are made, using linear 
programming and other operational research techniques, 
perhaps with the aid of a computer, before the optimum 
location and site are ultimately selected. 

More frequently, locations and sites are established on 
the basis of progressively detailed comparisons and 
studies, based on weighted check-lists and on an intimate 
knowledge of a specific industry. This method is still 
strongly favoured by the fertilizer industry, at primary, 
secondary and also mixer and/or distributor levels. How- 
ever, theoretical methods continue to become less 
generalized and more specific, and, simultaneously, com- 
puter techniques have been developed which permit 
numerous input variables to be handled more easily than 
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was possible a few years ago. Hence, the time is approach- 
ing when a theoretical analysis and a practical study based 
on check-lists and detailed field-work can be used to 
cross-check each other in the search for an optimum 
plant location, prior to making firm commitments. 

(a) Location choice by personal preference 

The correct selection of a plant site has virtually become 
a science based on experience and currently is a speciaÜ7ed 
function of industry, often undertaken by consultants (9) 
and others with an intimate knowledge of specific needs 
and local conditions, e.g., railroad and state development 
agencies or experienced company executives. Nevertheless, 
a few locations are still chosen on the basis of personal 
preference on the part of the plant owner, who may have 
little more than aesthetic or "psychic" reasons for wishing 
to live and work in a particular community. 

Alternatively, the owner may have sound, practical 
reasons for choosing a specific location, based on 
experience of far-sightedness rather than purely personal 
considerations (10). Indeed, numerous instances can be 
found today where large and long-established plants owe 
much of their success to the earlier vision of one man, who 
chose a favourable location in which to grow and prosper. 
However, apart from small blending or distributing units 
of a private enterprise nature, the magnitude of invest- 
ment required for a typical fertilizer plant demands a 
detailed study of several alternative locations in order 
to make sure that the best use will be made of both fixed 
and working capital, and that the criteria of least cost 
manufacture and maximum profit sales can be met. 

The effect of personal or "psychic" factors on plant 
site selection can be very real and, as is realized by those 
with experience in this field, these influences must be 
recognized and resisted, if complete objectivity is to be 
maintained during a location study. This particularly 
applies to favourable (or unfavourable) encounters with 
local people, attractive surroundings and buildings etc., 
whereas the true basis for site location can only be in 
terms of a thorough and impartial study, preferably 
embracing several possible alternatives which may 
initially have a limited appeal. 

(b) Location and economic theory 

"Knowledge insufficient for prediction", said John 
Stuart Mill, "may be most valuable for guidance". This 
reflection epitomizes the contribution of economic 
theory during the last hundred years to plant location, 
which, in more recent times, has been the subject of 
intensive study by operational research specialists and 
economists. 

Least cost theories 

It is perhaps fitting that one of the earliest theoretical 
investigations into location theory was undertaken in 
terms of agricultural product supply and demand. This 
study was made in Germany by Von Thunen who devel- 
oped relationships between transportation costs, land 
rental, labour and production charges (1, pp. 5-8; 11). 
The best plant site on this basis could be found by 
balancing various combinations of land cost (and its 
equivalent value as regards labour and other factors) 

with transportation charges until the least «,.>st combina 
tion resulted Alternatively, for i given hxation. she 
preferred crops and corresponding concentric /ones ,,f 
cultivation could be depicted graphically, with and 
without interference from external (actors Another 
German economist. Wilhelm Launhardt, endeavoured 
to define the optimum location of industry on the ha-as 
of equilibria between cost and demand of materials at 
various places, but his theories have not found wide 
acceptance. 

A notable advance in location theory was made in 
1909 by Weber; who recognized the fact that, in many 
circumstances, transport costs are theoretically the most 
fundamental element in determining the optimum 
point (3). He established that the location of an industry 
is often ideally determined by the ratio between the 
weight of localized raw material and weight of the pro- 
duct. Furthermore, when labour costs are varied, an 
industry tends to deviate from its ideal location (in terms 
of transport), in proportion to the size of its labour 
coefficient. An additional influence is the effect of the 
local industrial agglomeration (or deglomeration) with 
attendant cost advantages and disadvantages. 

Weber conceived these influences as exerting a series of 
pulls on »he location centre and, in fact, used a mechanical 
device -the Varignon — to demonstrate and resolve 
the various polygons of forces set up in analogy with 
typical industrial conditions. He showed that, in general, 
industries which had a high material-index and which 
were weight-losing in character were pulled towards raw 
material and fuel sources, whereas those industries which 
had a low material-index and which were not weight- 
losing to an appreciable degree tended to be pulled 
towards areas of consumption. 

According to Weber, pure materials can never bind 
production to their origin, because they enter without loss 
of weight into the product; hence, the sum of the compo- 
nent weights of their deposits is always, at most, equal 
to the product weight, and the material index they create 
is never more than unity. Industries with high labour 
costs per ton of product, according to Weber's analysis, 
will concentrate at favourable points in terms of labour 
markets and other variables. 

On these theoretical lines, primary fertilizer producers 
will tend to concentrate near raw material sources, since 
they are weight-losing in nature, whereas secondary pro- 
ducers and mixers, blenders and distributors (having a 
material index of the order of unity) will tend to locate 
near their markets. In either case, the labour coefficient 
is relatively low and the influence of high or low labour 
costs from other areas is not great. Such theoretical 
Weberian location patterns for the fertilizer industry are 
often found to be borne out in practice, especially regard- 
ing phosphate and potash materials. 

Nitrogen fertilizer plants based on natural gas are 
accorded some locational flexibility if pipelines permit 
closer proximity to market areas; furthermore, they are 
not large weight-losing operations. Naphtha-consuming 
nitrogen fertilizer plants are also in this category and are 
usuaUy found at a port or refinery site as near as possible 
to the market area served. However, the forthcoming 
availability of large, refrigerated ocean-going tanken for 
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»here mtytmt or H proéwrt ««tg4i4irn. a* id t« a^adnhle. 

f*n.i m tfatMf»»rtfd to A* ttinaeve oí ttdpituf 
the« ra» 

k»*tn»fi «end« to he *l 
or a umn* of Mtnagayn, tf 

•ft to he 

1* often advantafeou% to eliminate ra» material transpor- 
tation emu by Kxattng the priman* ferttltwr plant at the 
*«>ur** of ph»>%phate r»xk or feedstock When dependent 
on imported materials, the lea*t COM location H usually 
ne«r a deep-water port or h * -hour, to eliminate additional 
transportation and handling 1 harges 

Î ran%portatK»n co*t», plu-, loading, unloading and port 
. hargcv represent a %ub«unttal portion of the delivered 
M»%t of ra» mjferial« to 4 primary-tertili/er prcxlucer 
f-or etampk. th* e»-mitie ct»t of phosphate rock 1* 
•4»taetiBie% k*** than one-half of the delivered cost to 
peitdtMvr« k".4ted over«** or atro** a continent, and the 
production co*t of ammonia from pri»jeited la»ge plants 
operating on IO*H,OM natunl §¿% m various countries 
1* estimated to he htlle mure than the cost of inter- 
continental refrigerated tanker shipment <e g , $15 to $2<) 
per «hört f**#»i 

Thus, etperience in «enuring the lo»tst to\t transpt»r- 
t*tK.m ami impri»vements in hulk shipping and cargo 
handling are no k?*% imp»»rt,mt thjn skill in production 
and ne* development* <n prt»cess techmrfogv Similarly, 
change* in o ver «eat and inland transportation rate* can 
transform én e onormt pknt location into an urrcco- 
ti'Mwt one, or vhr vrrm Therefore, it hecomes imperative 
lor pr»m«irv fertilt/er producers 10 reduce arni sUhtli/c 
trampitrtattofi COM variables t.i the greatest pcKuhle 
dcjpw by making appropriate agreement* »ith suppliers 
and %h»ppers, and N being continually on the alert for 

»avs sit rediM.mg these charges 

f miiht-u g'*'*i% Transportation !,*ct»»rs regarding 
ftm%hed g<«HJ» are also of considerable signifkance in 
determining the optimum .ocation of a pnm.irv fertth/er 
pTv^ducer (unless freight ¿cjuah/jti-in \\ prédominant in 
the market ire,«¡ The influente of k»*cr delivered costs 
to «.itrisumers on the part <>f cnmpefifurs, makes it 
imperative ta select a knit ion *rm,h permits minimum 
c«xf deliveries tti he made »ith additional emphasis tin 
rel*abfht> and rffkurrxv Ability u> mike bulk shipments 
arwl deltvenes w aKo becoming important 1k>me produ- 
cers regard the a v atta Nitty oí alternative transportation, 
e g r»ad and or rail, and barp, or two competing rati* 
r«»i*4* a§ an aNvottit* nec**«ty for reas<<m <rf transp»>rt- 
ctM« r«dut-ti€>n and aMured cktivene« to customer* 

»* tfgk$rJ nmMporitètum itm simple »ay at determin 
Mif the opttajtum «»»* ^ location in terms ¡>f transportation 
épataikcet for potential or actual ra* material sources and 
c«Mtn«nm n to use the weighted distribution method 
flnt, a nap of the country or región under consideration 

m graph paper between % and Y aie», and all 
>ppty and detevery potati are marked Tnetr X 

Y value» and tie tonnage weights, W, fro« and to 
respectively tabulated The tonnage 

tt are each wsaftiptied by the correspondinf X and Y 
va««««, and the« ettetrntons art also tabulated Each 

the weighted averages for X and Y 
bf apfe«fariate AVWUMI The weighted X and Y dis- 

as» are intersected on the map to 
kx-ation point w terms of least cost 

A search mnhm a reasonable radius for a 
be the nest step, followed by a detailed 

€-<mpar«e*t «ai actual needs and **»liable facilities 
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When innig this meih.Hi, .tdjusimen^ must be nude for 
differente >-i freisi.i rates and associated items, for 
example, k' i¿c in bulk densities or revisions in com- 
m«klitv il.»ssifK ation for processing Although this 
method is empirical, it un provide a rapid initial guide 
to the major efíevts oí transportation coïts on an optimum 
plant location and also may reveal a number of unsus- 
pected alternative possibilities when developed in con- 
junction vom detailed area maps 

Seasonal J* ma "J In many area» of the world, fertilizer 
demands are seasonal and unlet! transportation facili- 
ties both for raw materials and finished goods are ade- 
quate to meet these requirements, the large storage faci- 
lities and inventories required to meet peak production 
and deliveries may seriously reduce the return on invest- 
ment Therefore, the rejularity and reliability of inward 
and outward transportation can be a factor of consider- 
able significance in determining optimum plant location 
because of" the corresponding relation to storage needs. 

Availability of utilities and labour 

In general, the availability of power is not a major 
factor in deciding upon the location of a primary-fertilizer 
plant since, il necessary, a self-contained generating 
unit driven by a gas or steam turbine can be installée1 

Moreover, in some processes, e.g.. sulphuric acid, nitric 
acid and ammonia manufacture, sufficient steam can 
often be generated to provide a good deal of th¿ energy 
needed 

When necessary, supplementary energy can readily be 
produced by diesel, gas or steam-driven equipment at 
reasonable cost In fact, it is preferable in some locations 
to make the plant totally independent of outside power, 
for reasons of lower unit energy costs and greater reliabi- 
lity In extreme cases, the plant power-station can also 
be designed to supply or supplement local electrical 
needs In a few areas of the world, where ample hydro- 
electric energy is available, power costs may be as low 
as 3 mills ($0.003) per kWh, whereas in some countries 
which are dependent on imported fossil fuels, the local 
power rate may be between 10 and 20 mills per kWh. 
Consequently, other factors being equal, the availability 
of low-cost power, even if it is not a major factor can 
exert a favourable influence on plant location for pro- 
cesses whose net energy requirements are appreciable. 
For example, an ammonia plant might require about 
TOO kWh per ton of product, and a difference of 5 mills 
between local power rates would mean a corresponding 
cost reduction of $3.50 per ton of ammonia if the area 
having the lower rate were chosen. An alternative choice 
might be to produce power within the plant, if this 
would result in lower energy costs; however, an addi- 
tional capital investment would be required, which would 
have to be taken into account when studying the eco- 
nomics of the project. 

Water. Without adequate supplies of water for process 
needs, cooling requirements, power and other purposes, 
primary fertilizer plants could neither be conceived nor 
operated. Therefore, the availability of water is a key 
factor in influencing plant location. However, consider- 
able flexibility exists regarding water requirements since, 

if not initially present at the preferred site, it can usually 
be brought in via pipeline, provided it exists or can be 
found in the region. In many locations, water can also be 
obtained by sinking appropriate wells in the plant area 
or vicinity 

Where fresh-water supplies are inadequate, sea-water 
is often used for cooling purposes; alternatively, air- 
cooled heat exchangers are sometimes installed When 
climatic circumstances permit, cooling towers offer means 
of reducing cooling-water needs Treated brackish water, 
sewage-plant effluents and other wastes are also possible- 
cooling media in extreme instances 

Water for process purposes, boiler feed and human 
consumption necessitates relatively high purity standards. 
which can usually be met in a number of ways if local 
fresh-water supplies are insufficient, e.g., by ion exchange, 
condensate recovery or »team distillation. Experienced 
process design often permits considerable economies to 
be achieved in process water requirements, which in 
many cases are only a fraction of cooling-water needs. 
For example, in ammonia manufacture, some 50.000 gal- 
lons of water per ton of ammonia might be specified for 
cooling purposes, compared with 10.000 gallons for boiler 
feed, which could yield about 8.000 gallons of conden- 
sate for re-use in the boiler or other parts of the plant. 

Hence, except in extremely arid regions, such as the 
centre of a large desert devoid of any sources of water, 
flexibility in plant and process design, plus modern 
equipment, can, in many cases, permit the solution of 
water problems in an otherwise desirable area and site, 
provided costs are not prohibitive 

Because some primary-fertili/er plants, for example, 
ammonia and wet-process phosphoric acni installations, 
use substantial volumes of water for cooling and scrubbing 
needs, the unit water-cost for such purposes must be 
kept to a minimum When river-water is available, the 
cost is usually little more than pumping charges, alter- 
natively, sea-water might be employed at shore locations. 
at very low expense, although an additional capital cost 
may be necessary for corrosion-resistant alloys or linings 

In some developed areas, there are available industrial 
water-supplies, which, although high in // coli and other 
organisms, may be suitable for cooling, scrubbing and 
wash-down needs. Costs may range from about $0.03 to 
$0.30 per 1,000 gallons, plus any expenses for chlorina- 
tion to minimize troubles from algae growth. Purified 
water for process purposes and human needs, obtained 
from public-supply organizations, may cost between 
$0.30 to $0.60 per 1,000 gallons, or even higher in some 
dry areas. Potable water from salt-water conversion units 
and distillation plants may cost $1.00 or more, per 
1,000 gallons, according to daily volume and other 
circumstances Some large projected conversion installa- 
tions with capacities of over 1 million gallons per day arc 
expected to yield potable water ideal for process purposes 
at costs between $0.50 and $1.00 per 1,000 gallons. 

It can be seen, therefore, that if available water-supplies 
for cooling and process purposes arc unreliable or costly, 
this situation may be a decisive factor in selecting another 
site (other factors being equal), even though modern 
technology could solve local water problems. 
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Fuels. In some countries, solid fuels are still used for 
feed-stock, heat and energy purposes in ammonia plants; 
consequently, location near the source of fuel permits 
appreciable savings to be made in transportation costs. 
When solid or liquid fuels are needed for energy and 
heating needs in other types of fertilizer plants, these are 
normally brought in by the same transport services used 
to ship the product, e.g., water, road or rail. Hence, fuel 
requirements do not normally become a major location 
factor, except for ammonia plants using solid feed-stocks 
and fuels. 

Waste disposal. The upgrading of phosphate, potash 
and sulphur-containing ores is usually undertaken near 
the pit or mine, where sufficient space for gangue disposal 
can be found, either as spread or back-fill. Wet-process 
phosphoric acid plants generate substantial volumes of 
waste gypsum, of the order of 2 tons of wet gypsum per 
ton of rock used, which frequently creates disposal 
problems, especially in built-up industrial areas. Cases 
have been known where the proposed dumping of waste 
gypsum either on land or in rivers and shore-water has 
been refused by local authorities, and alternative sites 
have had to be found. Similarly, the disposal of acidic 
effluents containing fluorides may not be permitted; in 
addition, fumes from sulphuric, nitric and phosphoric 
acid plants may be subject to rigid local by-laws. Addi- 
tional capital and operating costs for the treatment and 
disposal of solid, liquid and gaseous wastes can thus rise 
to prohibitive levels, necessitating the selection of a more 
favourable plant site. Therefore, waste disposal can be 
another major factor in the location of a primary-fertilizer 
plant, especially those producing phosphates. The former 
carbon-black problems associated with ammonia manu- 
facture from liquid fuels have been virtually overcome. 

Site conditions. Capital costs and operating expenses 
may be considerably increased by adverse site conditions, 
which, in extreme cases, may compel the selection of 
another site. Major features to be checked include 
freedom from flooding, earthquakes, typhoons and other 
catastrophes. Soil-bearing conditions, rights of way, 
titles, expansion provisions, neighbouring plants and 
numerous other items, for which check-lists are avail- 
able (9, 16), are additional considerations which may 
prove to be major physical and/or economical factors 
with regard to the ultimate site selection. 

Site development and plant construction. The problems 
encountered in plant construction are often severe. They 
include transportation and site difficulties, weather 
hazards and labour recruitment. However, experienced 
contractors are not daunted by construction problems 
and, in most cases, will accept the most challenging pro- 
ject, even if it involves considerable financial risk. There- 
fore, construction difficulties do not normally become 
major factors in plant location and site selection, unless 
the costs of overcoming local adverse factors would be 
prohibitive, e.g., for extensive piling or an unusual 
degree of land reclamation, 

Labour. Modern primary-fertilizer plants arc highly 
automated on a fail-safe basis and the labour content 
is very low per unit of output. Provided training and 
supervision are adequate, local labour in many parts of 

the world has proved able to undertake most plant 
maintenance and operating duties with reliability and 
efficiency. Indeed, the use of local labour often minimizes 
off-site costs for housing, transportation and other 
amenities. Supervision and management may have to be 
recruited from outside areas, but the number of personnel 
required ìN normally small and presents little difficulty, 
except in areas of extreme climate or political unrest. 
Therefore, labour requirements, although a major consi- 
deration, usually have only a minor influence on primary- 
fertilizer plant location. 

Labour relations, however, arc a major factor to be 
considered in primary-fertilizer plant location, both 
domestically and overseas. An area with an unhappy 
record of unrest and strikes is best avoided, at least for 
a time, however promising in other ways, since prosperity 
cannot result from strife. 

Political taxation and corporate factors 

The foregoing sections have reviewed economic factors 
affecting primary-fertilizer plant location as regards a 
least cost product. Of equal importance are those factors 
which have a major influence on plant location in terms 
of capital investment and profit protection. Large 
primary-fertilizer plants represent capital expenditures in 
the range $10 to $50 million, and unless investors can 
be assured that their capital will be secure and will also 
provide a reasonable rate of return, it becomes difficult 
to attract sufficient funds to finance a large (or small) 
project, either domestically or overseas. 

Political factors. A prerequisite to the establishment of 
a large fertilizer plant overseas is a stable political situa- 
tion, free from threats of revolution, expropriation, 
devaluation and associated troubles. In some cases, 
insurance against possible disasters of this nature can be 
obtained from government agencies or other sources as 
a means of offsetting, at least partially, most risks in this 
category. 

Another political consideration is the relationship 
between the respective countries in which raw material 
suppliers, processors, consumers and plant owners are 
located. Such relationships may fluctuate from strong 
friendship to a state of war, with unfortunate results to 
the investor. Thus, national histories, existing treaties an«' 
trade agreements, patriotic fervour and the policies or 

political incumbents can be considered factors of majo» 
importance in a plant-location study. 

Taxation factors. Another major influence on plant 
location is taxation, which may be applied to raw material 
supplies, payrolls, capital expenditures, earnings, sales 
and unsuspected items. The modest rates of return 
generated by many primary-fertilizer operations can be 
reduced to unfeasible proportions by the numerous taxes 
imposed by some countries and states. Hence, every 
possible aspect of taxation for several alternative loca- 
tions should be anticipated, studied and compared by 
corporate and local experts, and checked with government 
authorities prior to making a location decision 

For example, locating a fertilizer plant within the 
boundaries of a refinery may affect the net taxation figure 
advantageously or adversely, according to prevailing law. 
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Some countries or states offer tax holidays and deprecia- 
tion concessions; others not only apply heavy wage 
burdens for social benefits, but collect a payroll tax as 
well. The increasing popularity of common market areas 
and reciprocal trade agreements may justify locating (or 
even relocating) in another country altogether Ano'her 
item of importance is the net taxation imposed on incomes 
of expatriates, as well as on corporate royalties, fees and 
earnings, which may seriously hamper the spirit and 
growth of the whole project, if too sc.ere A thorough 
pre-investment check may show an alternative location 
to be justified. Export-import quotas and currency 
restrictions are other vital factors affecting optimum 
plant location, among many others of a national and 
local nature (9). 

Corporate and other factors, Some countries restrict 
the participation of foreign investors to less than 50 per 
cent, the majority holding being retained by local public, 
private or government interest. This may not be accept- 
able to some foreign investors who wish to retain control 
of policies and operations. In other cases, compulsory 
transferrai of ownership to local shareholders may be 
mandatory after a stated period of time In some areas, 
land may only be made available on leasehold terms, 
under which buildings and certain other assets pass to 
the private leaseholder or to the Government on expira- 
tion of the lease, which may range from about twenty 
years to ninety-nine years or longer 

Occasionally, an insistence on joint corporate manage- 
ment, in conjunction with local private or government 
directors, may arise. Some investors in overseas projects 
welcome a local participation or merger, in the interests 
of greater local stability and increased sales In certain 
cases, this may also offer some tax advantages In addi- 
tion to equity considerations, the necessity to obtain loan 
capita] may restrict operations to certain countries or 
regions covered by various international lending and 
insurance agencies. 

It is evident that the influence and effect of fundamental 
corporate, fiscal and financial considerations on plant 
location can be even more decisive than compliance 
with economic theory or site requirements Therefore, a 
thorough study of these items for several different 
possible locations by corporate and local specialists, and 
written confirmation of agreed terms from the authori- 
ties concerned, are essential before irrevocable decision« 
regarding a site selection are made 

(b) Secondary producen 

As defined at the outset, secondary-fertiiijer producers 
manufacture multinutrient fertiiucri from such primary 
materials as ammonia, phosphor* aod and potata I« 
some cases, production V both primary and «ecottdary 
fertilizers is undertaken at the same «rte. »n others, the 
primary materials are transported considerable dwtance« 
prior to use Although the economie principie« deêned 
in the previous section alto apply to <m,mkd*ty-fmtikMt 
production, their effects .-n plant location etiler m degree 
and in accordance with an «creasmg m>pha«r» am k*a 
tKMtal interdependence (i -. the tniwenc** at vompetitor« 
and customers in a give« market arc«) 

Location of markets 

Secondary-fertih/er plant», are largelv v.^.er.*-*! *ith 
domestic markets, although produits ,»i t "-ijmimr 
formula nature diammomum phosph.itc .is 4*^1. 
"ammophos" (ln-20-Ot .in»! some nitroph^ph ,'c* te g 
15-15-15) are exported in appreciable gi.tmiti.-, t «f 
direct application or <or Korporation m simple mudi 
goods and granulated fertilizers 

An important  market location factor arise-» from the 
seasonal demand   of some areas   f,< maintain balanced 
production schedule- and to mmimi/e off season «torage 
both primary and secondary producers mas <*ish to have 
access to markets which have differing se.tson.il require 
ments and which may he distant from the plant and each 
other   As a  result,  the optimum location  mav   be the 
resultant   of   several    opposing    matenal-supplv    and 
marketing forces  Consequently, the «ignitmnt location« 
of the various potential and actual markets ihoth domestic 
and overseas) are affected by market accetsihttttv. compe 
taion, custom, specific technical features ot the product* 
and other non-geographical considerations 

In general, because of transportation cost», competi 
Hon, close customer relationships and regional m ¿oca! 
identification, secondary-fertili/er plants tend to locate 
nearer to the market area than to raw material supplies 
Moreover,  since   secondary  fertiliser« are   not   weight 
losing in character, no one plant would secure a ».or 
responding cost   advantage by  locating  nearer  to  ihr 
source of raw material supply  However  the prod ustión 
of primary and secondary fertilizers m adjacent  «nit«, 
when market   and  other factor« permit,   may   lead  to 
significant savings in storage  handling and general oser 
head (%, case %  p  M*»» 

Ij»talion of raw materiati 

In many areas of the world, the iertiltier indwsir* 1« 
subjected to large seasonal demand« Ihr ret ore 4« t..» 
primary producers, acceswbtltty of raw materni« 1* ot 
major importance to secondary fertili«f manutatJüntf« 
If remote from suppliers Ur¡ee tnvcntt»cie« <4 primary 
materials may have to he carried »>• ensure rekabdtty t4 
supplies and to meet peak OJUHWI »fa-mamd* t »*w«e- 
quently, the additional fix's J and working capital needed, 
compared with the relatively «mall investment tor *o#ne 
secondary-íertiftaer plants, may reduce the retur* <m 
investment to unacceptable level« This may rspe» lalfv 
apply to satellite or secondary terttlt/tr plant* separate J 
by lor»g inters ont mental or oversea« J stance« from ««ppiy 
sources la »wch caie*., economies tr .m Urge bulk ship- 
ments at 1rs« fraqurnt peri««d« ma» m«t r* rrah/rct 
became ot the carreapoadtngiy great^f ».»tage #¡H1 

tavfMory refUÉremm-t» needed to keep its* pta»! -»peraling 
between longer raw material deh »er« «t feed ule«. 

Riads accesateli*** t«> primary (frn^/rf nuk-rtil« may 
ih« he 4 tiefer*Mfi*ng factor m «-..»«star* l«rtdi/er p*,i»t 
local«* This part* talari y appt«'« ¡1. **cr*l source« su' 
ht made a»**l»Me »h«> mn only imrca«« «»** »ehaNèiiy 
i4 tiappj* *Hét «va y -iffer prie« mû.*Aum advantAart a Ad 
iMitrr <r*n« m «MTÄ 

I«  im »tí  i.a«e* 
«Haï*   sappile* ê i    rhre*   pr »-mars    «vifie*tv    pi*n 
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secondary materials ami hags I <x'at»«mai "pull*" from 
phosphate sources. imm.«u plants, potash producers 
and bag manufacturers »ill esist. *hkh mu*t be r vaiuated 
on the ha«** of rehahtliiv snd delivered cost». <'«>r e a*, h 
kxatio« under review 

In cases where the market tkrrwind in éR area «ill 
support several secondary ferttlt/er plant*., it H sometimes 
possible to take advjntan* ni ~locatioi».l agglomeration ' 
by arranpng large huià material deliveries to the art». 
•uffkient for the neeth «i all priluten» and « le«»* t« si 
than for «parate smaller shipments lotnt savings oí 
ih» nature have led io the formation of kicai "co-ope- 
rative»"* in leverai countries 

e »f trompt'rimtam 

i$ As previosiary indicated, tlw »CM»' 

lostftg nature of typten mondary Ìertilwer pro 
may result M little or no transportation savings by 

beating nearer to primar* fertduer KH«« However, 
particular circumstances may fusttfy a joint primary 

operation, e g , wher kïcal market * ai«» ewn 
or »here «fwrkant savings can ht mad* b* sharing 
of the É«*d costs The additional nothxw« resulting 

from the ebimnation of handling ami transpórtate«» 
charges for «orne (or all of the primary maten*) may 
bad to eitremefy favourable prit« leveh for a to 

around the p*ant 

More «M^f, however, raw materials for 
production »re irafwported apprectaM 

case reHabmty of supply ind transport rate* 
emctpaJ factors Location m ten** of are« and 

MW nay »IM» he determined by the «vadabdKy of 
•Met than one means of transportation HI twéet to 
provide better retwihility and *nw competitn« element. 
i.e , canai or river verme road and,-or rad 

The   influence  of transportation   on 
plant  locati««, a« regards hrmhed  good», M 

ut term* v* mimmum delivery coati to the 
m farmer, e*pec*a#y if c« 

customer  service  are 
factors  When freight 
transportation and other tamer» tt per 

rwpha i«,  M  placed  on  the 
Ai a r*s«lt, mm 

»wan den very 
for hqvods,  M % 

no* ont    «o 
some saving*, «n delivery eoa» 

The tendency for secondary-fcrtàaer plant* to 
to each other and to farming areas May 
transportation advantage* m the form of 

(Nkk haul loads and the *Mn> to leaae local 
tton and even to institute co-operative network« 

4vmlofafm -*f mtihftri 

pnrt«* 

Tne   effect   of  tr a «sport *t wm   varia Nei   m 
r-c*m»«ifier  fra.nww«wkt tan  somettcnei  he  eta- 
with henett on the hrse-* of the Launaarát-Patander 

approach <I2.   I4i and  hy  the  »eighted transportation 
method pres'h.>uily deicriried. in oeder to investigate the 

of competuto« and to find the optimum kxattonal 

pti»tr maitr #kf fuef I tihty requirements for 
«\ondary fernh/er plant* art relatively moderate and 
tan u-*«aitv he accommodated hv local re<«>urees Major 
power need» art normally for operating rotary granu- 
bt«>rs driers. tookr* and fins and iWYen total only a 
few hun*tred h.wtrpower Prm ess-water requirements are 
kept t.« a minimum, in order to %a*e drying co'sti, and 
.»titer water meat are often limited to scrubbing dust 
from e«haust gases in the %pr»y type of units prior to 
release to atmosphere frying operations are usually 
«wiiaed t*i the removal of a few per cent of water from 
granulated products and can readily be met by any 
kwatty available fuel in almost all cases Thus, the avail- 
«iNlity of utilities tannot be said to constitute a major 
k«atw*n factor for secondary -fertthaer plant» 

le'atre étipnoJ tm rtmAttum amé pkmt (wutrmtmm A* 
indicated, tecondary fertJuw processes are not in the 
weight losing category moreover, every effort is made 
(or should bei to a*<nd material loases of all types 
Therefore, waste-diifwsat problems do not normally 
arise Hot do site condttNm« and plant construction 
proWem* prove msurmountable in the majority of cases 
Of course, other factor* being equal, the chose« of a 
irm level «te m to he preferred becawe of tke savings 
in piling and land preparation ctwts Hence, waste dtv 
pnaal, «He condAwn« and ptont coMtractioii probfcrm 
cannot he regarded as ma|«r m#jene«s affecting the 
tocatMMi of se*4MidaiTf-lert*luer plants, escept  in MM 

As m the case of pnmary-frrtdiaer plants, 
secondary production processes are hifhly automated 
and the relative lafcour cc^s^nt « low The use of local 
operators it to he preferred, when ptMiHe, to minimi» 
housing and transportation et pestes, as we« at to foster 
kical goodwii Henea, bhow »ee4s are normally not a 
major umWncc on pmnt kuation, akhoufh they tie 
tertamh a maf*w consideration As pres-ioiwry 
siaed however labour relatR>ns are both a 
ration and a poanhie ma>oe minane* on | 
am« M M preferable to avoad an area et 
•ttimtion improves, however 
may he 

tWKUwf. mW   §ÊÊ ^WmWimPW 

In mo« 

apofy the nsevsjirneiesB,  »ne  SM^ 

necessity for a stable political 
of tmquitosis taxation and freedom from 
corpora« affavi, as regards bot» 
and associated production  units overseas   Thus, these 
factors can be considered, once again, to eiert a 

on  plant  location,   on  the 

(c » M< »ret, Nfidert ami Attr^mton 

ItxaiKm ftf mark et¡ 

To the typical miser, blender or distributor of lecoodary- 
fertduer materais, the market usually means a number 
of   »dividual   faruen   or   cultivators   located   within 
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accessible distance of the mixing and/or distribution 
centre This can range from several hundred miles in 
sparsely populated countries to as little as five miles for 
bulk blenders and mixers in closely agglomerated farming 
areas(14, p 254) 

Direct contact with the final consumer places particular 
emphasis on customer-service features: prompt deliveries, 
individual packaging requirements, odd-sized shipments, 
specific formulations, special credit terms and possible 
back-haul arrangements These services can be furnished 
more easily when supplier and customer are within easy 
reach; therefore, location should preferably be within 
the weighted centre of gravity of the market served, in 
the absence of competitive forces. Usually, however, 
strong competition exists, or will arise, in a given market 
area, possibly from more than one source. As a result, 
the strategic location point may shift from the weighted 
transportation centre of gravity to a site which permits 
the producer to operate on an effective competitive basis 
and which, at the same time, permits the maintenance of 
good customer ser\Le and profitable distribution. 

It is of interest to examine cases of this nature with the 
aid of the graphical constructions developed by Lösch (4) 
Launhardt-Palander (12; 14, p. 254) and others. 

An analysis of the actual and potential markets may 
show that about 80 per cent of the volume is represented 
by only some 20 per cent of the total number of customers, 
as is often the case. Accordingly, an attempt to serve the 
entire area from its centre of gravity may be unwise, and 
a location near to one or two large consumers may prove 
much more expedient At the same time, some thought 
should be given to the possibility of new customers 
entering the market elsewhere and also to probable 
expansion of the market area. A future bipolar operation 
of several satellite mixing and or distribution centres 
might form a satisfactory growth pattern in such instances. 

Location of raw materials 

The tendency for mixing and blending plants in the 
United States of America (and, to an increasing extent, 
elsewhere) is to use such primary raw materials as urea, 
dtammonium phosphate, triple superphosphate and 
potash supplied in granular bulk form, and also to distri- 
bute the liquid or solid mixed fertilizer on a bulk basis. 
Therefore, ready access to primary-fertilizer producers is 
much more important than close proximity to secondary- 
fertilizer plants. In fact, bulk-mixers and blenders are, 
in many cases, strong competitors of secondary-fertilizer 
manufacturers, and in many areas, the future for small 
producers of bagged mixed and granulated goods is 
limited. 

Therefore, the location of bulk raw-material suppliers 
can be of strategic importance to mixers and blenders, 
as regards minimum delivered costs, reliability, ability 
to meet seasonal demands (to avoid large inventories) 
and access to several sources of supply. This may, in 
turn, mean locating near to a port, if the plant is dependent 
on water-borne supplies, or adjacent to reliable rail and 
road services. The same requirements apply to distri- 
butors, but most probably also embrace good accessibility 
to secondary-fertilizer producers and to other agricultural 
material sources as well. 

Because of the seasonal requirements M' most fertilizer 
consumers and the inability of small mixers and distri- 
butors to carry large inventories, it can be seen that ihev 
must locate where it is readily possible to obtain larue 
supplies of material at regular intervals, without uncer- 
tainties due to weather, shipping politics, currcnev 
problems and other causes Possible interruption in suppU 
resulting from any of these factors may enforce relocation 
and/or the use of more costly materials from altein une 
and more distant sources, with a resulting loss of profits 

Influence of transportation 

Raw materials. As is evident, reliability of raw material 
deliveries and least cost transportation arc imperative to 
mixers, blenders and distributors, who cannot maintain 
large stocks and whose principal assets are often a repu- 
tation for service and dependability. Consequently, loca- 
tion is conditional on the availability of good, reliable 
transportation for raw materials and/or finished products 
for distribution and sale. Possibilities of interruptions due 
to weather, strikes, currency problems and other diffi- 
culties must be anticipated, and the availability of 
alternative means of transportation is regarded as 
imperative by some mixers and distributors 

In certain countries, freight equalization and in-transit 
privileges apply to fertilizers and or agricultural goods 
Nevertheless, cost-saving opportunities may still exist 
regarding transportation, and linear programming (I!) 
or other techniques may reveal an optimum combination 
of location and least cost shipping programmes Addi- 
tional sources of possible savings in costs, which may have 
a bearing on location, include: back-haul arrangements 
with suppliers, consumers and others; less-than-carload- 
lot shipments in conjunction with local firms; the avail- 
ability of leased or contracted facilities; anil, of course, 
the delivery services offered by the raw material suppliers 

Finished goods. Many bulk-mixing and blending opera- 
tors offer associated spreading and application sers icos, 
whereby the farmer purchases fertilizer in place, rather 
than in the bag. This means using specially designed 
vehicles which are more suited for short hauls and field- 
work than for highway operation. Henjc, bulk mixers 
and blenders must locate within a lew miles of their 
principal customers; otherwise, transportation time and 
costs become prohibitive Distributors of bagged materials 
usually have a greater degree of freedom regarding liga- 
tion and delivery to consumers, who may liave access to 
several alternative types of transportation, eg , road, 
rail, public or private services, or their own pick-up 
facilities. 

A variability of utilities and labour 

Utility requirements for mixing and blend m y units are 
not large and should not be a major influence on location. 
Similarly, operator needs are modest and, provided local 
labour relations are good, manpower consideration > 
should not be a major location factor, either fur mixers 
and blenders or for distributors. Neither should site 
conditions and construction details constitute major 
location factors because of the relatively small sizes of 
the units involved. 
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Political, taxation and corporate factors 

As for primary- and secondary-fertilizer producers, 
political stability is essential for the encouragement of 
investment, and taxation levels must be reasonable to 
permit mixing, blending and distribution operations to 
flourish and provide reasonable rates of return Therefore 
these factors can again be considered major items 
influencing location. This may especially apply to cases 
where relatively large units operating overseas on 
imported bulk primary materia! arc envisaged, since local 
authorities may discourage a satellite operation in favou- 
of a more basic, but unfeasible, project having greater 
prestige. 

Because of the direct relationships with farmers and 
other cultivators, the availability of extended credit, 
insurance against various types of loss and assistance 
with promotional and demonstration programmes are 
other important local considerations in operating mixing, 
blending and distribution units. Therefore, they should 
also be regarded as factors which may determine the 
success or failure of an investment and, accordingly may, 
have a major influence on optimum regional or ares 
location. 

C LOCATION sri'WES 

In addition to a review of the major factors influencing 
optimum plant location, a brief mention of the funda- 
mentally important principles of locational studies is of 
value. The numerous item*, to be closely examined prior 
to undertaking a 'clocation or a new investment will 
not be detailed here, as this material is available m 
numerous check-lists (2, 3, 4. 18, 19) 

First, a list of objectives should be prepared, which 
justify the need for a new investment or relocation, and, 
secondly, the method which will be used to undertake 
the study should be selected, e.g., ry consultant, by a 
company executive or by an internal study team Thirdly, 
a precise list of requirements relating to company policies, 
production needs and future plans should be compiled 
and used as a screening device, when investigating poten- 
tial investment opportunities and plant sites 

When conducting location searches, it may be possible 
to save considerable time and effort by discussing the 
detailed needs with such specialists as consultants, state, 
regional and area officials, port, railroad and utility 
companies, and realtors. The availability of, and 
adherence to, a well-prepared check-list of requirements 

TAUS 103. TYFICAL FACTORS AFFSCTINO OFTMUM rtAm LOCATION 

rr^E^ammw «•JSJFSJSJ Wf pajparwcw SOT Sfpa 

Factor 
Frtmmy-lmmm        Savmtmf /mtHm kUmm.tktiit. 

Market 
Distance  Mcd-miaor 
Accessibility  Major-med. 

Raw materials 
Distance         Major 
Cost, availability  Major 

Transportaticn 
Raw materials  Major 
Products  Medium 

Utilities 
Water  Major-med. 
Power, fuel  Med .-miser 

Labour 
Availability      Medium 
Local policies  Major 

Site 
Shape, condition  Medium 
Waste disposal, exntaskm  Major 

Fotaieai 
Stability  Major 
Risk covcraac  Major 

Taxation 

Future increases  Major 
Corporate 

Local control  Major 
Local participstion  Mcd.-miaor 

Embvmmeatai 
Loans and attinti IYCT      Med, minor 
Local goodwill  Minor 

Major mtd. 
Major-mH 

Major 
Major 

Major-ffltd. 
Major 

Major 
Major 

Major-mtd. 
Major-mtd 

Major 
Major 

Med.-rm nor 
A6#s.-fntsor Miftor 

Med.-minor 
Major Ma|or 

P4Sv. -ffH HOT 

Medium M^r 

Major-med. 
Major-med. 

Medium 
•^aaaaajBF •  •FSSPHPSFI 

Major-ffltd. 
Med minor 
Medium 

Major-med. 
Minor 

Med -moor 
Miaor 

Minor 
Medium 

Minor 
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w»ll in turn %,tv* * ,>red rm-rfv «i >h« p.,rt -t (rt ! ;H 

general «rremng ^qurivc ".h«>yk! «,i#m.*IH 'w .-i ifrm, 
of voyntrv >r.4t«. regio« *re.â âftvl »*t* fin <f>C'*rM» 
4«Jv4ntJH>^ ,-.« in i»rr<Ktive kx^l Mtu<u»m <«r etr,,ftr,¿ 
prem»%c<* »ho« M m* he *Ht><*«<| f,. influente *H ,>%er *i* 
unfavouriMe mvenimei»! N-w ^...¿M * n^ng nu^hrr ¡*t 
investigations k,nl »,-. dim,...r »ft>mm *n,\ th* pmmjturi 
*ctewtM>o «>< 4 medi'x re I*H.,* 1 M » < IM un* jnilvw ,»i „ff 

«leti»on itudies. ¿n jvrr4ge »umher »»< nvi, h*t*trn 
twelve imi t*cnty-four *a«¡ indicated wMh 4 range Irom 
one to 11S 

D   C»»s< t 1 no* 

To turKlude. *hen i*mkrt*km| k*<ti»<m »tutdtev \\ H 
e^nttdl tlMt the i«*l »rea »«d me «tectiom h* mad* tn 
acuw-dance »rth «M the ft«*é*m*f»utt* important fact«* s 
jnd »ot on the b**% of m^atrd ad vantage«. .« hunthts 
An impartial H» vergate* H eipenerxed ^ r>4mn«l 
ánktl by a wtn-orfMMMÚ apfrnmh and iietitied check 
Int* of re^wremenH. n tndMprmaMt \ th*<*»tn,a( 
a»aty*n way pewvtd* «tórno* t» «nefn! MTormMuMi ami 
uin be rtvommemlrd, when vMflkient mput data and the 
*pe*iaè«l tàitt« are avu^ahk 

4* 4 g*tde, ta Nie 101 »to*«. fur typ**.*! ««tuMhim, the 
influence of each tmftw fatto* r* .fdmuni plant k^mum 
ft* the *arMM*% operating tategurw» 
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\  ( »• •. » • *, 

In  .     'jiV •«"      •rrk.ij   I   • 

mem    «   iiii  :•> ?!   í(»"iti/'- 

grinfi'if  i-,  i«-, t"t<utr-.     l^-i- 

íít-'.      »^"i ¡ììU'«I  te*el«*p 
">.{-j "   .'   •ifvH.ipnvftf   pfi» 

' • fi^.jrf i-\s' '*ie industry 
-hi*!!   .fc-vftofi   «|,,o*     ipftmuf«   line-,   fr >m   Ose   national 
itewfK'kñi «n«1 !•   Mv r> use   if*ttm¡jn^ vine i>i 4vji|ahi# or 
e«ler«al|> ra.sf.i iftifd «rstt I "^ign ruhatge The-T 
f ti toes <*««..! Sr r f-Vv !.••--H v 'MiiiWil ** * lotal ,*r 
unfwanned h»%t% 

TN «eturtng ot nnamtal ihJ fr.mn other vowntne* >»» 
the <tffrattM»« of private »,ap»i4l to a (.<-untry would Ne 
tontingent upon the presentation • ><" 4 thought'out 
orfatMatd pi»« for the development <sf the tmlu»try 

M.<«y factors  fi€»t  dtmtly   re4e«*d  to the productm« 
and use of fertdtaer*i m»*t ht taken i#ro con-ideration to 
provide * workaMe plan f w the development «f * fer 
ttli/er tadwttry Every country pre**«**« it« o*» tátu^wt »ft 
of proMem* and r«^a*t"*m*tW*. I« the u*e of large ttexjav 
tries. M would pro-feat Wy I1« nawetaary to develop the pi*« 
on a regional ha***, fitting tilt part* «to the »hot* and 
making nndncttKMM to tutt the over-aH economy 

In some twmtn»», many of the factor« iwtdad have 
already he*n developed In oí hero, v«ry i.nk tnforiMtto* 
WNM he avaitoMt and each caat toniti have to ht 
considered * «i arate proMem m tlM «eletto« of per 
•on«*! for the t**4 of planning TI»« »amitr r#nt»r#d m 
each technical dmtpitñe »nuU *»ry with the r*u}ta»re- 
ment s for ttM «pecilie «fa umkr cortetdtrtton. Kit «omr 
type« of technical prr»o«n*l would ht u1«««»«-«« to *M 
Tr*nw<l an«! e»pern-i* «d afrotüMMMt, f«fin**r<, eco- 
fn«n»*t* nid marittiAf «pvtM^at* wmáé atwayn he 
M^ri to form the hard t.^f of ttM pianm«| Mam I t 
*4iÄi#w, pNikifHtìi and «prt~wb«tt i« »h* «miwug »nú 
pr<K9%tm$ of ntMtr»H •o**W ht r«^#»re«l when pa>o*>- 
prmff and. or puta<te wff» u» ht «hrvtioprd fru-n ^•Mfwr*. 
WKIIM tH« ctKMtry Trwt«^f-wtali*'»w *pttwl».*t'» »*fh* h* 

a< wefl a« ofjcrattotM m*art.H fmr^mmei, 
tip»«« t*tt tfaxiAn of th# arri tartdtf «u«ly 

Tfct iofnféttttm of tk« proèittr» H**«>#*«rf a*« 
f*»mo«M liavR N^naxl infame*« •• the »onal »inatturt. 
pobtKaJ á*wi«'^*wtM. p«er»J le%*f *»f «lutato«, aatxm») 
tra4M«*«s and wiwld Twrkrt* *i t^trt ïhect« and 

••«h HM4t he cafvfuiy e%**«4»«J Thtte at« m 
to the n%o** ta«fthle facti»r^ of loftara;« t-bwui^, 

•otf, *at*f yirtd«, n%arhft<i, ra* m^tin.*!» and in*itec 
It wowed thfetfore ht c«aeatial for the pto#«tf< to taàe 
a«i*a»tap of the maruyenriM p(y«rt4iig metlhnH »huh 
have hte» de*eltïp*d and ha*e h**t» proved *«itves*f**! m 
deaitng with evtrtaarty ^omptr« pr,»W*»m^ m other h*W% 
of hitman endea««;»tir 

An etptntneed  pLtfimng gro%tp  mw«t he aMemMed, 
•huh t,o«y develop the k»pt of the u*er all pian anü 

hnfél a -.Jo*'! mi.> 1W na aje a Me ,i<mpn(xii'. \ rela.tvetv 
ne* t.wil »Ne \rith.al P4fh ifthm^rf , voulJ then he 
aftplied »i» aítuff rh.it »He pf-'ie^f *.i% competed on 4 
»peiítktJ time «.hedute *ith » minimum of delay aiid to 
pr-n'Je «,.>-1-.per ifhw hrt*een *H the contrihutors to the 
fàèn 

I »perten* ed *p«ial«ti »nufd he needed to fit «uttaMt 
vimputer profrimme» intv> the planning, with the modi- 
tkathms required for the »pe-vifk* of the voontry an*l it» 
•.print fetori Oenwiffaph^. traniportathm proit- 
»iroftctK»« and market'projection NKnltii are readily 
availahte from (he Government* iif developed ciHMitritt. 
from computer mar»yf*Ltyrer^ and from the ma|or 
torpneatHtnt and tptctafot* m thii fkkl 

Tr«.hn*vaJ and «onomn. aaatitam.« from <k*ttrs»i out*tde 
the vowntry «hot*Ki he uied a« determined hy the par- 
tK\tUr ctrcutiMfancei of the vowttrv devtk^ng the agri- 
i-iékaral plan, hwt un $t<mp at cttum« «t( am ntitum CM 

do mor« than advance partial anawert to the proèttflta 
if another   nation    The   U*fc   wtvakl   require   that  the 

thon»i and h*r«t efforts (ìttet votant ne« cowed help <n 
varnnia way«, h«l the d*€!»t*w* and impeta» m«*t co«ne 
from »ifhin the cmtntry it*etf 

rhta chapter aliempts to pro* id« a vHacfc-kat to tH*t»n* 
the m*ny factor« whith m««t h* t-onntdtrad m ttM fon»«- 
tat km of a iertthaer plan and w**.tad** thoa* hoth dffestly 
and tndnrtvtty re-ktad to the fertifcj»r M%d««ry 

1   DFrtw«M}  ria»  oajm Ti vt« 

It m aaMMNCd that the «Itimat« pMrpow of any pian for 
the devek^-ment of a fe^trtwer ind-«>Mry m a give« country 
M to increate agr^ieht«»! productivity to mm A the 
country ~ 1 naed« for food ami hhee 

la méÊt to iran»kite this decrptively «mpte «tatemcM 
of the t>v*r all oh»eitive mio a fern?i«tr ptaa lontaintag 

nutrient requirement», a great deal of MforaMtkm 
h* developed   The olvjevti*** tan he restated a« 

f*lil»W« 

(at To provkie an adagua-te diet for the poputatkw 

(At To provide for the natKxfcaJ refuwemtn«« dl agn 
tuttural products other thaa food. 

(ri To pro*id* for the productKm and export c4 agri^ 
catturai proéuet« for which tha> cowntry ha« a compara- 
tively food advantage HI peoe-uctMrn 

To attain the first oèptti%e, leading the popuiattoti, tt 
wouad he ajeveaaary to oèt**a «taiüatK.« on the population 
and projextiott* l'or the period of the plan The profetilo«« 
and the plan thould to*er a fawty shi>rt «pan of time. 
|*e m mm y*an for practatatey, hs*t tht* factor can vary 
with the tountry under study   The average to«$initM>a 
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of the diet wo ,ld 'LUí t,. Hç con»true'?d giving duc 
consideration to necessary nitional irid rettomi pre 
teretes TK projection should pr.mde for improvement 
of the 4ver ,¿t. jw-t over |hc peri.ni of the plan, as well .1$ 
lor chantes fr.»m anticipited improvement» in livme 
standards f imtlv consumption requ ire ment -, inj the 
mirketed portion of crops m-t»t he defermried The total 
f.».Hl requirements derived »o,,Id then he translated into 
ton« of van,»us agricultural priHlucf» [he total food 
requirements must he further broken down by sections 
of the country, according to the vurrent and protected 
density of the population 

f sfimittrti the nort to.ni requirements for agricultural 
product* would require population protections densitv 
protection'* imi consideration of improvements m the- 
standard of hunt Projection* of general industrial 
requirements for hbrev oils and other non-foiid agri 
cultural prodi* H must N» converted to tons of raw 
product« at the held level 

f «port demand for  igrieulttiral products m which the 
country has a comparative adv image in production must 
t» determined   im the plan 10 he useful m this area, 
there  muât   be  a   major  effort   involving   market  and 
demand «adíe« on a regional or world basi», transporta 
tton and port protects, foreign eschan^e ,>nsld-rations 
etc It would be necessary to know the types ami qualities 
<af agricultural product* moat salable to other countries 
rutare expected price«  a« weM as improvements in pro 
auction techniques m cvinpeftng countries   would affect 
the tonnage* »huh could he sold When iht* information 
had hm dewfc^ied the product requirement* for export 
c»*uld he converted to torn at the held level   AM three 
segment« of the market for agricultural product* should 
ht subdivided into total* for each region of the country 

t    D*rt*Mt*tw<i   rm   so»* tin*,! «snsrt   *s*n 

A major port«»* of the preliminary planning effort 
wmèà he needed to «Jetermine the agncultur al assets and 
hahifttie« of the country The asset* would assist m 
attaining the ovtr-afl oepttrm, »hue serious h-thtlttie« 
muât ht debneated. m addition to providing .* definite 
plan and time ta hit foe finding sotttions There mihi he 
•ttAnrat arabes bud, water and a suitable climate to 
meet the obf*cti*et for agrie maturai product* with a 
reason*My high productive ef*c»envy or the «»bfectives 
wouU have to he modified downward« fiWre must also 
be an ove' afl transportation pea« capable of éeàvetng 
the *gricu*»uraJ products to the market area« from tb¿* 
bad MI production Transportât ion whtk beyond the 
«sep» of tf*M efcnfter. could enert a major influence on 
tht sgrxu* und pian »«d rhu« the de shopman« of fer 
tihaer pro 1 tact Km It do« no good N* produce M the 
farm lewl rf the p* .»ducts cannot re .ich the consumer 

A» ¥K*9mary of the agricultural asset» and hahdities 
«bouêd include the land area« currently heing cultivated 
and the avaäLaMe addithmal land together with an est» 
matt of tht magnttud* 0/ effort necessary f..>r the comer- 
nos of taaa hmâ to its reqa«red p*ac» m the p4aa Ih* tod 
tyfts, pH, mtaeral ctm«»t and tilth shoukl be estimated 
from data avaOabk for the country or from tott »urvey» 

in   tlevelitpmu 
•    troni', uell- 

l an', massive 

Technical aur.m.-mical -mdus Mì,\ rose.neh Otoukl he 
evaluated h\ eipenen. ed HTOIIOIIII-I-. .in,] c>inpared with 
studies i^\ sunil-ir cr.>ps m oth-.-r p.irt-. ,<! the world m 
which condition» of i¡r.i«ih .vere mo>t tom;\ir ihle to tin- 
country under study I hi, w.niKI help to till in ¿,ip-~ in 
the avail.thlc mlortnati >;i m I »v.nild pro.idv .1 h is|S toi 
catini itmiï \ielJ i .poi, - , ti>ii kinh/i n tnieuls 
Due vare must he taken to ill« s toi '..mei' diSleteiKi-s in 
yield response from tettili/ -r ireatnii :it. It mi-'ht lv 
important to consider in th.- pi m tee imp.«nation m 
development ol special seed Ivttei suite I !•> the i.iuiiin'> 
environmental condition» 

Agricultural re»eari.n data are limit--' 
countries It would he neve-.arv to luv, 
operated effort .liona t!ie»e line» is a pu: 
.ieric.nHijr.il operation Sud» a pro.-i i-nm • takes main 
\<,-.its to he effective, and when people •',- hnnev. there 
i' '».a viiouuh time to w ut tor th,- re-ili, ..t 1 e eirch 
P'o'Temme Therelore. ..veraire nuttk-ii 1 -c|iiacmeiii» 
and v.clds would have to h. e>tnnaled t < m-> e Mu plan 
forward íh • uptake of nutrients in crop» v ,ld ptovide 
»*>me guidance in tnakmc the estimate ol krtili/cr requi- 
rement«, hut this method d.me 1» not reliable, a» it often 
provides astronomically hipi dem imN Modilicatutti» 
mu«t be added to cover virgin i,-»v7V fumed-out »oil». 
the mineral content of the soil the differences between 
types of plants in the »ame spcics, luvuiv consumption 
and tvther factors |,ac king reh-ihle rc»e ireh data on yield» 
»•«Ttitt treatment on the soi!» of the country, it would be 
necessary to estimate >m the hi»i» of the ne..ret 'ech 
nically similar data available It .un other countries Such 
estimate* could he modified in I.iter years i» the re .cardi 
results become avail ible 

If the analysis ami evaluation wete valid the lollowin-j 
information should be available 

(a)   ions of agricultural products requued, 

ih) Market liK.ition for thev produci». 

(1 »  Transportation facilities  existent or planned. 

(J)   The   land   area   required  for   product!-MI    \n>\   it 
properties with 'ermi lo soil type, pi!   peneri I miner..! 
ctmtent etc 

(t*) An esimiate .»/ the tonnages o| m |.>r nutrienti 
needed to obtain the required agricultural production, j, 
*ell as   in estimated ferfih/er distribution pattern 

I)     ft» (II 1/1«    H \\C    MMIKIMS 

With an estimate of fertd.'er req¡.-rements the utuul 
work im the production p.nt of the plan could get under 
way    The current fertilizer   industry   it     »y. aid  rx- 
studied in e»rdt*r to utili/e t'tc fualitie- aire idy a...dable 
Information as to types of pr.nliKt», mei h «d , . >t distribu- 
tion, credit, fjr.wr profiles, the effect ,>t joY-.nment 
régulation and taxes should fv .iht-uned 1. •(•> ''x- I « d 
industry and should he evaluated 

A  sfiidy  of thi   waive-   •>'   t ht   aia)..r  r- v   ri:        i. •'»  toi 

fertilizer   pr.Hluct'.»a    -.]•-,!!   K    unden ik 
«•»urce* of natural ¡¡n   fct¡ 1   r.    *T ¿a»   11.• s 
or  inexpensive  p> *er   ,h    J.'   K.   e* il n    I 
were  necessary, the imp-"a ition of  K,>?f(  r 
and the Anal produci sh.iulil he studied   The 

1       .  !iniii 
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I'   .'   p««r* 
-v   material 
problems .»t 
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foreign exchange must be considered, as well as trade 
relations involving the harter of raw materials for 
exportable agricultural or other commodities. These 
might modify the requirements for the materials imported. 
It might be more advantageous to begin with imported 
solid nitrogen products, phasing these out when, and if, 
national production was provided. 

Unless there arc known workable phosphate deposits, 
it will be necessary to resort to geological investigation or 
to provide imports. Since the development of a major 
phosphate reserve takes time, it would likely be necessary 
to begin with (he importation of rock or finished ferti- 
lizers. There arc enough world suppliers to make the 
possibility of export-import trade or monetary considera- 
tions worthy of study. 

Potash, like phosphate, requires a deposit of a suitable 
salt from which potash can be recovered economically. 
Development of a new national resource would take time 
and money. The practical alternative would be importa- 
tion, at least in the early years of the plan. There are 
enough world suppliers to provide some flexibility in 
choice, from the trade and monetary standpoints. 

Depending upon soil acidity and alkalinity, calcium 
might or might not be of importance. Limestone is widely 
distributed throughout the world, and deposits might 
be available, although not developed. Often, there are 
available dolomitic limestone deposits, which can supply 
magnesium if this is needed. While calcium may not be a 
part of the fertilizer industry in many developed countries, 
it can be very important in obtaining optimum yields 
from lower applications of N-P-K and therefore would be 
well worth inclusion in any over-all plan where the soils 
require it. 

Sulphuric acid is required for the solubilization of 
phosphates in most of the common processes for the 
manufacture of fertilizers It is also one of the corner- 
stones of the heavy chemical industry. The possibilities 
for rational sources of sulphur should be evaluated. 
Sulphuric acid is commonly produced from a variety of 
raw materials With some loss in flexibility, phosphate 
can be solubilized with nitnc or hydrochloric acids if 
sulphuric acid is undesirable or unavailable, if sulphur is 
required in the soils, ammonium sulphate, normal 
superphosphate and gypsum arc the most common 
sources, and agronomical data should be checked for 
the extent of this requirement. If highly saline soils were 
a problem, there might be a large requirement for gypsum 
or sulphur to reduce the sodium or other salts to reason- 
able limits. 

Unless there were large minor-clement problems 
revealed in the agronomical data or specific areas with 
recognizable single-element deficiencies, these materials 
would not need to be considered in the early plans. In 
future years, when needed and as required, these minor 
elements could be determined by an agronomical research 
programme and could be included in the fertilizer plan 
at that time 

L    FtRIlLI/lR   PROIHKHON 

The next step in the development of the fertilizer plan 
consists of matching the total demand by regions for 

N-P-K with the raw material supply and the agronomical 
input data on the type of products most suitable for each 
region. Agronomical data should suggest the type of 
nitrogen, whether ammoniacal or nitrate, and the quan- 
tity of each, as well as the importance of water solubility 
in P205. The latter can be important if even modest 
quantities of phosphate can be applied directly a^ rock 
Agronomists would have to supply the plant planning- 
group with the special needs for non-chloride potash, 
sulphur and magnesium. All these factors can affect the 
type of process selected and the raw materials required 
Alternative production plans would have to be prepared 
in order to achieve a balance between the most economic 
raw materials, processes and agronomical requirements 

Plant locations, transportation, power, fuel, water, 
waste disposal, labour availability and the distribution 
and application system for the products would all exert 
their modifying influence on the processes to be used. 
Possible by products, for example, gypsum for wallboard 
or fluorine products, should receive attention, as should 
the production of feed phosphates if needed. The poten- 
tial for producing detergent or feed phosphates with 
fertilizers could significantly change the process selected 
for fertilizer production. 

F. MARKETING 

Formulation of a sound marketing plan is extremely 
important to the development of a fertilizer industry. 
Informational feedback to the production planners from 
a marketing system would supply the needed definition 
of the products, whether bagged or bulk, and the pro- 
portion of each, as well as the physical properties needed 
for the distribution and application systems involved. 
To some extent, the actual ratios of N-P-K in the various 
products would be dependent on whether single or mul- 
tiple applications were to be practised on the farms. 

The level of the farmer's sophistication, literacy and 
current practices, and even his likes and dislikes, would 
need evaluation. Studies of methods of sales promotion, 
educational programmes and sales personnel requirements 
and their costs must be provided. The necessary distribu- 
tion facilities, storage warehouses, dealers or other 
factors in the chain from plant to farm would require a 
finite plan of time, manpower and money requirements. 
The possibility of farmer co-operatives or other group 
activities, as well as the selection of key farmers for the 
educational programme, should be considered. 

Pricing policies and the economic value of fertilizer to 
the farmer, together with credit problems, would need 
to be worked out to the point that sales prices and plant 
profits could be determined. Where needed, plans for 
government assistance in the early stages, or throughout 
the plan, should be formulated, based on the most 
feasible methods for the particular country under study. 
The plans previously developed for marketing and 
distribution of the agricultural products should be 
reviewed for possible use in the back-haul of fertilizers, 
storage or the combination of personnel or financing. 

Methods of applkatior sho iW be co-ordinated with 
agronomists and production engineers for the effect on 
product specification. Of course, the availability of the 
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required equipment lor the larrm should j|v, hr kn- • 

into ¡he programme with whoever m,*iifHati.»n • , 
factor might bring about in the product ,pei.fs, ,0».,« s, 

plan for the supply ol the needed »arm nj^pnwm .>..„!' 
also be part if the effort 

While perhaps he>orni the scope ,,f th,, h.n„if t| 

would also be desinhle to look into trie need lor ,,Kh 

agricultural chenmaf. as peptides «j,H; hcrNvi,f<-> ! hCs« 

are an important part of the whole agriculture PK! .„,- 

and are often sold ^ith fertilizers <>r »hro!J(¡h the ,,«,,. 
outlets 

'$•*>' 

it     GoVI UNMIS I    A<   INtN 

Many requirement, of i sound .igncultyr »I prognmnie 

of national stature are beyond the means or ' reasonable 

interests of the fertilizer industry md government auion 

and support would be necessary The derivation 4ml 

implementation of the basic plan outlined in this chapter 

would almost certainly require government action, with 

participation by industry to the degree that circumstances 

permitted When the plan was ready for action, sectors 

could be set up for bids by private industry, with direct 

government action filling in the gaps where necessary 

Since the basic motivation for private industry is profit, 

the Government must provide a suitable financial .limate 

for the growth of a fertilizer industry There must be 

reasonable confidence in the Governments general 

stability and future plans for the control oí inflation, 

reasonable taxation, expropriation policies and similar 
unsettling business (actors Industry must be able to 

plan ahead with confidence, or it will not participate 

The industry need not be private, but could be entirely 

or partly Government controlled or operated lv?n m a 

Government-controlled operation, stability and the 

ability to plan ahead with confidence are necessary for 

reasonable efficiency and economy of operation I »port- 

able products would face stiff competition in the world 

markets from countries with »ell-developed and econo- 

mical agricultural systems if price and quality, rather than 

subsidy or surplus, rule To a great decree, the käme 

efficiency and economy of viperai ion should be expected 
within developing countries 

Among the many large and continuing programmes 

which are beyond the scope of a fertiliser industry and 

essential to the tot«' agricultural programme are the 
following 

(a) Scientific training of agricultural technician» in 
schools and universities, 

(b) Field and laboratory research in agriculture on a 
regional and national basis, 

(r) A regional system of dissemination of information, 

training and assistance to the farmers, i e . an entension 
service, 

{J) A statistical service to provide measures of agri- 

culture on a regional basis cultivated areas by crops, 
yields, fertilizer consumed, crop prices etc 

There are many fine training institutions and etpen 

mental stations in the work! to pros uk a gunk as to how 

the job should be done   There are also excellent inter- 

national foundations operated by charitable or industrial 

•r»-f. 

>-i --it «. 

«-»>     .uh-,.,      !v 

-slr-o    •!. !>.»,»rnt 

fVW " l    ir?¡gH|   ^.(    { 

i i.jh    • ! j'irs   .it 

•'te r>h» i- 

ì '.pi   '.'lit •    • ,       i    . .-.• 

I lirs*   >,,,.,.(,„, 

•      ill    l'   li        ,*>       gl   I    •      • .. ^>    I , 

p «n n ijVd i    •-   ,it        ,•    •    , ,,,       ¡ 

vre J M   piirt,   , (f   . .f'i,T   ! ,»,TI,   ..;   »,, 

*-iiye of  é  IMO. .H   ,  s -OTvns  y  i^    i  . 

•TI the baiarne .J f. «tir    .^HHM, 

Io    r^(*r, IM'    i    mr , ,[|rr    . ,i       .,,,,, 

syhshiies 

A IcrtihzerAonir J I,* . ,n   ,  ,, ... ,., ,¡ Kl .    , •    •' Hi   n,|,i,   !,    |   mt-.|ii , 

<•» getnng industry   the (,..v, . um, ni   ,„.) ihr  «., ,,„ t 

uniform hj,ts Such a la* pf.aeU, ihr t,rmr, in,t „•,,}„,,, v 

against unscrupulous pracUes Mrth.^j, ,,j 4„.(IVM<1 

labellmj guarantees .H lo Minier»» ami weight, ivpr, ,l( 

nutrients minimum grades 4mi .-net p«,t,m".,, nem, , ,„ 

be included A workable inspect»..« „„i prnalty „*„,, m 

must accompany ¿rid complement the ti* älruf ¡tH. 

.ould he financed, at lei si in part by é rrtislratior, irr 

system licences arni oi . t.m.Mjf la, Ihr law sboukt 

he kept workable by revisions and sh.Hjki he sublet »„ 

fairly frequent reviews b> Government and »n,!,isfrV ,s 
the agricultural plans mature 

Finally, the Government, witrt the help ,a m<f»(siry 
should maintain ,,n adequate planing group *HH 

reasonable continuity of per^mnel to revrw the puis ,.( 

the imitai plan ¿mi to keep abreast oí the <fcv.lopment 

ané growtn.ol the country A one shot tnitial plan n<» 

matter how good could profttaMy he m<*l»r,ed bv fufuff 

factors us they deve! >p 

H   Soi arts <H   (»PII4I   MMK 

There an available t.< the tievrl .pp• s ..t soundly 

conceived and praUaal protects a number ..f different 
sources from which capital fund. m.iy be <-brained 

Most countries have hanking facilities that, although 

n«*t as sophisticated as those in I ufopr an j the I mted 

States of Amera a. can furnish ismh nnatxaal and l«aal 

ani in dealing with gi»vernment bureau« Several countries 

have also set up development corporations to encourage 

investment in the country through the provision 4 long 

terra loans and equity participation \ l)f e^ampk, India 

has the Industrial finance < .»rpofaiion of India arni the 

Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation o» India, 

*ná is in the process of setting up A new development 

bunk Analogous organizations, *hah h.(ve avallante io 
them the revHirces of the major f~.>r •,#, imarKt.«! nslitu 
lions, can he found in most countries 

In addition, there are local inshtjt»<>ns *h,ch ere not 

strictly financial, hut 4rt capable oí etui interested in 

participation m local ventures In this category, there are 

insurance companies, both puhia ami private, investment 
trust» and investment bankers I here are also large (amity 
accumulations ,»( capital »ha.h become available if a 
venture is attractive 
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,.J       ,.   ,    .   ,K, VI  ,-• „ * - l'ft- S ..   à«      • ,H< 

Hi      K. i --   f ,1#r    Sil     op.-r ,».    n. 

•*l tif">f>i i"' '-ii ••)••<• ( » «»»-fi 

t*! ! .o t ! ' -| »cndif» pr • 14.Í« * * ' . t d$r \ ! < rp i 

4    .-n   >S   «Mr   I   •      *M W   - ft * i   p*0 «    £*>*!• -n li    '   ». • Jest'fi 

t  .in \   >î ihr  *""> • <íít i  !4„ ipj •»    -'» urgt    «rv*fé; I ílfi 
V I   f  , ,i p. .i #t ••    *    *'li   •» i    I   -grl*»«"    I      ¡rnd   ! >tr   ?ft. >>ifv 

I h<* Ime*'Mfnwv*! Bi'tk I if Bri i-«>(f •« im« arví Jte-o>¡ 
!{tr>vn! *^r- Inter natH«*! f-marne ( . irpi>r4ti.>rí 'h* 

|ftti"fMiM>n,*i |>crln{Hwr.t A**octalt< n the Inter Anwn 
tan l*evek*pwse«t Hank and the I «roprait |rtve«ment 
tank all hüve fundi available, and there are many other 
«ML h internai M >«»J institut t»*m, which »ft «pictfttaÄy «ft 
up io encourage the type of MI vestment «Ader dMctmton 

when ihr investment » lo Iw m a deveêopsag country. 
urge %um^ «»< money art available from many tourne« 
The Agency for ! nier «at H mal Development h*s both the 
'*€«siev r" »nd " IK Un.'»I currency. so-caBid "counterpart 
fund*'*! and unrestricted funds, which n tan lend to 
ventuno which have been se* up with the parttcipation 
of the I '««ted State« of A «lern,« The Et port-Import Bank 
(if Washington is a «evond large «ottrce of sut h futida, if 
the funds ere to he used to purchase good« and service« 
for the foreign project from the United State« Similar 
institution« have been «et ufi by the Governments of 
other Loonfrte« to encourage vuch project« as ,» fertilizer 
industry (»cneralty. to wm these resource«, * national of 
the vouiMry which hs% <*t wp ihe ftnaiKHil institution must 
he è partiitftant. <»» there must be some form of tradì' 
«'mil the ptop«*ied trrtihiser pfi»|rtt will have with the 
(.ptHisorsng country 

Jinnt vrntuie* hrt#een eiperiem^d international cor 
p,tf,jh(ifi^ ^ftd the l<«_al fertilizer uHnpanie'i are a possi 
Níity p^rtititlarly »here *n jttr»cti¥e investment atmo- 
sphere e*»sts This ha« the advanta§e of providing the 
foreign partner with a participant knowledgeable in the 
ti*.*l market area and conversant with the Government 
and vustoms ai the nation It provide« the national 
partner with a tottrx» «if new fund», a reliable «our» of 
raw material« and greater experience in manufacturing 
and marketing 

A mafor problem in the world today « one of foreign 
exchanpe, and any profeti, to be attractive to a country 
with this problem, tn»<rt be able to demonstrate that 
(a) it save* foreign exchange by cutting down imports 
from without the country, and (h) that it po%*ibly will 
generate foreign eu hange by producing exports 

I   RE* urn»« 

With a task as complex a« this, voluminous «et« of 
repoiis *ouk) be required There should be sufficient 
detati tn the plan to eliminate the necessity few usen of 
the report» to do research in order to evaluate the plans 
and proposals  The use of statistical and data appendix 

- *» . *w ^   t A    4  *.«>* >i,i»c*  ktwd   I«*   references  could 
«eft* t    tirriftltit ih* ffp,»r** and ! • mjàe the fvaluati*">n 
i>i«ri t ,, >» ^f »H,, --wrílCil m¡'íc information 

xi!.«n«'.-f> .h.'n.jkî Sr m*.It*led because i hinges in dny 
'V » „ ' •>•, •'•.!('     "ike the éltrrnaîives more suitjblc 

-, ,,i .»v* f .,!?,   - -.r"   ^% the plan developed, they might 
*»«••  t i.-ijii ». ! ' ,jn'   t-N^en problem« 

\ ff**i'!>4hlr n ,mhff •if graphs, bar charts and flow 
,h#r*. »h.-d-l br ifh.lü>lrd m the report* to provide clarity 
M *iern KIOI-IT-N min.ífe-ment has made considerable 
pt-.vgrv-i m mr'" ven« toward« the increase in effective- 
f%e»* it >oual «¡J» f r the summation of complex 
flati .issSir* Spe* MIM» to assist in visual development 

.«M hr rr^.lilv nhtairwd tl needed 

Ihr reports «>r over all plan should contain, among 
über things 

f*> A «tatement of the agricuhural objectives for a 
five -to- ten year« period, with an indicated plan for 
aotomplishifti progrès» toward« these objectives, 

<fV> The summary of the igricultural assets and liabi- 
lities of the country, with the broad outlines of the plans 
and schedules for the action necessary to attain the agri- 
cultural objective«, 

(< ) Recommended specific quantities of nutrients ami 
suggested mean% of supplv, including those to be pro- 
duced internally, with the mining and manufacturing 
facilities required with their location, and those to be 
imported, with the probable sources, suggested means of 
financing, trade or barter A schedule for phasing out 
initi-il quantities of imported fertilizers utilized to establish 
markets while national plants are being consiructed 
would also be needed 

(í/¡ A summary of the distribution plan for both agri- 
cultural production and plant nutrients with the schedul- 
ing of the transportation network development and 
facilities, 

(e) Recommended procedures for developing the 
market for fertilizer, farmer education, methods of pro- 
viding buying power to the farmer, continued research 
on the value of fertilizer in increasing yields and the role 
of the extension service in getting results to the farmer; 
mechanical aids for the farmer, and a summary of plans 
for the use of pesticides, herbicides etc ; 

(/) A summary of the financial requirements of the 
programme with priorities and suggested timing to meet 
the over-all plan. Suggestions on me;hods of financing 
and estimates of costs should be included; 

le) A plan for executing the programme, including: 
approval of programmes for private domestic firms; 
projects to be handled by the Government; projects for 
participation by foreign private companies; and the 
creation of a permanent organization to monitor execu- 
tion of the plan and to update it periodically; 

(h) The over-all feasibility of the plan and its meaning 
to the country in both financial and social growth ; 

(i ) The legislative action required by the Government, 
with suggested forms for the various laws and acts 
needed ^ 

its 
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XÍX. GENERAL PROBLEMS OF FERTILIZER  PROJECTS 
IN  DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES 

A.   GfM.RAL   INFORMA HON 

Chemical fertilizer projects and similar industrial 
undertakings proceed in accordance with a well-defined 
sequence of phases and activities along the following 
lines 

Ptmtt 

1 
2 
3 
4 
S 

Act\viUr\ 

Conception and organization 
Promotion and financing 
Contract awarding and plant construction 
Administrative planning and personnel training 
Plant operation and future growth 

To ensure that a project will evolve into a successful 
enterprise and yield the maximum return for a given 
outlay, it is essential that each step be carefully planned 
and competently executed. Failure to meet the scheduled 
start-up time and/or plant performance, in terms of 
design capacity and product specifications, inevitably 
leads to loss of earnings on invested capital and possible 
legal actions between producer and contractor, and also 
between customer and producer in some cases. In develop- 
ing countries, the consequences of a delay in a fertilizer 
project may be even more serious, since crop failure and 
even hunger can result. Accordingly, this chapter reviews 
some typical problems associated with fertilizer projects 
in developing areas and suggests how these difficulties 
may be anticipated and overcome. 

It should not be imagined, however, that problems are 
encountered with projects only in developing countries. 
Even in Europe, Japan and the United States of America, 
where ample resources and experience are available! 
there have been many instances of projects failing to 
start on schedule or not meeting production guarantees, 
with consequent heavy financial losses and costly lawsuits! 
Subsequent investigations have sometimes shown that 
only one of the activities defined above was inadequately 
planned or executed, or that possible complications were 
not anticipated. The need for realistic and thorough 
planning during every phase when undertaking projects 
tn developing countries, and for foreseeing possible 
difficulties, thus becomes even more pronounced. 

B. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT AND RELATED PROBLEMS 

I. Conception 

The idea of building a fertilizer plant in a particular 
area may originate in several ways, such as the need to 
grow more food locally, to save foreign exchange spent 
on imported materials or to generate foreign exchange by 
exporting fertilizers produced from indigenous skills and 
resources. 

For a fertilizer project to be properly justified „OA- 
ever, it must be basically sound in principle as w,-|; -,„ in 

practice. For example, the operation of a large nitrogen 
k-rtih/er plant based on domestically available solid 
fuel might save imports of liquid feed-stock but at the 
same time, it could involve a largo additional cap.nl 
outlay and extra production costs, which could result in 
extremely high fertilizer prices to the farmer These high 
prices in turn, might necessitate government subsidies 
or might lead to lower food production and a consequent 
reduction in national well-being Conversely the use of i 
suitable and readily available solid fuel m a specific 
location far from imported feed-stocks might be unite 
logical and beneficial to all concerned 

Similarly, the envisaged manufacture of fertilizers or 
lertihzer raw materials from indigenous sources for 
export purposes must be realistically considered in rela- 
tion to competition, cost, transportation, customer spe- 
cifications and many other factors. Although Govern- 
ment-owned plants can usually operate on longer return- 
on-investment periods than similar installations under 
other forms of ownership, an inability to show a reason- 
able rate of return is not in the public interest 

The conception of a fertilizer project must also fx* in 
conformity with technological developments, some of 
which are predictable For example, there are over-all 
trends to high-analysis primary and secondary fertilizers 
and regional preferences for various types of fertilizer 
and degrees of ammoniacal nitrogen or P,(), water 
solubility. Bulk shipments of refrigerated ammonia and 
liquid phosphoric acid, and bulk deliveries of liquid and 
solid blended goods to the farmer on an in-place hisis, 
are already established in the United States of America 
and will be adopted in other countries, with resulting 
radical changes in established customs Bearing in mind 
that a period of several years often elapses between the 
conception of a fertilizer project and its initial operation, 
an envisaged plant must be thought of in terms of future 
technology and interrelated world practices, as well as 
future demand, and not merely on the basis of familiar, 
but dated, technology and imminent local needs 

2. Organization 

(a) The feasibility study 

However inspired the concept! n of a fertilizer plant 
may be, it becomes imperative to justify it as regards 
local and other needs, material availability, technology 
and the envisaged financial return This necessitate» a 
detailed feasibility study, for which funds must be 
provided and experienced personnel found One way of 
undertaking such work is to employ reputable consultants 
in  this field; another is to establish from  within  the 
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organization a small team of marketing, technical and 
financial specialist*, who arc familiar with the company's 
policies and aims 

When fertilizer (and other) projects are contemplated 
by government authorities, either alone or in conjunction 
with private investors, valuable assistance can also be 
rendered b> consultants and industrial specialists in 
marketing, shipping, financing and other pertinent 
fields In turn, many Governments, in both the developed 
and the developing areas of the world, employ state and 
regional experts for the purpose of assisting potential 
investors with needed information. Indispensable guidance 
can also be obtained from such organizations as the 
United Nations, the Ford Foundation and other trusts, 
as well as from the major banks and universities 

It is evident that the feasibility study must be com- 
pletely objective and impartial, as well as accurate in its 
findings and recommendations (For these reasons, the 
individual responsible for the conception of a project 
may not always be the most suitable to undertake 
responsibility for the study ) Failure to recognize possible 
difficulties and limitations (I), or a tendency to minimize 
financial requirements or to overestimate potential sales 
and profits may lead to unfortunate consequences in the 
future Hence, the organization of a competent, objective 
study-team and clear definitions of the scope, depth 
purpose and time schedules for the work to be under- 
taken by each individual are prerequisites for success 

3   Promotion 

Following the conception of a project and proof of 
its feasibility, it must receive acceptance and approval, 
often by more than one authority For example in some 
countries, a fertilizer project developed and sponsored 
by one government body, such as the Ministry of Agri- 
culture, may have to be supported by those ministries 
responsible for development and finance before final 
approval is given Similarly, in a commercial organiza- 
tion, a project pioneered by the development group nw* 
have to pass a detailed investigation by the sales, legal 
and corporate finance divisions before authorization by 
the Hoard and possible approval by one or more govern- 
ment departments Should outside financing be required, 
the scrutiny given to the envisaged project would likely 
be even more rigorous 

To pass such a iene« of close riami nations, the fea« 
bdity study must be encouraging, yet, at the same time, 
accurate and even conservative Furthermore, it would 
have to be read by specialists in different fields Hence, 
suitable promotion and presentation of the project would 
be essential, perhaps supported by visual »ids and brief 
speeches by experts In particular, the following features 
should be emphasised and demonstrated 

(*) The basic need for the project and its produis, 

(r>) Direct and indirect benefit* to the community 

(c) Assurance of markets and sales, 

(/) Assurance of raw material supplies. 

(e) Suitability of the process, plu* performant« 
guarantees, 

(/) Capabilities of the proposed semor management 

(j?) Detailed projected earmnp and financial state me its 
over a suitable future period 

The feasibility study should, il al M povtihte. he sup 
ported by letters of intent from prospectif" astomer-, •»««} 
raw material supplier-., as well as hy guaranteed maximum 
prices from contractors licensors and others \n afir* 
Uve format and binding would also encourage * favour 
able response, but if too lavish the opposite effect might 
be induced, especially if some of the coment» were i»pen 
to question 

It has often been found that projects in <l*v< eloping 
areas tend to take much longer m preparar»»« *n.j 
approval than those of similar magnitude in I uf ope »r 
the United States of America An e «tendril prt financing 
or pre construction period not only deprives k »nnumers 
and others of the resultant benefits, but may also increase 
investment needs, owing to the continual rise m engineer 
ing. equipment anil labour costs A well presented 
feasibility study, backed by detailed informat H MI sumtient 
to answer anticipated questions and request« for further 
data, would most probably save valuable time and money 
and thus expedite the entire project to a consider a Me 
degree 

However, should a feasibility study reveal * project to 
have limited justification, the outlay involved couW still 
m most cases, be regarded as a sound expenditure ffud* 
costs for an envisaged project m the S IO milito« range 
might he of the order nfÌI00,(W)<or tessi, «huid eosaéd be 
regarded as only a I per cent insurance coat against 
possible future failure and, therefore  a wise investment 

4   f'mmm-mg 

The unique nature of moat Mdw<rtrial projects o/le« 
means that considerable «tudy M needed to And the best 
way of providing the required ti «ed and working , »pOa! 
m order that the cost of these fund», as for any «ither 
commodity, may b kepi to a mtntmum and the greatest 
return o« trie i4»tal «vestment may he obtained Provided 
that à protect were supported by a reafi-swic and well- 
presented feasdwittv study which also indicated a favour 
abat profit margin after taxes, no ditlkfedty should be 
experienced m securing the interest of p. rtential m vectors 
who might »idi to sutsscrihe a large part, or ai) of* the 
needed in vest mem However, financing probatm* aught 
«i arme, «wing u» currency reatncttoiM and dosai»» 
concerning the security of capital and earnings (2) 

(a) foreign entkmtg* atJIrialVirf 

Modern primary fertilizer plani« for manufacturing 
ammonta, phosphoric acid and thetr «krtvatrm necessi- 
tate expenditures of" the order of Humons of «iolnrt, and, 
moreover, reqmt« many wem« that are unlikely to be 
avadante m developing countries, e g . stainless ctet! 
vessels, catalyst* and complet matrumentt, HI »Sdttion 
to engineering *mi procesa technology The purchase of 
these faemtars from other countries wosttd be likely to 
make heavy atîmaind* on hmüed foreign exchanp reserves, 
which, in turn. ..outd lead to delays, iacrea*d capital 
costs and reduced, earnings, or even abandonment of the 
entire project 

A practical way of *.¡ttwmmaum§ foreign-exchange Inn» 
taticns, as well as of rusiitg the Urge funds often required, 
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might ht io borrow «M^ry if.** .** •« m.*- ,| ,v t„*rr 
naft<*t*l lending ipnt'm w Ni«l» *pM.t*iut*« ,„ ,1^» 
wr***m TH* RU^ w^.*ufMms .4 ih<* t«pr ,m |«v «*w 
Internai H «i«| Hafte t,,, »rí<w«rmll(,fl #(M |^lfliirwi(l 

• lili» «,th ,,„ 4ffii,-feXi t^p Inttpr^,«^^! t ,B<§Wt# 

l orp.*»»»«>« (|H . «ml the lAtrriMt»*«^ Iirv*»ltfwirM 

A«m'Mtm« (IDA» *mf the Inter *mer*at» UewtopmeiM 
•ana m>ft> The ! iMtoj %uir, Airfhv ,,„ |BWf 

MtkiMl í*e*etof*me«*f í AlDs th* í «pnrt Imr*>rt R*fti <)f 

***hMtg».Mi (I umhaut, JM »tfmtar »j-rr», »r«. <n ,*h*r 
countries J»**M «**, Nr t->*<*ter*d 

< M /n#rrWfcMt^ aw ,,„ *>f ,mwtm ,itm ^ ^^^^ 

Ttiw orfamaatMt«, ah« kmmm m the World lana M 

mrrenttv «wwl N 102 member emmenés and ,*,,», 
b^** h> <*»Wfn**nK advérame«! «fem ir, „n.l prívate 
enterpmr-t NMMh tí* the pwptm at eetahHsnmg h^t 
wnétrtaaiwgii Aim*, »til*», trrtKM ettd (arg* industrial 
iw »gm«*******! proaan« LWH »re »«4« at th* Cm« 
co« of fcnrmwed capital ptwilptri«« annual <*»,,» 
end «it»» rw»« rates ha*« barn between 1 per cent and 
* 25 ptt ceni ih* direct participa«*)« ai priviti mmte*, 
» encouraged »r*i üontmity, onte ^ foeeign^aciiange 
- *m% rf a prof*«* art tnanced 

u ) lm*rmut,mml f'mmtt ( twpwmmm 

_J^* \r»rmÊ*tmâ F mane* Corporation a owned by 
naemhet CMvernmentt, and its a«tM are lo annuiate the 
partKtfiitma of private enterprise ta tnr developing «reas 
i hi If I «hare m the proper » restricted to 50 per cent 
aí the total and it prefers to male investments of the 
order of S «».000 to $4 mi«!«« Interest rtm varv lB 

accordant* with the respective risai and returns, and 
other factor« Iqmty poutioM, as well JS loans, are 
*4«pted M aMoctetton with nationals of the country m 
»h*h the project M located, WKR foreign private investors 
or through • coasètnatioa of the two However, th» does 
•et apery lo government undertakngs A prerequisite of 
•vettawat » that th* project must make a useful contri- 
to""0011 to ***« econoniy of the member country in which 
th* protect wtH be established 

id» imtrmmtmmi D^thftmtmt ÀMocmHtm 

IDA »as created by the World Bank to assist develop- 
ing countries n .obtaining outside capitai at much lower 
MMtrest rates than art normally required Typical credits 
•re for fifty year terms at no interest, although a service 
charge of 0 75 per cent p*r mm*» is nade to cover 
of«ratMig coats la «rtaia cases, these funds may also 
be used foe rtiendmg purpom, on terms that are 
customary in th* country involved 

(*) Imter America* Dtveiopmnt Btmk 

T>-% organuatto« includes every country in Latin 
America (except Cuba) and the United Sutes of America 
It offers asenta** through its normal capital resources 
a fund for special operations and a social progress trust 
fand, which finance* developmer'* projects that are bene- 
iciaJ to the people's welfare Ordinary loans to private 
enterprises and public unities are repayable io the curren- 
cies knt. at 6 per ceni per annum, for periods ranging 
from eight to twenty years, including grace periods The 

»prual -prfifK^ H#rHi hMs .n<rrrM râirs J .,h,»uí 4 p^,, 
,*r.t f~ «»«• .-vrr Un ,.. fwriif» vt-arx .n. Iwl.ni frM r 
per**!,    #fM   ^flmu   ,v   w^kiwHk   ,,f.^uremrnt 

fMuirwM an.| ervm the „»»,,1 pr..<rfs, ,ru,( fufH, 
malM Umn* m d.iftarv ««*fly rrpav *Ne in l.nal curren».-* 
*i annual rat** <4  I 2^ fo 2 ?< prr ,Pnt   Nus , vrvKr 

th,if^ ..f «i n p„ <rnt lWr „(.„.„i, fr.,m fiftrrn t., 
thwiv  v«*ar\ 

(fi <er#« » /.»r Intermititmul fh-trlopmenf 

AID was createti m l*»| and supersede»! the former 
nternatMinal fo,aeration AdministratHHi (ICA) ami the 

lievrlo^ment I.,*« f urHl , t)i j , |t „ cmpowercd lo ^ 
hmg-range growth in friendlv developing countries hv 
gr»«»«t loens with maturities fr.»m fifteen to forty years' 
, ^5 pcr,*K,, ** thn* «» tfn yean, ai rates varying' 
rroM 1 -s per cent to «ro, although the latter carries a 
credit fee of 0 75 per cent In some cases, borrowers are 
permitted to repay their dollar obligations in local 
currencies with« a relatively short period to their 
respective Governments, who reimburse AID over longer 
periods, which may amount to fifty years To assist the 
batanee of payments of the United States of America 
AID endeavours, when possible, to support the purchase 
of United States goods and services with its loans (3) 

,ZiymiKy tí%° tnMi lotm ,n k^1 currencies from 
funds resulting from the sale of surplus agricultural 
products of the United Sutes, under United Sutes 
Law 480, more popularly known as the Cooky Funds (4). 

,aÜndfí^?*Ct,O0 2°l of the Forc,«n Assistance Act of 
Ifnl, AID is authorized to make dollar loans to private 
and public enterprises in both the United Sutes of Ame- 
rica and other countries Of course, such loans are made 
only where there are reasonable prospects of payment 
In addition, the availability of financing from other 
public sources is taken into account before AID funds 
•re made available In turn, public financing agencies 
usually require that funds first be sought from private 
financial institutions and private investors before con- 
Mdenng loan applications. The current principal terms 
and conditions of AID loans are as follows: 

(a) The project must give reasonable promise of con- 
tributing to the development of economic resources 
and/or increasing the productive capacities of the country 
concerned; 

(b) It must be consistent with the other development 
activities being undertaken or planned for that country; 

(c) The project must be economically sound and tech- 
nically feasible, with reasonable prospects that it will pay 
out satisfactorily; 

(</) The project must not compete [within the meaning 
of Section 620(d) of the Foreign Assistance Act, 
22nd United States Congress, Section 2370(d)] with 
enterprises in the United States of America; 

(*) The proceeds of the loan must be used to finance 
the dollar costs of the project except where, for good 
cause, AID agrees otherwise; 

(f) Procurement will be limited to goods and services 
originating in the United States, with few exceptions 
permitted ; 
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(g) Liuti-, arc generally made directly by AID to the 
private borrower at an interest rate of 5.5 per cent While 
principal and interest are owed in dollars, arrangements 
may be made ("or the repayment of principal and interest 
in local currency (dollar denominated) to the Government 
of the country concerned, which, in turn, arranges to pay 
AID in dollars; 

(h) Borrowers must agree to follow normal commer- 
cially acceptable business practices to assure that the 
prices paid for goods financed under AID loans are 
reasonable and that contracts are awarded on an appro- 
priate competitive basis (3). 

AID also has a guarantee programme designed to 
protect new investments of the United States of America 
against political risks and, in some cases, part of the 
business risks, in accordance with treaties made between 
the United States and other Governments. The specific 
(political) risk-guarantee programme insures against 
currency inconvertability, confiscation and losses due to 
war, revolution or insurrection. Extended risk guarantees 
may cover up to 75 per cent of both business and poli- 
tical risks or up to 100 per cent of losses on pilot or 
demonstration private-housing projects. Fees for specific 
risks are currently 0.5 per cent of the amount of each of 
the three coverages in force during any given contract 
year plus an annual fee of 0.25 per cent of the amount 
of each stand-by coverage. For extended risk guarantees, 
an annual fee of up to 2 per cent of the insured portion 
of an investment is charged. 

Encouragement of potential investors is also provided 
by AID in the form of a 50 per cent reimbursement of 
feasibility study costs if a project does not materialize. 
In addition, AID has compiled a catalogue of investment 
opportunities, which contains abstracts of hundreds of 
feasibility studies undertaken during recent years on 
investment opportunities in the developing countries. 
Detailed information on the loan services and other 
AID facilities available can be obtained from the Office 
of Development Finance and Private Enterprise, AID, 
Department of State, Washington D.C., United States 
of America. 

(g) Export-Import Bank of Washington 

This bank was established in 1934 and is the oldest 
financing agency of the Government of the United States 
of America. More than $13,000 million has been 
authorized for the overseas sale of products from the 
United States, particularly for industrial equipment and 
agricultural machinery and commodities. Loans are not 
available if private capital at reasonable rates can be 
obtained, but the participation of commercial banks or 
other private institutions is encouraged. Up to 100 per 
cent of the dollar cost of a loan to a private or public 
purchaser overseas may be financed at a current rate of 
5.5 per cent annually, for periods ranging from five to 
twenty years. 

Export credit insurance can be obtained from the 
Foreign ^ Credit Insurance Association (FCLA) in coa- 
junction* with Eximbank, on medium-term and short- 
term conditions, and against various types ,of risk. 
Premium rates vary according to the respective country 
and terms of credit. FCLA is an unincorporated associa- 

tion of large marine, casualty and property insurers in 
the I nited Sutes, in partnership with Eximbank. 

(h) Other foreign exchange needs 

In addition to United States dollars, developing areas 
require other currencies to purchase equipment, goods 
and services from sources other than the United States 
of America, at reasonable interest rates and on extended 
credit terms. To permit banks and financing institutions 
in developed countries to lend money to manufacturers 
and others for equipment and services needed for overseas 
projects, the Governments of such countries as the Federal 
Republic of Germany, France, Japan and the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland have 
also developed schemes for export credit and guarantee 
insurance. Interest and insurance rates are similar to 
those for loan agencies in the United States Of America, 
and terms are normally for five years, although eight-year 
periods (or even longer) are becoming more common. 
Naturally, such arrangements are based on international 
treaties or other agreements, as well as on the anticipated 
ability of the country in which the customer is located 
to arrange payment in acceptable funds, or even by 
bartering appropriate commodities. Information on spe- 
cific foreign exchange assistance and credit and insurance 
facilities may be obtained from the departments of 
commerce of most countries, as well as from affiliated 
members of IBRD and the major international loan 
agencies. 

(i) Regional and locai financing sources 

Several of the developing regions have established their 
own development banks along the lines of the major 
international lending agencies, typical examples being 
the African Development Bank and the Central American 
Bank for Economic Integration. Special consideration is 
usually given to agricultural, transportation and utility 
projects. Other likely local sources of domestic (and 
occasionally foreign) funds include state, regional and 
area development boards, investment banks and trusts, 
in addition to public and private investors (5, 6). It may 
also be possible for these regions to limit immediate 
capital needs by adopting some form of lease-back or a 
similar type of arrangement. 

(j) Summary of financing 

It may be seen that there are several possible ways of 
overcoming foreign-exchange and capital-investment 
problems regarding projects in developing countries. 
This applies equally to the foreign investor who wishes 
to protect his investment and its earnings and to a 
Government or private enterprise which is desirous of 
maintaining i strong equity position and which needs 
long-term credit for overseas purchases. The essential 
requirement in all cases is a factual and properly pre- 
sented feasibility study, supported, if possible, by the 
affirmative conclusions of independent authorities and 
letters of intent from prospective customers, suppliers 
and others who will play a vital part in the project. When 
foreign participation, in terms of equity and of technology 
management and marketing, is also required, a good, 
stable investment code (7) is of equal importance in 
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helping to overcome foreign exchange and capitalization 
limitations. 

5. Awarding of contracts 

A critical phase of every project is the soliciting 
awarding and undertaking of the plant construction  If 
insufficient attention were to be given to these functions 
the project might be permanently handicapped by an 

performance of the plant. In this wav. a double-check ,.» 
process and design engineering becomes po«.Mble m » 
obligations between all three parties can be Jeulv 
denned. 

(c) Selection of contractor 

Although a contractor for a project m a declorine 
country   must  have  adequate  financial   resource,   „KI a^jÄTiÄ-v«': ä* "'- ss sssri^ra alternatively, over-elaborate facilities), or, perhaps a 

process which was inflexible and not competitive. On the 
other hand, the fear of making such errors could lead to 
an unnecessary number of restudies and bid specification 
changes until the entire situation became increasingly 
perplexing, and a final decision would be made only after 
much wasted time and apprehension. 

In view of the urgency and fundamental significance of 
fertilizer projects in developing countries, it is particularly 
important to achieve a proper balance between an 
over-hasty choice of the process and contractual ser- 
vices to be used and an unjustifiable amount of study 
work, negotiation and revisions in conjunction with 
numerous bidders. Undue apprehension in the pre- 
award period would be likely to result in serious delays 
to the programme and increased over-all costs. For 
projects in developing areas, there are several guiding 
principies which could help to reduce the time between 
preliminary bid invitations and the final awarding of the 
contract, as well as total project costs and the time 
needed to achieve anticipated production levels. 

(a) Choice of process 

Although, as mentioned previously, advantage should 
be taken of medern processes and improved technology 
v hen possible, the adoption of untried, new processes, 
equipment and methods should be avoided for projects 
in developing areas. Invariably, unforeseen troubles 
would arise, which, whether major or minor, would be 
likely to introduce a series of compounded delays. For 
example, a process which has demonstrated satisfactory 
performance on a pilot-plant scale may exhibit serious 
plugging or corrosion difficulties after a few weeks of 
full-scale operation, which could be disastrous in an area 
where replacement or repair facilities were non-existent. 
Similarly, minor changes in the design of compressors, 
or even seals, have resulted in costly delays to large' 
nitrogen fertilizer projects overseas, owing to unsuspected 
troubles of a small but significant nature. 

(b) Process performance responsibility 

In some cases, a process owned by, or licensed to, a 
particular contractor might be selected, in which case the 
liability of the contractor to the customer for satis- 
factory performance could be clearly established. In other 
instances, the customer (or investor) might wish to use a 
process which had been developed by a producer or other 
party and which was not yet available through a licensed 
contractor. To avoid the pkfalls of split responsibility 
should subsequent troubles arise, it is often preferable 
to purchase the process and the plant on a "turn-key" 
basis through a mutually acceptable contractor, who then 
accepts full responsibility for both the process and the 

be placed on previous successful experience of the process 
to be used and on the way it will work in the arc. m 
which the plant will be built. Such dual know led x . »n 
be expected to increase substantia!^ the probability •»! 
building a satisfactory plant within the anticipated 
construction schedule 

Various procedures for reducing the total plant cov 
and the erection period are available, according to spe- 
cific circumstances In many instances, competitive 
bidding is used, whereby several contractors submit firm 
pnces for a plant to be built in conformm w.th i series 
of specified requirements Although the more common 
tendency is to appoint a contractor on the basis ,.| tlv 
lowest price for the plant, some sophisticated producers 
make their selections in accordance with the lowest cost 
of production, which also takes into account such ladors 
as process efficiency, maintenance charges, and utility 
and labour needs. The ability to reduce construction time 
and to achieve full production more quickly are other 
factors to be considered when making the final selection 
of a contractor; hence, past experience and reputation 
must also be taken into account 

Construction time can often be shortened by means ol 
contracts containing bonus-and-penallv clauses, wherehv 
the constructor receives substantial benefits for every day 
that full production is reached ahead of schedule; con- 
versely, a deduction from the contract sum is made for 
every day »he project is delayed 

As is well known, labour productivity is affected bv 
tbe type of contract under which a project is built (X) 
"Lump-sum" and "bonus-penalty" contracts offer incen- 
tives to shorten the construction  pentHJ,  where.«s the 
cost-plus or ¿ee type of arrangements tends to lengthen 
the time of erection and also to increase total costs   \ 
compromise is to use a "fixed-fee plus guaranteed m.m 
mum cost" type of contract, which may offer some pro 
tection to both contractor and customer, when unknown 
factors are anticipated.  Yet another arrangement that 
can   be  made  between  experienced   constructors  and 
knowledgeable   producers   is  a   "negotiated   contract* 
which eliminates the time otherwise spent m soliciting 
and examining competitive bids In the long run. this type 
of arrangement would tend to save much wasted hme tnd 
effort, to the benefit of all. if adopted on d *(der scale. 
and might lead to some significant reductions in plant 
prices 

(d) Contract specificai torn and term* 

Contracts between constructors and producers should 
be prepared with great care first, on the part of the 
customer, the duties of the required plant should he 
clearly defined, as well as the ra* materials and utilities 
to be made available   Unless the producer is eitrcmely 
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knowledgeable about the process and technology > be 
used, he should not attempt to specify precisely how the 
plant should be built; otherwise, the process licensor 
and'or contractor might not be prepared to guarantee 
either the plant performance or its construction time 
and cost 

On the part of the contractor, plant performances, pro- 
duct specifications, utility requirements and other asso- 
ciated factors should also be clearly stated, together with 
the appropriate guarantees. Contractual responsibilities, 
third-party liabililies, bonuses, penalties, time factors and 
means of legal redress are other items which must be 
defined and mutually accepted, in addition to the terms 
and methods of payment. Project contracts should be 
prepared by experienced legal and technical personnel, 
in the interests of ensuring adherence to guaranteed plant 
performances and anticipated time and cost schedules. 
Standard forms of typical construction contracts can 
usually be obtained from the major engineering societies 
and associations in Europe, the United States of America 
and elsewhere, if guidance should be required. 

It is particularly necessary for overseas projects to 
avoid in the contract all ambiguities caused by differences 
in custom or language and to detail exactly what is 
required and what will be furnished. Furthermore, it 
must be ensured that each party fully understands the 
details of the contract before signature and that implica- 
tions do not become subsequent causes of dissent. 

(e) Reducing pre-contract review time 

A major cause of delay between project conception and 
contract award in any situation can be the time spent by 
the prospective customer in studying the technology 
involved and in reviewing the proposals received from 
several potential contractors In turn, this may interfere 
with both the financing programme and such schedules as 
raw material supplies and equipment procurement, lead- 
ing to a series of corresponding delays Therefore, every 
effort should be made by the customer to reduce to 
reasonable levels the time and work spent on project 
study and contract review, since these efforts tend to 
become excessive, especially in large organizations com- 
prising numerous departments 

This may c>¡ \ially apply to projects in developing 
areas, under both govern ment and private auspices, 
where experienced professional personnel are likely to 
be in short supply and government departments are under 
great pressure from numerous ordinances and many 
projects claiming high priority In such cases, specialists 
from the United Nations, the various foundations and 
international consulting organizations could provide 
invaluable guidance in simultaneously expediting urgent 
projects and training local personnel 

Much can be done also by reducing local administra- 
tive protocol to an absolute minimum and avoiding, when 
possible, the repeated circulation of important projects 
through numerous ministries, departments and com- 
mittees on a chronological basis Such ba c projects as 
agricultural programmes and fertilizer plants usually 
ment a high priority status, but, at the sAtne time they 
need the support of the ablest executives and ministers, 
backed by a smali team of energetic specialists, to ensure 

that time shall not  be needlessly wasted in the pre- 
contract period. 

6. Plant construction 

In the case of a "turn-key" contract, all responsibility 
for adherence to the guaranteed plant performance, in 
terms of time, quantities and product specifications, 
would rest with the contractor. However, it would be 
advisable for the customer to appoint t>ne or more 
members of his staff to follow the progress of the project, 
in close conjunction with the contractor's personnel. In 
this way, the tendency for a busy contractor to fall 
behind schedule because of pressure of other work 
would be lessened, and simultaneously, the customer 
might be able to assist the contractor in expediting 
deliveries and overcoming obstacles 

Occasionally, plants are built by several contractors 
and subconiractors under the co-ordination of the 
customer's engineering department. In such cases, 
extremely close control must be kept on each construc- 
tion schedule; otherwise, the total time and costs of the 
project may increase alarmingly, since over-all responsi- 
bility rests with the customer. 

One of the best ways of achieving minimum time and 
cost construction schedules and maintaining close control 
of each activity, as w?'l as over the total project, is to use 
the "critical path method" of programming. This tech- 
nique has been described by several authorities (9, 10, 
II, 12) and is now extensively used by contractors, con- 
sultants and engineering departments. In addition, there 
are available standard computer programmes through 
which complex schedules may be optimized with speed 
and confidence. In such cases it is essential that extremely 
close adheren e to the entire project be maintained and 
drastic steps may have to be taken by the customer (or 
the responsible contractor) to restore a lagging portion 
of the schedule; otherwise, the entire project pogramme 
may be jeopardized. 

Construction time can also be shortened by assisting 
the contractor with such items as temporary utility 
supplies, transportation, housing, local labour and 
guidance in local government regulations, as well as 
customs clearance and similar sources of potential delay. 
A comprehensive critical path analysis will reveal many 
instances in which valuable time can be saved by colla- 
boration on administrative and off-site needs, in addition 
to the development of a major construction schedule. 

(a) Use of locai resources 

Although complex process equipment is not likely to 
be manufactured in a developing country, it is quite 
probable that adequate facilities would exist for under- 
taking site work, supplying construction materials and 
erecting buildings to designs approved by the prime 
contractor and the customer Although actual costs of 
materials and labour differ for various countries, it might 
be possible to achieve an appreciable cost reduction by 
employing local resources to the maximum when building 
fertiliser plants, in view of the large storage requirements 
usually installed 

Similarly, the us< of locally available pipe, hardware 
and other equipment of a non-critical nature should be 
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explored as another possible way of reducing the 
installed-plant costs Prior experience on the part of the 
contractor could be most helpful in assessing the suit- 
ability of local  resource* 

(b) Plant acceptance 

Following the construction of the plant and its asso- 
ciated units, successful operation, in accordance with the 
duties specified in the contract, must be demonstrated 
In developing countries, it is important that this trial 
run should not be limited to a brief test under exaggerated 
control conditions, whereby the plant is temp >ranly 
overstaffed with highly experienced contractor's techni- 
cian. Instead, a reasonable period of continuous opera- 
tion under typical circumstances and with the normal 
number of control and operating personnel should be 
selected, after the inevitable minor corrections and 
adjustments had been made, and the operators had 
become thoroughly familiar with their routine (and 
emergency) duties. 

If the plant were to be prematurely accepted by the 
customer, it is possible that after the departure of the 
contractor's specialists, output would decline rapidly for 
a considerable period and, in addition, damage or even 
accidents might arise. Moreover, it might be difficult to 
obtain prompt rectification of design or equipment 
troubles, or to obtain substitute parts quickly, after the 
contractor had left the site. 

Because of unsuspected difficulties, it might be a good 
insurance to retain one or two key contractors' personnel 
on a previously agreed basis for a few weeks after plant 
» .eeptance, to make sure that full output would be 
maintained and the good relations between contractor 
and customer were not impaired by minor problems. 

7. Administrative planning 

While the plant was under design and construction, the 
administrative and personnel structures of the organiza- 
tion would have to be established. If the company were 
a new one, then a board of directors would have to be 
formed, experienced officers and managers appointed, 
and supervisors and operators engaged and trained. 
Insufficient attention to these vital functions would 
impair the entire project for a long time. 

If the company were newly formed, it might be necessary 
to complete many corporate tasks - for example, further 
capitalization and negotiations with tax authorities and 
other government departments to obtain import and 
income-tax concessions and, to make arrangements 
with suppliers, contractors and future customers. Raw 
materials must be purchased and paid for, and shipments 
arranged. Often, a sales pattern is established by pur- 
chasing the finished materials from others and repacking 
them in proprietary ba^s until the plant is on stream. 
Such departments as the personnel office, machine shop, 
laboratory and stores must be set up and operated, all of 
which would entail much pre-planning and administra- 
tion, often in temporary buildings and handicapped by a 
shortage of facilities and trained people. 

Therefore, in establishing administrative operations, a 
sequence based on the growth and needs of the project 

should he followed   m   i.,,ifj.n   •   . .>       ,.  .. .,     ,      . 
oped by Gant charts or ..ntkal n.th v, h„UJH.„    \, ov 

same time, allowances must oe mule t,,r limited luihttc" 
and inexperienced personnel, to ensure ('• tt plm' ,>;vr. 
tions could commence as scheduled 

X    Personnel tramane 

Following incorporation of the companv u-sponsible 
for establishing the project and operatine the plant, 
experienced executives must be engaged to direct the 
sales, production, purchasing and other maior dosions 
In a developing country, it might be necessarv t.> recruit 
some members of the management te im from abroad 
until local personnel could be fully trained 

Similarly, experienced supervisors .nul operators might 
not be available locally, in which case suitable local 
personnel could perhaps be trained in a similar plant, 
by arrangement with the contractor or non-competitors' 
Training with the aid of models and process simulators 
is another way of heir ;ng to achieve rapid proficiency and 
safety when bringing new plants on stream Another 
important feature regarding the establishment and train- 
ing of a labour force for a new plant is the necessity to 
reach full accord with government labour departments 
and/or local trade unions well before the scheduled plant 
start-up date, to avoid the possibility of labour disputes 
delaying commencement of operations and, most pro- 
bably, setting unfortunate precedents for excessive ,vage 
and employment demands. 

C.   Pi ANT OPI RATION AND HUUKf   GROWTH 

1.  Plant opération 

After the project of organizing, building and starting 
up the plant had been completed, several operational 
problems might develop, which if not anticipated and 
corrected, could lead to high production costs and 
reduced output, as well as to a disappointing return on 
the total investment. Major problems in this category 
include: 

(a) inadequate and/or costly maintenance; 
(b) Labour difficulties; 
(r) Low output levels; 
(d) Under-utilization of capacity, 
(e) High costs of product. 

Brief references to the probable causes of these problems 
and suggested methods of avoiding or overcoming them 
are accordingly given. It should be noted that some of the 
difficulties might have their origins in defective project 
development, as previously stressed. 

(a) inadequate and/or costly maintctunv e 

Costly maintenance is a handicap in itself, but inade- 
quate maintenance is much worse, as it reduces output 
and so causes unit overhead and losses to soar. A major 
reason is the lack of a planned inspection and repair 
programme and, instead, a resort to ad hoc plant first-aid 
whenever any item breaks down Sometimes, it is argued 
that because of the apparently random nature of main- 
tenance work, it cannot be planned, but this is not true; 
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á punned inspection and maintenance programme 
permits the reduction of unscheduled jobs to only a few 
per tent <Bi and vields substantial savings in both 
maintenance charges and production costs 

Procedures for establishing preventive maintenance 
have *een detailed by various authors and reveal that 
two main problems are involved (13, 14, 15, lf>) The first 
is the programming of all routine jobs inspection, 
greasing and chronological replacement or adjustment 
The second and more difficult task is the scheduling of 
non-routine work repatrs, new installations and modi- 
fications The key to successful scheduling and avoidance 
of lost maintenance and production time is "work 
simplification and measurement" (17), which makes it 
possible to find the best means of undertaking a task and 
also to determine the optimum time (18). As a result, 
forward work planning can be undertaken with confi- 
dence, and accurate cost controls can also be instituted, 
together with incentive payment for maintenance workers, 
if desired. 

Another way of undertaking maintenance work is by 
contract with an outside firm of specialists. This method 
is increasingly used in several parts of the world for petro- 
leum and heavy chemical plants and can be especially 
useful when major repair and maintenance programmes 
are undertaken at predetermined intervals (19, 20). 
Contract maintenance may be suitable for some large 
nitrogen fertilizer plants in areas where periodic demands 
for additional skilled craftsmen cannot be met from local 
sources. 

(b) Labour difficulties 

Unless the training of supervisors and key operators 
was adequately undertaken prior to start-up, the plant 
might very well be handicapped as regards product qua- 
lity, output tonnages and production costs. As pre- 
viously mentioned, the use of models, process simulators 
and in-plant training and refresher courses would help to 
rectify shortcoming in operator skills. To encourage 
operator productivity and output, as well as plant clean- 
liness and safety, various incentive payment plans could 
be developed, which, if properly designed, could result 
in substantial benefits to both operators and management. 

It would be equally important to foster good labour 
relations as regards working conditions and rates of 
payment, whether or not the plant labour were organized 
into a trade union, since a fair labour policy is often 
reflected in high output standards and local giod-will, 
which in turn helps to minimize labour problems Hence, 
an alert, experienced personnel manager is advoc ited for 
all but the smallest plants, to ensure that operator skills 
and well-being shall be maintained at the highest levels. 

(c) Low output levels 

From time to time, fertilizer and other plants fail to 
achieve anticipated production targets — a malady by 
no means confined to developing areas — even though 
the process units themselves have been shown to be 
capable of reaching the capacities for which they were 
designed. This is particularly serious in the case of fer- 
tilizer manufacture, because of the essential need for the 
product and also in view of the large financial losses 

incurred shoild the ouput of a high capita! cost installa- 
tion like a primary-fertilizer plant fail below the break- 
even point 

Low output may be owing to one or more reasons, 
major cacscs sometimes being inadequate maintenance 
and insufficiently trained operators, as previously 
reviewed Ineffective supervision and poor process control 
are other contributors to low output For cKample, failure 
to ensure that filter cloths and screens are regularly 
cleaned, that condensers and pipes are descaled or that 
instruments are checked for accuracy and plant logs are 
properly kept, will soon be reflected m lost production. 

Administrative short-comings can also result in failure 
to achieve planned output levels Temporary shortages 
of maintenance spares, catalysts md other materials, 
bags, transportation, storage space and labour may arise 
through oversight. Over a period, such interruptions can 
cause significant losses in production that may be difficult 
to make good. 

External factors can also create production difficulties 
which may reduce output unless anticipated and thor- 
oughly understood. Variations in ammonia plant feed- 
stocks, phosphate rock composition when making phos- 
phate fertilizers or caking troubles with primary mate- 
rials when producing mixed goods are typical examples, 
as well as non-adherence to shipping schedules on the 
part of suppliers and customers. Such variations in 
external factors and their adverse influence on production 
point to the necessity for very close collaboration between 
suppliers and producers, as well as producers and 
customers. 

The use of linear programming to supplement tradi- 
tional methods of medium- and long-range planning has 
been advocated as a means of reducing production 
losses (21). For plants having a multiproduct mix, 
attempts to meet numerous small orders having widely 
different specifications will result in lost production 
owing to frequent clean-outs and change-overs. This 
situation may have to be corrected by rationalizing the 
product range and simplifying the production schedule. 
The provision of additional product storage facilities 
may also help to achieve a higher annual production level 
by permitting the accumulation of finished goods which 
can later be shipped during peak-demand periods at. rates 
above average production capacities. However, this will 
necessitate additional fixed and working capital, which 
may offset the benefits from the increased sales, if consi- 
derables extra storage is needed. 

(d) Under-utilization of capacity 

Provided a plant has been designed and built in 
accordance with a realistic market study, excess capacity 
should not arise in relation to foreseen demand. However, 
circumstances may change and lead to an under-utiliza- 
tion of production facilities, resulting in diminished 
profits, or even losses. Therefore, during market investi- 
gations, should any doubts arise regarding changing 
future circumstances or an inability to achieve the 
anticipated sales targets, precautions should be taken 
to avoid installing an oversized and inflexible plant. 

Consultations with potential contractors might reveal 
that production  units capable  of easy expansion at 
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reasonable v.»-,!«. and in accordance with actual future 
needv could he installed in preference t.> an initially 
oversized unit Although if is reah/ed that the tot d 
capital cost of m expanded plant is likely to he higher 
than one initially built to the largest capacity ultimately 
anticipated, the incremental production cost of the 
additional output is relatively lo* and therefore, caution 
in building a plan) capable of easy expansion could be 
entirely justified 1 urthermore, any losses induced by 
operating at reduced levels during the earlier years could 
entirely cancel the anticipated capital savings resulting 
from building a larger unit 

Another possible reason for under-utihzation of 
capacity could be the inherent over lesign of the plant on 
the part of a conservative contractor, perhaps coupled 
with first-class management and high operating skill 
Occasionally, a fortuitous combination of these cir- 
cumstances can lead to an additional capacity of 2S pc; 
cent or even 50 per cent over the design rating. The 
incremental cost of such extra production should be 
sufficiently low to permit the sale of the entire additional 
output without difficulty in either domestic or export 
markets, once the management and sales departments 
had rea 11/.ed the advantageous circumstances and had 
taken steps in advance to market the surplus material 

Other factors contributing to tinder-utilization of plant 
capacity include insufficient storage (particularly for 
product), uncertainties in shipping and transportation, 
and exceptionally large differences between seasonal and 
off-season requirements, which could lead to long periods 
of reduced output or even occasional shut-downs. 
Possible remedies might be the offering of attractive 
price discounts during off-seasnn period the provision 
of extra storage and the generation of new markets 
Perhaps the production of different materials or grades 
might also assist to increase plant utilization between 
the customary periods of peak demand. 

(e) High costs of product 

High product costs reduce profits and may also reduce 
sales, which, in the case of fertilizers in developing areas, 
would lead to diminished food supplies. These serious 
consequences would make it imperative that every source 
of excess should be discovered and that losses should 
be reduced to a minimum, which, at the same time, 
would help in obtaining the maximum benefits from the 
foreign exchange and other capital invested in the plant. 

High product costs can result from increased delivered 
prices of raw materials, from material waste, from excess 
production costs and from high sales and distribution 
charges. A review of all material requirements and alter- 
native sources of supply and delivery might indicate that 
lower cost materials and better shipping and payment 
terms could be obtained from ether sources. An analysis 
of inplant material losses and conversion efficiency ratios 
might show that wastage and production losses were 
excessive and indicate likely sources of savings. The 
establishment of standard cost control for production 
and maintenance, and the daily analysis of excess costs 
would most probably reveal several sources of potential 
savings and indicate where prompt remedial action was 
essential. Similarly, an investigation of sales and distribu- 

tion costs, and the in-tituuon .>f I.M-I >ntr.>l pr.<* e.lu-. s 
would permit the measurement m,i entailment «>! ¡i-,..,«* 
expenses m this c tteeorv also, if thev were fourni t » be 
unwarranted 

2    tut arc ¡¡reniti 

Attention to future growth must be given to ltn under 
taking, even when only in the earlv proie, t pi innme 
stages In some cases, the future pattern nn-hi be Jeir, 
and .and, capital equipment and other facilities could be 
acquired or budgeted with confidence In other instances, 
a growth pattern might not be immediately definable 
However, in every successful enterprise, an expansion 
pattern of duplication or diversification inevitably 
emerges, for which land and capital will be needed There- 
fore, since the cost of purchased or leased land is. in mo >i 
cases, small in relation to other costs per unit of product, 
purchasing, leasing or taking options on An area at least 
equal to the space initially acquired is usually a wise 
safeguard for future needs. 

The provision of capital out of earnings lor part or all 
of future growth is a common procedure in many success- 
ful companies, as is the provision of funds f.x i in.ill 
research and development group, perhaps to the extent 
of 2 or 3 percent of sales revenue In the fertilizer industry 
(particularly with regard to the developing areas), research 
need not imply the expenditure of huge sums on funda 
mental work, but, preferably, the study of new products 
and improvements made in other parts of the world, 
with reference to possible adoption or modification for 
local use by licensing or other arrangement. Failure to 
recognize the rapid advances in fertilizer technology could 
lead to early obsolescence and uncompetitive prices 

Future growth also requires that suitable young nan 
and women be brought into the company and trained 
(perhaps locally and oversea?) so that 'hey can eventually 
help the organization to expand and prosper. In develop- 
ing countries, this means that assistance with educational 
programmes, scholarships and pethaps part-time employ 
ment would be likely to be a good investment on the part 
of fertilizer companies and other industrial organization, 

D. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

It is evident that the full success of fertilizer projects 
in developing countries depends on realistic market 
surveys in terms of more immediate needs, on the use of 
the lowest cost available raw materials and on the 
availability of foreign exchange en reasonable terms. To 
convince potential investors, government departments 
and other participants that the project is sound, an 
accurate and well-prepared feasibility study would nearly 
always be essential; at the same time, it could ensure 
against future failure, should the concept be revealed as 
unattractive. 

Internal factors contributing to efficient operation 
include the choice of a reliable process, planned main 
tenance, experienced management and properly trained 
labour, and an effective production and cost-control 
system to provide prompt feedback of excess cost data 
to management. Proper consideration must also be given 
to the establishment and continuance of sound labour 
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TUÊLt   104.   RiCOMMFNDATKJNS FOR   AVOIDING   OR OVÏRCOMINCi   TYMCAl    PROfctMS OF   FÍRTtLIZFR 

PROttCTS  IN   DtVFLOMNQ COUNTRIES 

Slat* "I pro)tci and problems Mtcommtmiulitmi 

Conception 

Uncertainly of sales  Dctiiled market study 
Over-optimism regarding results ) 
Under-emphasis of difficulties    \ Technical and financial feasibility study 

Organization 

Lack of specialist skills Assistance  of  Un.tcd   Nations and con- 
sultants 

Insufficient objectivity Use of consultants 
Inadequate pre-project fund» Partnership with investor* in the United 

States of America or other countries and 
assistance of Agency for International 
Development or similar agencies of other 
countries in financing study 

Promotion 

Lack of private interest Submit convincing feasibility study 
Lack of public interest Submit convincing feasibility study 
Failure to obtain government support Stress benefits to country and welfare of 

people, plus a convincing feasibility study 
Financing 

Shortage of local funds Show a good return on investment in a well- 
prepared feasibility study 

Shortage of other capital As noted above 
Unavailability of foreign exchange Apply to AID or similar agencies in other 

countries   and/or   international  lending 
agencies, guaranteeing a good return on 
investment   in   a  convincing  feasibility 
study 

Contract awarding 

Apprehension     Enlist assistance of United Nations and/or 
experienced consultant 

Procrastination Reduce interdepartmental handling. Ap- 
point able task force headed by dynamic 
leader 

Costly ambiguities Enlist expert legal and technical help Con- 
firm that all mutually accepted points are 
really understood.   Avoid   implied   re- 
sponsibilities 

Plant construction 

Excessive time and cost Minimize by use of the penalty type of 
contract 

Inadequate or lavish plant Avoid by expert advice and competitive 
bidding 

Prolonged start-up troubles Avoid by adoption of well-proved process 
and use of experienced contractor 

Administrative planning 

Shortage of experienced personnel Employ experienced key staff from else- 
where. Send trainees to similar plant for 
experience 

Inadequate subcontractor co-ordination Purchase plant on a "turn-key" basis 
Incomplete production and administrative  pro- 

cedures at start-up time    Use   consultants   and    United   Nations 
assistance. Employ experienced key staff 
from elsewhere 

Personnel training 

Lack of training facilities Train key people in similar plant elsewhere. 
Bring in models and simulators 

Shortage of skilled local people Set up training school 
Poor labour relations At outset of project, establish sound labour 

policies with local unions and seek advice 
of local industry 
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Plant operatimi 

lo* outputs 

Under-utiliíttion of capactt » 

Hi|h product conti 

tut un growth 

Insufficient spate 

Lack of capital 

Fitly obsolescence and lack of growth policy 

relations, as well as to future growth. Such inevitable 
changes in external factors as new raw material supplies, 
additional markets and improvements in technology must 
also be anticipated and used to advantage, whenever 
possible. 

Provided, therefore, that these basic requirements were 
met, there would be every reason for fertilizer projects 
in developing areas to be as successful as their counter- 
parts elsewhere, in supplying a basic need and simul- 
taneously providing a sound financial return to local and 
other investors. 
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XX.   A CASE STUDY OF A NITROGENOUS FERTILIZER PROJECT 

IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY 

A    PHOJfCT OlTTUNt 

In 195?, the country referred to in this case study had 
three major fertilizer fattorie« under production and 
several others in the planning '«tage The planning body 
of the 1 edcril Government had established nati >n,d and 
regional requirements of fertilizers in term* of NÍ, P,(\ 
and K,(> I he methods that could be adopted tor deter- 
mining the fertilizer requirements of a ountry are 
discussed in detail elsewhere In this country the method 
followed was to determine the agricultural production 
targets at the end of every five years and then to determine 
the quantities of fertilizer required, alonf with other 
inputs needed to meet the agricultural production target 
These estimates also gave consideration to the soil condi- 
tions, crops to be grown, area cultivated, rainfall, irnp- 
tion and optimum amounts of fertilizers to be applied, 
taking into account availability and economics of returns 

In the southern region of the country, in 1957, after 
five years of prospecting, a brown coal deposit of about 
2,000 million tons, which could be economically worked, 
was discovered The brown-coal seam was 50 feet thick 
and covered with an overburden of 300 feet. Mechanical 
removal of overburden and mining of coal was adopted. 
The brown coal had a low sulphur content, a medium 
ash content (7 per cent) •»nd 50 per cent moisture, with 
a BTU content of 9.000 when dried. It was estimated 
that mined coal could be delivered to the thermal electric 
plant, fertilizer plant and the briquetting and carbonizing 
plant at $3 per ton. 

Extensive studies were carried out to determine the 
extent of the coal deposit, to obtain representative samples 
of coal and to determine its characteristics. A trial pit 
was dug and 200 tons of coal were mined; 100 tons were 
sent abroad to coal-testing laboratories for analysis and 
pilot-plant work in burning, gasification and for bri- 
quetting and carbonizing trials. In the field, 200 trial 
holes were drilled and samples of coal taken at 5 foot 
intervals. These samples were composited to get repre- 
sentative samples at a vertical, as well as a horizontal, 
plane. The analyses were made to see whether there were 
any deviations from the analysis adopted as representative. 

B. PROJECT REPORT 

A foreign consulting firm, with wide experience in the 
mining of coal and the utilization of coal in various 
industries, was appointed to draw up a project report. 
This report was to cover the feasibility and costs of coal 
production, the methods of mining to be adopted and 
ways of controlling the aquifer water below the coal 
seams; and to indicate the capacities and investments 
needed to put up facilities for power production, fertilizer 

production and smokeless fuel production As this was 
a project under the central Government, this report was 
studied and authorization was given to put up facilities to 
mine 3 < million tons of coal per annum as a beginning, 
with plans for later expansion to 7 0 million tons It w«s 
also decided to put up a 250,000-kilowatt thermal power- 
station, a fertilizer project to produce 70,000 tons of 
nitrogen and a plant to produce 300,000 tons of smokeless 
fuel per annum The estimated cost of the whole project 
was $140 million initially, a figure which subsequently 
rose to $240 million 

A senior civil servant of the central Government was 
appointed officer in charge of the pro'ect A planning 
call for the fertilizer project was established with an 
experienced chemical engineer as chief of the call. The 
duties were the following : 

(a) To study the availability, quality and price of brown 
coal to be used for fertilizer production ; 

{b) To determine the end-products to be made; 
(e) To make a detailed project report; 
(d) To integrate the fertilizer plant with the other 

industrial units of the project with regard to location, 
supply of coal, supply of water and power. 

The first matter to be decided was what fertilizer should 
be made. Originally, the idea was to make ammonium 
sulphate containing 21 per cent nitrogen, using gypsum 
(CaSO4.2H20), which was to be found in small quanti- 
ties at a distance of about 200 miles. The matter was 
studied, and it was felt that although ammonium sulphate 
had been a very popular fertilizer in the region, the 
low amount of plant nutrient in the fertilizer, namely, 
21 per cent, would make it uneconomic for transport 
over long distances. The higher the percentage of plant 
food in a fertilizer, the lower the cost of transport and, 
hence, the price to be paid by the farmer. Furthermore, 
the deposits of gypsum were of an inferior quality and 
type. The experience of another fertilizer project using 
the gypsum process showed that the cost of winning 
gypsum by handpicking, washing and transport was high. 

Therefore, the question of converting all the 70,000 tons 
of nitrogen (94,000 tons of ammonia per annum) into 
urea containing 46 per cent nitrogen was investigated. 
The region around the project had obtained good results 
by the use of urea fertilizer on such crops as sugar-cane 
and rice. Preliminary calculations also showed that the 
cost of production of urea could be reasonable and would 
be less compared with ammonium sulphate, on a nitrogen 
percentage basis. Hence, a decision was made to make 
urea as the end-product and to study the processes and 
costs of production of urea and related matters in the 
project report 
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The project  report studied in  detail  the  following 
aspects: 

(a) Integration   of  fertilizer   production   with  other 
industrial units; 

(b) Drying of lignite (brown coal); 
(c) Gasification systems for production of ammonia 

synthesis gas; 

(</) Purification systems for gas, carbon-monoxide con- 
version and final purification ; 

(e) Synthesis of ammonia; 
(/) Synthesis of urea ; 
Or) Utilities: power, steam and water; 
(A) Estimated capital costs and production costs; 
0')  Schedule of execution of project; 
(J) Personnel requirements and organization, 
(k) Recommendations; 
(7) Conclusions. 

Io addition, detailed information on the following was 
collected and included in the report : 

(a) Comr risons of methods for drying lignite (brown 
coal); 

(b) Gasification of lignite by different processes; 
(c) Different processes for ammonia synthesis; 
(d) Different processes for urea manufacture; 
(e) Cost of plants and costs of production ; 
if) Cost of raw materials and utilities; 

(g) Investment costs for various process-combinations 
for gas, ammonia and urea; 

(A) Total costs of off-site facilities; 
(0 Cost of production (94,000 tons of ammonia per 

annum); 

(J) Cost of production (152,000 tons of urea per 
annum); 

(k) Personnel requirements — organization chart; 
(/) Characteristics of lignite; 
(m) Analysis and treatment of artesian water; 
(n) Meteorological data for the site. 

1. Scope of the report 

A summary of the recommendations made in the pro- 
ject report is given below to show the scope of studies 
made. 

(a) Drying of lignite 

The report stated that the recommended method of 
drying the lignite for gasification would be that suggested 
by the successful gas-plant tenderer. If this method 
happened to be similar to the drying procedure sub- 
sequently recommended for the briquctting plant, more 
units of the same type could be provided and the lignite 
drying could be centralized. If it were different, then it 
would be obvious that the drying had to be separate for 
the fertilizer and briquetting plants.1 

1 If flue-gas drying were adopted for the lignite to be gasified, 
two units each were recommended to produce 20 tons per bour of 
dried lignite of 8 per cent moisture. 

(b) Gasification 

It was noted that although three process, w.- 
Winkler, Koppers-Totzek and Lurgi were commercially 
well established, the largest number of existing plants m 
the world for lignite gasification had adopted »he Wmkl.-r 
process, which was the cheapest in cipit.il cost and the 
eldest in technique However, the other newer processes, 
e.g., Koppers-Totzek, Lurgi, Otto-Wessehng ami Ruhrsws 
Demag, should also be considered for purposes of com- 
petitive tender. The Lurgi gasification process, though it 
involved more steps in processing the e.is. had been 
shown to yield the cheapest ammonia, but some of the 
consumption figures, for example, of oxygen and power, 
and the capital costs of certain items of equipment for 
such processes CO-conversion and CO, removal, as 
estimated by them, appeared to be on the low side 
Furthermore, the behaviour ot imbriquetted dried lignite 
under pressure-gasification was not known and this 
uncertain factor was very important It was noted that 
Lurgi gasification involved output of such by-products 
as tar, oil and phenol, which required further processing. 

The report stated that Process I pasification ol hcnite 
was a very efficient process although the capital ost was 
high. The greatest advantage in its favour was its versa- 
tility in using lignite tar, fuel oil, coal etc. as feed-material 
with slight modification in the burner nozzles. A high 
degree of instrumentation and a number of safety devices 
were required for this process. 

Processes II and III were more recent developments 
and only large-sized pilot plants were operating. In these 
two processes, the ash was discharged in the molten state, 
resulting in high operating temperatures. It is a moot 
point whether these processes could be considered for 
adoption before commercial size plants were known to 
operate economically and efficiently elsewhere. But, as 
previously indicated in the report, for the purpose of 
competitive tender and in view of the f;.ct that before 
the fertilizer factory began operation, data from commer- 
cial size plants under construction in Europe might 
become available, it was suggested that quotation might 
be obtained from these two firms also. 

The report recommended that tenders should be 
invited for five gasifiers (one as spare) to supply the total 
quantity of 685,000 normal cubic metres of (CO 4 Ht) 
per day. However, if there were an appreciable saving in 
capital cost, the alternative of three gasifiers (one as 
spare), as had been suggested by some of the firms in 
their preliminary offers, might also be considered. 

(c) Air-fractionation plant 

It was noted that since air-fractionation plants were 
specialities of certain well-known firms - Air Liquide, 
Messer Linde, British Oxygen and Air-products, among 
others — it was felt desirable to obtain competitive quo- 
tations directly from these firms to suit requirements. 
The air-fractionation plants would supply the oxygen 
requirements of the gas plant and the nitrogen require- 
ments of the ammonia plant, as well as being used for 
such general purposes as purging protective gas-supply. 

The number of units recommended and for which 
quotation might be invited were: three units with one 
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as >pare, 
capacity 

>r two units each with 60 per cent of total 

(d) Ammonia plant 
The report stated that quotations should be obtained 

for the pnxluction of 285 tons of ammonia per day, all 
in liquid form, starting from raw synthesis gas in the 
gasholder The process would include sulphur removal, 
CO-conversion under pressure, CO, removal, low tem- 
perature gas-fractionation followed by liquid nitrogen 
wash, ammonia synthesis and storage of liquid ammonia 
The firms who could be asked to tender were, among 
others, Montecatini, Chemical Construction Corporation 
(CCC), Kellogg, Casale, Uhde, Foster-Wheeler, Hydro- 
carbon Inc. and St Gobain. 

The recommended number of streams for the purifica- 
tion step were two each, with 60 per cent of total capacity, 
and for ammonia synthesis, five compressors (one as 
spare) and four converters, each of 80-ton capacity. 

(e) Urea plant 
According to the report, the choice was to be one of 

four processes — Montecatini, CCC, Inven a and Pechi- 
ncy — on the basis of capital and produ« tion costs, as 
well as quality of product and ease of operation and 
maintenance. It was recommended that competitive 
quotations should be obtained from the following firms : 
Montecatini or their licensee, Kellogg (United States of 
America); CCC; Inventa or their licensees, Vulcan 
Corporation (United States) and Uhde (Federal Republic 
of Germany); and Pechiney or their licensees, Foster- 
Wheeler (United States) and Toyo Koatsu (Japan). The 
quotations should be on the basis of a daily production 
of 465 tons of prilled urea of 46 per cent nitrogen content 
(from liquid ammonia »nd CO, gas of about 98 per cent 
purity), storage capacity for two months' output and the 
bagging of 500 tons in eight-hour shifts. 

The report recommended that consideration should be 
given to four reactors, each of 125-ton capacity, for urea 
synthesis; and two streams, each with 60 per cent 
total capacity, for concentration, prilling and selective 
separation. 

(0 Bock pressure turbines 
It was noted that after the tenders for gas, ammonia 

and urea plants were finalized, the exact requirements of 
steam for the fertilizer plants would be known. Tenders 
would then be issued for the boilers and the back pressure 
turbines. Whether the turbines would be located in the 
fertilizer plant area or in the power plant area had to be 
decided beforehand. 

(g) Water-treatment plant 
The water-treatment plant would handle all the water 

requirements of the fertilizer, and briquetting and car- 
bonizing plants except the feed-water for waste-heat 
boilers in the fertilizer plant and that for the boilers of 
the back pressure turbines. These would be supplied by 
the thermal power-plant. The water-treatment plant 
would degasify, soften and filter the water for cooling- 
tower make-up and other process purposes. The report 
stated that the entire scheme of water purification and 
distribution might be done by the corporation or be 

allowed to be executed Hy a reputable water-treatment 
plant supplier on a competitive basis 

(h) Off-tite facilities 
The report stated that the general engineering of such 

off site facilities as water, steam and power distribution 
might he left to one of the contractors supplying the fer- 
tilizer plants or to any other contracting firm in the 
country as a separate contract As much as possible could 
also be done departmental^ by the corporation. 

The workshops, central laboratory and stores could be 
planned and executed by the corporation after ascertain- 
ing from the foreign contracting firms the service require- 
ments and standards necessary for the efficient running of 
the different units 

(i) Personnel training 
It was proposed to train about 200 graduate engineers 

for supervisory posts of chargemen and above, and about 
250 diploma holders for posts at the operator grade. The 
training was to be for about two years and in tw to 
three batches. Direct recruitment of experienced per- 
sonnel from existing chemical and fertilizer factories was 
to be made in 1959. Technical personnel selected for 
some of the top positions would be sent abroad for 
training in plants similar to those to be erected. 

(j) Estimated capital and production costs 
The estimated capital cost and production cost data 

given in the report are discussed below : 

Estimated capital cost of fertiliza plant and production 
cost of urea 

In view of the number of commercially well-established 
and technically sound processes available for the gasifica- 
tion, ammonia and urea plants, it was not an easy task 
at that stage to recommend any particular combination 
of processes cither from the technical or the purely cost 
point of view, this was even more the case because the 
country's experience of lign'te gasification and urea 
manufacture by the total-recycle process had been 
practically nil, and the variation of estimated capital 
costs for the different gasification and urea processes was 
considerable. However, an attempt had been made to 
examine the capital cost of a few combinations of gas. 
ammonia and urea processes and to estimate the pro- 
duction cost of urea. The processes considered were: 
for gasification, Winkler, Koppers and Lurgi; for ammo- 
nia, Casale and Montecatini; and for urea, Inventa, 
Montecatini, Pechiney and Chemico. While the processes 
considered for gasification and urea were those likely to 
be adopted, it was noted that others (besides Casale and 
Montecatini) should also be considered for ammonia, for 
example, CCC, Kellogg and Uhde. 

As had been mentioned earlier in the report, various 
alternatives existed in the gas purification methods, and 
in the schemes considered only the methods recommended 
by the firms who supplied the preliminary estimates had 
been adopted in the cost calculation. 

The estimated capital costs, the details of off-site faci- 
lities and the production costs for ammonia and urea for 
the different combinations, as given in the report, are 
summarized below : 
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TABI[  105. SUMMARY OF rosr FIATA 

(.(If 
Ammtmiti / It /;/ /» ( F7« 
I rta 

1 oh   lost   of  plants   (miliums of 
rupees 61.". 91 9 <•*.! 69.4 79.1 79.1 

E reeled i osi (millions ol rupees I 134 2 182.8 12^.8 147.7 |S9. \ 157 9 
Ammoni i cost (rupees per ton I 125 400 30«) *56 309 266 
Urea cost (rupees per ton) 297 357 287 316 321 276 5 

Soie   $US»      Rs.4.8. 
• l stimate of Powell DufTenen Technical Services. 

The cost of ammonia had been originally estimated by 
the State Fertilizer Production Committee in June 1955 
at Rs. 308/-, but with the latest figures for cost of 
lignite, power etc . it reached Rs. 330 - per ton. In the 
last two columns of table 105, the costs for the combina- 
tion V and VI are shown, one based on the estimated 
costs for erection, buildings, freight etc. and the other 
as estimated by the consultants in their report The 
differences in the production costs of ammonia an J urea 
are accounted for by the higher capital investment, the 
labour and overhead costs, the interest rates and mainte- 
nance costs which have been assumed and the omission 
of any credit for the by-products, gas and liquor in the 
estimates. Furthermore, the consultant ha J calculated on 
the basis of a production of 162,000 tons of urea per 
annum, equivalent to 74.000 tons of nitrogen. 

Cost of plant (f.o.b.) and eretteti cost 

After a careful examination of the various estimated 
costs for freight, insurance, import duty, erection, foun- 
dation and buildings, the following figures were assumed 
for purposes of calculation, as percentages of the fob. 
cost: freight, insurance and handling, 16 per cent; 
import duty, 6 per cent; erection and assembly, 16 per 
cent; and buildings and foundations, 14 per cent. Thus, 
the erected cost of plant came to 152 per cent of the 
f.o.b. cost. 

Off'Si te facilities 

An estimate of Rs. 22.8 million was made for the various 
off-site facilities for the fertilizer group plants. These 
included such items as power, steam distribution, water- 
treatment plant, workshop and laboratory. 

Royalty 

The royalty for a special process, e.g. urea, was indi- 
cated separately wherever such figures were available. 

Engineering supervision charges 

The costs for foreign technical personnel, at various 
stages of the project until full production was achieved, 
were taken at 10 per cent of erected plant cost. 

Training costs 

The cost of training operators and maintenance staff 
at home and abroad was estimated at about Rs. 2 million, 
and this was included in the total erected cost of the plant. 

Colony for staff 

It had been estimated that about 1,500 personnel of all 
categories would be required for the fertilizer group of 
plants The cost of the colony had been estimated at 
Rs. 11.3 million, as that met the standards laid down by 
the central Government 

Back pressure turbine 
The steam and part of the power requirements of the 

fertilizer factory were met from a back pressure turbine 
of about 10,000 kilowatt capacity, connected to two 
boilers. The erected cost of these was estimated at 
Rs. 20 million, pending confirmation by the planning 
department of the Cen'ral Water and Power Com mission 

Working capital 
This included : (a) spare parts at 4 per cent of erected 

cost of plant; (/>) wages for six months; and (<•) two 
months' stock of urea and bags 

Total investment 
It may b- seen that the total investment would vary 

between Rs. '66 million and Rs. 221 million 

Cost of raw materials and utilities 
The latest available figures are those estimated by the 

consultants in their report, and the figures utilized for 
the cost estimate are shown in the tabulation given 
below: 

TABU 106. COJT OF RAW MATERIALS AMI rriimis 

( Rupees) 

M alert at t'irti to*« 

Raw lignite .   Ton 9 59 
Steam, low pressure Ton 3.06 
Steam, high pressure Ton 3 37 
Power Thousands of kWh 18 01 
Raw water Cubic metres 0 055 
Feed-water  Cubic metres 0455 

(k) Foreign exchange 

Normally, about 20 per cent of the plant equipment 
involving tanks, vessels and gasholders might be fabri- 
cated domestically, provided sufficient capacity were 
available in workshops and the steel required were 
released by the Government Similarly. V) per cent of 
the cost of off-site facilities and 75 per cent of the freight, 
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liminone, building«, !.Minil.iii..n ,tml eriHtinn uni* 
would he im une<l m local imremv f ht% would mean 
¡hat, .H * (otai investment of abitui R% ?l<> nullum, 
foreign r «change requirements would be of the m der 
öl Rs   I %4» million 

('     It-.NfAmt   I'KUt.HkYS   MHHH II 

A rough indication «»I the schedule of work in planning. 
erecting and putting into commission the fertilizer group 
of plants is shown belo»* A more acculate picture of the 
schedule could he presented only alter tenders had been 
received and orders placed 

mi 

July Submission of project  report and broad 
spécifications 

August Fmaliiation of specification Tor lenders 
September Approval of Board and the Government 
October Issuance of tenders 
November    ...      Preliminary planning of off-site facilities, 

water treatment, laboratory, workshop 
etc. 

December Erection of Technical Cooperation Mission 
(United States of Amemi) pilot plant 
for briquetling<arbomzing 

I9SS 

January — 
February      — 
March Receipt of tender« for fertiliser plants 
April Discussion and tinalizaiion of tenders 
May Placement of orders for fertilizer plants. 

Collection of data from Technical Co- 
operation Mission pilot plant 

June Issuance of tenders for back pressure tur- 
bines and electrical substations 

July Commencement of work on preparation 
of site 

August Receipt of tenders for back pressure tur- 
bines 

September .... Placement of orders for back pressure tur- 
bines and substations. Tenders for car- 
bonizing and briquetting plant ready 

October Issuance of tenders for water-treatment 
plant and other off-site facilities 

November 
December. Receipt of tenders for 

items 
above-mentioned 

I9S9 

January Placement of orders for water-treatment 
and off-site facilities 

February Commet» »ment of work on foundations 
for the machines 

March Planning of laboratory and workshop 
April Planning of laboratory and workshop 
May    l 

.""*    j> Beginning of deliveries of equipment for 
V-y   .1 fertilizer factory 
August ; 
September    ...     Beginning of deliveries of equipment for 

back pressure turbines 
October Commencement  of erection  of water- 

treatment plant and other off-site faculties 

/vse 

Novemhei 
I Vcemhri 

j 

imo            j 
lanuery      ' 
February Krecti< >n of all fertiliser plant units, hack 
March        i pressure turbines, off-site fa- ihties etc in 
,\;>nl          I progress 
May           ) 
June 
July 
Augu 1 Completion of work on off site facilities, 

water-treatment   plant   laboratory   and 
workshop 

September Completion of erection of back pressure 
turbines 

October .   .   .   . .   . 
November    .   . .  .   Completion of erection of fertilizer factory 

Decenber 
units completed 

Commencement of trial production 

D. DECISIONS OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

The Board of Directors of the Corporation reviewed 
the project report, and decisions were taken along the 
lines discussed below. 

It was decided that detailed tender specifications should 
be prepared for the following groups of plants within 
battery limits : 

A. Gasification 
B. Oas purification 
C. Air and gas fractionation 
D. Ammonia plant 
E. Urea plant 
F. Process-steam installation 
G. Electrical equipment 
H. Off-site and auxiliary facilities 

Global tenders were then to be invited for f.o.b. supply 
of the plants. The tenders were to indicate deferred terms 
of payment, amount of equipment which could be manu- 
factured in the country and an estimate of erection and 
start-up costs. 

The project personnel were to design and install the 
power, water, steam and transport facilities, and also to 
tie up and provide connexions between plants. It was 
considered that the total cost of the fertilizer plant 
would be considerably less if done this way rather than 
given on a "turn-key" contract to a foreign bidder. The 
location and layout were to be worked out, and the 
workshop, stores, laboratories, safety and first-aid 
stations were to be designed by the project personnel 
themselves. 

The project, as seen from the capital cost figures and 
production cost, was a viable one, and, therefore, it was 
deckled that the Government should be requested to 
include it in its second and/or third Hans. The Govern- 
ment was also to be requested to provide the foreign 
exchange needed to execute the project. 
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I       ÍINIHH   SIM« lili AIIONS  l>KI,l*ARI,l> ih.Hgl%    l See  t.tl'lo   10 ".   |l>h.   Ill1))   |lu   »tpllii  ».>M>  .11. 
tabulali»!  <ui   i lu-  tu-.H   .»I   v uh  p,isiiK-iH.  lu  win» h   ilio 

Detailed  k.ulet  sncctKat.ons  «en-  prepare.)  tor   ih,-     ,•,„„„,,      Ju        htu. ,„ K   li)ik,, ,„ s|low ((u. (| 

eight   plani   units   Lach  tender   speuhü.lu.n   nu-luded      t ^   |( (hf p| m, ^ hii)>i(u   m (K,|mci, pmm.n( u,m) 

/«»i v <i//ü, the lollowing 
,,,,,.... hl  the  toll'»«,ni!  p.iu>tiaplu tin- icinlet> tet.eiu\l  !oi 
(/   Capacity ol the unit, f  '. '      .. 

each group ol  »he plani,  as well .is the n\ei all  tendel •- 
(h) Analyses of entering raw material, ,-,r |hc wh iit, p| (|l[    )U, ti„IMlll.lu, ,„,„, llk. ,,„„„ „, 

(<) Analyses of the product, view of 

(d) Mam process steps, („I lechnnal as|v*.t, 

(») Number of "streams" desired (/>)  fot.il foreign exilian^-».»^t »if f.o b equipment, 

Fach tender was to give: ,{ ' * °",! "' production ami installed c»>st per ton, 
/ v -m.   j-    ». r.u .   .. i»-„,.~...  .„ (</> Delixenes, deferred pavment terms aiul lin,mum' (<j) The fob, price of the unit under quotation; ; ' 

(b) Delivery time; -r   . .• i . .1 .   . v                 '                                                                              Tentative recommendations were then mven, as noted 
(c) Variations from specifications; below 
(</) Guarantees and penalties in case the capacity or 

specification of the products were not met; (a) (¡roup A; gas plant 
(e) Conditions for down payment, as well as terms for . ,y      ,             ,                 '   ' O.xvgen gasification of lignite 

deferred payment ; . «    *   ./                *                               .... 
,,,   _       .       .      ...        f The most elaborate and complete tenders and details if) Complete description 01 process; ...     .                    .;.   ,.      ....    .           r \j, «-»»'i""            t             1 were received tor the oxygen gasification ol lignite, i.e., for 
(g) Details of other plant, which had been operating on siagg¡ng.bed( fluid i zed-bed, entrained-bed and fixed-bed 

similar processes; gasification. These four processes can be classified in 
(A) Details of requirements of raw materials, steam, another way into two types : 

power and water per unit of product. ^fl) Those which reqUire sized lumps for gasification; 

(/)) Those which require extremely line particles for 
F. TENDERS CONSIDERED gasification. 

Global tenders were invited on 8 May 1958, and tenders Under the iirst group must ^ mentioned the pressure 
were obtained by 4 November 1958. Detailed analyses gas¡ncat¡on process, which requires 3-20 millimetre si/e 
of tenders were carried out by project personnel. Recom- and 30 per cent mo¡stUre, and the process which requires 
mendations made regarding acceptance of tenders are 0.,0 millimetre size with 8 per cent moisture. Under the 
given below: second group may be included the process requiring a 

particle size of 0-2 millimetre with 10 per cent moisture 
1. Tentative recommendations and the  entrained  bed  requiring the  finest  particles, 

The  tenders received  for the  fertilizer  plant  were 10 per cent residue on sieve DIN. 70 (0.08     180 mesh), 
carefully analysed. From the data available, summarized with 8 per cent moisture. 
tables were compiled with regard to: (a) capital cost; It was noted that in considering the gasification systems 
(6)cost of production and installed cost per ton of urea; for lignite, the most important aspect to be considered 
and (c) deliveries, deferred payment terms and financing was the property of the lignite, which has a tendency to 

TABLE 107. COMPLETE PLANT: COMPARISON OF CAPITAL COST 

(Millions of rupees) 

 — ~~ , a ,n iv v vi 

(,)ToUur.o.b. foreign exchange       122.1 142.2 130.1 1547 137.6« 139.3* 
(A) Totti foreign cachan*       139.5 161.6 152.1 Detads not      Details not 157.6 

given given 
(c) Total excluding civil works       162.8 181.9 169.9 Deuils not      Details not 164.8 

given given 
(rf) Total including civil work«'       185 211.5 192.5 Details not      Details not 183.3 * 
K ' given given 

W Freight         10.1 11.4 H 10.5 - 10.6 
S) SS         »0.928« 12.613* 12.106 7.143- - Dj££ 

(g) Total including freight and spares ...      206 235.6 215.6 — -  ~~ 

Noi*: AM prices given above an bawd on UM cash mode of payment. • Civil-works cost » only estimated. 
Figuras bave been rounded to the nearest ÏI0O.0O0. é including civil works of group A snd Rs. 10 million for group E. 

« Coat ofparts that can be fabricated in the country itself has not # ^ rf ^^ ^^ ^ nQi ^ jncluòe(J jn e(ther fQ b coa 0f m 

been separated. (0|II forejg„ exchange. 
* Excl-tiling groups G and H. 
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IAIIU.   IC«     I'ROUtK IKiN,   (USI   ül    I-KOIHICIION   ANI)   IVS1AU.II>   COSI    l'I R 

1. Guaranteed minimum production 
(tons pei day) 

Ammonia  
Urca  

2. Cost of production (rupees per ton 
of urea) 
Bulk  

Bagged   

3.  Total installed cost per daily ton 
of urea (rupees)  

285 
465 

420.4 « 
(429.47)' 
447.4" 

(456.4 r 

443,094 

285 
4d 5 

463 

490 

506,600 

III 

285 
465 

383 

410 

482,970 

IV 

285 
465 

* Based on 565 ions of lignite per day. 

a~V*e¿°??kU}alril' Ke.f0br C0S,l0f " k,lovolt llne «««»former» and pipelines to connect groups Ai   B + t outside the battery limits have not been included. 
' Based on 732 tons of lignite per clay. 

  TAHI
 

E
 

,09' DELIVERY, DEFERRED TERMS AND FINANCINO CHAROES 

°"""" ' // /// IV 

1. Delivery (number of months after contract 
is signed) : 

(a) Completion of erection  34 34 28 34 
ib) Numberofmonthsfor50%production — ... _. ^4 

(c) Number of montns for full production 38 3g 29 16 

2. Deferred terms: 

(a) Beginning date      i^te of contract for all 
ib) Last payment (months from the date of 

con,rac,)  66 66 Deferred  pay 84 
ment details 
not given 

3. Financing charges: 

SD^ÎT*
1
**,     No separate charge given; included in rate of interest ib) Rate of interest (percentage)     ... 6 6 Not given 6 5 

(c) Total financing charges (percentage)  . n.85 11.85     Not given 22.3 

y VI 

34 33 

38 36 

66 

6.5 Not given 
9.5 
8.1 

crumble into a very fine powder. The corporation had 
been running a very large-scale pilot plant for the crush- 
ing, drying, briquetting and carbonization of lignite. The 
crushing and drying section had capacities of 5 tons per 
hour and 2 tons per hour respectively. About 200 tons 
of lignite had been handled and it has been observed 
that it pulverized to very fine dust in both grinding and 
drying. For this pilot plant the greatest difficulty had been 
to obtain particles of larger size. From the crusher, which 
had a hammer mill, it had been very difficult to get 
particles of a size between 10 to 25 millimetres for drying 
in the fluidized system, whereby hot flue-gas flowed up- 
wards concurrently with the lignite dust, thereby entrain- 
mg it and drying the lignite from 56 per cent moisture 
to anything between 8 to 15 per cent The flue-gas inlet 
temperature was about 300»-500°e, and the outlet 
was 100° C. The contact time was high. Even with this 
kind of drier, only with great difficulty was it possible to 

obtain 90 per cent of the dried product in 1-2 millimetre 
size. It may be stated that in most runs the dry product 
was below 1 millimètre, 50 per cent was of the 0.5 milli- 
metre size and 35 per cent was 0.07 millimetre or lower. 

From these figures, the purchaser was convinced that any 
process of drying lignite and then sizing it to 1-2 milli- 
metre size would be an extremely difficult job. The only 
logical conclusion was that, for lignite, the gasification 
process should be that which gasifies the finest particles 
possible. Therefore, gasification processes using dried and 
sized lignite would be a difficult proposition. From this 
point of view, the gasification process which requires 
90 per cent below 0.08 millimetre and 10 per cent above 
this size was the most suitable for gasifying lignite. 
Furthermore consideri.ig the friable nature of the ùgnite, 
the elaborate equipment provided by this process might 
not become necessary to reduce the particle size. If this 
were true, then the prices given by Process II could also 
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be substantially leduced Next came Proci ss IV which 
required 0 2 millimetre si/c Here ¡«gam, a huge (Hiten 
tage of the undersized would have (o IH- sent to the boiler 
plant In the case ol Processes I and III, although the\ 
had adopted the turbine type ol Huttnei dnei, which 
docs not allow the lignite to crumble to a large entent, a 
very high percentage ol lignite from the drier would have 
to be sent as fines to the boiler plant 

Considering the data given above, one may compare 
the pi >cesses technically from other angles From the 
point of view of fuel consumption per 1,000 normal 
cubic meters of CO Ma on the basis of bone-dry ligm'e. 
the consumption was lowest in the case of Process l\ 
which was 609 kilogrammes followed by Process III with 
654 kilogrammes. Process II with 732 kilogrammes, and 
Process [ with the highest, 760 kilogrammes. From the 
point of view of oxygen consumption per 1,000 normal 
cubic metres of CO -f H2, Process HI was the lowest 
with 214 normal cubic metres; next came Process I with 
305, followed by Process IV with 320 and Process II, 
the highest, with 378. The normal cubic metres of 
CO + H, obtained per ton of bone-dry lignite was the 
highest in the case of Process IV with 1,671, followed by 
Process III with 1,526, r.ocess II with 1,366 and Process I 
with 1,315. As regards the electric-power consumption, 
including power for lignite preparation and raw-gas 
compression, Process III was the lowest with 125 kilowatt 
hours per 1,000 normal cubic metres of CO 4- H„ 
Process I was next with 230, followed by Process IV with 
233; the highest was Process II with 316. In steam pro- 
duction, Process II produced the maximum, followed 
by Processes IV, III and I. In carbon efficiency. Process IV 
was the highest and Process I the lowest. In thermal 
efficiency, Process IV was the highest, followed by 
Process II, with I the lowest. 

Foreign exchange 

The total foreign exchange part of f.o.b. cost of equip- 
ment was the lowest in the case of Process I at Rs. 11.3 mil- 
lion, and the highest in the case of Process II, at 
Rs 29 million. It should be pointed out here that Pro- 
cess I provided only two gasifier units for a total capa- 
city of 130 per cent, whereas Process II provided five 
units with 120 per cent total capacity. Process II had 
also provided for a lignite handling and bunker of 
7,500-tons capacity, to take care of both the requirements 
of gasification and the boiler section. It should also be 
noted that the weight of the equipment supplied by 
Process II was 5,125 toi.s, against 2,795 tons supplied by 
Process I. 

Gasification capacity 

Io the capacity provided for gasification, it may be 
noted that Process I had provided only two units each 
of 65 per cent capacity. Hence, if one were down, pro- 
duction would be only 65 per cent; Process II, on the 
other hand, had provided five units of 120 per cent 
capacity, and if one unit were down, 96 per cent produc- 
tion could still be obtained. Process IV had provided 
three units for ISO per cent capacity. If one were down, 
100 per Tent production could be achieved. Process III 
had provided three units with 110 per cent capacity. If 

one (Mill    •  domi     «uh      '  |*-i  .i-itl  ,  .ii.i, .is     ..,,1.1  ««, 

obtained 

( 'oiisidt niig llh    number   ..(   p|.ml-- H,, tili.,!  alici   l'M 

based . •> the oxvgt n gasitu ahoii .»I low  gi.i.l    Sue I-, loi 

mahne ammonia  synthèse g.c   H  should  I«   ,i,»r,| ¡hit 
a  ininitK-i  ol  plan!-,  weir Inule with l'i...,-.    ||  • ,,, 

Belgium, one in I ;nl.nid   one m I i.m..-   ,-i¡,  m  I.MHI  nut 
one   each   IIS   Spall!   .Hut   Portugal    j.  well    i,  one   menlh 

for the (neck lignite  pr-mM   Compared   >\ith  On,   l'i,, 
cess III h.id put up the gas plani tor ri r supply of ¡own 
gas in Australia ami at Dorsten in the I edera! Hi pudín 
of Germany, as well as a   M-IV  large plant  to.   f ischrr 
Fropsch synthesis m S.Mi'.h  \irua   Reieniiy   a Pi ot ess ||| 
plant  had  been  put   up  m  the  Kepubh.   ol   Koiea  lot 
.immolila synthesis gas   Process I was the oldest of these 
processes, but it had the greatest drawback in the eairv 
over of dust with gas. winch had to he burnt in a boilei 
Process   I   generators  had   been   working  lor   the  past 
thirty years in both  Fisterai (¡e, many and the  lederai 
Republic of Germany, and  in Japan, in such  lamou«, 
plants as Leuna, Bohlen and HAS! al Magdeburg  How 
ever, few Process I plants had been put up recently   A 
large size unit, based on  Process 111,  was working at 
Wcsseling,  and another  plant lor lump coal had been 
put up at Sluiskill. Process IV was working on a semi- 
commercial scale at Wcsseling 

Cost 

The cost of production and installed cost per 1,000 nor- 
mal cubic metres of CO ' H2 were stated to be as 
follows (in rupees) : 

Cost of prnduttum 
of 1,000 normal 

cubit metrts 
of CO  t Ht 
in raw gai 

(tUt Of ptihiiu tt'**t 
of 1.0(H) n»rm<it 

lubit nietet % 
of CO  •   H 2 

in i omprt-\%ttt 
r«H gat 

i ifi-iH ti,tmt>iph*'rt \ 

oil nj pr,H¡ml)un 
ni 1,000 normal 

< uhlt metrei 
"f tyntht'Sit fai 

III,  •   V, 

Process I .  . .  .         67.21 76.97 109.71 
Process II 88.18 97.93 124.51 
Process III   . 67 91 105.92 
Process IV   . .   .         62.30 75.15 106.87 

Terms 
Delivery, deferred-payment terms and financing charges 

were nearly the same in the case of all the four tenderers, 
as shown in table 109. 

Recommendation 
After a careful consideration of the above points, it 

was recommended that for gasification, Processes I and II 
should be selected for further investigation. Process I 
was the lowest in price and was an old and established 
process, but it might have operating troubles and low 
efficiency. Process II was the highest in price, but would 
operate much more smoothly. 

(b) Group B: gas purification 

Quotations received 
For this group, quotations had been received from five 

firms. One had been offered for the three gasifications, 
Processes I, II and IV. The purchaser prefered water 
wash, ammonia water wash or hot potash wash for initial 
H|S removal from raw gas. During the study of the gas 
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-,% sii'ti». Hu HI.IIU up îi'i lin- iti ir-.iii il hi>l potash t osting 
ihniit H--. |i(MN! |MI lim I dt* i on --umption .in«! tust 
h.ni I" (H established eiailly More ,I .IrtiM.in muni be 
taken    I!   th.it     \tem   were   adopt--»!,   guaianlcnl   »IMI 

Mllllplioii îl^Ulr.  Aoilld  IM\(   (O hr  I ivcil 

I ht pun baser was also ot tin opinion thai lite l '< ), gas 
going tu tin.s svnlhesis pl.iiit must be »I impietri Y purificò 
ni the H|S and onygen. eilhet by actuated carbon or iron 
oMilr foi MjS and not by topper turnings for oxygen 
Considcttng the pi t H ess offered, it was believed that for 
the atmospheru gastficaiion systems the most acceptable 
was Process I 

Coti 

From the point oí vieu of the cost on fob equipment, 
the preference was Process I 

Total production, cosí oí production and installed cosi 
per ton 

Process I was only offering three converters, each of 
33 1/3 per cent capacity, for the CO Convention, which 
was not considered sufficient; therefore, the price would 
have to be increased for an additional CO converter of 
33 1/3 per cent capacity 

Terms 
Delivery, deferred-payment terms and financing charges 

were almost the same and were satisfactory 

Recommendation 
On the basis of the considerations given above. 

Process I was recommended for further study 

(c) Group C: air and gas fractionation 
Technically, all three offers III, II and 1 were 

acceptable. Unfortunately, one offer had not given any 
details beyond price. 

Cost of equipment 
On the basis of fob cost of cquioment only, offer I 

was the lowest      Rs. 17.0 million; followed by offer III 
-Rs. 17.8 million; and offer II — Rs.  19.7 million. 

Since offer I had not provided any details, only offers II 
and III could be considered further. 

Production facilities 
Under production facilities it must be pointed out that 

offer III had provided each stream for a total capacity 
of 130 per cent, whereas offa' II had provided only two 
streams with 50 per cent capacity each but with the pro- 
vision that it could be pushed up to 65 per cent. On this 
basis, offer HI was the better. 

Terms 
Delivery, deferred-payment ternis and financing charges 

were the lowest in the case of offer II, and III was the 
highest. 

Recommendation 
On the basis of the above-mentioned factors, it was 

recommended that offers I and II should be selected for 
further consideration. 

ni) (tittup I)   iiiHtHi'ii'ii plant 

( lu'tiiiiiiin\ > i, <n <•,/ 

Mu- «tli-is tot ibi- .luintom.i plant received from 
tompanifs I, II, III and IV writ- studied in detail. I irm I 
offered a medium pressure system with ejectors, ¡I ottered 
¡he régulai high pressure system with ejector-., and 111 
and IV ottered the medium pressure system with circu- 
lator. Although I offered a medium pressure system with 
ejc< tors, i s\s!em which was not widely established, no 
difficultiy Has foreseen technically in the svstein working 
Hence, technically, offers I, II and III were acceptable, 
IV was not considered, as details hail not been given 

( o.U 

On the basis of the fib cost of equipment, offer I 
was th«. lowest, being Rs In 1 million, followed by II at 
Rs  18 < million and III at Rs 21 3 million 

Production 

The guaranteed consumption of synthesis gas was 
lowest in the case of II, being 2,703 per ton of arrmonia, 
and higher in the case of I at 2,780 These figures would 
have to be confirmed as they would have a great signi- 
ficance m maximum production. Firm I gave the maxi- 
mum quantity of steal i being made, as 0.85 tons per 
ton of ammonia, and consumed the lowest power 
fOG kWh per ton of ammonia 

Terms 

Delivery, deferred-payment terms and financing charges 
were satisfactory for offers 1, II and 111. 

Recommendation 

On the basis of the considerations given above, provided 
that a guarantee would be obtained for the systems by 
firm I and also that the specific consumption of synthesis 
gas per ton of ammonia would be better, there was no 
hesitation in recommending I as the first choice, II as 
the second and III as the third. 

(e) Group E: urea plant 

Tenders received 

Three processes had been offered for this plant : an 
oil-slurry recycle process by firm I, a total-liquid recycle 
of ammonium carbamate by II, and a total recycle of 
ammonium carbonate by company III. Company IV had 
not given any details. System I — the oil-slurry recycle — 
had given operational difficulties in plants in the United 
States of America. It is also pertinent to point out here 
that no company had offered the selective séparation of 
ammonia and CO» which is a very costly and elaborate 
process. In urea synthesis, Process II had been most 
extensively used throughout the world and there was no 
hesitation in saying that this combination was technically 
the most favourable, followed by III. 

Cost 
The total foreign cost of the equipment was the lowest, 

Rs. 20.1 mttlion, in the case of II, and it was Rs. 33.32 mil- 
lion in the ease of III. 
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V\ ¡ih icj'.iiil In guai an leed production civ  . lini li II   uni 
III    <:\n,, ¡ed   lo   prodiKC    | St.45(1   tons   <i|    pulled    uti'.i 
which W.I-. about  IU per cent above the taigct   Hoth had 
ollcred Ioni  autoclaves ol   12*» Ions uipaulv e.uh   llow 
cvci. ti tu.tv lx .uklcil here th.il II li;ul ottered toni stremi 
np  io   urei   concculiation   .nul   filling,  while  III   had 
olle red better facilities loi  technical giade urea and the 
air-condilioning ol storage   It may liso be noted that the 
total weight of equipment ottered by III was .'.X9(> tons. 
whereas that ottered by II was only I.ViK ions 

Termi 
With regard to delivery, deferred-payment terms, 

financing charges and trial production, the trial pro- 
duction was expected in thirty-eight months, in the case 
of" company II Company III had not made a clear 
statement on this, whereas in the case of I, the hope was 
that 50 per ccr» production would be attained in thirty- 
four months, a tactor of considerable importance 

Recommendation 
From the above-mentioned considerations, it was felt 

that the processes offered by II and III should be given 
preference, 

(f ) Groups F, G and //. process-steam installation, electrical 
equipment and off-site and auxiliary services 

For group F, offers had been received from four 
companies I, II, III, IV. Of these, ill had not given 
any details. In comparing this group only, the alternative 
given by I could be compared with IV, because I had 
given only a 5,000 kilowatt back pressure turbine 
Furthermore, company I had not included part II under 
group F, i.e., electrical equipment. Technically speaking, 
the offers of I and IV were considered the best. 

It was most difficult even to compare the fob cost of 
equipment in this group because companies I and IV 
had not followed the same pattern. Furthermore, taking 
the groups F, G and H together, offer I was preferable 
to II. Under group G, offer I had provided a transformer 
capacity of 58.900 kilowatt-amperes, whereas II had 
provided for only 40,000 kilowatt-amperes 

(g) Total plant 

For the complete plant, it may be seen from the 
foregoing discussion that the alternatives preferred 
technically, financially and with respect to deliveries and 
deferred terms were the following ; 

(o) For groups D, E, F and H and lor groups A, B, 
and C, offer I was the best. The foreign exchange involved 
was only Rs 122.1 million 

(b) Technically speaking, offer I, in combination with 
a different gasification system, was superior to that 
selected, but it involved a foreign exchange of 
Rs. 142.2 million. Because of this factor, it was the 
second choice. 

The recommendations were considered by the Board 
of Directors of the Corporation and by the Government, 
and on the basis of the lower f.o.b. cost of plant and equip- 
ment, offer I was accepted. 
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it I Supporting stru tures and j'ratim» - 

(</! Com ever systems, 

(c)  Low-pressure pipelines 

I he (idveinnient was to release the ncccss 
the fabricating shops to which the contrat.tor 
the subcontracts   I ¡nforiiinalely. IK*, uisc ol 
of steel in the country, the indigeiiou 
delayed and,  ultimately.  I he  required 
imported. Although delivery  ol (he loicign mad.' equip 
ment began a( site in l%l and was 9u pet . eiii complete 
by 19(0, (he erection could not be begun bcí.ue  I9M, 
for the following reasons 

(</) The foundations and buildings were not icadv I his 
was ¡he responsibility of the Corporation. 

(/>)  I he indigenous fabricated equipment was not readv, 

(( ) The erection contract was not given in tune, tin. 
being the responsibility of the Coiporation, although 
the foreign contractors were to supply a large number <>l 
specialized erectors. 

As a result, the foreign contractors who had a time 
limit for the supply of equipment and lot the beginning 
of erection applied an "escalation" clause, as per the 
contraci It is estimateti that, in addition to the loss ol 
production for two years, a 20 per cent increase in the 
total cost of the project became inevitable I he erection 
was completed in 1965 and trial production was expected 
to begin during the year. 

The Corporation authorities had to execute the 
following : 

(a) Determine the exact location ol the factory and 
make the layout; 

(b) Survey soil condition   for foundations, 
(e) Provide drainage, grading, road levelling and rail 

way siding; 
(</) Construct foundations and buildings. 
(e) Provide lignite by a belt conveyer Design and build 

the cooling- and process-water systems Convey electric;»! 
power to the receiving station; 

(/) Provide transport and storage of equipment; 
(g) Provide erection of equipment; 
(A) Arrange recruitment and training of personnel; 
(/)  Arrange for local fabrication, 
(j) Arrange for all tools and tackle for erection, except 

for specialized items which were imported 
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Ihr time taken lor the project to be completed from 
the ilute the contrails with the foreign companies were 
signed in l%0 was .ihout four years. Ï his was almost 
twice the lime originally scheduled for the completi m 
o! the pro (et i Io a certain extent, this delay was beyond 
the control ol ¡he Corporation II may also be stated 
that by ordering units of plants separately and by under- 
taking the interplant lie-up and the responsibilities listed 
above, a considerable saving in the total cost of the project 
was achieved Members of the project personnel gained 
invaluable experience which could not be obtained in any 
other way 

Again§t this, it may he pointed out that the delay io 
earlier completion of the project cost the country foreign 
exchange for the importation of fertilisers and caused the 
Corporation lo*s in revenue. These factors have to be 
carefully weighed by developing countries in planning 
fertilizer project» Similar undertakings are only possible 
in a developing country which already has experience in 
such projects and which has administrators, engineers 
and technicians who are capable of handling responsibi- 
lities The easier and costlier way of executing such 
projects is to enter into "turn-key" contracts. Under such 
a contract, a competent foreign Arm not only supplies 
processes and equipment, but assumes the entire respon- 
sibility up to trial production and handing over the plant 
•Her capacities and guarantees have been proved. 

Many developing countries with established fertilizer 
projects are now designing component plants and 
fabricating most of the equipment themselves. For 
example, the following plants are being designed and built 
at least by a few developing countries: 

(a) Sulphuric acid; 
(h) Superphosphate; 
(<) Ammonium sulphate; 
(d) Nitric acid ; 
(e) Ammonium nitrate. 

For the above-mentioned plants, most of the equip- 
ment can be manufactured locally, with the following 
exceptions : 

(a) High-pressure compressors and blowers; 
(b) Valves; 
(c) Instruments; 
(d) Special pumps; 
(e) Catalysts; 
if) Stainless steel and special alloy steels. 

Although this is a step in the right direction, it will be 
some years before many developing countries can under- 
take such a step. In the meantime, it is essential that every 
developing country building fertilizer plants take an 
active part in design, construction and erection so that 
the "know-how" can be utilized in future projects. 
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J)0S2V 
XXI. PLANT INVESTMENT AND PRODUCTION COSTS 

A. DESCRIPTION OF CHARTS 

This chapter consists of a series of charts showing the 
investment required for building a plant to produce a 
specific fertilizer and the production cost of the fertilizer. 
One group of charts shows how the investment varies 
with the capacity of the plant. A second group shows how 
the production cost of a fertilizer varies with the capa- 
city of the plant. In some cases, additional charts show 
how other variables raw material and energy costs, 
for example — affect the total cost of producing a specific 
fertilizer material. 

(k) Return on investment not included; 
(/) Storage included only where specified (storage invest- 

ment for solid materials can be assumed to be about 
$18 per ton of storage capacity in the United S» .tes 
of America); 

(m) Bagging costs are included as part of the normal 
superphosphate plant cost, but not as part of any 
other; 

(n) Plants to operate at 100 per cent of capacity; 
(o) Plants  to opt rate 330 days per annum,  with  the 

exception of t.iat for normal superphosphate, w hich 
would operate 250 days per annum. 

B. ASSUMPTIONS USED IN DEVELOPING CHARTS 

1. Charts showing production costs 

The same basic assumptions are used in developing all 
charts showing the production costs, with the exception 
of figure 64; the assumptions used in preparing that chart 
are listed thereon. The basic assumptions» are listed below : 

(a) Electric-power cost: $0.007 per kWh; 
(b) Water cost: $0.03 per thousand gallons; 
(c) Operating labour, $3.00 per hour; 
(d) Maintenance : 5 per cent of investment per annum; 
(e) Labour overhead : 30 per cent of operating labour and 

suoervision ; 
if) Plant overhead : 70 per cent of operating labour and 

supervision ; 
(g) Depreciation: 10 per cent of investment per annum; 
(h) Taxes and insurance: 3 per cent of investment per 

annum; 
(/) Interest on invested or working capital not included; 
(J) Sales cost not included; 

2. Charts showing plant investment versus plant capacity 

The basic assumptions used in preparing all the charts 
showing the plant investment versus the capacity of the 
plant are listed below : 
(a) Location in Gulf Coast area of United Stales of 

America; 
(¿>) Battery limits plant, that is, supply and erection of 

process equipment required for manufacture of the 
products in plants of specified capacity;l 

(c) All    production    units    based    on    single-stream 
construction. 

For all the various fertilizer products produced, thv 
investment increases as the production capacity of the 
plant increases, and the cost of producing the fertilizer 
decreases as the production capacity of the plant increases. 

1 For diacusuons of additional costs which must be faced, tee 
United Nations, Studiti in Economica of Industry; vol. I: Cement. 
Nitrogenous Fertilizers Based on Natural Gas (United Nation» 
publication: Sak»No.: 63.IÏ.B.3), pp. 34-39; chapter XII of this 
manual, "Production of phosphate fertilizers", pp. 117-136. 
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ligure  63.   Anhvdious  ammonta:   plani  investment   versus  plant      Figure 64. Anhydrous ammonia: production cost versus plant capacity 
capacity 
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Figura  67.   Anhydrous  ammonia    shipping  rosi  vcr^u*   shipping     Figun-  <W    4flAii/n>Mi   umm,m4u    skipping  <<>*'   »mm   ¡kipping 
distance, via rail 
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Figure 69. Anhydrous ammonia: storage costs at atmospheric pressure; 
investment cost and production cost vertus capacity 
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Untre 72.  l'rea. prilled 145 per cent N): production cost versus      Figure 73. Ammonium sulphate, sulphuric acid process: production 
ammonia cost cost versus ammonia cost at various sulphuric acid costs 
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Figure 74. Ammonium nitrate, prilled (Sì J per cent N): plant     Figure 75. Ammonium nitrate, prilled (33.5 per cent N): production 
investment versus plant capacity cost versus phmt capacity at various ammonia costs 
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Figure  76.  Diammcnium phosphate  (18-46-0): plant investment     Figure 77.   Duvnmonium phosphate  (1S-46-0):  production cost 
versus pknt capacity 
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Figure 78. Triple superphosphate (0~46-O): pknt investment versus      Figure 79. Triple superphosphate (0-46-0): r<" faction cost UTSU* 

plant capacity plant capacitv. cone process used by Tennessee Valley Authority 
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Figure 81. Normal superphosphate (0-204)   production ant vcriui 
sulphuric add cost at various phosphate rock costs 
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Plfwt *í. Stdphmrk »eld: pirn« capacity vertut plant investment, 
COnêOCt prOCCSS 

Figure 83. Sulphuric add: production coat less sulphur cost versus 
plant capacity 
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Figure 86. Wet-process phosphoric acta (S4 per cent PtOJ : pèrni     Figure 87 Wet-process phosphoric acid (54 per cent Pt0%) proéKtum 
emptily versus production tost 
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Figure iff. Stiptrphosphoric acid (70 per cent FtO%) : pkmt investment 
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Fì^re 90.   Stlrtc acid iSO-éO per cent HNOJ    pimi w*tsime*t      ftgmt 91   Silrk arid i 30-60 per cent HNOt)   prodnitum ion tes 
venus pkmt capar it \. Uhde process ammanta coti verni* plant rap via 
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